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EDITORIAL FOREWORD
In a year when most of the news about excavation in Egypt and the Sudan tells of

rather unexciting operations undertaken in the urgent circumstances of the Nubian
campaign, it is a matter of great satisfaction to members of the Egypt Exploration

Society that its own expedition has unearthed a site from which information of real

historical interest may be expected. During the winter of 1961-2 Professor Emery dug
at Qasr Ibrim in Egyptian Nubia, and again at Buhen in the Sudan

;
of the two operations

he has supplied the following account:’

Work began at Qasr Ibrim on October 15, 1961. An examination of the necropolis in the valley

on the north and south sides of the fortress (Cemeteries 192, 193), occupied us until December i,

1961, by which time more than 300 tombs had been dug. From the evidence obtained the following

facts emerge:

1. The circular mound-burials belong to the X-group people, and probably date from the fourth

to sixth centuries .v.d.

2. In some of the later tombs the transition from paganism to Christianity is evident.

3. The tombs were probably rifled in early Christian times when no knowledge existed of their

design or of the richness of certain burials.

4. A rich community of the Meroitic Period occupied Qasr Ibrim and probably built parts of the

fortress.

With few exceptions the X-group tombs were plundered in antiquity and often re-used in the

Christian period. Nevertheless they repaid excavation and yielded fine pottery vessels of almost

every variety. Unfortunately many of the large tombs had been re-plundered recently and these on

examination were almost always found empty. Consequently we concentrated on burials which

showed signs of being undisturbed since antiquity. In two large tombs of the northern necropolis,

finds of great value were made; in both the plunderers had overlooked the fact that the substructure

had two rooms: one for the burial and the other for the funerary equipment. The burial-rooms had

been ransacked, but the magazines were intact, containing fine bronze vessels, bronze lamps, glass,

the remains of ivory-inlaid wooden boxes, toilet implements, painted pottery, etc. In other tombs
tools and weapons were discovered. In general our finds reproduce in miniature the X-group

material found in the royal tombs of Qustul and Ballana in 1931. The tombs are minor varieties of

the Ballana and Qustul design: a rubble or earthern tumulus above a rectangular pit containing the

burial. This pit is roofed by a mud-brick leaning barrel vault or by large flat stones supported on

ledges cut in the walls.

Three Meroitic sites were examined, but all had been ransacked in ancient and modern times.

Sufficient remained to show that the burials belonged to a rich and important community. The
remains of three ia-statues were recovered; but by far the most important finds were two stelae

bearing Meroitic texts of considerable length, as yet unstudied.

On December 30, 1961, the expedition re-opened the work at Buhen. After examining parts of

the denuded areas of the Middle Kingdom fortress, we turned to a site along the river-bank north

of the fortress and midway between it and the Kanous village, where in i960 we had noted fragments

’ A preliminary report on work at Buhen \\ill appear in Kush.

U’ 605 B
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of copper ore and sherds of a strange red-ware pottery in the drift sand. Test trenches revealed

denuded brick and rough stone walls rarely exceeding 0-40 m. in height, and quantities of copper

ore and sherds of fine red-ware carinated bowls of a puzzling character. Rough stone mortars set in

the floors of cubicle-type rooms, for pounding ore, and fragments of pottery crucibles and ingot-

moulds showed that the area had contained a metal-working factory. Charcoal, copper slag, and
droppings of pure copper from crucibles confirmed this, but we were still uncertain of the date of

this settlement. Further test pits showed that the site stretched along the river-bank for more than

300 m.
;
detailed excavation began on January 3, 1962.

Eventually larger sherds of the carinated red-ware were found showing that they belonged to the

type of vessel known as the Maidum bowl, of Fourth- and Fifth-Dynasty date. Fragments of Nubian
B-group pottery and other types of Egyptian Old Kingdom pottery, and finally an ostracon inscribed

with the cartouche of Kakai (Neferirkare^), confirmed the Old Kingdom date for the site. Clay

sealings bearing the names of kings of the Fourth and Fifth Dynasties and more ostraca were

subsequently found in all the cleared parts of the site.

Although denuded, the remains of the town show definite evidence of uninterrupted occupation

over a long period, but no pottery of a date later than the Old Kingdom was found. Big defence

walls of rough stone, 2 m. wide, have been traced to the river edge some 150 m. north of the New
Kingdom perimeter of the fortress, and on the river side there is a stone-lined ditch.

Neither the north nor south ends of the town have yet been located; the northern extremity

perhaps extends as far as the Kanous village.

It was at first thought that the southern area within the defence wall was denuded because

trenching to more than one metre in depth revealed only clean drift sand. Subsequent discoveries,

however, caused us to reconsider this conclusion.

On February 26, brick walls were found partly below the rough stone lining of the so-called

ditch near the river edge. Here, under one metre of drift sand was a well-built structure with walls

standing i •
1 5 m. high. On each side at a still lower level we discovered three well-preserved furnaces

in which copper ore had been smelted.

The building is built of unusually large bricks like those common in the Second Dynasty. The
fact that walls built over parts of it are made of smaller bricks, dated by clay sealings and ostraca

to the Fifth Dynasty, further suggests an archaic date for the foundation of the town. Jar sealings

and pottery also support this possibility; of the pottery, some types were in use during the Second

Dynasty, but may well have continued in fashion into the Pyramid Period. Of the limited amount

of Nubian pottery found, some fragments are undoubtedly A-group, although B-group predominate.

Apart from tracing the defence walls, by March 3 an area 60 m. square was examined in detail,

and on March 5, through the courtesy of the Sudan Antiquities Service, air photographs were

taken covering the whole investigated field.

To estimate future work on the site, we dug a trench 3 m. wide down to the bed-rock across the

area from the defence wall on the west to the river-bank on the east. The results again indicated

that the towm was founded before the Fourth Dynasty. Stone revetments were revealed 1-40 m.

below the general ground level of the Old Kingdom town near the river edge. Quantities of sherds

of rough brown-ware pots and crucibles, with fragments of charcoal and minute pieces of ore in

this stratum show that copper-working was in full progress at this earlier date. Just east of the rough

stone defence wall, and 1-30 m. below its foundations was found a natural hollow in the native rock

filled with large boulders so as to form an even surface. Above this curious feature is a layer 0-90 m.
thick of clean drift sand. Within the limited area disclosed by the trench the part covered by the

layer of boulder-stone suggests the foundation prepared for some very large edifice, but of this

there is no trace; only the layer of drift sand below the Old Kingdom floor-level.
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In all operations, at the higher levels, inscribed sealings have been recovered, among which are

some particularly fine specimens showing the serekh and cartouche of Mycerinus.

It is impossible as yet to say how long it will take to clear the whole town of Buhen, or indeed how
much of it survives. Sufficient has been discovered to show that it was not an isolated trading station

but a town of great importance. Already we may conclude that Egyptian colonization of Nubia
started earlier than hitherto supposed, perhaps immediately following the campaign of Sneferu.

Some idea of the town’s importance to Nubian history can be gained from the following facts;

1. The town was a purely Egyptian colony; although Nubian B-group pottery is present, at least

ninety-five per cent, of the pottery-sherds is Egyptian.

2. Copper-working was one of its industries, so we may conclude that deposits of this metal are

to be found somewhere in the Northern Sudan.

3. A well-organized dispatch service was maintained with Egypt throughout the Fourth and

Fifth Dynasties, to judge from the mass of document-sealings.

4. The names of the following kings have so far been found; Chephren, Mycerinus, Userkaf,

Sahuret, Neferirkare', Nyuserre^.

Professor R. A. Caminos also spent seven weeks at Qasr Ibrim copying the Pharaonic

inscriptions and reliefs there. Six shrines in the cliffs on the eastern bank of the Nile

occupied him mainly; two were unfinished and uninscribed; four date to the New
Kingdom and contain texts, scenes, painted ceilings, and niches holding roval and

divine statues. In the fortress on the heights he copied eighteen inscribed blocks

ranging from the time of Tuthmosis I to Taharqa. Facsimiles were made of nine

Middle Kingdom and New Kingdom graffiti and of three stelae including the monu-
mental text of Sethos I and his Nubian Viceroy, Amenemope. Most of this material

is already known, but little is fully published, and none has previously been adequatelv

recorded. All the inscribed material from Qasr Ibrim will be included in a volume of

the Archaeological Survey.

In the early part of the season the systematic survey (begun in the preceding season)

of those parts of Egyptian Nubia lying between the concessions already allotted to

excavating organizations was completed. Mr. Smith reports;

In its second season, from the beginning of October to the middle of November 1961, the

Society’s Field Survey party, continuing northwards from Korosko, traversed on foot all the

unexplored areas of Egyptian Nubia up to Shallal. The sites discovered, where not devastated bv

plundering, were investigated by the sondage method, and those of importance recommended to the

Director General of Antiquities. It is satisfactory that the Director General has been able to find

concessionaires to excavate all the sites recommended during the first season. In the second season

only one site of real importance was found. This was a painted rock-shelter in the Khor Fumm
Atmur, the great wadi east of Korosko that forms the entry to the Korosko-Abu Hamed road.

It contained finely preserved paintings of animals, human figures, and boats. Excavation proved

that there had been two main phases of occupation, belonging to the Nubian A-group and C-group

respectively. It has been recommended that the Centre of Documentation and Studies on Ancient

Egypt in Cairo fully record this shelter. The preliminary report of the Survey for both seasons has

now been published in Cairo by the Ministry of Culture and National Guidance for the .\ntiquities

Department of Egypt
;
final publication will be undertaken by the Society.

The field party consisted, as in the first season, of Mr. H. S. Smith, Mr. D. O’Connor, Mr.
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M. A. P. Minns, with the addition of Mrs. H. F. Smith. Mr. Ibrahim Amer, Inspector of Antiqui-

ties at Tanta, accompanied the survey for the second season. Mr. Smith wishes to pay tribute to all

these members of his staff and to his Qufti workmen for their excellent conduct of an arduous task

under difficult conditions. He wishes also to thank the Director General of Antiquities, Dr. Anwar

Shukri, for his generosity in providing houseboats and tugs for the Survey and for his unfailing

courtesy and help.

One notable Egyptological event of 1962 was the publication of Dr. R. O. Faulkner’s

Concise Dictionary of Middle Egyptian. This splendid work does not aim at superseding

the great Berlin Worterbuch, but its compact size, useful scope, and practical system of

references guarantee that it will become an essential tool for all teachers, students, and

practising Egyptologists. It further has the virtue of being very moderately priced.

Professor Fairman has provided the following short appreciation of Dr. Junker, the

great Austrian Egyptologist, who died early in 1 962

:

The death of Hermann Junker marks the passing of a scholar unique in his kind, a scholar so

various in his parts that one is tempted to regard him as a giant. No Egyptologist of the present

century has displayed such mastery in so many wide and varied fields of Egyptological study as

historian, philologist, student of religion, excavator, and archaeologist. He did not keep his interests

in watertight compartments; at the same time that he was publishing still unsurpassed studies of

certain aspects of Ptolemaic religion he was also excavating at Armenna, el-Kubaniya, Toshka,

and Tura ;
in his later years, when one would have thought the preparation and publication of the

final volumes of his excavations at Giza were enough for any man, he was also preparing his edition

of the first pylon at Philae, and publishing a whole series of papers and books on a wide range of

topics in the fields of art, archaeology, and religion; only in his middle years does excavation, at

Giza and Merimda, seem inevitably to have been his major scientific preoccupation. His publica-

tions were exemplary; prompt, concise, clear, and always written simply and directly, with no waste

of words or space. As a man one remembers him above all for his essential humanity and kindli-

ness; he always had time to encourage and help the younger scholars of all nations, and to the end

he maintained his ability to embrace and absorb new developments and ideas. One remembers and

admires his superb intellectual gifts, but those who had the privilege of knowing him will remember

him above all for his unassuming modesty, quiet humour, and constant friendliness, helpfulness, and

generosity.

Manv of the active members of the Society will mourn the passing of Sir Walter

Smart, formerly Oriental Minister at the British Embassy in Cairo, who died in May
this year. Among his many interests he included the activities of the Society. From his

position in Egypt he was able to render important services to the science of Egyptology

and to particular scholars, especially during the war years.
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TOMB 100: THE DECORATED TOMB AT
HIERAKONPOLIS

By HUMPHREY CASE and JOAN CROWFOOT PAYNE

In the winter of 1897-8 J. E. Quibell, assisted by F. W. Green, excavated the Temple
Enclosure and other sites in the area of the ancient Hierakonpolis for the Egyptian

Research Account. Green led a second expedition in 1898-9 when the so-called de-

corated or painted tomb, a rectangular brick-lined and plastered pit with painted walls

and brick partition, was discovered.' He formed the opinion that it had been robbed

two or three years previously. The paintings were removed and transported to the

Cairo Museum. Green’s full-size copy of them found a home in the Griffith Institute,

Oxford (pi. I). 2 The monument has not been uncovered since 1899, and is reputed

destroved.

The decorated tomb has attracted a considerable variety of interpretations. The
majority of scholars share the excavator’s view that it was a tomb. Brunton suggested

that it was a subterranean dwelling or shrine. ^ It is, however, generally different from

other early Egyptian non-sepulchral structures and generally similar to numerous

Protodynastic tombs. And recent fieldwork by Kaiser has confirmed its situation

in a cemetery.-*

Divergent dates or cultural connotations have been proposed by a succession of

scholars. To Petrie, it was ‘s.D. 63’, ^ by implication ‘Semainean’ and assignable to the

‘Dynastic Conquest’.^ It was ‘Dynasty O’ in Reisner’s view’ or ‘Dynasty O-F and

classifiable among ‘Tomb types of Dynasty I . . . IMenes to Zet’.® Baumgartel was in-

clined to date it to ‘protodynastic times’.**

On the other hand, its discoverer termed it ‘prehistoric’; it was ‘late Gerzean’ to

Kantor,'" and ‘Naqada lie’ (or mid-Gerzean) to Kaiser."

Some of these opinions are plainly influenced by preconceived views of the contro-

versial problems of the rise of the First Dynasty, and all except Green’s are based on a

secondary source, since no first-hand reassessment has been made of the contents since

the excavator’s inventory. This would not, in any event, have been an easy task, for tbe

group of objects appears to have suffered a series of misfortunes. The ‘drawings’ copied

* Quibell and Green, Hierakonpolis, ii, 20-23.

^ Reproduced at two-thirds scale by the British School of Egyptian .Archaeology in 1953.
3 ‘The predynastic town-site at Hierakonpolis’, in Griffith Studies, 275.

* MDAIK 17 (1961), 12. 5 Quibell and Green, op. cit., 54.

* Petrie, The Making of Egypt, 65-67. ’ Mycerinus, 136.

® Tomb Development, 16-17, 362. The Cultures of Prehistoric Egypt, 11, 126.

>0 JNES 3 (1944), 119.

" ‘Zur inneren Chronologic der Naqadakultur’, in Archaeologia Geographica 6 (1957), 75; also MDAIK 16

(1958), 188-9.
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by Green from the decorated tomb were shown at the exhibition of antiquities from the

excavations of the Egypt Exploration Fund at University College, London, in July,

1899.' The cases of antiquities which should have accompanied them were delayed,

and at some stage objects from Hierakonpolis were confused with those from other

sites in Egypt. The consignment for the Ashmolean reached the museum during a

period of rebuilding, when cataloguing was temporarily halted. Dr. Margaret Murray

brought the museum’s catalogues up to date in 1908-9, and found that many objects

which were certainly from Hierakonpolis had been attributed to Abydos and Hu-

Dendera. In many cases Dr. Murray corrected these errors, and the confusion has

been further resolved in recataloguing the museum’s early Egyptian collection before

exhibition in new galleries. One of the results of this work has been the reassembling

of what we believe to be the major part of the objects excavated by Green from the

decorated tomb.^

I. The contents of the tomb

The first object identified as part of the decorated tomb group was the flint forked

lance-head (fig. i, no. 7), unmistakably that published by Green,^ plainly marked

It had been marked ‘Hu-Dendereh’ by the Museum, but it had not previously been

catalogued. The fact that the lance-head was numbered 7 in Green’s list indicated

that the number which had been given to the decorated tomb was too, a fact which is

not mentioned anywhere in the original publication. Once the number of the tomb had

been established, it was possible to identify most of the other objects.

The following list gives details of the tomb group as it now stands.'* Pottery types

are those published in Petrie’s Prehistoric Egypt Corpus, unless stated otherwise. The
pots show no signs of use of the wheel. The stone vases are classified according to

Petrie’s Prehistoric Egypt.

A. Objects on Green’s list

1. Miniature stone vase, form 66. Veined limestone. Quibell and Green, Hierakonpolis, il, pi.

LXIV, no. 6. (Fig. i, no. i.)

2. Stone vase, form 42. Much altered basic igneous rock, possibly volcanic ash. (Fig. i, no. 2.)

3. Bowl, incomplete, P 23 c, lower (s.d. 35-68, 80), and Mond and Myers, Cemeteries ofArmant,

pi. XXIV, P 23 ai and P 23 ci (s.d. 52-66?). Buff ware, dark red polish inside and over

rim, outside decorated with red circle, and faint traces of other possible decoration. (Fig. 2,

no. 3.)

4. Missing.

‘ See Catalogue of antiquities from the excavations of the Egypt Exploration Fund . . . exhibited ... at Univer-
sity College . . . London . . . (1899), 8-9.

- While this paper is throughout a work of collaboration. Part I was essentially drafted by J. C. Payne and
Part II by H. Case. For invaluable help we are indebted to most of the staff of the Ashmolean Museum and
above all to Mr. Jeffery Orchard. Particular thanks are also due to Dr. A. J. Arkell of University College
London, Mr. R. V. Nicholls of the Fitzwilliam .Museum, Cambridge, Mile J. Monnet of the Musee du Louvre
and to Mrs. E. J. Baumgartel and Dr. J. R. Harris. ^ Quibell and Green, op. cit., 50; pi. LXIV, 9.
‘To avoid confusion, both the list and the drawings here on figs, i and 2 are numbered to correspond

with Green’s list in Hierakonpolis, li, pi. LXVII.
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5. Missing.

6. Pot, basal and other sherds, W 14-19, handles type A-B (s.D. 46-66). Pinkish-buff ware.
(Fig. 2, no. 6.)

7 ‘ Forked lance-head, lower end missing. Brown flint. V-shaped upper edge, flat retouch over
both faces, fine denticulation round edge. Quibell and Green, Hierakonpolis, li, pi. LXIV,
no. 9. (Fig. I, no. 7.)

8. Pot, R 81 (s.D. 38-67). Coarse brown ware with chaff. (Fig. 2, no. 8.)

9. Pot, P 40 a (s.D. 39-70). Red ware, polished red outside and over rim. (Fig. 2, no. 9.)

7
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Fig. I

10. Missing.

11. Bozvl, incomplete, R 23 b (s.D. 37-75), and Brunton, Mostagedda, pi. XXXVI, 20 (s.D. 52-53).
Coarse brown ware with chaff. (Fig. 2, no. ii.)

12. Pot, P 95 b (s.D. 46-72). Red ware, polished red outside and over rim. (Fig. 2, no. 12.)

13. Missing.

14. Bowl, P II b (s.D. 35-71). Red ware, polished red inside, traces of polish outside. (Fig. 2,

no. 14.)

15. Pot, P 95 a (s.D. 37-71). Brown ware, polished red outside and over rim. (Fig. 2, no. 15.)
16. Bowl, Mond and Myers, op. cit., pi. XXV, R 6 c (s.D. 44-61 ?), and Brunton, op. cit.,

pi. XXXVI, 5 (s.D. 50-53). Coarse brown ware with chaff. (Fig. 2, no. 16.)

17. Pot, B 42 b (s.D. 31-50, 63). Red ware, black-topped, black inside, polished outside and
over rim. (Fig. 2, no. 17.)

18. Pot, R 94 (s.D. 49, 53). Coarse red-brown ware with chaff. (Fig. 2, no. 18.)

B. Objects additional to those on Green’s list

19. Pot, rim sherd, P 40. Red ware, polished red outside and over rim. Diam. of rim c. 0-090 m.
20. Bowl, incomplete, P 24 g. Red-brown ware, polished red inside and over rim.

21. Bowl, rim sherd, ? P 24. Red-brown ware, polished red inside and over rim. Diam. of rim
c. 0-230 m.

22. Pot, sherds, ? W 14-19, handle type A-B. Light brown ware. Diam. at handle c. 0-165 m.
23. Pot, sherd, ? W 14-19, handle type H. Drab ware. Diam. at handle c. 0-195 m.
24. Pot, basal sherd, ? wavy--handled. Buff w-are. Diam. of base c. 0-090 m.
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25. Pot, basal sherd, ? wavy-handled. Light red ware. Diam. of base c. 0-095

26. Pot, rim sherd, R 81. Coarse red-brown ware with chaff. Diam. of rim c. 0-240 m.
27. Pot, rim sherd, R 81. Coarse brown ware with chaff. Diam. of rim c. 0-220 m.

Green’s original plan of the tomb and its contents, with his numbering, is reproduced
on fig. 3. The table below shows how the revised list compares with Green’s, and gives

Objects on

Green’s list

Ashmolean Museum
catalogue number

Naqada and
Balias type

Corpus

type

Excavator'

s

tomb no .

on pot

Tomb no . in

Mus . Catalogue

(1896-1908)

Prov . marked
on pot by
Museum

I. H 52, lime-

stone 1896-1908, E. 3117 — 66 loo/l 100/1 HierakonpoUs
2. H 27, diorite 1896-1908, E. 2786 H 27

1

42 lOO 100 Hu-Dendereh
3. D 8 1961.371 —

i

P 23 c 100/3 — —
4. Shell

1

5. W 41
6. W41 1961.372 W 14-19

j

W 14-19 100/6 — —
7. Flint lance 1959.141 — — 100/7 — Hu-Dendereh
8. R 81 1896-1908, E. 2928 R 81 R 81 100/8 100/8 Abydos
9. P 40 1959-451 P 40 a P 40 a 100/9 — Abydos

10. R 94
11. R 24 1961.373 R 23 R 23 b 100 ? —
12. R 94 1959-452 P95 b P95 b 100/12 — Hu-Dendereh
13 - R I

14. R I e 1896-1908, E. 2957 Pub Pub — 100/12 Hierakonpolis

IS- R 94 1896-1908, E. 2949 P 95 a P 95 a — 100/15 Hierakonpolis
16. — 1896-1908, E. 2960 — R6c — 100/16 Hierakonpolis
17. B 42 1959-453 B 42 b B 42 b 100/17 — ! Hu-Dendereh
ik R 94 1959-454 R 94 R 94 100/18 —

! Abydos
Additional objects

19. — 1961-374 P 40 P 40 100 — —
20. — 1961-375 — P 24 g 100 — —
21. — ' 1961.376 — P 24? 100? —

1

—
22. — 1961.377 W 14-19? W 14-19? 100 — —
23. — 1961.378 W 14-19? W 14-19? 100 — —
24. — 1961.379 W? w ? 100 — —
25 -
— 1961.380 w ? w ? 100 — .

26. — 1961.381 R 81 R8I 100 — —
,

1961.382 R 81 R 81 100 —
,

—

the information from which the objects were identified. Study of it suggests that

numbers i, 2, 6-9, 17, and 18 can be accepted safely; the remainder should be re-

garded with varying degrees of caution. However, the homogeneity of the group as a

whole is impressive.

The revised list is unlike Green’s in a number of respects, but in the more important

cases it is easy to see how the differences arose. No. i, the little limestone vase, which

has no lip, was reconstructed by Green as type H 52 in Petrie’s Naqada and Balias

(later published by Petrie in Tarkhan I, II as Protodynastic type 71). As type H 52,

the vase has been the subject of discussion, especially by Reisner' and Kantor.- In fact,

the little vase almost exactly resembles H 30 in Naqada and Balias without neck or lip,

an example of which was published later as type 66 in Petrie’s Prehistoric Egypt. No. 6

was typed by Green as W 41, but is in reality W 14-19. W 41 is much the same in

form as W 14-19, but it is very much smaller, a difference which would not be clear

C 505

Mycerinus, 136 .

c

“ JNES 3 (1944), 113-14-
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to someone working only with the plates in Naqada and Balias. Other differences are

less easy to explain. However, it is clear that both Petrie’s calculation of the sequence-

date of the tomb and the drawings of the objects on the published plan (fig. 3) were

made from Green’s list of contents, and not from the actual objects.

The decorated tomb now presents a very different, and in most respects simpler,

problem as far as dating is concerned. Petrie’s original date of s.D. 63 was based on the

f
I

t

Fig. 3

pots of typeW 41 ,
which are now found to be in fact the earlier type,W 14-19. Reisner’s

proposed even later dating of the group to the Protodynastic period was based on the

supposed presence of a Protodynastic limestone vase, type H 52 in Naqada and Balias,

which is now seen to be a little vase typical of the Predynastic period. The difficulty of

accepting all the objects on the original list as coming from one grave led Brunton

and Kantor to suggest that the chamber was a shrine or dwelling-place, rather than

a tomb. However, the whole group now appears to be a typical grave-group of the

Gerzean culture, always remembering that we have a portion only of the original con-

tents of the tomb. Its essentially Gerzean nature is emphasized chronologically by the

absence of L ware, and geographically by the lack of any marked Nubian character,

contrary to Reisner’s suggestion.'

Most of the pots are common types in a very large number of Gerzean graves. The
following graves, however, are particularly close parallels, having each three or more

types in common with the decorated tomb

:

Naqada T 5 (s.D. 50) Armant 1550 (s.D. 57-64)

Naqada 414 (s.D. 51) Matmar 5118 (s.D. 53-57)

Naqada 421 (s.D. 50) Mostagedda 1831 (s.D. 50-53)

Armant 1523 (s.D. 48-53) el-<Amra b 107 (s.D. 52-56)

As far as can be ascertained, these graves are all rather large. The flint forked lance-

head also fits well into the period covered by these graves; such lance-heads, with

Mycerinus, 136.
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V-shaped upper ends, occur throughout the Gerzean period, from s.d. 38-63, but Linda

Braidwood* considers that the majority belong to the s.d. 50’s.

As for sequence-date, most of the objects in our tomb-group were assigned a long

life by Petrie. The strict application of sequence-dating through the pot R 94 would

suggest S.D. 49-53. R 94, moreover, is not a common type, and its presence provides yet

another link with Naqada grave T 5,^ an unusually large rich grave, already noted above

as a close parallel. This grave, which was undisturbed, contained gold and lapis-lazuli

beads, six stone vases, one oval and five barrel-shaped (of which one specimen had no

lip, like the little limestone vase from the decorated tomb), a double-bird palette, a

‘forehead-pendant’, and the following pots:

P 16, F 31 d, W 14, W 19, R I b (2), R 22 a (3), R 69 b, R 81 (5), R 94 (2)

Bearing in mind that from the decorated tomb we have only the objects left by plun-

derers, the resemblance between the two groups is striking. The resemblance goes

further than this : both are rectangular graves, unusually large in size, and the arrange-

ment of the pots in both tombs (so far as this survived at Hierakonpolis), with a row

of pots R 81 along the more northerly end, is the same. And here it is stressed that the

arrangement of the contents (noted by Kaiser as typical of rich middle Gerzean graves)^

and their cultural homogeneity allow one to accept at least the major part of the group as

a closed assemblage, and to associate it with the structure of the tomb.

Kaiser also suggested that the decorated tomb, which had other unusually large

graves near it, was part of a chieftains’ cemetery."* Comparison with the T cemetery at

Naqada surely supports this theory. Cemetery T was rich but small
;
one would have

expected it to be used for a short time, and then abandoned, with a consequent close

grouping of sequence-dates. But the reverse is the case. The sequence-dating of the

T graves, where this is available, runs through from 40 to 78, with no appreciable gaps.

This is surely suggestive of a cemetery for a ruling class or sect.

II. The structure and paintings

The well-known paintings (pi. I) were found on the wall marked A on fig. 3 ; a

painting of two other figures was found on the south face of the partition.

The revised dating of the tomb by its contents adds point to the numerous parallels

presented by these paintings to Gerzean art. Those collected by Kantor were chiefly

motives in vase-painting. Others may be found in rock-drawings^ and on fragments of

painted linen from Gebelein.*’

These parallels should not, however, obscure unambiguous analogies of a later date.

First the structure, rectangular, battered, brick-lined, and plastered, is a common

> In Kantor, y.VSS 3 (1944). ii 3 -

2 Petrie and Quibell, Naqada and Balias, 19-20, pi. LXXXII.
5 MDAJK 16(1958), 189. •* Ibid., 189-91.

5 Winkler, Volker und Volkerbezcegungen im vorgeschichtlichen Oherdgypten im Lichte neuer Fehbtlderfunde

(1937); id-. Rock-drazvings of Southern Upper Egypt, vols. i and n.

* G. Galassi, ‘L’arte del piu antico Egitto nel Museo di Torino’, in Rivista dell'Istituto Nasioyiale d'Archaeo-

logia e Storia delVArte, n.s. 4 (i955)> 5“42-
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Protodynastic tomb-form. Not another certain Gerzean example is known.* With the

contents imperfectly understood, it is little wonder that Reisner dated it to the First

Dynasty.

Second, some of the painted motives are strikingly matched in art which is either

definitely Protodynastic or generally assumed to be so. These motives are enumerated

below for ease of reference to figs. 4 and 5. (i) The hero or heroic attitude.^ (2) The
king, conqueror, or leader shown at enlarged scale,^ (3a) threatening prisoners,'* who
may there or elsewhere be shown, (3^) in a row,’ (3c) bound together,^ and {^d), like

other subordinates, kneeling on one knee in submissive attitude.^ (4) The priest

dressed in a skin.® (5) Cloaked figures in resting or submissive attitudes, presumably

with feet tucked in.^ (6) Affront to lions.’® (7) The trussed ox.” (8) The ground-

line.”

All these are unrepresented elsewhere in Gerzean association. Other motives may
be found readily in Gerzean art, but are also displayed with telling frequency or effect

in Protodynastic. Such are lassos and hunting-dogs. More specific are: the single

' Matmar Cemetery 200 was Protodynastic (cf. Brunton, Matmar, 17 and pis. VIII and XX). Mostagedda

grave 219 was problematical both as to construction and date. The bricks of the painted tomb, as recorded,

were slightly thicker and narrower than those generally used in the First Dynasty and contained ‘numerous

fragments’ of presumably R-ware pots. Kiln-bricks of dissimilar dimensions were certainly Gerzean (pub-

lished examples in ¥^zr\tor,JNES 3, 112). Examples of non-sepulchral structural brick-work are not absolutely

definite: an obscure example from Badari (Brunton, The Badarian Civilisation, 47); Naqada South Town
has been assumed Predynastic (Petrie and Quibell, Naqada and Balias, 54) ;

Hierakonpolis—in make-up of>

revetted mound with Predynastic pottery (see p. 17, n. 8 below). It is interesting to speculate whether the

introduction of brick coincided with the introduction of chaff-tempered R-ware.
^ Main deposit, Hierakonpolis, cf. Quibell, Hierakonpolis \, pi. XV, 2; Naqada grave 1915 has no known

association, cf. Petrie and Quibell, op. cit., pi. LI, 7.

3 Main deposit, Quibell, op. cit., pi. XV, i. 2. 4; great mace III (Scorpion), ibid., pi. XXVI C, 4; great slate

palette (Narmer), ibid., pi. XXIX. At Saqqara, Emery, Great Tombs, i, fig. 31 (Djer).

Main deposit, Quibell, op. cit., pi. XV, i. 2. 4; Narmer palette. At Abydos, Amelineau, Nomelles fouilles

(1895-6), pi. XXXIII (Wedimu). At Saqqara, Emery, loc. cit.

5 Mam deposit, Quibell, op. cit., XV, 7 (Narmer). At Abydos, Petrie, Royal Tombs, ii, pi. IV, 20 (‘Mena

or earlier’); possibly pi. Va, 13 (Djer).

* In Nubia, Arkell, JEA 3b, fig. i, pi. X (around neck of single prisoner, Djer). Main deposit, Quibell,

op. cit., pi. XII, 4. At Abydos, Petrie, op. cit., pi. IV, 20 (‘Mena or earlier’).

’ In Nubia, .Arkell, loc. cit. Main deposit, great mace II (Narmer), Quibell, op. cit., pi. XXVI B (prisoner),

pi. XV, 7 (Narmer, prisoners), pi. XV, 3 (subordinates or worshippers). At Hierakonpolis, elsewhere in the

Temple Enclosure, Quibell, op. cit., pi. II, top left, pi. I (subordinate or worshipper). Naqada, royal tomb,

Vikentiev, Ann. Serv. 33, 208-34, pis. I and II; ibid., 34, 1-8 (interpreted as prisoners). At Abydos, Petrie,

loc. cit., in n. 6 ;
Petrie, op. cit., I, pi. XXXI, 20 (subordinate, Wedimu. Frequent on stelae).

^ Main deposit: Narmer palette and probably mace.

Main deposit: Scorpion and Narmer maces; possibly in a ship, Quibell, op. cit., pi. V. At Abydos, cf.

Petrie, Abydos, i, pi. XHI, 148 (Djer). .At Saqqara, Emery, Hemaka, 35 (Djer). These were very frequent on
stelae at Abydos, markedly associated with Djer; all may represent women (cf. the wife of Perneb, Lythgoe

and Williams, The Tomb of Perneb, fig. 34), but Baumgartel, The Cultures of Prehistoric Egypt, n, 1 17 (following

von Bissing, Das Re-Heiligtum, il, pi. 18, 44</) held those on the Scorpion macehead to be children. Those
seated right of the priest in the painted tomb may be men. Figurines of unclothed women came from the

problematical grave Balias 394.

Hunters palette, cf. Petrie, Ceremonial slate palettes, A. 3.

” Mam deposit, Quibell, op. cit., pi. XXII, 7. Naqada royal tomb, Vikentiev, locc. citt.

Numerous examples quoted in notes 4-9 above. It is interesting to note, however, that some D-ware pots

(e.g. Petrie, Corpus of Prehistoric Pottery, pi. XXXIV, D 49/) feature rows of antelopes, like those in the

tomb, alternating more or less severely with rows of ‘mountains’.
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fronted awning in a high position, recognizably Gerzean and sometimes associated

with figures, but Protodynastic only (9) when covering a single figure looking outwards.

•

block red

Fig. 4

(10) The so-called foreign ship, probably appearing early in the Gerzean, = but having

Narmer macehead. Also elsewhere at Hierakonpolis: great mace I, Quibell, op. cit., pi. XXVI .A, top left.

At Abydos, Petrie, Royal Tombs, i, pi. XI, 14 (Wedimu).

^ Mostagedda area 11700 (sherd of C-ware, not necessarily .Amratian; all dated graves from the area were

Gerzean), and area 1600 (?on pot P 41 a, s.d. 47. 53), Brunton, Mostagedda, pi. XXXVIII, 4. 9. .At Xaqada,

grave 1389 (s.d. 44-59), Petrie and Quibell, Xaqada and Balias, pi. LII, 71.
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overwhelming influence on Protodynastic shipping.' (ii) The bent rear arm, presum-

ably a swaggering gesture, typically Gerzean as Kantor indicated, but occurring in

notable Protodynastic contexts.^

Fig. 5

A motive of a different character is (12) the pear-shaped macehead presumably

brandished by the conqueror and possibly by the lion-affronter. Such maceheads

are found in Gerzean graves and assumed to appear early, ^ but are unrepresented in

Gerzean art. In contrast they appear in Protodynastic art, and in definitely royal

’ In Nubia, Arkell, 36, fig. i and pi. 10. Hierakonpolis, main deposit: Scorpion macehead, Narmer

palette, and possibly some broken ivories, e.g. Quibell, Archaic Objects, pi. 64, 14701. Naqada royal tomb. At
Abydos, Petrie, Royal Tombs, ii, pi. Ilia, 5 (Aha); ibid., I, pi. XVII, 29 (Ka); ibid., ii, pi. XXII, 178. 179

(Peribsen); id., Abydos, ii, pi. XII, 266. 279 (in temple area). The often-quoted pot in the British Museum
(cf. Antiquity, 34 (i960), pi. IXa) is best taken as Protodynastic by shape (Petrie, Corpus, L 47 a (s.D. 76),

best matched as Petrie, Ceremonial Slate Palettes: Corpus of Proto-Dynastic Pottery, 81 / or h).

- E.g. the Naqada royal tomb, the figures to right of second register. Bearing in mind differing conventions

of relief-carving and outline-painting, possibly also on the Scorpion macehead, Quibell, Hierakonpolis, l,

pi. XXVI c, 2, and Narmer on the Narmer palette. The figure to the right of the largest ship in the decorated

tomb (here fig. 5, right) may be carrying a flail like Narmer.
3 Kaiser, ‘Zur inneren Chronologic der Naqadakultur’, in Archaeologia Geographica 6 (1957), fig. 22.
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association/ besides having been found at the royal monuments, Abydos^, and in mas-

sive concentration at the Main Deposit, Hierakonpolis.

Finally, the controversial figures over the central boat deserve mention,^ since they

lack the graceful gestures and emphatically feminine outline of similarly placed figures

on Gerzean pots. If regarded as men, (13) their long kilts would have important later

parallels.*^ Their gestures are not precisely matched.^

Thus the tomb attaches manifestations of royalty of the First Dynasty and later to

a typical Gerzean assemblage. There is no need to qualify this assemblage as late

Gerzean, as Kantor felt compelled to on the evidence then apparent. In fact the tomb

strongly indicates that at any rate in southern Upper Egypt, and at the very place

traditionally associated with the rise of kingship, the period which ‘preceded and

paved the way for the First Dynasty’^ is that during which the most typical Gerzean

material was current.

The implications can only be summarily discussed here. Chronologically, the prob-

lems of their reconciliation with Petrie’s great system of sequence-dating must be left

to another occasion. It is worth noting, however, that while the great mass of typical

Gerzean material can be embraced between the mid-qo’s and mid-5o’s, Petrie placed

the material from the royal monuments at Abydos between the late 70’s and early 8o’s/

secondly, that the denial by Kantor that s.D. 60-76 existed as a period of time* can

only mean that the fairly substantial material which is contained within these sequence-

dates, and which differs quite markedly from the typical Gerzean, was either con-

temporary with the Gerzean or with the First Dynasty or overlapped them both.

As a social document the tomb very strongly emphasizes the role of chieftainship in

the Gerzean culture^—this moreover in its exceptional size'° and situation in a small

cemetery where other graves show features reminiscent of the royal monuments at

Abydos." It invites a search for evidence of chiefs’ cemeteries elsewhere, and in this

context the rich, small, and isolated T cemetery at Naqada (see above, p. 1 1) comes to

mind. And the painted walls of the tomb can be seen as a commentary indicating how

in rapid stages the chieftainship of tribal savagery grew into the kingship of a civilized

* See p. 12, n. 4 above.

* At Abydos: Djer, Ashmolean Museum E. 3153 ;
Wedimu, Petrie, Royal Tombs, ii, pi. XXXVIII, 85. 86.

Their absence from Protodynastic peasants’ graves (such as were dated by Petrie to s.D. 70’s or by Kaiser to

Naqada III) may be evidence of pacification and changed social organization.

3 Cf. Vandier, Manuel d’arche'ologie e'gyptienne, i, 569.

* Main deposit, Quibell, op. cit., pi. XVI, 4; XXXIX (Khasekhem)
;
possibly Narmer on macehead; file

of archers on newly cleaned relief in Ashmolean. .AJso on two-gazelle palette, Petrie, Ceremonial slate palettes,

E. 14.

5 In view of royal and local associations with the falcon, it is worth suggesting that the attitude may imitate

that adopted by certain birds of prey in the course of hovering, with outspread wings with the tips turned up.

* Kantor, y.VES 3, 136. ^ Petrie, Abydos, i, 22. * Kantor, loc. cit.

« Childe, Neso light on the most ancient East (1958), 80; Kaiser, MDAIK i6 (1958), 189-92.

>0 In floor-area only Naqada grave T 5, Abadiya B 217, and apparently B 101 (cf. Petrie, Diospolis Parva, 33)

were larger; no other recorded Predynastic graves approach in size. All the Protodynastic royal monuments

were larger, but comparable provincial tombs smaller, with rare exceptions such as el-'Amra b 91 and the multi-

partitioned Armant 1207.

” Quibell and Green, Hierakonpolis, 11, 22. Brick constructions and post-sockets.
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state. Such a view involves taking the paintings partly as narrative and not as entirely

eschatological.

Most writers have seen an element of narrative in the paintings, but some have

exaggerated the role of warfare.* Certainly the conqueror with prisoners confronted

by men with crooks (pi. I b) compose a most likely scene of conflict, and, above, a person

may be intended struck by a throwing-stick (pi. I b)
;
but the group right of the largest

ship is problematical (pi. I b) and the figure on the extreme right is not necessarily

fighting (pi. I a). The hero and lion-affronter may as plausibly be taken as symbolizing

authority
;
and the figure kneeling before the priest is surely offering a skin rather than

defending himself with a shield, and his overthrow may be an amusing illustration of

magic. Elsewhere hunting and peaceful boating are the chief motives.

The contrast in types of boats has been noted often. Their courses may be intended

as opposed—the Gerzean boats heading south as painted on the wall and the foreign

ship norths—and their associated colours are certainly contrasting, (Contrasting colours

of various motives are shown schematically in figs. 4 and 5).

The Gerzean ships, painted red, white, and green, are associated with passengers or

crew with red skins, namely the helmsman of the largest ship (pi. I b), the typically

Gerzean figure swaggering under its awning, the figure before him, and those gesticulat-

ing above. Other figures with red skins include the prisoners, the men with crooks

confronting the conqueror, the similarly typical Gerzeans on the partition,^ the hero,

the lion-affronter with red weapon, the priest and offerer. These figures face various

ways.

In contrast the foreign ship is painted black, with a black passenger. Other black

figures are the conqueror with black mace, the figure possibly struck by a red throwing-

stick, and a badly preserved possibly swaggering figure below. This contrast in colour

is emphasized by the odd juxtaposition of black and red antelopes in the centre of the

wall (fig. 5, bottom right), by the pairs of black and red lions (fig. 4), and by the other

animals, including those caught in a trap (pi. I b).

In general, typical Gerzean features are associated with red, but not with black. Of
the black motives, the foreign ship and the macehead have been claimed by scholars

as Asiatic in origin and associated with intruders. These intruders were defined by
Winkler from rock-drawings and termed Federschmuck-Leute and later ‘Eastern In-

vaders’.'* Their drawings show a marked contrast to those which can be identified as

Gerzean and portray some frequent or significant motives painted black in the tomb

—

the leader at enlarged scale,^ and possibly threatening a prisoner,^ the macehead,^ and
‘ E.g. Petrie, The Making of Egypt, 67.

^ This interpretation would involve regarding the high part as the stem. The seated figure would then face

for’ard and the trace possibly of a mast would be in the correct place. The projection into the water could be
regarded as the steering-oar, but the position of the branch is a contra-indication. The high part was seen
by Kantor as the stem (JNES 3, 1 16) but by Quibell (Hierakonpolis, ll, 21), Petrie {Ancient Egypt and the East

(1933) )i4)> 2nd Baumgartel {Cultures, i, 13) as the bows.

^ Quibell and Green, op. cit., pi. LXXIX.
Winkler, Volker und Volkerbeicegungen im vorgeschichtlichen Oberdgypten im Lichte neuer Felsbilderfunde

10; id., Rock-dramngs, i, 26. 5 Ibid., pi. XXXVIII, 58.
‘ Ibid., pi. XXIV, 3, interpreted on p. 28 as dancers. 7 Ibid., pi. XXII, i.
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the foreign shipj On the other hand, the long kilt,^ and possibly the hero^ (a conception

also claimed as Asiatic) appear in these drawings and are associated with red in the

tomb.

The knife and ivory handle from Gebel el-^Araq have often been discussed in this

context. On the handle, figures associated with motives common also to the Eastern

Invaders, namely the macehead,'^ probably the foreign ship, and presumably the hero

in a long kilt, attack and outnumber those probably associated with Gerzean boats,

which mount awnings identical with those of the central boat of the painted tomb.

Both parties wear the native sheath and fight with the Gerzean flint-knife, but the dan-

gerous-looking aggressors bear the stamp of foreign influence and differ in physical

appearance. And these contrasts are emphasized by the opposed directions faced

by the boats. ^ The superimposition of foreign culture on native is even seen in the

knife itself which has been flaked down from its normal shape^ to fit an exotic and

rather inefficient handle.

The painted tomb shows similar aggressors of Asiatic affiliation intruding far into

the south of Upper Egypt. What impelled them? A combination of trade and bri-

gandage may be a reasonable explanation : elephant-ivory, skins, timber, and possibly

spices of Nubian origin being sought against the offer of technical and ideological

innovation.

Geographically, Hierakonpolis was the limit of Upper Egypt and controlled the entry

to Nubia its chief, if reacting vigorously, could have made favourable terms with

intruders. The paintings can be interpreted as partly a narrative of such a reaction

bv a Gerzean chief and of its consequences : first, resistance to aggression shown in the

figures confronting the conqueror
;
second, assimilation of foreign ideology shown in the

heroic attitude
;
third, authority over native and foreign, shown hy the hero and lion-

affronter imposing on black and red lions; fourth, harmonious co-existence shown in

the paired antelopes and the peaceful passage of ships.

A ruler, accessible to such conceptions and techniques as divine kingship, structural

brickwork, the sailing ship, and ground-line composition (the basis of writing), pos-

sessed the potentiality of the kings of the First Dynasty.^

To these techniques may he added carving in relief, since the decorated tomb dates

the Gebel el-<Araq knife-handle. In its naturalistic and vivid style the handle contrasts

markedly with typical Gerzean carvings and compares altogether better with the

Hierakonpolis ivories, suggesting that already, during the currency of the Gerzean

culture, a foreign-inspired school of carvers was established in Upper Egypt, producing

’ See, for example, nn. 5 and 7, p. 16 above.

^ E.g. Winkler, op. cit., pi. XXII, 2.

3 Winkler, Volker und Volkerbezvegungen, fig. 30.

Benedite, Le Couteau de Gebel eWArak, fig. 9, the top left-hand weapon.

5 The foreign ships head left to right by analogy with the well-known seals published in Frankfort, Cylinder

Seals, pi. Ill, D. E. * Benedite, op. cit., figs. 6, 7.

7 Wilson, yXES 14 (1955). 233-6.

* Kaiser, MDAIK 17 (1961), 5-12 connects the period of the tomb with the removal of the settlement to

its Protodynastic site in the valley—a period which provides a terminus post quern for the revetted mound in

the Temple Enclosure (Quibell and Green, Hierakonpolis, ii, 4-5).
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objects in character with those which formed the regalia later buried as the Main

Deposit, Hierakonpolisd

In short, the conclusion is that the person once buried in the decorated tomb

deserves consideration as one of the legendary Kings of Upper Egypt.

' A motive on the walls of the decorated tomb and matched in the Main Deposit, additional to those listed

on p. 12, nn. 2-11, is the shoulder-harness worn by the figure on the extreme right of the paintings on the

main wall and possibly by the conqueror (Quibell and Green, op. cit., pi. LXXVIII), cf. Quibell, Hierakonpolis,

pi. X, 5 (an obscure photograph, but clearer in the original, Ashmolean Museum, E. 166).



RED AND BLACK EGYPTIAN POTTERY

By P. O. A. L. DAVIES

The following is an account of some experiments on the colouring of ancient Egyptian

pottery carried out at the University of Sydney in 1946 at the request of the Curator

of the Nicholson Museum. The chemical engineering department were asked whether

they could throw any light on the character of the colouring materials and the methods

of manufacture of the red and black Egyptian pottery in the Museum.

There was a large number of these pots and samples of them were supplied for

analysis and study. After some experiments some small-scale examples of various types

of colour-pattern were produced, and were placed on exhibition alongside the Egy ptian

originals. These consisted of beaker-shaped red pots either with a black lip or a com-

pletely black interior. A report was supplied with the pots and both the report and the

models appear to be lost.

This account has been prepared at the request of Dr. Arkell, Reader in Egyptian

Archaeologv in the University of London, from the notes and other records made at

the time of these experiments. Two questions need an answer—the constitution of

the colouring materials, and the manner in which the coloured pots were made.

Colouring material

The constitution ot the colouring material is not difficult to establish b\ normal

analytical methods, but the nature of the black constituent has been the subject of con-

siderable controversy. Lucas states the original clay contained a considerable propor-

tion of iron compounds and organic material.' He expressed the opinion that the black

material was carbon and details several experiments that con^ meed him his opinion

was correct. His general arguments and conclusions are in agreement \\ith the experi-

ments made in Sydney.

rguiains, howe\^er, the opinion held b\ some authorities that the black colour

is due to a black oxide of iron.- If a sherd from the black-lipped area of a pot is heated

to a dull red in air its colour is lost, and at the same time carbon dioxide is produced.

Reheating of the same sample in a strongly reducing atmosphere produces a further

change of colour to a grevish-black with a metallic lustre which is not the same colour

as the original black. Furthermore, this lustrous black may be bleached out by chemical

action, which is not possible with the black of the original material. The difference in

colour IS similar to that between the metallic black ot the figured Greek potterc and the

dull mat black of the Egyptian examples. Fhese results haee been rcpoite'd b\ Lucas

> Ancient Egyptian Materials, 3rd cd. (1948), 420.

- Ibid., 42S.
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and others, and point to the conclusion that the black colour of the Egyptian examples

is due to free carbon.

Further investigation showed that the black portions of the pot contain considerable

amounts of free carbon while the red parts contain none. Microscopic examination also

revealed small particles of carbon which are similar to the carbon obtained from the

destructive distillation of organic material.

It seems firmly established, therefore, that the black colour is mainly due to particles

of carbon fairly evenly distributed throughout the black coloured areas. Black oxide is

Fig. I

probably also present as is indicated by the grey band which separates the black from

the red regions where the pot is coloured black inside and red outside (fig. i d). These

grey areas do not contain free carbon in detectable amounts. The red colour is due to

the original ferric oxide present in the clay.

Before discussing the ways a pot of the desired colouring could be produced it is

worth considering the features of the black regions of a pot in more detail. Typical

structures are shown in fig. i, where it can be seen that the general appearance is

consistent with the removal of carbon originally present throughout the material by
oxidation from the surface inwards. The carbon-rich areas remaining have grey regions

of partlv reduced red oxide shading off to the bright red of the ferric oxide at the red

surface. The colour change between the zones is generally much sharper at the surface

than inside the body of the pot.

Production of colours

Lucas suggests two methods by which the pots could have been made.’ Either the
' Op. cit., 434.
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black and red areas could have been produced simultaneously or the pot burned red at

first and then treated to produce the black areas. He describes experiments in which
both methods were tried with some success. His own inclination was to the second
method, in which he plunged the red-hot pot into a bed of dry organic material to

blacken it. The strongest evidence in favour of this practice is that it is still employed
in the Sudan to produce a blackened pot. Lucas had difficulty in avoiding staining of

the outside of the pots by smoke, and such staining was absent in the Egyptian examples
examined in Sydney. He found that this staining could be largely avoided if fairly

elaborate precautions were taken, but did not report that he was successful in producing

a facsimile of the black-lipped pottery by this method.

Further evidence against the second method can be illustrated with reference to fig. i

.

If the black areas are produced by diffusion of organic vapours and smoke into the pot,

one would expect to find black areas extending over the red areas near the surface.

On breaking up one or two pots it was found that the opposite was invariably the case,

as is shown in fig. i. Parts of the pots were found where the carbon had not been

completely removed during the firing, and although the surface was red, black regions

occurred inside (fig. i e). This carbon could not have diffused from the surface in the

manner suggested.

If the blackening of the pots after firing is rejected, it follows that the carbon in the

black areas is derived from the organic material originally present in the clay. This

conclusion is certainly consistent with the evidence just quoted. The black areas result

from the pot being protected in such a w'ay as to prevent the oxidation of the carbon

in some places, so producing the black regions; elsewhere the original carbon was

burned away, resulting in the red colour of the remainder. To settle the question one

way or another a group of experimental pots was made and fired at Sydney during 1946.

Experimental pots

The original Egyptian clay was not available so the pots were made from white

pottery-clay of high purity (kaolin) to which various materials were added. Thus the

various factors could be investigated independently. Three series of pots were produced,

the first of them having ferric oxide added to the clay in a proportion sufficient to

produce a result approximate to the original red colour. In the second, starch was added

to simulate the organic material in the original Egyptian clay, while in the third both

red oxide and starch were added.

The pots were beaker-shaped, about 6 in. high, and roughly the same wall-thickness

to ^ in.) as the original Eg\’ptian pots. They were then fired in a muffle-furnace

with a controlled heating cycle.

Some of the first series of the pots were plunged when red-hot into sawdust and also

into oil and then broken for examination. The interiors were blackened, and the outsides

stained w'ith the smoke produced. However, the distribution of the black colour did

not correspond with that shown in fig. i and it was not possible to prepare a black-

lipped pot using this method. The remainder of this series were burned in a reducing
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atmosphere, but the resulting pots were dark grey and not black. The colour could

be removed chemically, which indicates that it was black oxide and not carbon. It is

difhcult to see how the Egyptians could have produced the necessary reducing atmo-
sphere in any case.

Some of the second series of pots were burned in a reducing atmosphere which
resulted in a completely black pot, the colour being due to carbon. The remainder were
burned in a normal oxidizing atmosphere with portions of the pot protected by a 50

:
50

HEATING CYCLE EXPERIMENTAL POTS
Fig. 2

mixture of carbon and ash. Provided the heating cycle was not prolonged the protected

areas remained black.

The third and largest series was given a carefully controlled heating cycle with
deliberate attempts to protect both the insides and the lips of the pots in some cases.

They were placed lip down on a surface composed of a mixture of carbon and ash in

varying proportions. This mixture was intended to represent the probable state of the

floor of a simple kiln after a batch of pots had been burned. The rate of heating and
the length of time the pots remained at high temperatures were varied as well. Bv this

means it was found that several variations were possible.

The main factors which decide the extent of black obtained all govern the rate at

which the carbon in the clay is oxidized and therefore lost. The rate of oxidation rises

very rapidly with increase of temperature above a value around 600 degrees centigrade.
Below this temperature the length of time the pot is heated is the main factor which
decides whether the protected parts of the pot remain black or finish red after firing

This is illustrated by results shown in fig. 2, the curves representing the furnace tem-
perature near the pot versus time.

If, however, a higher temperature is reached during firing, the final result becomes
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much more sensitive to the maximum temperature reached during the process. This
conclusion is illustrated in fig. 3 by the temperature record of pot 3 which finished red
compared with pot 4 which remained black inside although it was heated for the same
period of time.

HEATING CYCLE EXPERIMENTAL POTS
Fig. 3

These results were typical of the whole series of similar experiments on twenty or so

pots. Another factor involved the proportion of carbon in the mixture on the furnace

floor. This did not seem to affect the results provided it exceeded 10 per cent. It was
found, however, that the temperature distribution in the kiln was important.

The results showed that a short heating cycle was most likely to produce a pot with

a black lip or black inside although the behaviour was not ver^^ consistent. Better results

were obtained when care was taken to keep the floor of the furnace cool and to heat the

pots from above. These conditions are most likely to be found in a primitive kiln.

Some of the pots were subsequently broken and the general appearance of the colour-

regions was similar to those sketched in fig. i . In one or two cases where the pot was
burned completely red, traces of carbon remained in the interior of the base which was

considerably thicker than the remainder of the pot. Half-scale facsimiles of two beaker-

shaped Egyptian pots were made and burned to approximately the same colour-pattern

for exhibition in the museum.

It seems ver\' likely that the Egyptians produced the black and red pots by burning

them lip down on a hearth which retained a layer of ash and carbonized fuel from a

previous firing. The colour was controlled, if this was done deliberately, bv protecting
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the black part of the pots and controlling the firing time. A short firing would give a

black inside, while a longer exposure to the high temperature a black lip.

This process could easily have been discovered accidentally in the first instance, and

with experience various colour-patterns obtained with more certainty. Pots that were

burned completely red may have been recoloured black in the manner described earlier,

but none of those examined at Sydney appears to have been treated in this way. It may
have been that the black and red pots were produced more or less accidentally but,

being more highly prized than those pots burned completely red, a higher proportion

of them have survived.
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A NEGLECTED WISDOM TEXT

By HANS GOEDICKE

It is almost seventy years since Petrie purchased in Luxor a limestone stela which is

now in the collection of University College, London, numbered U.C. 14333. ^ he

object, which most likely came from Armant, had suffered badly from salting, but

fortunately it was possible to control the disintegration and save the inscription. An
excellent copy was made by Griffith and published together with his study of the text.’

It has not been studied since. The unusual content of the stela makes it desirable to

rescue it from long neglect.

Translation

(1) A royal favour of Osiris, lord of Busiris, the great god, lord of Abydos, in that he permits ' the

funerary offering consisting of bread, beer, meat, fowl, a ‘thousand’ of bandages (and) cloths, and

every appropriate and pure thing for the venerated, the r-prf, the count and overseer of priests,

Mentu-hotpe, son of Hepy, true of voice.'’ (2) He said: ‘I was persistent and obeying, one to

whom his lord gave his love."" I was chief of the privy chamber,'' attentive, free from tremor,
''

(3) (but) not disrespectful towards a powerful man.^ Love of me was in the body of the courtiers,

the great ones of the palace, and the one enthroned there (I was) one who entered the sight of his

lord (with) the great ones behind him, (4) the doorkeepers bowing low until 1 reached the place where

the Majesty was.'’ Whenever I went out from there, my heart was exalted, and my favour was in the

face of everybody.' His Majesty did (5) these (things) for his servant on account of my obedience.'

He appointed me a confidant of his Majesty in Armant, the foremost of his domains.'' The wise and

the ignorant loved me;' everybody thanked god for me (and) (6) asked for me duration on earth, '

inasmuch as his Majesty favoured me more than others who had been m this tovn." I was one who

brought up the youth, who buried the old and (7) any pauper. 1 gave bread to the hungry and cloth-

ing to the naked." I was a son of Xpri, a husband of Tiyt,’’ (one) for whom Slj/t-(S)Hr made cattle

exist, a possessor of riches consisting of all the treasures of the resting place of Hnmw, the creator

of man.« (When) a low inundation occurred during the twenty-fifth year^ (9) I did not let my district

starve. I gave to it Upper Eg^'ptian grain and emmer. I did not let miser\ come to pass m it until

high inundations came again. ^ I nourished the children (10) with (m\) deeds, I anointed the

widows.' There was not a commoner miserable at my time." I strove to cause that I was beloved,

so that my name might be good (and) that I might be vindicated (11) m the necropolis.'

My instruction to my children (is) as follows:"' Contentment, attention, not contesting with a

commoner:’' no superior vv'ho is haughty is belov'cd.’’ To incline the heart towards one who wants

to tell his problems (12) (and) towards him who wants to empty what is in him." To investigate

his case, to remove his misery,"" (for) a man should be placed according to what is proper for

him;"* further, be silent when a wish is being drowned."' To bow down (13) to eveiybody,"'' not to

hide the face from a starving man:"'’ “The helping hand is what is beloved. \\ ho is alone, O
men There should not be any opposition towards an inspector (14) (or) towards any official of the

' ‘Stela of Mentuhetep son of Hepy’, PSBA i8 (1896), 195 ff. I wish to thank Prof. Emery for his kindness

in giving me permission to publish this inscription.
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adininistration“* apart from saying: “Let your heart be inclined."' Do not be prejudiced against a

petitioner until he has said what he came for.”“J When a list of tax-dues to the Treasury of com-
moners, (15) widows, orphans is reported,"* do to let breathe him who has fallen into

wretchedness."' The good character of a man is (worth) to him more than a thousand gifts in

fact."'” The witness of all mankind (16) is that commandment of the Highest and the saying of the

commoners;"” “The monument of a man is his goodness;"" a forgotten one is the one evil of

character.”"^ If it comes to pass as has been said, my name will be good and enduring in my town

(and) my monument will never decay.’"’

Commentary

(a) This rendering of the introductory formula anticipates a discussion which I

hope to present soon. Its principal point is that does not introduce a prayer for

favours to be rendered but rather states benefits which have been granted in favour of

a particular person. Originally limited to the king it is subsequently also connected

with certain gods.

(b) In view of the name as well as of the arrangement and style of the stela,' it can

be in all probability assigned to the Eleventh Dynasty, presumably to the earlier part of

the reign of Mentuhotpe II, Nebhepetre<. From the statement in line 5 we learn that

the owner of the stela was an official at Hermonthis where, according to his title, he

acted as district-chief. Beyond his primarily local function he also held the title r-p^t.

The common name of the owner of the stela makes it difficult to identify him
;
the stela

of another man named Mntw-htp from the same region is now at Strasbourg,^ but there

is no connexion betw'een the two men. For the use of nur-hnv cf. Anthes, Die Felsen-

inschriften von Hatnub, 86; Ny Carlsberg, Inv. 1241 (
= Clere-Vandier, Textes de la

Premiere Periode Interme'diare, § 32, 1 . ii).

(c) For mn rd mdd mtn cf. Polotsky, Zii den Inschriften der XL Dynastie, § 5 b, d;

Janssen, De traditionele egypttsche autobiografie v66r het Nieiizve Rijk, i, 19, 70.

Together with a further epithet, these two attributes undoubtedly belong together,

as can be seen from the use of the personal pronoun to indicate the subdivisions of the

text. The first section describes in general terms Mntu'-htp's loyal attitude towards his

lord and the esteem he earned because of it, while the second section, introduced again

by ink, stresses particular aspects.

(d) The important stage in Mntzc-htp's career is his service in the privy chamber of

the king (st-st/t) ;•* several men who rose to high positions started their careers there
;
so

Tti (BM 614, 11 . 2-3 ),

5

Htv^ and ’///>’.' C’’ n could be taken as a title, but is pre-

sumably rather a description of the position occupied.® hat i\Intu-htp s duties were

H. W. Muller, 'Die Totendenksteine des Mittleren Reiches’, MDAIK 4 {1933). 181 ff.
;
Vandier, Mcinuel

d’arche'ologie e'gyptienne, ii, 462 ff.

" For the combination of titles cf. Kees, Untersuchnngen ~ur Provinziahen^altung, 1, 93.

3 Spiegelberg-Portner, Aegyptische Grab- und Denksteine am Siiddeutschen Sammlutigen, I, Taf. xil, 20.

Wb. IV, 551, 13.

5 Blackman, ‘The Stele of Thethi, Brit. Mus. No. 614, JEA 17 (1931), 55 ff-

Newberry, Beni Hasan, ii, pi. 14-
Id., El Bersheh, il, pi. 21, 13.

» Cairo 200k • Berlin 7731, etc. In the New Kingdom the situation was somewhat different; for r: „ pr

cf. Gardiner, Wilbotir Papyrus, li, 134; Helck, Zur Verualtung des Mittleren und Xeuen Reichs, 102; for n

ist cf. Bruyere, Deir el Medineh (1924-5), 18.
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in connexion with the privy chamber remains unclear, but it seems that they were

hardly more than those of a page. That the position was not a particularly high one

emerges clearly from the subsequent mention of important people and of the respect

shown to them. On the other hand, this account of Mntw-htp’s advancement indicates

that the king chose his officials from his immediate following, namely those people

who had grown up in his service. This practice of relying on the ties of personal confi-

dence for the selection of high officials and not on membership of a particular social

class is found earlier in the reign of Merenre^, when we see K^r, who was brought up

among the royal children, appointed as hry-tp a in the nome of Edfu {Jjrk. i, 254, 1-5).

This highly personal relationship between the king and his officials is well demonstrated

in line 5 of the present text when Mntw-htp describes his appointment at Hermonthis

as that of a ‘confidant’ (mh-ib).

(e) zvih ib, Wb. i, 256, 14 f.
;
in view of Mntw-htp’s position ‘attentive’ seems a better

rendering than ‘kind’ or ‘friendly’.' Nhrhr, Wb. ii, 287, 2 must be in contrast to zv/k ib

and was translated by Griffith ‘w^eariness (carelessness)’
;
the word is possibly to be

related to nhnh (Wb. ii, 286, 6) attested once^ when it is used of a land under the effect

of fear. According to the context nhrhr seems to express the state of a humble person

in exalted surroundings. From what follows it emerges that the word denotes the

effects of excessive respect and thus is translated ‘tremor ’.^

( / )
In view of the following u'sr, ‘mighty one’, ‘disrespectful’ seems a better render-

ing for kihs than ‘haughty’, the latter meaning suits the second occurrence of the word
in line ii. For k?hs cf. Scharff, ZAS 77 (1941), 18; Gardiner, JEA 32 (1946), 72.

(g) Smru' are here distinguished from wriv, both denoting particular ranks
;
for the

first cf. Cairo 20546; Siut, ii, 7; Cairo 20539, ^2; and for the second, BM 614, 2

(Tit)-, Louvre, C 15; Louvre, C i ; Louvre C 167, 5.''

Since hrw is restricted in its use to activities of the king, particularly in connexion

with the ‘palace ’,

5

h^zv im can only be understood in reference to the crowned in-

habitant of the palace, i.e. the king. It is not necessarily restricted to one particular

ruler and most likely refers to a royal lord of the past.

(]{) hr is given by Wb. i, 231, 9 as verb with preposition (for the passage see also

Ny Carlsberg, Inv. 1241 = Clere-Vandier, op. cit., § 32, 11 . 6-7); but hr in this con-

struction is the noun ‘face’ in its figurative use ‘sight’ (Gesichtskreis), as again below in

line 4. Hrphziyf—see also Cairo 20765. For the translation cf. Kees, Kulturgeschichte,

204 : the vivid description of the audience resembles the account in Sinuhe, 249-52.

The absence of a suffix after hm seems remarkable
;
so too the rather indirect expression

nty hrn im.

(i) The use of the imperfective prr(-i) implies repeated action. For m hr n, used as

above, cf. Louvre C ii (= Sethe, Lesestiicke, 76, 18).

' Cf. Scharff, ‘Der Bericht uber das Streitgesprach eines Lebensmiiden mit seiner Seek', Sitzb. d. Bayr.
Akad. d. U7ss., phil.-hist. Kl. 1937, 28.

- Couyat-Montet, Les Inscriptions du Ouadi Hammdmat, no. 1 14, 6.

’ For sK m cf. Federn, JEA 36 (1950), 49.

•* Moss, ‘Two Middle-Kingdom stelae in the Louvre’, Griffith Studies, 310 f., pi. 47.

= For the frequent e.xpression h'i m 'h cf. Wb. in, 240, 8.
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(j) Nn refers back to hszvt-, the particular favour is described in what follows.

Noteworthy is the mention of mdd mtn ‘obedience’ as the reason for the high esteem;

it throws an interesting light on the prevailing political situation. Those who were

partisans of the king were apt to rise to power in reward for their loyaltv.

(k) From the way in which it is presented it is clear that the appointment was not to

a particular office but to the status of ‘confidant of his Majestv’. One gets the impression

that Mntzi'-htp was to act as the king’s personal representative rather than as a local

administrator in the usual fashion. This unusual position was in all probability due

to the particular place of activity, namely Hermonthis {'hcny), which is described as

tpyt spzvt-f, ‘the foremost of his (the king’s) domain’. Tpy is possibly to be understood

temporally as the first of the king’s possessions, an interpretation that agrees with

the historical background of our inscription which covers a major part of the rise of

the Eleventh Dynastv. From the term spzct-f one is almost inclined to assume a par-

ticularly close connexion between those territories and the king, comparable to the

Hausmacht of the German medieval rulers. The fact that Mnijc-htp is not appointed

to a specific administrative position but as ‘confidant’ of the monarch likewise suggests

that the district of Armant was under the direct supervision of the king. The use of

spuct-fin reference to the royal realm seems furthermore to imply a territorial limitation

and could suggest that the realm did not cover all of Egypt. Such a limitation could

serve as an indirect historical clue to the date of Alntzc-htp s appointment, namely, as

preceding the final victory of the ‘Theban’ rulers of the Eleventh Dynasty' over their

Herakleopolitan opponents.

(Z) For the pair rh-hm cf. Wb. ii, 445, 17; the ideas of knowing and not-knowing

do not especially concern Mntzc-htp, but are to be understood as a general expression.

Despite the unusual grouping ot , tfirt zci is undoubted!} to be read.

(m) The restoration dzv^ ntr suggested by Griffith, seems certain. For the ex-

pression cf. Janssen, op. cit., l, 118; for its meaning see also Grapou, ll le die Alien

Agvpter sich anredeten, ill, 95 f- The statement is more meaningful than usual and is

followed by the recjuest made of the god expressed in an identically construed sentence.

For a similar request cf. Vrk. iv, 972, 13-14; Newberry, El Bersheh, il, pi. VII. There

is a remarkable frequencv of the expression zcdt tp t,' around the beginning of the

Eleventh Dynasty; cf. especially Shit, iv, 25, 37, 66, 87; Chassinat-Palanque, Foullles

a Assiout, 79, 123; Cairo 20539, 1 . 20; Cairo 20030, i 5.

(n) N rn n with imperfective sdm-f, cf. Gardiner, Egyptian Grammar^ § 181 ; Berlin

1203- Clere-Vandier, Textes de la premiere periode intcrmediaire, no. 17, 11
. 5-6, p. 13.

For the spelling of%Xv) cf. Urk. i, 222, 170; 27, 16; Vandier, Moralla, 186, Inscr.

5 (II S 2).^

(0) For M nhn and krs imy cf. Janssen, op. cit.. 1 13 f. and particularly Cairo 20530,

’ The priority given here to Hermonthis confirms that the Eleventh Dynasty did not originate in Thebes

but hom ’hony which lay somewhat upstream. The first success of the Hermonthis family probably was to

gain control over the Thebaid (ff'.'rt) this being the initial step in their rebellion against the Herakleopolitan

*""^The passage is similar to the one under discussion but uses nmc instead of hpm.
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12-13; B.M. 1164, 1-2; Hatnub, Gr. 20, 7-8; where the same elements are mentioned

but in a different order, liwy and mny are, seemingly, imperfective participles.

For the rare writing i for iw cf. Gardiner, op. cit., § 468, 6 where one instance is

quoted from the tomb of Sarenput at Aswan* with a sdm-n-f-iorm of rdi after i{w)

as here.

{p) For the use of si ‘son’ for commoners in their relationship to deities cf. Urk.

VII, 64 II {si Wpwmt); Anthes, Die Felseninschriften von Hatnub, 85 {si Dhwty)-

The identically worded epithet of Sethos I (sf Npriy is different in its significance from

the expression here.

The metaphorical use of iuy is unusual, as it is used normally to denote an activity of

care and helpfulness to a widow (cf. Vandier, Moralla, 247) ;
such a relationship can

certainly not be envisaged between a commoner and a deity
;
one would rather expect a

more humble expression, like the preceding s: Npri. Although used metaphorically

here, the expression hfy T!yt throws a rather strange light on the role of the husband,

even if one assumes its application limited here to one particular point, namely the

supplying of linen to a man by his wife.

{q) For Shit-Hr cf. Siut, v, 13 : i;m-n n{-i) Sh/t-Hr, ‘Sht-Hr was kind to (me)’
;
and

Cairo 1712.

For the determinative Q of c^tt cf. Anthes, op. cit., 7.

Mshnt can here hardly be taken as the name of the goddess of birth being parallel

to Khnum as Griffith understood it (in which he is followed by Wb. ii, 148, ii).

While the preceding epithets may sound presumptuous, they nevertheless do not

identify Mntw-htp with a deity, whereas a rendering of mshnt as the goddess would
involve such an identification. ^ Thus mshnt must denote either the ‘birth-stool’ or

‘resting place’. Against the first possibility is the fact that the act of birth is dominated
by female deities, notwithstanding the call to Khnum along with four goddesses in

Pap. Westcar, 9, 23 to help in the delivery of the triplets.-* For the use of mshnt to denote
the ‘residence’ of a god cf. Wb. ii, 148, 6; CT iii, 274 b; CT iv, 37). As a designation

of place mshnt cannot be part of an epithet of Mntw-htp
;
it specifies the origin of the

aforementioned rstt nb. Mshnt-Hnmw, lit. ‘resting place of Khnum’, appears to be
a picturesque name for the region of the First Cataract, defining the area from which the
rstt nb came .

5

For iri rmt as an epithet of Khnum cf. Pap.d’Orbiney, 9, 7 ;
for the idea

see also Admonitions, 2, 4; 5, 6.

(r) For the passage and the rendering of hrp cf. de Buck, ‘On the meaning of the

H<’Pj\ Orientalia Neerlandica, pp. 10 and 19, no. 42; also Vandier, La Famine dans

Gardiner, ZAS 45 (1909), pi. VIII.\; cf. also Urk. vii, 9, 18.

^ Boeser, Beschreibung der aegyptischen Sammlung des niederlandischen Reichsmusettms der Altertumer in
Leiden, vi, pi. 24, no. 44. Cf. also Pap. Mill. 2. 12 (Teaching of Ammenemes): ‘(I was one) whom
Npri loved’.

^ In Cairo 20538, 11 . 15-17, the king is compared with Khnum, Bastet, and Sekhmet, but this has no bearing
on the question discussed here.

-• Pap.Chester Beatty vii, vs. 7, 9 scarcely has any bearing on the passage in question except that mshnt
and Khnum are mentioned in close proximity.

5
J. R. Harris in Lexicographical Studies in Ancient Egyptian Minerals shows that cn (or cnt) is a general

word used for ‘mineral’ (p. 22) and that cn rzcdt is, more specifically, ‘hard stone’ (pp. 22-23).
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r£gypte ancienne, 15 f; 113. The date given, namely the 25th year, is only of limited value,

since there is no mention of the ruler by whose reign it is reckoned. From its place in

the biography of MnUo-htp it seems most probable that this event occurred after his

appointment at Hermonthis, i.e. under one of the rulers of the Eleventh Dynasty.

‘Year 25’ is a high date, and only two reigns in this dynasty could accommodate it,

those of Antef, Horus Wah'ankh and Mentuhotpe II, Nebhepetre'; of the two the

former seems the more likely, although Mntw-htp son of Hpi lived probably into

the reign of the latter in which time the stela was probably inscribed. This particular

low inundation was a disaster for all of L^pper Egj^pt and appears to be referred to in

inscriptions from several different places.

For the use of the preposition r in expressions of time introducing events lasting

over a period of time cf. Wb. ii, 387, 26.

(s) Wgg—Wb. I, 377, 18, is identical with Wb. i, 376, 13, attested in Sinuhe, B 168;

Ptahhotep, 9; cf. Gardiner, BIFAO 30 (1930), 180; for the use of the word in con-

nexion with the unpleasant effects of famine see James, Hekanakhte Papers, p. 30, n, 81.

R iwt hrpzc rfw can safely be considered a sdm-t-f-form despite Gardiner’s hesitation

on this point.i Cf. in this connexion MDAIK 18 (1962), 17 f.

{t) The preposition m after snm ‘to feed’ (IF^. iv, 164, i) introduces the kind of

sustenance. The group at the beginning of line 10 is mutilated so that the reading

cannot be verified. ^ ‘my arms’ as read, without certainty, by Griffith is unlikely, and

the group is probably to be restored The usual meaning of the construction snm m
speaks against Griffith’s rendering; furthermore, ‘arm’ as a metaphorical expression is

restricted in its use to actions involving strength, and then it occurs in the singular.’^

If^ thus is to be recognized as the instrument of ‘feeding the children’ it can only be

a noun or a nominally used participle. For the expression, which occurs again in line 15

(note {am)), cf. Urk. vii, ii, 9;6i, i7;cf.alsoGardiner-Sethe,Le«mtot/zeDear/,vi, i.

The nature of his benevolence to widows described here differs from what is usual,

cf. Vandier, Moralla, 247. Whether the ‘anointing’ has any significance beyond being

a gesture of kindness is obscure.

(m) For msr as a condition afflicting the nds cf. Hatnitb, Gr. 22, 8.

(t^J ehf expresses here violent action without any hostile implication. This use is not

mentioned by the Worterbuch but occurs possibly in Pap.Sallier ii, 10, 9.^

either r rdit mti't{w) w{i) or r rdit mrzi't{'t). For the latter cf. II b. ii, 102, i9~2i
,
but

this phrase is generally followed by an adverbial complement.

For msc-hrw m hrt-ntr cf. Cairo 20089, 10; 20322; 205/8, etc., Berlin 132^2, ti,

while nfr rn occurs' already in the Old Kingdom; cf. Edel, Phraseologie der dgyptischen

Inschriften des Alien Retches, § 27.

{w) Read sbmt{-i) n hrdv:{-i) ;
cf. ZAS 47 (1910), 92, "here the ‘teaching’ is primarily

’ Gardiner, Egyptian Grammar^

,

§ 407, i, n. 3.

^ The group Vandier, Moralla, Inscr. 9 (III 8), does not read -ny but bir.

, . , ,

3 Brunner Die Lehre des Cheti, Sohnes des Duaiif {Agyptol. Forschungen 13), 24, 48 translates rh, stch hiiten,

a meaning for the verb not attested else^shere and also difficult to reconcile with its primary meaning. The

passage is better rendered ‘pursue the words (matters) more than they’ or pursue the words for them which

would suit the context more than does the current rendering.
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a biography, and Cairo 20538, 11, 8-9 (= Sethe, Lesestiicke, 68, ii) h.)t-r in sbiyt

irt-n-fhr msw-f. The idea of the father instructing his descendants is the classic conven-

tion used in ‘wisdom literature’ and is found in the teachings of Hordedef, Ptahhotep,

Khety son of Duauf, King Merikare', King Ammenemes, and in the ‘Teaching of a man
to his son’. I While the other texts, particularly those that are approximately con-

temporary, are witnesses to a developed literary tradition in the North, the text of

Mntzv-htp is the only early representative of this literary genre from the South. It is

difficult to estimate the independence of his findings, and it is likely that his ‘teachings’

were influenced by a literary mode of which the Herakleopolitan court was probably

a centre.

For the introductory m dd cf. Gardiner, Egyptian Grammar^, § 224 end.

{x) Griffith, followed by Wb. ii, 497, 17, understood hrt to be adjectival, but this

would be untenable in view of dd being masculine. Since m dd introduces a literal

quotation hrt cannot be connected with the preceding.

For hrt ‘contentment’ cf. Pap.Prisse 6, 10 (= Ptahhotep, 117).^ For wih-ib as a de-

sirable quality cf. Sinuhe, 203; Cairo 20538, 1. 7; cf. also Pap.Prisse, 19, i (= Ptah-

hotep, 624).

rhi hnr occurs Sint, in, 16;^ Sinuhe, iii. The idiom is used normally of a contest

with an equal in the sense of ‘combat’. When the activity is directed against a specific

goal rh) is construed with r or with direct object.'* For nds as a member of a social

class to be distinguished from people of standing cf. Sint, I, 310;® Volten, Zwei
politische Schriften, 31 ; Heick, Zur Verzvaltung des Mittleren und Neuen Reiches, 121.

In Urk. VII, 9, 14 nds seems to refer to a particular way of life.^

{y) For the passage cf. Vogelsang, Kommentar zu den Klagen des Bauern, 165.

Gardiner- JEA 32 (1946), 72, prefers to render kfhs by ‘harsh’ which would suit here,

but not the occurrence in line 3 (cf. note (/)) so that ‘haughty’ seems preferable.

(2) Hnn introduces the first of two identically constructed clauses, and, being part of

the advice to the children, the verbal forms are to be recognized as infinitives, as is also

indicated by the use of the negative verb tm. For hnn ib cf. Wb. ii, 495, 4 ; 494, 14, and
line 14 here. 7 For mir denoting mental problems cf. Peasant B i, 280, mirwi drw
hft-hr-k ‘my misery is (now) unfolded in front of you’.

' Cf. Posener, Rev. d’Eg. 6 (1951), 37 f.

2 The numeration is that introduced by Devaud, Les Maximes de Ptahhotep d’apres le Papyrus Prisse, which
is also followed by 2aba, Les Maximes de Ptahhotep, Prague, 1956.

3 A further occurrence is possibly Hatnub, Gr. 16, 5, reading sm k{y)w r rh/ hnr nizvt i ‘when others came to
fight with my town’.

Wb. I, 215, 6; cf. also above, p. 31, n. 3. rhr used transitively occurs in the Story of the Eloquent Peasant
(B I, 278), rh/ n-i mri i ‘I have fought my grounding-pole’ cf. Gardiner, JEA 9 (1921), 17, n. 10; also, in the
same text, B i, 258.

5 The Editor, Mr. T. G. H. James, pointed out this indicative passage to me in connexion with a number
of most valuable comments which he made on my manuscript and for which I wish to express my appreciation.

6 Gardiner (ZAS 45 (1908), 130) renders this passage ‘I spent my childhood, I spent my youth ( ?)’ translat-
ing nds as ‘youth(?)’; but this involves a pleonasm, for it would seem difficult to draw a line between the two
terms. To render nds as ‘common life’, i.e. life not spent in official matters, seems to be appropriate for a man
who does not hold any titles but who relates as the main feature of his life the good time he had with his wives.

’ Hnn ‘to attend’, cf. Ptahhotep, 268.
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R ski'ty-fy hrt nt ht-f is parallel to r dd-tyfy mnwf. For the meaning cf. the close

parallel in Ptahhotep, 266. Hrt nt ht-f is similar to ntt m ht-i in Peasant B i, 279.

{aa) Sdm mdw ‘to investigate’, Wb. iv, 386, lo-ii ‘to investigate a case’ particularly

as the duty of an official; cf. Peasant B i, 234; B.M. 566. James points out that the

hieroglyph used for mdw is the ^ra-sign (j).

For dr mir-f ci. Shit, in, 5; Peasant B i, 69-70.

{ab) It is uncertain whether this sentence contains advice for conduct or else is

connected with what follows as an explanation of the suggested behaviour. The reason

is that rdi can hardly be understood in the sense ‘appoint’ {Wb. ii, 467, 37 ;
L rk. vii, 12,

2), since there is no authority involved; it is used rather in a general way, ‘place’
;
cf.

Cairo 20086; Griffith, Siut and Rifeh, pi. 16, 14.

(ac) Hrp-tw ib cf. Ptahhotep, 618; C\hrt,JEA 35 (1949), 41 ;
l rk. vii, 64, 7; Ham-

mamat, no. iii, 4. For the sense cf. also Ptahhotep, 275.

{ad) Him rmn, cf. Ptahhotep, 62-,^ JEA 16 (1930), 70; JEA 17 (1931), 59 (B.M. 614,

7); JEA 37 (1951), 51. The words here can hardly imply an expression of reverence;

they are rather to be understood as ‘greet in a friendly way’, for kc-nb does not seem to

express any social distinction.-

{ae) Hbs hr, cf. Wb. iil, 64, lyiy. Peasant B 2, 105 ;
Williams, The Stela of Menthu-

weser, 24, 26 f.

(a/) Imi in connexion with the hand, cf. Wb. i, 79, i 6.3 The passage gives the im-

pression of being a quotation of a well-known saying.

{ag) This question introduces a new section dealing with the problems of life in

a community; for the sportive writing of the interrogative in-m cf. JEA 47 (1961), 155.

{ah) rhs is used here in the sense of ‘opposition’ towards government officials. The

distinction between the two kinds of administrators mentioned, rwd and sdizvty, is

difficult to determine
;
the first appear to be commissioners for a particular task, the

second holders of regular offices. Occurrences of rzcd in texts of the Middle Kingdom

are ZAS 65 (1930), no f. ;
Berlin 1 199 ;

possibly Cairo 20003, 8. For the significance of

the designation cf. Gardiner, The Inscription of Mes, 13, 26; Helck, Zi/r Verzcaltung

des Mittleren und Neuen Reiches, 116. For a rzvd of an administration {pr) cf. l^rk-

IV, 667; Davies, Tombs of Tzvo Officials, pi. 26 {pr-nszct)

,

Aloret, ZAS 39 34

{pr-hnr)

;

Nauri Decree, 1 . 34 {rzvd n pr). For sdnvty cf. Anthes, Die Felseninschriften von

Hatnub,'Sg; JEA 17 (1931), 61 ;
Cairo 2001 1, 3 ;

Helck, op. cit., 84.

{ai) For zvpw-hr cf. Gardiner, Egyptian Grammar^ § 179, 3 and Hatnub, Gr. 22, 13.

W^hat follows IS a suggestion of how an official should be addressed. For hnn tb cf.

above, note {z) and for the use of zvffi-ib-k in pleading a superior for kindness see note

{aj) Iwh (here written izvhi, as occasionally else^^here), lit. load oneself
,
IT b. i, 36,

17, the figurative usage seems clear. R dd-tf iit-nf hr-s identical with Ptahhotep, 267.

• Used in parallelism to hms s=, it means hardly more than ‘greet’ and not ‘obey’, as Zaba, Les Maximes de

Ptahhotep 114, understands it.

" Cf. Louvre C 14; Cairo 20539, 1- ^ ;
Siut lii, 3, 6; Peasant B 2, 108; Hatnuh, Gr. 23, 8.

3 Cf. Gunn’s suggestion {Teti Pyramid Cemeteries, 1, 105, n. 6) for reading the title imr-r as 'friendly of arm’.

See Grapow, Wie die Alten Agypter sich anredeten, ni, 93 f-

FC 505
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{ak) Since there is no indication that a new section starts with smi^ it is impossible

to detect here a major syntactical change. Smi thus has to be taken either as imperative,

if the address to the officials is continued, or, more likely, as passive sdm-f in a virtual

circumstantial clause.^ There is some uncertainty concerning the object of smt.

Possibly the sign is here not determinative of smp but should be read mdit ‘deben-

ture’, for which cf. Wb ii, 187, 12. More likely we should understand here the noun nt,

which is suggested below as a restoration for the subsequent lacuna (see note {al)). If

understood correctly, it seems to mean the ‘amount’ placed to the debit (iryt) of a

person. For the construction cf. Urk. i, 164, ii. For iry in reference to obligations cf.

Urk. I, 214, i^-yJEA 24(1938), 2, n. 5 ;
further, the noun iryt ‘obligation’ in Urk. i, 85, 2

;

Urk. VII, 58, 18; Hammamat, no. 19, 7; Wb. i, 105, 12. For the use of the preposition

r here cf. its use in connexion with the expression hryt-c ‘taxes due’, Wb. ill, 134, 4.

The partly broken group of signs may not be r mitt, as suggested by Griffith and

followed by the Worterbuch, but reference to the

‘treasury’ see particularly the inscription of Tti (B.M. 614 = JEA 17 (1931), 55 ff.).

Tti was in charge of this institution. For the order of persons cf. Siut, v, 10 and Cairo

20534, II.

{at) The meaning of the broken passage is probably ‘reduce the amount of their

dues to a fraction’ as suggested in Amenemope, xvi, 5-6.^ Thus seems a possible

restoration. For nt cf. JEA 12 (1926), 129; Pap.Smith, i, 7.

Snf, lit. ‘let breathe’ {Wb. iv, 162, 6-7), here probably not just figuratively but pro-

bably with a material meaning ‘relieve’ from taxes or debts; cf. the use of ‘unload’

oneself of problems in Peasant B i, 279. For wn r cf. Breasted, PSBA 23 (1901),

239 ff.
;
Gardiner, The Admonitions of an Egyptian Sage, 53.

{am) Bin ‘character’, cf. Hatniib, Gr. 23, 8-9; 24, 3 ;
Siut, v, 22; for the meaning cf.

the similar phrase in Ptahhotep, 493. Ddiw ‘gifts, donations’ as in line 10 (note {t)).

For the position of hnv ‘thousands’ cf. Urk. i, 181, 12; 182, 6; these are not instances

of abbreviated writings of *h^ m X as Edel, Altdgyptische Grammatik, §§ 398, 400 takes

it; A; is rather in apposition to the preceding word, and this construction appears to

convey a special emphasis, its literal meaning being ‘deeds, (even) thousands’. For

the adverbial expression m irrt ‘in fact’ cf. Horus and Seth, i5> 4-

{an) Sdm n ‘testimony’, cf. Spiegelberg, Studien zum Rechtswesen, 26; Gardiner,

The Inscription of Mes, 12 ;
ZAS 39 (1901), 10. 23. Tspfhry stands parallel to r/ ndsw]

accordingly as a singular, denotes a person. For a spelling of ‘Horus’ the writing

would be most unusual ;
the context, however, requires the mention of a (or the) god

* In the case of a new section we should expect it to be introduced by iw or by the personal pronoun or by
the negation nn.

^ To consider it as a sdm’n'f-iorm, as proposed by Vandier, Mo^alla, 247, with a first person suffix supplied

seems in two ways untenable : first, the context is written in the third person and second, it does not use

the sdm n f-torm. Such a form used after a sdnrf would express relative past and not be a narrative form.

For the latter it would need to be separated from the temporal scheme of the preceding verb-forms by an intro-

ductory he.

3 Smi expresses the verbal report to a superior and not a written notification, for which si^r is used.

•For the attitude recommended here cf. also Shit, v, ii.
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or the king, for the ‘command’ (ts) is contrasted with the ‘talk’ (r/) of the people.

(ao) The passage is undoubtedly a quotation, probably from some moralizing com-

position. It occurs in identical form in Louvre A 85 of the Twenty-sixth Dynasty.'

(ap) Smhw, lit. ‘one to be forgotten’, cf. Wb. iv, 141, 1-3.

(09) Cf. Gardiner, Egyptian Grammar^, 427.

' Belegstellen ad Wb. il, 71, i.
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SPELLS 38-40 OF THE COFFIN TEXTS

By R. O. FAULKNER

When in Vol. 3 5 of this Journal the late Professor A. de Buck published his translation

of Coffin Text Spell 312 under the title ‘The earliest version of Book of the Dead 78’,

he quoted in his introductory remarks a dictum of Sir Alan Gardiner: ‘Scholars should

not shrink from translating difficult texts. At the best they may be lucky enough to hit

on the right renderings. At the worst they will have given the critics a target to tilt at.’

It is in this spirit that I proffer below an attempt to translate the spells which form the

title of this paper in the hope that others may use it as a starting-point for further

investigation.'

The main interest of the spells here translated lies in the relationship of the deceased

with his previously defunct father, which exhibits notable peculiarities which are dis-

cussed below. In Spell 38 both son and father speak; Spell 39 at the beginning

appears to be taken up with a complaint of premature death, but from 16M onward

the topic of Spell 38 is resumed, making an odd combination. Spell 40 starts off with

a declaration of virtue, but again incongruously reverts to the father-son topic. We have

the impression that the earlier parts of Spells 39 and 40 represent alien intrusions into

what was either a continuation of Spell 38 or else a second spell of similar import.

Spell 38

I, 157 Causing him who is in the realm of the dead" to be kindly to a man.

The nezvlv deceased son speaks: O ye of the Great Curtain, O ye of the Great West*", ye

I, 158 beings in the Broad Hall, I speak before you. ' Behold ye that father of mine, that attendant

of mine, that guardian of mine, that champion of mine, that one to whom I have descended,

him who is in the West, him who is in the realm of the dead." He has announced me to the

Tribunal, he has said that your utterance will fetch me,"' for my days have been brought to

I, 1 59 an end" in this land of the living ' in which I was. He has said that I may take possession

of his seat and take over his dignity-'^ in that sacred land in which he is.

Have ye said that I may be brought to you« in order that that father of mine may give

place(?)'' to me, in order that I may inherit' his seat and take over his dignity?-' Do ye say

that I may bring^ to you his utterance ?

I, 160 The speech of the preziously deceasedfather: ' Although he knows your abode and is aware

of all that ye have done, vet I have seen the chest of Sia' and I know what is in it; I have

made sharp knives which will destroy the foe"* in the Broad Mansion on behalf of her who

is in Kedem"—so says that father of mine who is in the realm of the dead.

The son speaks: Dost thou say that I should be brought to this sacred land in which thou

‘ I have read and discussed these spells with my students Miss Haikal and Mr. Uphill, and from these

discussions some useful suggestions have emerged. Speleers’ version in Textes des cerceuits du Moyen Empire

egyptien, pp. 17 ff., seems to miss the point.
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art, thy seat which is in the realm of the dead, that I may inherit thy dignity ? Transfer to

I, 161 me thy power® in order that I may take over for myself thine office and say: My power
is equal to thine.^

The father speaks: My son has come from the Island of Fire in order to disturb(?) me,«

in order to open up the interior of the twilight,”" to make a doorway into the Netherworld,

to take possession of his father’s seat,* to inherit his dignity, to emulate' his power, and to

take over his offices," so that his foes’ who are in the Island of Fire may exult over him,

I, 162 even those who are in the sacred land in which he is, who wish to throw down his house,

to break up his gate," and to despoil his inheritance upon earth and in the Island of Fire—

so says my father who is in the West.

The son speaks: God-like power is on thee in the West, in this sacred land in which thou

art. Thou hast thy soul, thy power is with thee,* for thou hast desired thy soul from me
upon earth.^' Dost thou say that I am indeed* brought to this sacred land in which thou art

I, 163 in order to break up thine house, to throw down thy gate, to despoil thine inheritance ^ so

that thy foes may exult over thee? Lo, I am here in this land occupying thy seat®" and

pulling together thy weakness. Lo, I . . thy companions, taking away thy poverty,

strengthening thy gate,'"'" perpetuating thy name upon earth in the mouths of the living,

and setting up thy door and thy tomb at thy stairway(?).‘''' Be secure, be secure,^’’ be god-like,

be god-like^J" in this sacred land in which thou art, in thine office and in these thy possessions

I, 164 ' in this sacred land in which thou art.

When I was in this land of the living, I built thine altars, I established thine invocation-

offerings in thy funerary domain which was in the Island of Fire. I heard the word of the

Wilful One(?)«« within the Island of Life in front of the robing-room of the Pure Ones.*'’

I, 165 I shall not perish, I shall not pass away, I shall not die because of them,” ' 1 shall not die

suddenlv. O ye Kindly Ones whose speech is not known, who are held in veneration, com-

mand that I endure upon earth at my desire(?),-'^ for I am'-*' one who eats his meals in this

land of the living."

Notes

a. ‘Him who is in the realm of the dead’ (w/v hrt-ntj) appears from what follows to

be the father of the deceased, the former being expected to sponsor his son before the

authorities in the Beyond. See 158a, at end.

b. Read i tjityw aw, i imyw-wrt aw, referring to the judges of the dead. With the

first phrase compare the familiar O.K. title ztb tnty U of the Chief Justice.

c. This long-winded description of the dead man’s previously deceased father, which

seems original here, occurs, often as an obvious interpolation, in a number of other

spells, e.g. 30 (936); 31 (io3«); 32 (io8«); 33 (ii 4«> izib)-, 34 (1276); 36 (135^),

always occurring in the same group of coffins as the spells studied here, with the

exception that in iz^b the coffins BiP, B2B0, B3B0, BiL, and B3L join for once m
the chorus.

d. Read dd-nf int wi tp-r-tn, with the prospective sdmf form int, cf. Gardiner, Eg.

Gramm., § 448.

e. Read s{iyr-tw Jirw-v, for the expression see also Pyr. 291c
(
1 ).

/. B16C omits it-i and the subject-suffix of

g. B16C is corrupt, reading ind dd-n-tn im int t n-dn.
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h. A guess based upon a possible connexion with sir ‘need’, lit. perhaps ‘in order

that that father of mine may become needy for me’. Some such meaning seems

demanded by the context. B12C* omits the suffix ist sing, in the dative after sir

(written in B16C) and seems doubtful over the suffix in it-i, which is written

_ ...
i. For iwr ‘inherit’ B16C substitutes the unintelligible De Buck

points out on p. 144, n. 2* that B16C regularly substitutes this group (less Y") for ^
and &*>. An exception is 227 /, where a badly written is found.

j. B4L ends here.

k. For the writing of the prospective sdm-fioxva of in ‘bring’ as intw (Bi2C*) cf. also

Westc. 7, 8; 8, 3. For the genuine passive in-tw see 159^/; 160^.

l. The rendering ‘Although . . . yet . .
.’ is prompted by the repetition of the particle

sk, which may indicate a contrast here. An alternative possibility would be to emend
the 3rd person into the ist: ‘Lo, I know . . ., lo, I have seen . . .’; on the tendency to

confusion of pronouns in these funerary texts see de Buck’s remarks JEA 35, 88 ff.

169a (Spell 39), however, confirms that these remarks apply to the newly dead and are

thus correctly in the 3rd person here. In any case the father is pleading his recognition

by the gods in view of his threatened displacement by his son, and his knowledge of

the contents of the chest of Sia is a claim to the possession of all wisdom, and therefore

to due consideration by the powers that be.

m. Npdwt ‘knives’ is represented in Wb. ii, 250 only by the late writing

but this word and the verb npd ‘cut to pieces’ (loc. cit.) are clearly formatives in n-

irompd ‘sharpen’, Wb. i, 568. The fern, participle rdzvt (det. «») of B16C is preferable

to the masc. rd of B12C'’ because of the fern, antecedent; the verb occurs again in

Merikarer, 70. 119; Adtn. 12, 10, cf. also the derivative nouns ‘slaughter’, TR 19, 19;

Cairo 20238, 13 and rdt ‘offence( ?)’, Pr. 18, i. Note that in both texts hft{y) ‘foe’ is

determined with a determinative unknown to Wb.

n. This allusion is quite obscure to me. On the locality Kdm see Gauthier, Diet,

ge'ogr. V, 180.

0. There is a considerable omission in Bi2C*, from ntk in iboh to ihwk in 1607;

B13C*’ and B20C are extensively damaged, and B16C is corrupt. The present translation

rests on the assumption that the archetype of 160^ ff. read: In dd-k in-twi r ti pw dsr

ntk im-f r st-k imyt hrt-ntr, iwr-i srh-k? Phr r-f n-i ihwk’, the presence of the particle r-f

after phr points to this being an imperative, despite the preceding r in B16C, which
may be an anticipation of the genuine r before nhm-i in i6ia.

p. ihwk in B12C*’ should obviously be emended to ihwi\ B16C omits the suffix and
determines ihw with i9 as if it were the word for ‘spirits’, which makes poor sense.

R-k at the end of the clause presumably refers back to r dd, in the sense of ‘say

about thee’.

q. The expression sd mdw occurs also CT i, i55(/, and is probably analogous to

sd-hrw ‘disturbance’. Concise Diet. 274.

r. ‘To open up the interior of the twilight’ appears to be a figurative expression
referring to the entry of the deceased into the Beyond.
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5. Reading r it{t) st nt i?-/with BiaC* and (in part) B20C; B16C writes for ^
and has inserted a meaningless dative after st.

t. Sphr, lit. ‘copy’. Again B16C determines fhw ‘power’ with

u. B16C has a peculiar group for imt ‘offices’, omits the suffix after this word, and

follows up with a totally irrelevant dd n-s.

V. From here on the pronouns are in the 2nd person, but to preserve continuity with

what has gone before they must be emended into the 3rd person, though English would

use the ist, since the father is referring to himself. The copyists may have deluded

themselves into thinking that the son was addressing the father, as in 162/ ff.

w. Reading mr swhnpr-k sd frrtot-k and emending the 2nd person of the text into the

3rd, see the last note; the text of B16C is confused. B12C* has omitted the initial —^ of

m-wt\ for the participle mr of that text B13C'’ and B16C substitute the sdm-fioxm mr-sn.

X. B16C has omitted ihw except for the determinatives and has miscopied hnr as stir.

y. This may be an allusion to the funerary offerings which the dead father expected

in the past from his living son.

z. Regarding rd after in‘t{zv)‘i as the enclitic particle. The son here enters a dis-

claimer that he intends harm to his parent, but it hardly nullifies the demand voiced

in the son’s previous speech. Indeed, in 1636 ff., where the son recites the benefits he

is purveving to his father, he still claims to be occupying his father s seat.

aa. For dbs nst ‘occupy a seat’ cf. Pyr. 906. 1171. 1325; CT i, 174m.

bb. I cannot translate sk rhr-n-i.

cc. Bi2Ci omits 163^-? and part of 7.

dd. All the benefits here recited seem to refer to the living son’s obligations to his

dead father, as if the son were now making a boast of his past good deeds to justify

his present action. For ‘tomb’, instead of the fern. h,'t, B12C'’ has the masc. hn with

det. B16C has lu without determinative. Since it is said to be ‘upon’ {hr) the

stairway(?) {rwdt), hn mav refer to the superstructure of the tomb; rwdt or ricdt deter-

mined with -- does not appear to be known, but in the present context ‘stairway’

(normally masc. ru'dv:) seems the most plausible equivalent. B16C inserts an unneces-

sary after hr.

ee. Wth ib, lit. ‘enduring of heart’, is not used here in its more common alternative

senses of ‘patient’ or ‘kindly’.

ff. Apparently old perfective 2 sg., perhaps in the hortative sense.

gg Cf. Spell 39, n. It’. In the light, however, of 1736 (Spell 40), where emendation

is absolutely necessaiy- to make sense, we should perhaps emend into mrrt-k ‘what thou

desirest’.

hh This allusion is obscure to me; dbn could mean either ‘robing-room’ or ‘sar-

cophagus’, cf. Concise Diet. 321, but the former seems the more probable.

ii. The suffix in n-sn refers to the ‘Pure Ones’ of 164/1; cf. also 170/ (Spell 39).

jj. Emending mrf, var. miff, into niit-i.

kk. Var. B12C'': ‘this N is’.
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//. Presumably meaning that the deceased returns to the present world to consume

the food-offerings presented at his tomb.

Spell 39

I, 1 66 There are laid down the mats of Thoth in the Mansion of the Prince which is in On—so

say all the gods, Ma'et being at the Great Palace to greet the primeval god" who is superior

to the primeval gods, who are on their bellies and make greeting, she having turned back

and gone* into the Island of Fire. My has been found there with them, living among

I, 167 those who had lived on earth and who are in the Island of Fire. ' It'^ has heard from the

mouths of those who perform rites' that-^ that father of mine who is in the West has raised

me up at the bringing about of the ending of my days® in this land of the living when I had

not yet brought up my fledgelings,* when I had not yet hatched mine eggs,' before I

I, 168 had attained-' my lifetime,* before I had eaten the bread of ' my nurse,^ before I had drunk

my due measure of milk,'" before I had furnished" mine house of the living in the Island

of Fire.

Do ye say" that I shall be brought to the place of that father of mine, that attendant of

I, 169 mine, that guardian of mine,*" that champion of mine, that one to whom I have descended.?

i Lo, I know your nature, I have seen your abode. As for him who brought me to birth,®

he has made me into a body of his own flesh, the seed which issued from his phallus.

Ye have said that I shall receive his dignity and take over his seat, so that his foes will

rejoice over him when he is seen' coming from the Island of Fire to yon’ sacred land in

which he is.

Ye have said that his abode in the Island of Fire is to be overthrown. Lo, to me belongs

I, 170 his Mwnt-bread' which is on earth ' and the An/w-loaves which have been made(.?).“ Lo,

I will act," that I may occupy his seat which is in the land of the living in the Island of Fire;

may it not be destroyed upon earth. I have heard the word of the Wilful One(.?)'" within the

Island of the Living, in the midst of the robing-room' of the Pure Ones, because of whom
I, 171 I die not by slow death;® I perish not because of them, I do not perish suddenly. ' Lo,

my being- is created in this land of the living because of what has been created(?),"" there

are established for me the offerings to the gods and the invocation-offerings to the spirits,

for I am their survivor,** it is indeed I who shall exist in this land of the living, my will"

shall create my members. My flesh obeys me, it lifts me up, for I am the Old One. I come

to you, for I have loved you, O ye who are very far away,"^”^ while that father of mine who

I, 172 is in the West is my guardian who is in the Tribunal of the God, ' whether in his office,

in his yearly income," in his dignity, in his affairs, or in wherever he is, in that sacred land

in which he is.

The father speaks: While I am in this sacred land of the living, I will be in it as thy

guardian who is in the Tribunal of Men.

Notes

a. The sense demands the singular here, despite the writing pnyw instead of ptty

and the plural strokes of B16C; it is to be remarked that in 166J, where the plural is

required, B12C* also uses the plural strokes.

b. The fern, endings in wdbt and smt show that they must refer back to Ma'et. The
rendering as an old perfective, ‘she having turned back and gone’ seems the most
plausible.
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c. Var. Bi 2C» : ‘the ka of this N’. This coffin frequently drops into the 3rd person,

and such cases will not be noted further.

d. The ka of the deceased.

e. Lit. ‘the doers’, apparently a pregnant use of irrw.

f. The conjunction ztmt.

g. On the expression scrt hrw see Spell 38, n. e; B16C has misplaced the s of scrt,
inserting it between r and int.

h. Apparently a complaint of premature death; ‘fledgelings’ here is figurative for
‘children’.

i. Here written with the ideogram of the chick within the egg, but in 176A (Spell 40)
spelt out as swht and determined with the same ideogram. Snhn, here translated as
‘hatch’, is literally ‘nurse’. BiaO starts here.

j. Int, lit. ‘brought’; for the sense here cf. Concise Diet., 22.

k. For the singular hnt ‘space’ of time, see also Urk. i. 125, 4. B12Q omits see
de Buck’s note, p. 167, n. 3*.

/. ¥or psd BiaC** has corruptly

m. Hsi here is a fluid which is drunk, and its sense of ‘milk’ is indicated both bv
the context and by the name of the milch-cow goddess Hsn

;
once milk is described

as hdt Hsit ‘the white stuff of Hsif, Sethe, Lesestucke, 73, 15. The meanings allotted
to iui in Wb. HI, 160, 6 ff., namely ‘mucus’ and ‘dough’, may well be secondary. For
hrrw cf. ibid. 364, 7, our text reading literally ‘milk according to its measure’ or ‘portion’.

n. B12C* has omitted the ending -t of the sdmt-f form and writes in the 3rd person.
0. For the enclitic particle rr cf. Wb. ii, 438, 6.

p. B12C* omits p/ after chc\-i: and mhuyt, and ends here.

q. Smsyi cannot mean ‘my first-born’, as that would be entirely at variance with
what follows; it appears here to be an active participle, lit. ‘mv bringer-to-birth’, and
to be the subject in anticipatory emphasis of the sentences which follow. is the
enclitic particle stressing the suffix of smsy. The relevance of the remarks of the
deceased anent his father is not clear, unless they be intended to stress his hereditary
right to his father’s rank and seat.

r. Mfzv is old perfective.

5. B13C* inserts the demonstrative pf after ti ‘land’.

t. Written ihbnnt here, but hbnnt or hbnt in Pyr. 76J. The son here seems to be
laying claim to the food-offerings deposited at his father’s tomb.

u. The significance of hm here is not clear, as none of the recorded meanings of
this stem seem to suit the context well.

V. B16C inserts sdm-n-i mdw ‘I have heard the word’, transferred in this coffin

from 170^.

w. For this being cf. CT l, 45<2, where he appears to be a manifestation of Seth.
Possibly, however, we should emend into mr-f ‘which he desired’, cf. Spell 40, n. b

X. On dbft see Spell 38, n. hh.

y. N mt sin, lit. ‘because of a death of waiting’.

C 505 G
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z. Wnn is apparently infinitive with possessive suffix as subject of the passive sdm-f

form ir.

aa. Irt is more probably perfective passive participle rather than infinitive. The
following ^ cannot be a suffix, as it lacks an antecedent; the following words are there-

fore to be read smn n(-i) htpw-ntr n ntrw.

hh. Ir i is the enclitic particle, compare ink pw ir-f 173a (Spell 40). For tpy-U

‘survivor’ cf. Letters to Dead, iv, 4 (n.); Urk. iv, 446, ii.

cc. Lit. ‘heart’.

dd. Presumably the dead in the Beyond whom the newly deceased speaker cherished

while yet alive; the rendering as a plural is necessitated by the plural pronoun pi.

ee. Lit. ‘his yearly bread’, perhaps the wages of his office. For rnpzvt ‘yearly susten-

ance’ cf. the Pyr. examples quoted Wb. ii, 435, i.

Spell 40

I, 173 The son speaks: I am he who is created; he is created^ and endures in this land according

as he desires.** There is no testimony against me,*^ there is no complaint against me,"* I have
no falsehood, I have no crookedness, I have no wrongdoing, I have no enemy, I have no
accuser, I have sent nothing against him,‘^ I have not implanted an obstacle against him
with evil intent, that he should speak evilly against me in the Tribunal. I am the Old One,
and I detest death until I have become aged,' until I pass to the blessed state. My bread
is in my hand, and the inheritance which my father had shall not be taken from me {l),f

I, 174 for it is I who am upon his seat, and Re' has commanded that I bring life to an end ' in

this land of the living among the blessed ones who attain to food-offerings until I come to

you as I have desired. While I was in this land of the living I built a shelter(?)* in the realm
oP Re' through fear lest he should see the wrong which was being done in the Island of

Fire.' I am the Old One who has attained his blessed state, I greetf.?)-' that father of mine
who is in the Tribunal, to whom I have descended: Behold,** it is said that I am brought
to thee in order to be with thee in this sacred land in which thou art

;
a word to thee thyself

is indeed spoken' in order to bring me to occupy thy seat, so that I may receive thy dignity,

I, 175 that I may oust™ thee '' from this thy place in this sacred land in which thou art, and in

order that the spirits who are with thee may speak against thee. The son comes" to oust

his father from his place and from his dignity . . . having conunanded" . . . until I become
aged, [until] I [come] to you, for I love the very distant ones.^ Lo, thou art in this land

content as my guardian who is in [the Tribunal of the God].

The father speaks: Lo, I am here as [thy] speaker who is in the Tribunal of Men,? I estab-

lish thy landmark, I pull together [thy] weakness ... so that the spirits who are thine equals

may say of thee . . . the realm of the dead .... Thy statue is made for thee upon earth,

thine associates have given orders to(?)'' I the land for thee, thy gate is strengthened for thee

I, 176 by means of what I have done. lam... the blessed state. Thou art here in this sacred land

in which thou art through my speaker who is in the Tribunal of [the God].'

The son speaks: Lo, I am here in this land of the living [through] thy [speaker] who is

in the Tribunal of Men until I come to you, for I love the very distant ones. Do not [hinder ?]

or oppose me . . . when I had not yet brought up my fledgelings, when I had not yet hatched
mine eggs,' when I had not yet pressed out the marrow]?)" of ... in the Island of Fire
his spirits who speak on my behalf, who are sent on my behalf. I am the Old One the
EQU.VL OF. . .
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Notes

43

a. ^ must surely be the passive sdm-f, since to interpret it actively gives poor sense.

b. Clearly the name ’Imrf, on which see Spell 39, n. w, must be emended into the

sdm-f form mr-f.

c. Where English employs a preposition+ pronoun, Egyptian has a possessive suffix,

lit. ‘my testimony’, ‘my complaint’.

d. Scil. his potential accuser. ‘To send something against someone’ perhaps implies

the utterance of spells with intent to harm. In B13C'' the v'erb is lost; in B16C the det.

Vi which w'e w'ould expect is absent.

e. B13C*' correctly r hzi't-i; for imt B16C has hzct, which appears to be a vox nihili.

f. Mostly destroyed in B13C*, while B16C appears to have suffered some corruption

;

I suggest that the original reading may have been n nhmzv izcrw hr it-i m-r-i.

g. Nmr with this determinative is not knowm to JVb. except in a writing of nnr ‘be

one-sided’, Urk. vii, 59, 15, where the det. is not exactly as here.

h. Cf. Wb. v, 586, 9.

i. An utterly obscure allusion.

y. Cf. imw n ‘hail to . . TR 35, 2; BD 33, 3.

k. Here apparently begin the actual words spoken by the son to his father.

l. Despite its position in the sentence, ds-k can make sense only if attached to the

dative in the 2nd person after mdw. The position of the dative itself, following nominal

subject, is perhaps to be explained by its referring to mdw rather than to dd-t{zv), lit.

‘a word to thee is spoken’ rather than ‘a word is spoken to thee’. Wnt after dd-t{u:) is

the enclitic particle.

w. For ns ‘expel’, ‘oust’, cf. Urk. i, too, 8; Peas. Bi, 97; Merikare^, 47.

n. B16C ends here.

0. The w'ords after ist ivd-n are lost in a lacuna.

p. See Spell 39, n. dd.

q. Here the father is unmistakably acting as the son’s sponsor and advocate, despite

the threats against him in the preceding speech.

r. Regarding shn here as a variant of shn command ,
Concise Diet. 238.

s. There seems to be some confusion of ideas here, for in 175/^ the father himself is

apparently the ‘speaker’.

t. See Spell 39, n. i.

u. The translation of the damaged word as ‘marrow’ rests upon the determinative,

see Gardiner, Eg. Gramm., Sign-list F39, with n. i. In this context ‘spinal cord’ or

‘spine’ fits less well, since these can hardly be ‘pressed out’. No word dht with this

sense is recorded in Wb.

V. In red ink.

As already remarked, the interest of these spells lies in the relationship between

father and son, which is ambivalent, to say the least. At the beginning of Spell 38

(iSSaff.) the newly dead son refers to his father as his protector and sponsor in the

next world and announces that the latter is prepared to hand over his seat and dignity
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to his son. The son then appeals to the Tribunal to effect this transfer. It would seem

that the father was rather taken aback by his son’s readiness to take over his rights,

for in i6ob ff. he asserts his own claim to recognition by the authorities. In i6og ff. the

son retorts with a direct demand to his father to hand over his rights: ‘Transfer to me
thv power in order that I may assume thine office and say: “my power is equal to

thine” ’ {i6oh-i6ib). The father’s reply to this is a bitter complaint that the son not

only wants to take over his place and dignities, but threatens to hand him over to the

mercy of his enemies who wish to despoil him (i6irff.). The son’s retort (iSzdff.),

while admitting that he is occupying his father’s seat, in effect says that, far from being

ill-disposed towards his father, he not only maintained the latter’s offerings on earth,

but even in the Beyond he is sustaining him.

The earlier part of Spell 39 appears to include a complaint that the newly deceased

was cut off in childhood, before he had even been weaned, which strikes us as irrelevant

to the present topic, though it finds an echo in Spell 40. Possibly, however, this

complaint may be purely rhetorical, expressing the son’s view that, whenever he died,

it was too soon for his taste, though even so it seems out of place in the present context.

But in any case the general trend of the Spell is clear; the son expects his father to

induct him and act as his advocate before the celestial tribunal and yet lays claim to

all his parent’s rights and privileges in the Beyond.

Spell 40 begins with a declaration of virtue which again seems irrelevant. But it is

not long before the familiar claim is put forward, this time in the most unequivocal

terms, for in two places (1740, 175c) it is plainly stated that the son’s intent is to oust (ns)

his father from his place. Yet here again the father defends his son before the celestial

tribunal and indeed makes no complaint against the latter’s unfilial pretensions. The
Spell ends with a damaged echo of the son’s complaint of premature death which has

already been noted as occurring more fully in Spell 39.

The utterly contradictory attitudes of the dead son to his father, as indicated in these

texts, can perhaps be best explained on the assumption that there were current in early

Eg\'pt two distinct and originally separate beliefs about the relationship of father and

son in the Beyond. In one view the son expected his father to guard and protect him

in death just as he had once done in life, and to sponsor him before the tribunal in the

other world, and the father accepted these duties as a matter of course. The alternative

notion was that just as the living son inherited his father’s earthly office and rank, so

after death he would expel his father from the rank and dignity which the latter had

hitherto enjoyed in the other world, and assume them for himself—an utterly selfish

idea which is a complete denial of the filial piety normally expected of the Egyptian.

With characteristicallv Egvptian conservatism and disregard of consistency, the ancient

compiler of these spells included both these views of the father-son relationship in a

single bodv of texts, doubtless in the hope that one way or another the interests of the

newlv dead would be served. Such at least appears to me to be the most likely explana-

tion of the blatant contradictions of these texts.
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ONCE AGAIN THE PROTO-SINAITIC

INSCRIPTIONS

By SIR ALAX GARDINER

\Editor's Note: The following article was completed before Sir Alan Gardiner saw what
Dr. J. Leibovitch had written on the same texts in 'Deux nouvelles inscriptions proto-

sinaitiques’, Le Museon, 74 (1961), 461 ff. As his conclusions are widely different from those

of Leibovitch, Sir Alan has preferred to publish his article with only slight modifications

for the consideration of his colleagues.]

So scarce and so defective are the strange semi-pictorial inscriptions which Petrie found

at Serabit el-Khadim, closely associated with genuine Egyptian hieroglyphic records,

that any new accession to their number is a matter of some importance. To Georg

Gerster^ belongs the merit of having recognized as proto-Sinaitic and of having made

Fig. I

accessible in admirable photographs- two more rock-texts which Petrie must have seen

but which he evidently regarded as of little significance ; the bull’s head reproduced in

my fig. 1 3 Petrie did indeed draw, but without noticing the zigzag — {mim) immediately

to the right of it and a broken indeterminate sign immediately below it. These three

signs together clearly formed the top of a vertical inscription, but the rock below them

has disintegrated so completelv that nothing can be said about the continuation. The

special interest of this hopelessly mutilated little record resides in its position in situ in

the Wady Nasb less than a yard away from a rock stela of Ammenemes IIPs twentieth

year which Peet and I published^ for the first time from a hand-copy brought back by

Sinai, Verlag Ullstein, Berlin, Frankfurt am Main, Wien, 1961. - Op. cit., fig. 65.

3 I have to thank my friend T. G. H. James for having traced for me both figures from Gerster’s photographs.

+ Gardiner and Peet, The Inscriptions of Sinai, pi. 14. no- 46 - Individual inscriptions of this book will be

quoted below as Sin. followed by a numeral, and commentaries upon them will be found in the text to Cerny’s

second edition.
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Petrie
;

all that is preserved of this stela is three horizontal lines of hieroglyphs at the

top and helow these the beginnings of six vertical columns. To the left of the stela

Petrie or whoever was responsible for the hand-copy added the word which we
faithfully retained in our publication, but of which Gerster’s photographs show no
trace

;
where Petrie’s draughtsman found it is unknown, but it can the more justifiably

be ignored because he misplaced the above-mentioned bull’s head beneath the vertical

Fig. 2

columns, whereas its true position as shown by Gerster’s photograph is about 20 cm.
to the right of them, i.e. practically on a level with the stela.' Though Petrie left the
stela unpublished, as indeed he did with all the inscriptions discovered by him, he
mentioned it in the text of his Researches in Sinai, p. 27, and marked its exact location

by a cross added to one of his photographic views (fig. 20); thence we learn it to be
situated on the north side of the pass in the east flank of the Wady Nasb,^ thus lying

alongside the route or one of the routes by which the Egyptians approached their still

distant objective of Serabit el-Khadim. From this very precise information a definite

conclusion with regard to the date of the proto-Sinaitic inscriptions can and must, in

my opinion, be drawn. The position of the foreign signs so close to the hieroglyphic

stela, coupled with the isolation in the Wady Nash shared by both is surely convincing
proof of their contemporaneity. This conclusion finds further support in the second

' Cemy’s second edition of our book ignores all proto-Sinaitic inscriptions since he elected to reserve these
for a separate later publication. 2 3^^ Cemy’s text, p. 76.
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proto-Sinaitic inscription of which Gerster was the discoverer. The location of this is

not shown in his photographs, but his printed description' explains that its four columns
are situated 2 metres to the left of the stela, so that it may fairly be considered to belong
to the same cluster of writings and consequently to be subject to the same general

interpretation. This second new proto-Sinaitic text, of which a tracing from the photo-
graph is given here in fig. 2, proves to be somewhat disappointing, several of its

characters being unknown to the main material from Serabit;^ indeed, the only signs

which justify the description as proto-Sinaitic are the bull’s head, this time facing

towards the right, a human head which one inclines to identify as the letter for rosh,

and a large fish standing upright which has a parallel written horizontally in the stela 352
of my original numbering.

The problem of the date must now be discussed in a wider perspective. It has long

been known that certain Asiatics described either as fam or as Retjnu-

people took part in some of the Egyptian expeditions to Serabit. This was, however,

not a regular occurrence, since among the multitude of inscribed monuments from that

site, apart from a single mention from the reign of Sesostris IIP and another dated in

year 6 of Ammenemes IV+ all the evidence of such participation is from the reign of

Ammenemes III. I quote a summary of the facts as given by Cerny in a periodical

not easily accessible to most English readers ‘The number of Asiatics, compared

with that of Egyptian participants, is always small, e.g. Sin. 120 mentions 20 men of

Retjnu beside 200 quarry-workmen (hrty-ntr), 20 boatmen, 14 carpenters {hmwty), and

30 peasants {shty). From this fact we can safely draw the conclusion that these Asiatics

were not used in the mining work, but rather as experts acquainted with the country

and intermediaries in the contact with local inhabitants, in some cases perhaps as

hostages against the annoyances of various kinds which were to be expected from sur-

rounding tribes, even at a time of official peace.’

Other stelae report the presence of 6, 10, 10, and 20 Asiatics respectively, all of them

without mention of individual names and therefore presumably men of humble rank.

But there is also some evidence of foreigners who enjoyed greater consideration and

may indeed have accounted themselves equal in station to the leaders of the Egyptian

expeditions. Among the finds from Serabit was a small obelisk^ showing three kneeling

men with beards whose outlandish names lashi, Keni, and Ihenem combine with their

appearance to indicate that they were foreigners, in all probability Semites. More

striking, however, are several depictions of a man riding upon a donkey whose name

written in Egyptian hieroglyphs is given as Khebdedum and who is described as a

‘brother of the prince of Retjnu’.^ This man was present in person at least in years 4,

5, and 13 of Ammenemes III and was evidently held in high honour by the Eg\-ptians.

The like will also doubtless have been true of six other Retjnu men of whom one is

shown similarly riding upon a donkey in the expedition of year 18 (Sin. 115).

’ Gerster, op. cit., p. 6i, 1 . 14.

^ This can most conveniently be consulted in my original essay \n JEA 3, see the plate opposite p. 12.

3 Sin. 81. Sin. 120. ' Archir Orientdlni, 7 (1935), 385. '> Sin. 163.

^ For references and detailed descriptions see the article by Cerny quoted above.
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Is it not plain that these foreigners associating with their more cultivated Egyptian

partners year after year must have learnt much from them and have acquired many

of their habits? Nothing will have impressed the Semites more than to find their

Egyptian fellow-workers able to utilize miniature carved pictures to record not only

their names, but also their occupations, their religious preferences, and their doings.

Surely it is absurd to suppose that the Asiatics, among whom there were doubtless

some men of enterprise and intelligence, would have allowed several centuries to elapse

before attempting to evolve a script of their own. Now, in the reign of Ammenemes III,

they had a golden opportunity to acquaint themselves with this extraordinary technique

possessed by the Egyptians. To copy accurately the hieroglyphic signs which they saw

eveiy^where displayed upon the walls of the temple being built in honour of the goddess

of the place will have been well within their power, and indeed the proto- Sinaitic script

shows with what skill they could imitate such simple objects as a bull’s head, as the

human eye, and as the sign for water. But such ability could be of no use without the

help of Language. It is not proposed to speculate further here as to exactly when,

where, or how the momentous step was taken of assigning to the borrowed signs new
values enabling them to make communications in their own Semitic speech, but I now
venture to express my conviction that Gerster’s new proto- Sinaitic inscriptions go far

towards exemplifying the system of writing employed by the Semites who accompanied

the Egyptian expeditions of the reign of Ammenemes III. It is unlikely that the com-

manders of those expeditions would have objected to the addition of such uncouth alien

records to their own far more skilful memorials, and we must assume that two Semites

capable of carving in stone were present on the particular occasion when Ammenemes
Ill’s expedition of year 20 passed through the Wady Nasb.

I thus return to the opinion which I expressed in my original essay on this subject,’'

and which now appears to me to have much more serious grounds in its favour than

I was able to adduce forty-six years ago. No new defence of the decipherment which I

then offered will here be attempted, and my identification of the name of the goddess

Ba^alat in the proto- Sinaitic inscriptions has received so large a measure of support from

scholars of undisputed authority that any further elaboration of it can be safely left in

their hands. I desire, however, to voice my gratification that Gerster has himself whole-

heartedly and explicitly accepted the validity of my arguments.’^ I conclude by repeating

a warning which I have more than once expressed elsewhere : only a few of the proto-

Sinaitic signs have been explained in indisputable fashion, and it is even doubtful

whether any other word than Ba'alat has been ineluctably demonstrated. More evidence

is urgently needed, but it is very questionable whether this will ever be forthcoming.

‘ Speaking of Petrie’s contention that the monuments with the unknown script dated from the reign of
Hashepsowe or thereabouts I wrote; ‘This conclusion may be correct, but I am by no means convinced that

the end of the Twelfth Dynasty would not be a more probable date’; I then went on to refer to the Semites
mentioned in the hieroglyphic inscriptions of Serabit, ^£'.4 3, 13.

^ Gerster, op. cit., 59.
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REFLECTIONS ON THE LEBENSMUDE
By RONALD J. WILLIAMS

The age of turmoil and social revolution in Ancient Egypt which we know as the First

Intermediate Period was particularly productive of literary works of merit. The greatest

of these, although at the same time the most perplexing, is that known by various titles

:

in German as Das Gesprdch or Streitgesprdch eines Lebensmiiden mit seiner Seek] in

French as Le Dialogue du desespere avec son dme] in Russian as Becc4a pasonapoBaHnoro

CO CBOHM 4yxoM; and in English as The Dispute of a Man with His Soul, The Dialogue

of a Misanthrope with His Soul, or simply The Suicide.

No other work of Egyptian Wisdom Literature has been the subject of more comment
by scholars with the outstanding exception of the Wisdom of Amenemope. This may be

attributed to a number of factors, chief of which is the problem raised by the damaged
state of the papyrus. Because the beginning of the text is lacking, nothing is known of

the setting of the work, nor of the personality of the Lebensmiide himself. Furthermore,

there are several small lacunae in the manuscript,* and a full understanding of the work

is rendered even more difficult by the presence of a number of scribal errors^ and the

occurrence of some rare or unknown words, the meanings of which remain obscure.^

Many interpretations of the work have been put forth during the last sixty-five years,

beginning with Erman’s masterly pioneer publication.-* He believed that the poems

contained in the work were autobiographical and described actual events in the man’s

life. This led him to see an inconsistency in the argument, since both the man and his

bai appeared to vacillate in their positions. This view was later to be followed by

Breasted .5 For Erman the theme of the work was scepticism concerning the value of

funerary preparations.

More than thirty years later Meshchersky attacked the problem of the enigmatic

parables recounted by the bai in 11 . 68-85.^ What most scholars have regarded as two

stories he assumed to be one, comparing the section with a passage occurring in the

Wisdom of Amenemope (4/12-5/6) which had been published just five years before.

These two works, he believed, both alluded to an otherw ise unknown folk-tale about an

envoy and a commoner. A hungry commoner, at the instigation of his wife, committed

a crime by insulting an envoy. As punishment he was exposed to the perils of water and

’ E.g. 11. 8f., 10, 14, 27 f., 39, SI. E.g. 11. 15, 81, 89, 102, 106, III, 112, 130, 142.

3 E.g. nhpte (16), sdh (18), rdd (43, 45). su-yt (48), sfy (54), (82. 84), fiyt (137), sht (139), hii (148).

A. Erman, ‘Gesprach eines Lebensmuden mit seiner Seele’, Abhandlimgen der kdniglichen Akademie der

Wissenschaften mu Berlin (1896), Phil.-hist. KL, 2, 1-77- The hieratic text alone had actually been published

a generation earher by C. R. Lepsius, Denkmaeler aus Aegypten und Aethiopien (Berlin, 1849-59), Abt. vi,

pi. ixi IF. s
J. H. Breasted, Religion and Thought in Ancient Egypt (New York, 1912), 188-98.

* H. MenjepcKHii, ‘K nepeso^y “Becejbi pasoHapOBauHoro c cbohm avocom” ’. SanuCKu ho.i.ieeuu BocmoKoeedoenpu

AsuamcKOM Afysee Poccuuckou AnadeMtiu HayK, 2 (1927), 3^S~72-

HC 505
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storm, but escaped with his life, while his wife and children perished. In despair he

uttered a lamentation. This account, a purely imaginative composite of hints derived

from both works, seems to have no relevance in the context of the Dialogue, and some

years later Lurie rightly rejected Meshchersky’s hypothesis.

Five years later, Suys published a fresh study of the work which, unfortunately,

swarmed with errors of detail. ^ However, he correctly appraised the text as a duel

between the traditional beliefs in the religious preparations for the after-life and the

more popular views of those who were denied the opportunity of such costly arrange-

ments.

A great advance was made when, after the lapse of another five years, Scharff pub-

lished his careful and painstaking treatment of the text in which he laid a solid founda-

tion for all subsequent studies.^ For him, the man and his bai represented two opposing

Weltanschaiiungen : the man desirous of suicide and the hope of a blessed immortality,

and his bai urging a hedonistic attitude and a despising of all funerary preparations.

Although Scharff believed that the fourth poem had some personal reference to the

man’s state, he denied that this was true of the second poem, as Erman had maintained.

A couple of years later, Lurie published an interesting article which has not received

the attention it deserves. ^ In it he pointed out that Osiris is never mentioned in this

text which does, however, refer to Thoth and Re<. In view of this fact he dated the text

before the Eleventh Dynasty when, as Polotsky had demonstrated,^ the expansion of the

cult of Osiris first began.

That same year, Alfred Hermann, in a review of Scharff’s monograph, 5 advanced the

novel view that suicide does not enter into consideration at all in our text, but that the

man was mortally ill. For him, the work is concerned with two different concepts of

death. Sainte Fare Garnot took issue with Hermann’s thesis five years later.^

In an address delivered in 1947, de Buck surveyed the contents of the Dialogue.

^

He characterized the man as representing the conservative element in Egyptian religious

thinking, whereas his bai was a spokesman for the modern, heretical views then current.

A major treatment of the work appeared from the pen of Weill in the same year,®

in which he presented scholars with a penetrating analysis of the views of his predeces-

sors. The work was seen by him as enunciating two concepts of death ; that of the man^

looking forward to a blessed immortality, and that of his bai, irreligiously insisting on

a total denial of immortality. Weill was the first to suggest that the four poems are
’ Suys, ‘Le Dialogue du desespere avec son ame’, Orientalia i (1932), 57-74.
^ A. Scharff, ‘Der Bericht fiber das Streitgesprach eines Lebensmiiden mil seiner Seele’, Sitzungsberichte

der bayerischen Akademie der Wissenschaften (Munich, 1937), Phil.-hist. Abt. IX.

3 H. M. Aypbc, ‘Eece.ra pasoaapoBanHoro co cbohm AyxoM (K^aTiipoBKC KpecTbaucKoro BoccTauHa b ^fpcBueM
Erunre’ FocydapcmeeHmiu SpMumam, Tpydu Omde.w BocmoKa, 1 (Leningrad 1939), 141-53.

* H. J. Polotsky, Zti den Inschriften der ii. Dynastic (Leipzig, 1929), 57.

5 A. Hermann, ‘Das Gesprach eines Lebensmiiden mit seiner Seele’, OLZ 42 (1939), 345-52.
* J. Sainte Fare Gamot, ‘La Vie et la mort d’apres un texte egyptien de la haute epoque’, RHR 127 (1944)

18-29.

’ A. de Buck, ‘Inhoud en achtergrond van het gesprek van den levensmoede met zijn ziel’, Mededeelingen
en verhandelingen van het Vooraziatisch-Egyptisch Gezelschap ‘Ex Oriente Lux'

,

7 (1947), 19-32.
* R. Weill, ‘Le Livre du “desespere”. Le sens, I’intention et la composition litteraire de I’ouvrage’, BIFAO

45 (1947), 89-154.
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later insertions from earlier sources, and are not integral to the argument of the

work.

Junker next sought to reinterpret the work,’ finding the key in the fourth poem where,

as in the letters to the dead,^ the latter were recognized as beneficent rather than male-

volent. He regarded the text as a psychological study. Although good had perished from

the earth, the hope was advanced that the blessed dead might be able to assist in the

restoration of Marat. For this reason the Lebensmiide longed for death from lofty

motives, although his hai sought to dissuade him.

A fresh approach to the work was offered by Spiegel.^ He believed that the text

described the suicide of the leader of the uprising in the revolutionary period, and that

it was written by a disciple of this social reformer. This necessitated, of course, a return

to Erman’s view that the poems referred to events in the man’s own career.

A psj'^choanalytical studv of the Dialogue was made by Jacobsohn in a paper read in

1951'’ and published the following year.5 According to him, the man was driven to

suicide because of the turbulent condition of the land. He maintained that the novel

element in the work was the realization that the bai had the power of determining a

person’s destiny in this life. The tensions created in the man’s mind were then resolved

by the ‘integration of personality’, brought about by the man’s discovery that he and his

bai might be united in life or death. This daring interpretation has failed to win many

adherents.

Jacobsohn’s views were attacked two years later by Lanczkowski,^' who insisted that

the work must be related to its historical context. He asserted that a characteristic

feature of the First Intermediate Period was the rise to prominence of the cult of Osiris,

as Polotsky and Lurie had already argued. The bai, he claimed, represented this

Osirian movement, whereas the man manifested clear anti-Osirian traits: suicide,

destruction by fire, justification with Re^. In short, he considered the text to be anti-

Osirian rather than ««tc-Osirian ;
the latter we have seen to be the view of Lurie fifteen

years earlier.

A fresh transcription of the hieratic text, which may be regarded as definitive, was

then published by Faulkner.’ This was accompanied by a translation and grammatical

notes which included not a few improvements over earlier treatments. In his reading

and understanding of the work, Faulkner profited by suggestions of Sir Alan Gardiner.

The next year a thought-provoking study by Gertrud Thausing was included in the

Junker Festschrift.^ She insisted that the bai was driving the man on to suicide, but that

' H. Junker ‘Die Losung im “Streit des Lebensmuden mit seiner Seek” Anzeiger der osterreichischen

Akademie der Wissenschaften (Munich, 1949), Phil. -hist. Kl., 17, 219-27.

^ Cf. A. H. Gardiner and K. Sethe, Egyptian Letters to the Dead (London, 1928).

3
J. Spiegel, Soziale und weltanschatdiche Reformbetvegungen im alten Agypten (Heidelberg, 1950).

H. Jacobsohn, ‘Der Pap>TUS des Lebensmuden’, Proceedings of the 7th Congress for the History of Religions

(Amsterdam, 1951), 106-8.

5 H. Jacobsohn, ‘Das Gesprach eines Lebensmuden mit seinem Ba’, in C. .V. Meier, ed., Zeitlose Dokumente

der Seek (Zurich, 1952), 1-48.

® G. Lanczkowski, ‘Zur agyptischen Religionsgeschichte des Mittleren Reiches. 11 . Der “Lebensmude”

als antiosirianische Schrift’, ZRGG 6 (1954), 1-18.

’ R. O. Faulkner, ‘The Man Who was Tired of Life’, 42 (1956), 21-40.

* G. Thausing, ‘Betrachtungen zum ‘‘Lebensmuden” ’, MDAIK 15 (1957), 262-7.
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eventually they were reconciled and a compromise achieved. She furthermore sought to

interpret the baffling stories of the bat in an allegorical fashion.

The most recent study to be devoted to the work is a contribution by Frantsev to the

volume of essays in commemoration of Wladimir Golenischeffl* The author believes

our text to be the earliest document to illustrate the struggle between a materialistic,

hedonistic view of the world, on one hand, and a conservative, religious, and ‘idealistic’

view, on the other. The references to ‘fire’ and ‘brazier’ in the work, he thinks, were

used metaphorically to represent the internal conflict within the man.

Meanwhile Otto had been concerning himself with the Egyptian concept of the bai,

especially as it is to be found in the Coffin Texts, and the results of his investigations

appeared in several valuable articles.- These discoveries were utilized in a penetrating

literary analysis of our text by Siegfried Herrmann,^ which has led to new and fruitful

insights into the meaning of the work, and has shown that the conflict of new ideas in it

was far more complex than had been realized formerly. He pointed out that the Dialogue

was designed to reconcile the traditional views with regard to the after-fife and funerary

rites with the novel concepts of the bai which first made their appearance during the

Heracleopolitan period.

In the early period, as is well known, the bai was thought to form no part of man until

after death. The Pyramid Texts make this clear in such passages as the following: To

him come the gods in humility and the spirits, that they may leadNN to his bai.^ You are

come to your bai (which is) Osiris, who is effective among the spirits and mighty in his

{cult-)places^ The expression ‘come/go to the baV is equivalent to the phrases ‘go to

the kcd or ‘go to the spirit (iK)' in the sense of ‘to die’, as Sethe has remarked.^ But a

group of Coffin Texts (Spells 99-104), originating in the Heracleopolitan period, put

forth the heterodox view that the bai existed with a living person
; indeed, that it was

a constituent part of every man, to be released at death. Or, diflFerently stated, the Spells

refer to powers and capacities which are loosed at death and embodied in the bai.

These powers are described as coming forth as excretions from the corpse to form the

bai\ It is these "^sow^tyw^ of Atum which take you [i.e. the bai] away when you come

from the effluences of my flesh and the sweat of my head^ The rubric of Spell 94 also

asserts this fact by stating its purpose to be To remove the bai from the body.^

It is clear, then, that when our author depicts the man as debating with his bai before

' K). n. OpaHueB, ‘<I)HAocoi})CKoe sna'ieHHe “BeceAti pasoMaposaHHoro” JJpeemu Ezunem. C6opHUK cmameu

Moscow, i960), 206-15.

^ E. Otto, ‘Die Anschauung vom bi nach Coffin Texts Sp. 99-104’, Miscellanea Gregoriana (Rome, 1941),

151-60; ‘Die beiden vogelgestaltigen Seelenvorstellungen der Agypter’, ZAS 77 (1942), 78-91 ; ‘Spruche auf

altagyptischen Sargen’, ZDMG 102 (1952), 187—200.

I S. Herrmann, Untersuchungen zur Oberlieferungsgestalt mittelagyptischer Literaturwerke (Berlin, 1957),

62-79. * Pyr. 11440-6 (Spell 510). 5 Py,, 2156 (Spell 223).
* K. Sethe, Vbersetzung und Kommentar zu den altagyptischen Pyramidentexten, i, 157 f.

’’ This is the probable reading of the spelling - It may, however, also be read tstyw or itfitytv,

but not stityw.

® CT II, 94g-95 a (Spell 99); cf. also CT ii, 100 a-ioi a (Spell 101), 108 d-g (Spell 102).

^ CT II, 67 a; cf. also the rubrics of Spells 89 and loi : ‘Utterance for a man to send forth his bai’ (CT ll,

55 a and 98 a).
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death he is not taking liberties akin to ‘poetic licence’, but is merely reflecting the new
attitude with regard to the bai which was current in the Heracleopolitan period.

With this newly acquired knowledge before us, let us now turn to the work itself

and see whether it is really guilty of the inconsistency of which so many scholars have

accused it. As we have already noted, the beginning of the papyrus is lost, so that we can

say nothing of the situation that gave rise to this dialogue.' All that remains are pitiful

fragments of the conclusion of a speech delivered by the hai which apparently makes

reference to the tribunal ofjudges in the underw'orld and their impartiality, reminiscent

of the passage in the Instruction for Merikarec, II. 53 ff.

Then follows the first preser\'ed speech of the man, in which he deplores the rift

between himself and his bai. He begs the bai not to leave him
;
in other words, he wishes

a respite from death, since he is not yet prepared for it. The broken passage in 1 . 9

which ends with the wordsfrom my body by a net ofrope may possibly refer to the release

of the bai, if the word snw, ‘net’, is to be connected with the fsnw^tyzv of Atum

who perform this rite in the Coffin Text noted above.^ He goes on
(
11 . 1 1-14) : My bai

assails me, since I do not listen to it, and draws me on to death before (I) come to it. offering

sacrifice until I burn. . . Clearly the bai is described as forcing the man to a premature

death, and as being ready to make the necessaiy' sacrifices. The phrase hr hr hP is here

taken as equivalent to the expression rdit hr ht, ‘to sacrifice’. S. Herrmann has already

pointed out that burnt offerings are associated with the funerary rites in the Pyramid

and Coffin Texts.''

The man goes on to plead with his bai to let him prepare for death properly : My bai,

(you who) are too foolish to subdue^ misery in life, (you who) impel me towards death before

I come to it, make the West pleasant for rne!^ The crux of this passage is the verb

ihm. Following Erman, most scholars have interpreted it as meaning ‘urge

on’; so Gardiner, Suys, Weill, Sethe, A. Hermann, S. Herrmann, and Thausing.

Scharff, however, preferred the meaning ‘hold back, restrain’, and in this he has been

followed by Smither, Wilson, von Bissing, and Faulkner. The verb sU, ‘draw on, drag’,

in 1 . 12 certainly supports the first meaning. Otherwise one is forced to assume a hope-

less inconsistency in the text, a fact well recognized by Faulkner

,

It must be admitted that the text is contradictory; here [i.e. 1 . 12] the man accuses his soul of

dragging him to death, but in 11. 18-20 he complains that it hinders his departure; in 11. 31-33 the

soul is caustic over the man’s clinging to life, yet in 11 . 56 ff. it is expansive on the undesirability of

death, and in 11 . 148 ff. it advocates clinging to life. Perhaps this is the author’s way of indicating the

' It has been suggested that part of the missing introduction may be preserved on O. Gardiner 369 ; cf-

J. Cemy and Sir A. H. Gardiner, Hieratic Ostraca, i (Oxford, 1957). 24 ,
ph xci, 2.

^ See p. 52, n. 8 ;
cf. S. Herrmann, op. cit., 71.

. , . , , , . ,

3 The lack of a pronominal suffix is probably correct, and not to be regarded with many scholars as a scribal

cit 71 f cf ‘He ascends on the smoke of the great (grain-loffering’ {Pyr. 365 6); ‘They draw NN

to heaven, to heaven on the smoke of the incense’ (Pyr. 2053 b) ;
cf also ‘1 have created ^y bai^after mem order

to make it know what I know. It will not bum with my corpse. My bat not be detained by the gate-keepers of

Osiris’ (CT I, 362 a-364 a, omitting 363 e-g).
j , /riri. o , c n w 11

* Probably sdh is a causative of the verb ^ ‘be humbled, hang down (Wb. v, 480, 2-7); cf. R. Weill,

op. cit., 106, n. I.
LI. 17-20.
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vacillation of purpose in the man’s mind, swinging first one way and then another and postponing

a decision.'

Indeed Lurie, perhaps because of the metathesis of consonants in the second occurrence

of the verb,2 rendered it by noBc^n, ‘lead, conduct’, in 1. i8, but by oTBpaxurnb tbi,

‘you impede, hold back’, in 11
. 49 f. That a verb with the same consonants, but deter-

mined by Vi, means ‘lag behind, delay’, is well attested.^ But, in view of the determina-

tive ^ or in our text, surely we have to deal with a homonym of different meaning,

just as the same consonants with the determinative ^ mean ‘to grieve, sadness’,

whereas when determined by ^ they mean ‘ exultation’. ^ As another example of homo-
nyms with opposite meanings we may cite which means both ‘wait, delay’,

and ‘hasten’.^

The man, then, chides his bai for not allowing him time to make the requisite mor-

tuary" preparations, pointing out that there is a proper time decreed for all men : Life

is a set portion; [even) trees fall!'^ In the next sentence. Trample upon the evil, that (/),

miserable zvretch, may endure,^ w"e understand the man to ask his bai to put aside the evil

intention of suicide, following which the man appeals to the funerary gods for aid,

significantly avoiding mention of Osiris, as we have already observed.

The bai, in a very short speech, retorts that the man is merely human—not a god or

king! There is then no profit in living further at such a time. He should not grieve

because he is no longer a man of wealth and finds it impossible to make elaborate

provisions for the after-life.

The man, however, referring to the loss of his wealth, is still hopeful that the means
may be forthcoming for him to make suitable funerary arrangements, for if his bai

skips off there is no hope for it without them. He emphasizes the bliss to be attained in

the West if adequate steps are taken for burial, and in a poetic passage, perhaps derived

from an earlier source,^ he contrasts the happy fate of his bai under such circumstances

with that of the bai of a nnw, i.e. one not accorded the necessary rites (cf.

11 . 63 ff.). He then implores the bai to wait until an heir is available to undertake the

responsibilities of the mortuary cult : Ifyou impel me toward death in this way, you will

not find a place where you can rest in the West. Be indulgent, my bai, my brother, until

my heir comes who will make offerings and stand at the tomb on the day of burial, that he

may prepare (?) the necropolis bier.'^^

The bai replies that burial is of no account, for all men alike end up as the nnw.
The man should enjoy a brief moment of carefree life without worrying about such

’ Op. cit., 31, n. II.

= Such a metathesis is by no means unparallelled
;
note, for instance, the spelling m^^ for hi in Hatnub

Gr. 24/5. ' I, 118, 19.
Wb. I, 118, 20-22. The word in 1 . 131 which P. C. Smither interpreted as ‘detention’, and

derived from the verb meaning ‘delay’ (ySA 25 (1939), 220), may equally well be a substantive with the mean-
ing ‘illness, sadness’, to be connected with the former root and the Coptic aoom, ‘sigh’.

5 Wb. I, 119, I. <> Wb. IV, 38, 4-8 and 9 ff. ’ Lh 20 f. s li f.

’ Very possibly the first personal pronoun referred originally to some god.
LI. 49-55. Faulkner’s emendation of the text (op. cit. 34, n. 46) is therefore quite unnecessary, as Thausing

has also observed.
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nonsense. It goes on rather sententiously, in the style of a Wisdom teacher, to make its

point clear by relating two parables. The term parable, rather than allegory, is preferred

here because such stories, whether well known in folk-lore or specially devised for the

occasion, are employed solely to illustrate the main point, and there is no need for us

to seek a deeper meaning in all the details as Thausing did.

The first parable concerns a peasant who transported his harvest by boat. Although

he survived a sudden storm, soon after, his wife and children perished in a crocodile-

infested lake, as Faulkner has convincingly shown. * The point of the story comes in the

words of the bereaved peasant : / have not wept for the mother yonder who cannot come

forthfrom the Westfor another {period) on earth. I am concerned for her children, crushed

in the egg,^ who have seen the face of the crocodile-god before they have lived!^ That is to

say, life, however short it may be, is better than none at all, and so the bai suggests

that the man should be thankful for the life which he has already enjoyed.

The second tale is more difficult to understand. A peasant demands of his wife an

afternoon snack, but is refused by her, since she is keeping the food for the evening

meal. The husband sulks for a time, but eventually returns home. Although the details

are tantalizingly obscure, the point seems to be that it is useless to demand what one

cannot have, and therefore the bai hints that the man should not insist on having the

luxury of death and funerary preparations to boot.

The man, in answer, recites four poems of great literary' merit, which form the high

point of the work. It may well be, as Weill and other scholars have asserted, that these

poems were of independent origin, and have been incorporated into the work from

other sources. There are clear literary reminiscences of the Admonitions of Ipuwer in

the second of these poems,+ which afford patent evidence of the priority of the former.

The sequence in which we find the poems in the work seems to indicate a psychological

development on the part of the man.

In its refrain, Lo, my name reeks through you, the first poem
(
11 . 86-103) expresses the

man’s grief at his bads desertion of him. If his bai has its wa\
,
and forces him on to

suicide without adequate provision for the means of immortahtv, then the man s name,

i.e. his very existence, will be brought to nought. In the second poem, \\ ith the refrain

To whom can I speak today 1 (
11 . 103-30), he sadly reflects on the evil conditions of the

time There is no one to whom he can turn for comfort not e\en his bail Hence death

would be a welcome release, as he affirms in the third song which begins with the

repeated line Death seems to me today
(
11 . 130—42)- This tram of thought finalK leads him

to reflect on the felicitv and power of the deceased in the final poem, beginning To be

sure, he who is yonder
(
11 . 142—7). It would appear that such reflections ha\e at last led

the man, who had heretofore rejected the idea of imminent death, to welcome it as a

blessed release.

The last w'ord belongs to the bai who declares that the man himself must choose

^ This'^doernti necessarily mean that the children are as yet unborn, but is a h>-perbolic expression for

extreme youth; cf. Sinuhe, 68; Kuban, i6; Bentresh, 3.
LI. 76 80.

* LI. 107 f. = Ipuwer, s/io; 11 . 114 f., cf. Ipuwer, i/s; 1 . 115. cf. Ipuwer, a 2, 4 S. 5 i 2 f-: h- 122 f., ct.

Ipuwer, 4/5, 5/13-
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between life or death : You must make ojfering on the brazier, (or) cling to life asyou say.'^

Once again the reference to offerings suggests the funerary ceremony mentioned in 1 . 13.

On this interpretation there is no necessity for the gratuitous emendation of the text

ixom you say to I say urged by Faulkner.^ The bai goes on to assure the man that it will

not leave him if he chooses to live, i.e. will not force his death, although it obviously

would prefer to accompany him to the after-life immediately: Desire that I {remain)

here after you have rejected the West, or desire, rather, that you reach the West, your body

be buried in the earth, and I alight after you have died. Then we shall make our abode

together.^

On this note of reassurance the bai ends the debate. It will not force the man to

suicide, yet if he chooses death without the traditional mortuary paraphernalia, the bai

will still rejoin him and assure him of immortality. Our text is thus a vehement attack

on the futility of costly and elaborate preparations for the preservation of the body after

death, but hardly, as Frantsev would have us believe, a denial of any doctrine of an

after-life.

’ Ll. 149 f. 2 Op. cit., 39 f., n. 115. 3 Li_ 150-4.
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THE GODS OF THEBES AS GUARANTORS OF
PERSONAL PROPERTY

By SIR ALAN GARDINER

The political revolution which in the Twenty-first Manethonian Dynasty transplanted

the secular power of the Pharaohs from Thebes to Tanis carried with it administrative

consequences that are as yet only partially understood. At least it seems clear that in

the southern capital priestly influence encroached ever more insidiously into all the

practical affairs of life. The appointment of officials was now settled by oracles, and the

same method was employed for judicial investigations of one kind and another. The
highly interesting class of papyri which I. E. S. Edwards’ recent volumes’ have made
known for the first time reveals that even for the sake of children oracular protection

was invoked to stave off accident, disease, and other dangers of the most diverse kinds

;

and that the utility of these beneficent devices extended also beyond the grave is seen

from such writings as the decree of Amen-Re^ designed to secure deification and other

posthumous blessings to the noble lady Neskhons.- The present article is concerned

with two lengthy inscriptions of a somewhat similar nature which have hitherto eluded

translation into English on account of their terribly mutilated condition
;
they describe

recourse to the great Theban triad in order to obtain official confirmation of the pro-

prietary rights of two prominent women of the same period, namely llentowe the

daughter of Isimkheb and Ma<kare< the daughter of King Psusennes 11 . If the hiero-

glyphic texts have not been included here it is because comparison of translations with

their originals is always difficult when both are printed on different pages of the same

book
;
obviously the practical course is to keep them separate, and 1 have the less hesi-

tation in doing so in the present case since Cerny has the intention to publish his own

copies of the hieroglyphic texts at no far distant date.^

I. The property of the lady Hentowe

This inscription, carved in neat small hieroglyphs on the north face of the Tenth

Pylon at Karnak (Porter-Moss, li, 62 (65)), consisted, when first seen by Champollion

and Rosellini, of no less than fifty ver\" long horizontal lines. Champollion, + describing

this text as ‘pitoyablement mutile’, published only a few phrases from consecutive lines

which he numbered from i to 10. According to Porter-Moss Rosellini’s manuscripts

give excerpts from eleven lines
;
these will not have differed from those of Champollion,

whose supplementary observations are intercalated in the following translation.

* Hieratic Papyri in the British Miiseum, fourth series, 1960. - JEA 41, 33 ff.

3 The respective inscriptions will be referred to below as Hentowe and Nla^kare^ followed by the line-

number. Notices descriptizes, ii, 178-9.

C 505 I
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(i) at time of morning in (a?) God’s passage^ by the first prophet of

Amen-Rer, King of the Gods, Pinudjem {justified),^ the son of Menkheperrer [justified).

Introduction to the first prophet of Amen-Rec, King of the Gods, Pinudjem [justified)

(2) Isimkheb ‘ Souvent mentionee a propos de constructions et de dons d’argent,

. . .
. (3) Hentozve .... (4) Officers, prophets, god’sfathers, vitAi-priests, lector-priests,

and scribes . . .
. (5) Year 5, first month of the Inundation season, day i, on this day in

the House of Amen-Rec, King of the Gods, (6) Coming by the third prophet

of Amun Tja[nufe^ [justified), the son of\ Nesphonmut [justified) (?) • • • Aol
Hentozve zvhose mother is Isimkheb ‘Grands dons faits par Hontho, fille de Ise

’

(8) Year 6, third month of the Summer season, day ig . . . . (9) good, says Pinudjem

[justified) yoiir^ servant; brings Hentozve zvhose mother is Isimkheb, this first great mistress

of the Harem of Amun . . . . (10) Hentowe ‘Le nom de sa mere’ your servant, to her son,

to the son of her son, to her daughter, to the daughter of her daughter,^ not to ... .

Here Champollion’s extracts and partly erroneous paraphrases come to an end.

Meagre as they are, they suffice to introduce some of the principal dramatis personae

and were evidently taken from near the beginning of the fifty lines seen by him. The
scene is set in the temple of Karnak, where a great concourse of priestly persons and
officials assembled to bear witness to the oracles delivered in the presence of the high-

priest of Amen-Re' Pinudjem II. The questions to be answered by the deities appear

all to have been addressed to Amen-Re< by the third prophet Tjanufe, but two separate

occasions seem to be envisaged, namely in the 5th and 6th years of one of the Tanite

kings, and also a year 8 is mentioned on one of the loose blocks to be described below

(L). Champollion was mistaken in thinking that the inscription dealt with gifts made
by Hentowe to the Theban triad ; it is only her own property that is involved, the sole

purpose being divine confirmation of her ownership. Discussion of Hentowe’s family

connexions is deferred until after my translations. The single word in in Champollion’s

1 . 9 may possibly suggest the presence of Hentowe herself, but this is far from certain,

the more so since she is again and again referred to in the third person.

The ten lines from which Champollion took his extracts appear to have been suc-

ceeded by a dozen or more of which not a single trace remains, unless it be among the

unplaced blocks alluded to above. Then follows the main inscription, of which parts of

27 lines are still in situ, these consisting, however, solely of the beginnings and the ends

’ The expression signifies a ‘passage’ or ‘corridor’ in a royal tomb, secJEA iv, 135, 139 and Wb. iv,

354, 14, but the absence here of the determinativen might seem to favour the conjecture made in a letter from

Nims, namely that Champollion wrongly read -v- in place of Si, since a similarly written occurs in several

texts of this period, see Wb. l, 535, 13. I confess that I find this guess improbable.

^ Throughout this inscription the names of all males are followed by the epithet tn)''-hrw which is here
apparently meaningless.

^ Tjanufe is second prophet ofAmun below in 1 . 1 1 , where the father is again named
; both are also mentioned

on a sandstone block from Kamak dated in a Year 40, where the father was given the title of fourth prophet of

Amun, see Rec. trav. 22, S 3 - Champollion’s publication appears to have two mistakes, printing ^ for ^ in

the name of Tjanufe and ^ for Q in the name of the father,

* ‘Your’ here and below refers to the Theban triad. 5 written in appears to be an imperative.
* These exact words also in Ma'kare' 1 . 4, where they refer to property of that lady which is to be guaranteed

to her descendants at some future date.
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of lines with a huge intervening gap. These lines are here numbered afresh. What
remains of 11. i-io amounts to very little, but from 1. ii onwards much more is pre-

served, so that particularly in 11. 11-16 and again in 11. 19-27 the ends join up with the

following beginnings so as to exhibit considerable lengths of consecutive text. Even in

the best cases, however, the centre presents a yawning void slightly exceeding the

combined lengths of the blocks adjoining to left and right
;
in other words, at least half

of every line is missing. Not improbably some part of what appears to be lost may have
survived in the twelve blocks of varying sizes which are still to be seen on the ground
in the immediate neighbourhood, but I have failed to determine the exact location of

any of these, though the two which I have labelled K and L show parts of the base-line

marking the conclusion of the text in 1. 27.

That this sadly defective, yet by no means negligible, inscription has been accessible

to scholars is the merit of G. Maspero, whose editio princeps in ZAS 21 (1883), 73-74
was later replaced by a slightly fuller text in his Monties royales de Deir el-Bahart [iSSg),

705-6. No translation was added in either place, nor am I aware of any attempt at

interpretation elsewhere; it was presumably on account of the inscription’s ruinous

condition that Breasted refrained from any mention of it in his Ancient Records. My
own interest dates from the early days of this century, when it fell to my lot to write the

slips for the Berlin Dictionary
;
from these, copies of which are still in my possession,

it appears that I must have had some additional material at my disposal, perhaps a

photograph or else a collation by Sethe. For my present undertaking I have been for-

tunate in having important help from colleagues; to Nims I owe excellent inked-in

photographic prints, while to Cerny I am indebted, not only for further photographs,

but also for careful copies made at Karnak in 1943; it is only from these two sources

that the loose fragments are known to me, except that the one lettered J by me has

recently been copied by Caminos on my behalf. Pending a definitive edition of the

whole, Maspero’s text will be found sufficiently accurate for superficial control.

In the following pages I have attempted a rendering of even the most incomplete

sentences, it being clear that from this procedure the general drift can usually be recog-

nized. It is not always possible to determine where the question addressed to Amen-
Re< begins and where it gives place to the oracular response, but, the phraseologv being

extremely repetitious, the reader will as a rule be able to form his own opinion on this

point. My disjointed versions will at least make it plain that the composition was

homogeneous throughout, promising good things to those persons who recognized and

abetted Hentowe’s ownership, or alternatively dealing out threats to those who might

dispute it. Evidently this public proclamation was regarded as constituting valid legal

evidence of the lady’s rights.

(i) [all] ... (2) who shall tamper [with anything of themy

his ? (3) you shall close the Best in front of them- * this decree [made by

' Restoring kt[kt nkt imw] from Ma'kare' 6. Ktkt is best known as an intransitive verb meaning ‘quiver’ or
‘shake’, Wb. v, 146, 1-5, but here probably means ‘interfere with’, ‘disturb’, or the like, cf. P.Turin 1882, rt. i,

2 inJEA 41, pi. 7.

^ The striking phrase, htm ’Imnt r-hn-vi doubtless means that certain malefactors who were named will be
debarred from the West after death.
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Amen-Rer, Mut, and] Khons, (4) the great gods {concerning) the [fields^ which]

.... them together with the fields (5) ininspection} ^!^.°^^^!^^}°f\youshall]establish their

sons in their places, they being rich (6) and honoured .... favour} private

fields^- for HaremakhP {justified) (7) the make the (8)

[you shall] cut them out^ from the land, (9) you shall not [give] them [their

places]

.

Thereupon^ the [cause] (10) it to be made into ....?* to give it to Hentowe
2/3 of a line lost c ,1 rr x A about 8 groups
. ? oj the House of Amun

[Thereupon] (i i) the second prophet ofAmun Tjanufe {justified) the son of Nesp[honmut

{justified) approached] again’’ [into the presence of the great god saying: 'My good lord]

1/3 of a line lost 7 7 *7 7 >q
her children, ^

I 'ery strong assent’’ by the great god.

Thereupon he approached again into the presence of the great god saying: 'My {12) good

lord, asfor any people who shall dispute’” with Hentowe [and with Isimkheb ?]

[Thereupon he approached again into the presence of] the great god saying: 'My good

lord, asfor this decree which Amen-Rer, King of the Gods, made in respect of” the private

fields which (13) Hentowe obtained by purchase” in the region of the arable land” of

the nome of In’* [which] Nespnebded {justified) [caused] to be made for

Neskhons his daughter, he giving ? his share of men-servants, maidservants, copper. . . .

(14) clothing, house, garden, country field, and} whatever [give’^ this share of

Nesp]nebded {justified) which [fell] to him’^ of the property of Isimkheb his mother to

' Restored from 1 . 12. At the end of the line -w m >ht can still be read.

- The technical term rtmhiw again in 1 . 12 and fragments A4, Js ;
also Ann. Sen. 4, 185 and often in the

so-called Will of Ewerot, ZAS 35, 14-16
;
it probably designates land belonging to private owners

yfj) as opposed to that belonging to Pharaoh, see JEA 19, 21.

^ For this personal name, not uncommon in late times, see Ranke, 247, 17 ; the reason for the mention of this

man here is obscure.

' The suffix -tv ‘them’ doubtless refers to rnzv ‘names’ lost in the preceding lacuna. For the threatened

punishment /dA rn m pi ti overlooked in Wb. i, 583, see here again in 11 . 19, 20, J4.

= The introductory rhr-n occurs again in 1 . 1 1, Ai, B4, and F4, in each case apparently to preface a mention

of Tjanufe or some other priest whose duty it was to put a question to Amen-Re'. Here, however, it is fol-

lowed by the feminine article ti and the use must be different; can the reading have been ti psdt ‘the Ennead’?
* Here a strange, unintelligible sign.

’ Restore zvhm ‘repeated’ at the beginning of the line. This was preceded no doubt by rkr-n, see n. 5 above,

the complete formula being rhr-n whm-n-f spr m-bih p! ntr n still preserved further on in this same line. Exactly

the same formula except substituting r for m-bih in the ‘Stela of Banishment’, Brugsch, Reise nach d. Grossen

Oase, pi. 22, 11 . 16-17, 23. * Here the question put to the god must have been very short.

Wsd in this sense occurs in several other oracle texts, see Wb. l, 375, 14; so again here in five of the frag-

ments.

Dd irm, literally ‘speak with’; so again in 1 . 15; P.Bologna 1086, 18 = ZAS 65, 94. Similarly mdw irm,

P.Berlin 8523, 18 = ZAS 53, 108.

'
' The text has apparently nm ;

for the first n perhaps emend the equally strange ^r-n in the same context 1.15.
- For in r stmt see the examples quoted by Cemy, Bull. Inst. fr. 41, 130, n. 3 ; see too below p. 65, n. 2.

” Kiyt, literally ‘high ground’, as a general term for ‘arable land’ see my Wilbour Papyrus, Commentary,
pp. 28-29.

'* The geographical name beginning apparently with
Q
might be Esna, Dendera, Armant, or even Helio-

polis. A similar geographical expression in the Fragment B2.
‘5 The restoration of ‘give’ or some similar word is necessary to explain the dative ‘to Neskhons’ some

distance farther on. For this idiomatic use of the expression hii r see JEA 13, 34, n. 13.
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Neskhons, thoii^ shalt give it to Isimkheb^ this daughter of (15) Nespnebded (justified),

thou shah not cause to increase} . . . . ofany houses which

(Very^ strong assent by the great god.

Thereupon he approached again into thepresence of this greatgod saying: 'Mygood lord,)

as for any people who shall dispute with Hentowe and with Isimkheb her daughter in respect

of* this share of Nespnebded (justified) (16) which fell to him of the property of Isimkheb

his mother so as to in their possession and onefind [him) in the right,

one shall give to him servant and [he) (17) . . . to Isimkheb ‘Open for

Hentowe' and one shall give her [Mut), great lady of Ishru, [Khons) Nefer-

hotep, the [great) gods [Khon)s, thegreatgods [Amen-Rec, King

of the Gods, great god, mighty) beginner of existence,^ Mut, Khons, the [great) gods
about t/a of a bna lost

(?)
^bout .5 .roups .os, about t. .roups lost

thegreat [god, mighty beginner of) existence you shall cut their name(s) out

from the land, [you shall not allow) them [to flourish) in theni.'^ Asfor the evil thing zvhich any

great one of the army, [their fathers}), their [mothers), (20) their children, their brother, their

sister, and any people of any sorts who are in (?)
•'=^ °f“ ''neiost

n^ord ichich is upon it^

you shall make for them you shall kill them, you shall cut their name(s) out from

the land, you shall not allow them to flourish in them.'^

Said by [Amen-Rec,) (21) King of the Gods, this great god, mighty [beginner of existence,

Mut), Khons, the great gods : We zvill turn [their heartsY^ [Hentowe, this

daughter of ?] Isimkheb, not to injure^^ her, not to [do to her any) evil [thing) by zvhich they

may achieve mischief (?).‘^ As for him who shall neglect what is said and shall strive'^ to kill

(22) Hentowe, your servant, to injure her and to do to her any evil things

[Amen-Rec, King of the Gods), the great god,

mighty beginner of existence, Mut, Khons, the great gods Hezitowe, this daughter

of Isimkheb your servanW you shall cause them to be safe.

Said by Amen-Rer, King of the Gods, this (23) great god, mighty beginner of existence,

* Amen-Re‘ is obviously here addressed.

^ A second lady of this name, not identical with the mother of Nespnebded, but his daughter.

3 The very long restoration here proposed is based on the text beginning with wsd in 1 . 1 1

.

* For hr-n here see above, p. 6o, n. 1 1

.

5 The line begins with an obscure word, and the equally obscure uti following appears to be an imperative.

* For this constant epithet of Amen-Re' see JEA 41, 96 ff.

’ This phrase occurs again in 1 . 20. Certain people who do not support Hentowe’s claims are here being

mentioned, but it is not clear where the address to the deities began.

® The feminine suffix possibly refers to Vy u-dt ‘this decree’ lost in the lacuna. « See above, n. 7.

Restore phr hityiv, see Wb. l, 544, 14 3^tl Gurm’s noteT'^'^ 4 *> 89.

” For the rare verb /rr seejfEA 34, 16; it probably had some special meaning which cannot be ascertained

from the existing material.

The verb fhw determined with the sign of a knife is unknown to Wb. and the meaning is obscure.

'3 For d?m see the examples collected by Caminos, Late-Eg. Miscellanies, p. 52, to which I can add only Mar.

Karnak, 39, 17. 19. The sense sich abtmihen given in Wb. v, 577, 2. 3 is clearly not far wide of the mark; the

word refers to actions involving a special effort, whether voluntarily exerted as here, in the Kamak passages,

and inJEA 41 ,
pi. 10, 4. 6, or whether imposed upon someone, as when said of a soldier who has ‘many labours’

;

my former interpretation Mes, p. 21, n. 3 was mistaken. Here a short, unintelligible word.

s It is not clear where the address to the deities began, but it is evident that prosperity is here promised to

people who support Hentowe’s claims.
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Mat, Khons, the great gods: As for any great one of the army, his mother, his \sister'\

about 1/2 of a hne lost

^ . ^2 gij^U exeTcise youT great heavy

wrath against them,^ the like of it'^ by the decree of Amen-Rer, King of the Gods, this (24)

great god, mighty beginner of existence, Mut, Khons, the great gods who rest upon the

ground of silver^ of the House of Amun, and (if) the sister of another heir who

belongs to thepeople who sold^ the houses to Isimkheb shall comeforthfrom them tomorrow or

after tomorrow to say ^Notyours indeed is the house, (25) we will sell^ it to another', you shall

charge an (?) agent any agent oj Ne,

[Said Amen-Rer, King of the Gods, the great god,^ mighty beginner of existence, I will

confirm the houses which Istmkheb bought from their lord{s) for Hentowe her daughter in

the hand op Hentowe my servant (26), in the hand of {her son),^ the son of her son, the

heir of her heir, and the childiren) of her children eternally.

Said by"^ Amen-Rer, King of the Gods, this {great god, mighty beginner of existence]

about 1/2 a Ime lost
gj^g tO them'.

Said by Amen-Rer, King of the Gods, this great god, mighty beginner of existence: Asfor
the scribe of the House of the God's Adorer ofAmun who shall conceal (27) this decreefrom

the child's children of Hentowe and shall delete writings from it in order to do to them
large lacuna

The main inscription on the wall ends here, but part of its 1 . 27 is preserved in 1 . 5 of

fragment L, where it reads as above in 1 . 23 : \We will exercise our] great heavy wrath

' Words addressed to the Theban gods must have stood in the long lacuna of 1 . 23.

2 The word ^ here is perhaps an inteijection, but the meaning is obscure.

2 Here and in a number of other Late-Egyptian cases, most of them quoted to me by Cemy, the abstract

word ra clearly signifies a god’s active ‘wrath’ or ‘displeasure’, a meaning not recorded in Wb. i, 413,

12-17. The most convincing evidence is the epithet pi nty bin piyf biw (or biwf) r mt ‘whose wrath is worse

than death’ appended to pi Hki ‘the Ruler’ in the common oath-formula wih Imn wih pi H^i, see Hier. Ostr.

46, 2, rt. 10; 47, I, rt. 12, t’s. 5. 13; also Ostr. Cairo, 25, 237, rt. ii; vs. 4, published byDaressy, where the

determinative is added, as also elsewhere, showing that some hostile reaction is meant; in Ram. Adm. Doc.

54, 16 the adjective bin is replaced by O ‘greater’, and inyEA 12, pi. 36, 9 the adjective is inadvertently omitted.

Equally clear is the same meaning in the stereotyped sentence which is the subject of the present footnote;

this is found again in fragm. La and in 11 . 6, 8 of the oracle-text in favour of MaTtare'" to be translated later.

To illustrate in detail other contexts where the same sense is indisputable would unduly extend this already

overlengthy footnote, but mention must be made of the imprecatory formula ko-f m biw n Imn Mwt Hnsw
‘he is subject to (lit. ‘in’) the wrath of Amun, Mut, and Khons’, Ann. Serv. 27, 66; ZAS 50, pi. 4, 1 . 6. Lastly,

I have no doubt that the same meaning is to be recognized in the often repeated ku-i id-f r niyiv biw ‘I will

rescue him from their wrath’, Edwards, Amuletic Decrees, L6, rt. 65 ; Ti, rt. 62 (for the many variants see the

Index, p. 122), where the Editor renders biw as ‘manifestations’. The translation ‘might’ used by me in former

years is clearly inadequate in the instances here treated, though suitable in passages like Sinuhe R88.
“* The construction here is obscure.

5 This expression is found again Naville, Inscription historiqne, top right, 1 . 3 ;
a temple-floor {sitzu) of silver,

is often mentioned elsewhere, see Wb. in, 424, 8; Ann. Serv. 47, 17.

^ Lit. ‘gave’; see below, p. 65.
! ^ here is doubtless simply another writing of which follows immediately afterwards at the

r n I

beginning of 1 . 26; the same spelling also after imn+ object in 1 . 3 of fragm. B; the repetition of this adverbial

complement is very confusing.

* For ‘her son’, here clearly omitted by mistake, see 1 . 10 in Champollion’s excerpts.

’ Here begins what appears to be the second of three successive utterances by the god, and a possible

remedy for this unusual state of affairs would be to emend the text so as to make an address to the god begin

here; but the hieroglyphs appear to give ‘Said (by),’ not ‘Said to’.
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against them like Another part of the same concluding line is found on

fragment K, but this I have been unable to place.

The twelve loose fragments mentioned on p. 59 add but little of interest to the main

text translated above. Nearly all offer parts of several lines, but their generally square

shape precludes the presence of complete sentences. It is evident that here we have

hardly anything more than the same alternation of appeals to Amen-Req Mut, and Khons
and the same brief formulae of oracular approval

;
my footnotes will have illustrated the

recurrence of words and expressions familiar from the above pages. In the absence here

of the complete hieroglyphic text intelligible analysis is impossible, and the best that

can be done is to give renderings from the two least uninteresting fragments. On B

we read as follows ;(
I )
.... Amen-Rec, Mut, Khons, the great gods (2) . . .

fields of the arable land of the nome of (3) . . . . one shall establish the fields in

the hand ofHentowe and (4) . . . . Thereupon he approached again in the presence

of the great god saying 'My [good lord^ . . . .’, (5) . . . . Neskhons (Justified) went to

•••
(f>)

... . where he put them. Very strong assent by the [great god]

.... (7) ... . mother (or Mut ?) . . . Isimkheb .... Here, it will be observed,

practically the only novelty is in 1. 5, where the word hn is unintelligible in the absence of

context. Fragment L at least contains a date unexpected in this place; the following

words can be read: (i) of all sorts (2) . . . . which (or ivho ?) are to

right and left of the great god of (or in ?) Year 8
,
fourth month of the Inundation season . . .

(3) . . . . saying which the heirs shall do to cause property (?) to be given to them ....

(4) . . . . writings of the House of the God's Adorer, and one shall .... (5) ... . [we

loill ? exercise our] great heavy wrath against them like The words of 1
. 5 have

been translated already on p. 62, and mention was made on p. 59 of the base-line

proving that we here have part of the concluding 1. 27 of the main text.

It is not surprising that Champollion failed to recognize the purpose of this abomin-

ably mutilated text, which Maspero in his turn did not venture to translate. However, a

careful reading of the above pages will leave no doubt that the sole subject was the

personal property of a lady named Hentowe, who from the great extent of the inscription

devoted to her interests must have been one of the most important personalities of the

Twenty-first Dynasty. Perhaps she was even the wife of a high-priest of Amen-Req

since in Champ. 9 we read Hentozve, whose mother is Isimkheb, this First Great Chief of

the Harem of Amun, but it is here uncertain whether the title belongs to the daughter

or to the mother. In Champ. 7 we again read Hentowe, zchose mother is Isimkheb and

in 1 . 25 mention is made of the houses zchich Isimkheb bought from their lords for

Hentowe her daughter and which Amen-Rec apparently promises to confirm in Hen-

towe’s hand; Hentowe herself had acquired certain fields by purchase
(
1 . 13). A second

Isimkheb is, however, mentioned in 1 . 15; she was a daughter of Hentowe, and it

appears to have been anticipated that legal objection might arise against both ladies

in respect of some property which had been inherited by Nespnebded’ from the

• T4ie name is more familiar in the Greek form Smendcs; besides the bearer of the name who became the
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possessions of his mother Isimkheb (11. 15, 16); it had previously been said (1. 14) that

this property ought to be assigned by the oracle to Isimkheb (II), the daughter of Nesp-

nebded. From these data Maspero apparently rightly concluded that Hentowe and

Nespnebded were brother and sister as children of Isimkheb I, and that from their

marriage with one another was born a second Isimkheb. The inscription mentions also

a second daughter of Nespnebded named Neskhons to whom he had given his inherit-

ance of various kinds of property (11. 13-14). No discussion can here be devoted to

Maspero’s further contention that Isemkheb (I) was the wife of the weU-known high-

priest Menkheperref
;
the relationships of the priestly family at Karnak are too complex

and problematic to be dealt with in the present article.

II. The property of the lady Ma^are*

In most respects similar to the oracular text in favour of Hentowe translated above

is another likewise inscribed on a wall of the temple of Karnak, where the property

requiring the guarantee of the Theban triad is that belonging to the great lady Mar-

karer, the daughter of King Psusennes (II). The little that remains of this equally defec-

tive inscription stands on the north face of the Seventh Pylon, see Porter and Moss,

II, 54 (16). Discovered by Mariette in 1874 it was first published in his Karnak (1875),

pi. 41 ;
but there is a later revision of the text in Maspero’s Monties royales, 694-5, which

must still be used until Cerny can find time to supply his own copy, this agreeing closely

with that at my disposal when I put the inscription on slips for the Berlin Dictionary

nearly fifty years ago. Maspero printed a translation in Revue Critique for April 28, 1877,

and this was reprinted later in his Etudes de Mythologieet d'Archeologie, iii, 314-18 ;
Mas-

pero also recalled that a previous version had been given by Brugsch and a partial one by

Lauth. I have now been able to use, not only my own slips, but also an admirable

photograph lent by Cerny, and the hieroglyphs being beautifully cut and well pre-

served there is seldom doubt as to the reading; here again, however, we have to deplore

the loss of the entire upper portion, estimated by Mariette as two-thirds of the original

whole. There remain at the bottom only eight long horizontal lines written from left

to right, and of these 1. i shows only scraps of signs and 1. 8 terminates in the middle.

More serious is the absence of an entire block at the right end, depriving us except in

11. 4 and 5 of the equivalent of about ten squares. Some compensation is found in the

fact that the formulae used are repeated over and over again, so that what is missing in

one place can as a rule be restored from another. It needs only a cursory comparison

of my translations to reveal that both in purpose and in form the inscription asserting

the proprietary rights of Ma'kare^ bears a close resemblance to that devoted to the

property of Hentowe. My footnotes will show that several of the formulations employed

are common to both, though again there are differences of phraseology which preclude

any possibility of the same authorship. As regards the content the greater generality of

Ma^kare' is doubtless an illusion arising from the fact that there only the concluding

lines are preserved, and it is well-nigh certain that the very extensive lost parts of the

founder of the Twenty-first Dynasty at Tanis, two others are known who were high-priests of Amun at

Karnak, see JEA 34, 48.
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text will have provided, as in Hentowe, considerable information about the date and
attendant circumstances of the appeals to the oracle, and we should doubtless also have
learned much about the relatives and other persons from whom Ala'kare^ may have
inherited or have otherwise obtained her possessions. That both inscriptions alternated

requests or questions addressed to Amen-Re^, Mut, and Khons with the oracular assent

given by them is, of course, sufficiently clear. In Ma^kare' only four paragraphs survive,

the second and fourth giving in almost identical language the replies to the appeals
made in the first and third respectively. As testimony to this analysis I lay great stress

on the word x whtn ‘repeated’ occurring towards the end of Ma'kare' 4, separated
from the accustomed sequence of divine names only by a small lacuna which may pos-
sibly have contained the words Ae said to\ the repetition spoken of can only have
been the renewed approach to the oracle which Hentowe (11. n. 12. 15) expresses

with the formula Thereupon he approached again (whm-n-f spr) into the presence of the

greatgod saying -fit was clearly not the gods who took the initiative, but rather the priest

to whom the vindication of Ma'kare^’s rights had been entrusted.

Thus the quadripartite structure of our eight lines appears to be firmly established.

It would be wrong, however, to ignore a difficulty which, on a first reading, might seem
to vitiate this conclusion. It is certain that the greater part of U. i. 2 belongs to the

address to the gods, and this accords well with the writing for the pronoun
‘you’ in the sentence you shall confirm to her etc. But exactly the same writing occurs in

the middle of 1. 4, where it is evident that the gods are speaking and that we must
understand ‘We ivill confirm them in the hand of her son,’ etc. Conversely

correctly used for ‘we’ three times in 1. 8, is twice used for ‘you’ in 1. 6, where likewise

properly the writing of ‘our’, is improperly employed for ‘your’. It is

impossible to decide whether these miswritings are purely graphic, or whether they

reflect some deep-rooted misconception in the mind of the scribe finally responsible.

To obviate confusion on our own part I shall translate the pronouns in question in the

way that the actual writings dictate, but shall add a bracketed sic where I am convinced

that the sculptor or his instructor has gone astray.

In both inscriptions difficulty arises for the translator owing to an ambiguitv in the

common verbs in and di, both of which can on occasion discard their ordinary meanings
of ‘bring’ and ‘give’ in order to take on the more specialized senses of ‘buy’ and ‘sell’.

Peet was apparently the first scholar to deal with this subject in a comprehensive
fashion.! That Hentowe obtained at least some part of her possessions by ‘purchase’

is clear from the use of the completely unambiguous verb sum in 1. 25, and from the

employment of the same stem in the expanded phrase in r sunt for ‘buy’, literallv

‘bring by purchase’ or ‘barter’, in 11. 12. 13 ;
nor can there be any doubt that in m snnzv

in IMa'kare' 5 is an unorthographic variant of the same phrase found also in late manu-
scripts of a supplementary chapter of the Book of the Dead.- We are here concerned,

however, with the employment of in for ‘buy’ without any explanatory adjunct; this

development was proved by me as long ago as 1906,^ and an example is to be seen in

* Griffith Studies^ 122 fF. - Bull. Inst.fr. 41, 123. 126-7. ^ ZAS 43, 34, n. 22.

C 505 K
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Ma^kare' i, and another perhaps in 1 . 3, unless there m snnw is lost in the following

lacuna. Less easy to prove, though almost certain, is the use of di, literally ‘give’, as an

equivalent of English ‘sell’
;
this occurs in Hentowe 24. 25 where I have so translated

it
;
so too in Ma<kare' 4. 7, where the literal rendering would be any things of any sorts

which the people of the land gave to her and where the supposition of a gratuitous gift is

extremely unlikely. Similarly when in Ma^kare^ 4. 6 we read any things of any sorts

which she took as a child of their property the sense to be attributed to

is probably ‘acquired’ and I can think of no other interpretation than that

Ma'kareq while still a child, obtained these things by indirect inheritance. However,

before we embark on our translation, the student needs to be warned that the explana-

tions offered in this last paragraph are somewhat hypothetical.

Sixteen or more lines completely lost.

\Again^ he said to .? Amen-Rer, King of the Gods, this great god, mighty beginner 0/(1)

existence, Mut, Khons], the great gods which she bought from the people of

the land^ [the people of] (2) the land (or ?) which she obtained^ as a child of their

property, you shall confirm them to her. Any things ofprivate owners'^ you shall [confirm

them in the hand of her son, the son of her son, her daughter, the daughter of her daughter,

the children of her child\ren^ down to eternity.

Said Amen-Rec, King of the Gods, this great god, mighty beginner of existence, Mut,

Khons, the [great] gods [As for] (3) any king, any first prophet of

Amiin, any great one of the army and army-captain, (or) any people of any sorts, be they

men or be they women, who shall have power, ^ together with those who shall have power

hereafter to confirm any things of any sorts which Mackarec, the daughter of King Psu-

sennes loved of Amiin bought [from ? the people] (4) of the land, together

with any things of any sorts which the people of the land sold'^ to her (or ?) which

she obtained^ as a child of their property to confirm them in her hand, you (sic) will con-

firm them in the hand of her son, the son of her son, her daughter, the daughter of her

daughter, the children of her children down to eternity.

Agavi> [he said to ? Amen-Rer, King of the Gods], this great god, mighty beginner (5) of

existence, Mut, Khons, the great gods: Kill'^ any people of any sorts of the entire land, be

they men or be they women, who shall dispute^'^ about any things ofany sorts which Mackarer,

the daughter of King Psusennes loved of Amiin, boughV^ by purchase of the South

' [Whm\, lit. ‘repeated’ conjecturally restored from 1 . 4 below.

^ Isum-s . . . mdi n) rmt n pi ti not seen by Mariette or Maspero.
3 Lit. ‘took’, see above in my comments.
* This phrase is not repeated in the parallel passage of 1 . 4. For nmh see above p. 60, n. 2.

5 This rigmarole restored from 1 . 4 below.
^ ’Ir shrzv here doubtless in the sense of Coptic ep-u)iuji, see Wb. iv, 260 and ZAS 58, 156; in Urk. vi, 71,
r shrw translates phty.

’’ Lit. ‘gave’. s Lit. ‘took’.

” Whm, see above in my introductory remarks.

As the original stands, hdb here can only be the imperative.

' The preposition n (for m) is lost after mdza, see 1 . 7; Wb. ii, 179, 17 gives mdw m as commonly used for

‘Bose reden iiber’. Compare dd in a rather similar sense above p. 60, n. to.

Lit. ‘brought’ ; here we have to render m snnw as if it were r swnt on account of the following genitival n,

which is faultily written as when this phrase is repeated in 1. 7.
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Country^ together zvith^ [any'] things [of any sorts which the'\ people of (6) the land [sold to

her'\ (or ?) which she obtained^ as a child of their property. Those who shall tamper with*

things among them tomorrow or after tomorrow we (sic) shall exercise our (sic) great heavy

wrath against them,^ we (sic) shall not forgive them either.^

Very strong assent by this great god,'’ Mut, Khons, the great gods.

Said Amen-Rec, King of the Gods, this great god, [mighty beginner of existence, Mut,

Khons, thel great gods: (7) We will kill any people [of] any sorts of the entire land, be they

men or be they women, who shall dispute about any things of any sorts [which Markarer,

the daughter of King Psusennes bought by purchase] of the South Country, together zvith

any things of any sorts which the people of the land sold^ to [her] [or ?) zvhich she obtained’’

as a [child of their property . Those who shall tamper with things among them] (8) tomorrow

or after tomorrow we will exercise our great heavy wrath against them, we will not forgive

them either, we willgive their noses to theground ^
' and they shall be [subject to the wrath ?

‘^

of this great god], Mut, [Khons], the great gods, end

In our inscription the lady I\Ia<kare« receives no title, but is described simply as 'the

daughter of King Psusennes loved of Amiin’. This designation cannot fail to recall the

dedication on the plinth of a famous Nile-statue in the British Museum, where, omitting

some irrelevant epithets, we read the first prophet of Amen-Rer, King of the Gods, Sho-

shenk loved of Amun the son of King Osorkon loved of Amun, his mother (being)

Mackarec, the daughter of King Psusennes loved of Amun\^’‘ and precisely the same filia-

tion is found on a magnificent statue in the Cairo Museum, where however the name of

the queen’s father is broken away.’-^ Discussing the British Museum statue Maspero '5

rightly returned to the view of Lepsius according to which the Osorkon there mentioned

was the first Pharaoh of that name, the son of Shoshenk I the founder of the Twenty-

second dynasty; a later Osorkon could hardly have been in the position to marry the

daughter of a king of the Twenty-first dynasty. Consequently the Psusennes whom the

statues name as high-priest Shoshenk’s mother’s father can only have been the Psusennes

II whom Manetho makes the last king of the Twenty-first Dynasty. This conclusion,

accepted by E. Meyer,*^ Breasted,''^ and Vandier'* is of deep interest as confirming what

' This geographical reference suggests that some of Ma'T<are''’s property- was acquired only after her arrival

from her northern home. However, the expression is too obscure for any historical conclusion to be drawn

from it.

^ The definite article p! here seen after hn’’ throws doubt on the suggested restoration following, though this

is strongly supported by the repetition in 1. 7. ^ Lit ‘took’.

For the verb ktkt see p. 59, n. i . The phrase was doubtless repeated below in 1 . 7, though there in lacuna.

5 For this formula, found again in 1 . 8 and also in Hentowe 27 see p. 62, n. 3.

* Here partly destroyed; to be restored bn iwn htp n-w gr as in 1 . 8.

’’ This formula, many times repeated in Hentowe, only here in Ma'kare'. The addition of Mut and Khons
after p/ ntr O is unexpected. ® Lit. ‘gave’. Lit. ‘took’. '> See above, n. 6.

Probably to be read iiu-n di srt-zo n p! itn. This threat is apparently unknown elsewhere.

Possibly to be restored iww [m biw piy ntr ri] Mzvt [Hnszv] m ntnc rtzv, see p. 62, n. 3.

” Lepsius, Auszvahl, pi. 15; further bibliography Gauthier, Livre des rois, iii, 299, H; a photograph in

Budge, Egyptian Sculptures, pi. 43.

Cairo 42194, see Legrain, Statues de rois et de particuliers, in, pp. 3. 4 and pis. lii, iv.

Mamies royales, 735-6. Geschichte des Altertums, ll, 2, p. 33. Ancient Records, iv, §§ 738-40.
'* Clio, 3rd ed. 523.
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emerged from the great Abydos stela edited by Blackman in JEA 27, 83 ff., namely

that the transition from the one dynasty to the other passed off in perfect amity. If then

the date of the Ma^kare' of the statues is definitely fixed, what of the Ma^kare^ of our

inscription ? In view of the identical and unique designation in both places it seems to

me inevitable to regard these two princesses as one and the same person. Such was the

verdict ultimately reached by Gauthier in his Lime des rois,^ though earlier in the very

same volume^ he had accepted another opinion advocated by Maspero^ and still sur-

prisingly held by certain other scholars."* It is difficult to understand why in cormexion

with our inscription the preference should be given to an earlier Ma^kare' whose

mummy and part of her funerary equipment were found in the great funerary cache

of Der-el-Bahri, while she is also depicted in the temple of Khons at Karnak.^ Though
receiving a few times the title king's daughter, she is never described as the daughter of

King Psusennes
;
what distinguishes her most clearly from the Ma^kare' of our inscrip-

tion is the invariable epithet — (j^ God's Wife of Arnun sometimes omitting

of Arnun. It is not quite certain that at the beginning of the Twenty-first Dynasty

this attribute carried with it the implication of chastity that it did later, but if so that

would be an additional obstacle to the identification here called in question, because

our inscription
(
1

. 4) explicitly envisages the prospect of a numerous progeny. The
presence of a new-born babe accompanying the Ma^karef of the cache has been thought

to suggest that the mother had sinned against the rule of purity imposed upon her, but

the fragility of such a hypothesis is of course apparent. It must here be added that the

contention that the earlier Ma<kare< became the wife of the high-priest Pinudjem I

rests only on the slenderest grounds. The entire problem of this lady is leading us ever

farther away from the subject of the present article, but it seems desirable to call

attention here to a detail overlooked by Daressy in publishing the inscriptions of a scene

depicted on a wall in the temple of Luxor.* Facing Arnun, Min, Mut, and Khons are

four standing persons whose names and titles are inscribed above them in short vertical

columns. The first is the hereditary prince (rp^t) over the two lands, first prophet of

Amen-Rer, King of the Gods, Pinudjem {justified) son of Payronkh {justified)
;
this of

course is the high-priest Pinudjem I, the grandson of Hrihor ; he holds a censer in his

hand. Next to him is the king's daughter of his body, his beloved, the God's Wife of

Arnun, lady of the Two Lands, Markarec; she is shown as a small child, this an important

fact making it increasingly improbable that she was Pinudjem’s wife. Next comes the

king's daughter of his body, his beloved, the songstress of Arnun, Hentowe, just possibly

the lady of that name whose property was the subject of the first part of this article

;

she holds a sistrum as she does in company with Ma'kare' in the temple of Khons.

' III, 300, n. 2 and at C on the same page. It must be remarked, however, that the Psusennes to whom
Gauthier attributes both the statues and the inscription writes the cartouche of the former with a^ Horus

not found in the latter; this appears to me likely to be a mere variant without significance.

* Op. cit., 252. 3 Mamies royales, 693. * Meyer, op. cit., 22; Vandier, op. cit., 557.
5 All references in Gauthier, op. cit., 252-5.

* Rec. trav. 14, 32, XLII. Daressy’s copy of the legends seemed to me perfectly accurate when I studied
the original in 1951, but the tops of cols. 5-8 were rendered invisible by plaster which a careless restorer had
smeared over them. I ascertained that the Oriental Institute had a photograph bearing the number 9168.
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Lastly, behind Hentowe there follows, likewise holding a sistrum, the king's daughter

of his body, his beloved, the Chiefof the Harem ofAmun, Nedjemmut. It seems not unlikely

that the two grown-up women and the child Ma<kare< in front of them were sisters and

daughters of a Tanite king who can hardly have been other than Psusennes I, but this

conjecture does not increase the probability of the hypothesis which I am here com-

bating. At this point I must leave the tangled story of these late relationships to those

better able to disentangle it.
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QUEEN TWOSRE AS GUARDIAN OF SIPTAH

By J. VON BECKERATH

The much-debated problem of the succession at the end of the Nineteenth Dynasty

seems now to be finally solved : there existed only one king Siptah (prenomen Sekha^-

enre'-setpenref in his first year and Akhenre^-setpenre^ afterwards) who reigned after

Sethos Ild Very scanty details are known, however, about the personality and the reign

of this king.

The weakness of his position is evident: his name was omitted from the sequence

of the legitimate rulers,^ his power appears to have been restricted by the important

role played by two other personalities—the queen Twosre^ and the ‘Great Chancellor

of the entire land’ Bay. Both these latter persons received the extraordinary honour of

being provided with tombs in the Valley of the Kings.'^ The importance of Bay is

manifested by his unique title and, more definitely, by the peculiar epithet ‘who

establishes the king on the seat of his father’ given to him in two different inscriptions.

*

His name was found on several pieces from the foundation deposits of the funerary

temple of King Siptah.^ Twosre is depicted together with Siptah in her own tomb,

a fact which hitherto was interpreted as meaning that she must have been his wife.

Besides her normal titles as a Great King’s Wife (hmt-nsw zvrt, nbt-Uwy), she is desig-

nated on the stela of Bilgai^ the ‘great mistress of all the land’ {hnwt rn n U nb). Later,

after the death of Siptah, she adopted the full titles of a Pharaoh (King of Upper and
Lower Egypt Sitre'-meryetamun, Son {sic) of Ref Twosre-setpetenmut) and built for

herself a funerary temple.

Queen Twosre occurs on the various pieces of her jewellery® as the wife of Sethos 11.^

' W. Helck, ZDMG 105 (1955). 39-52; J. v. Beckerath, ZDMG 106 (i95f>). 241-51; and most recently

Sir A. H. Gardiner, JEA 44 (1958), 12-22.

^ Cf. the representations in the mortuary temple of Ramesses III at Medinet Habu {Medinet Habu, IV,

pis. 203 and 209): Ramesses II is followed there by Merneptah, Sethos II, Setnakhte, and Ramesses III.

3 Ti-vjsrt. There cannot be the slightest doubt of her identity with the Bovcupn of Manetho, i.e. *9ouwapis

(T-w6sre). The a before p was probably omitted for reasons of euphony rather than by confusion with the
name of the hippopotamus-goddess Thoeris (T-were).

The splendid tomb of the queen (no. 14), on which cf. especially 40 (1954), 40 ff., was later usurped by
Setnakhte for his own burial. The smaller tomb of Bay (no. 13) is almost completely destroyed and was perhaps
never finished.

5 At Gebel es-Silsila (Porter-Moss, v, 21 1, no. 38) and near Aswan (ibid., 245).
* Petrie, Six Temples at Thebes, pi. 17, no. 12; pi. 18, nos. 10, ii, 12, 13.

’ Gardiner, ZAS 50 (1912), 49-57. I agree with Helck (op. cit., in n. i) in dating this stela to the reign of
Siptah even if Twosre appears here as the true regent. The scene at the top of the recto represents a male
king and the inscription begins with the title ‘Homs, Strong Bull . . .’ which cannot refer to the queen. This
form of the Homs title was likewise avoided by Hatshepsut.

* Th. Davis, The Tomb of Siphtah, the Monkey Tomb, and the Gold Tomb, 35-44, pis. VII-XI.
« The position of another Great King’s Wife, the King’s Daughter Tekha<e, is still imcertain. She is known
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From the representations in her tomb, on the other hand, it was concluded that she was

the wife of Siptah too. Since the latter must have been the successor of Sethos II it was

suggested that he married the widow in order to legitimize his own kingship.* This

conclusion implies that Siptah must have been a usurper and Twosre the heiress to

the throne. She does not bear, however, the title of a king’s daughter.^

The Great Harris Papyrus describes the last years of the Nineteenth Dynasty as a

time of anarchy. Years of struggle between local rulers were followed by the rule of

a Syrian usurper who plundered the whole land and acted even against the gods. This

story is distinctly reminiscent of the Egyptian tradition from the times of the Hyksos^

and it has long since been recognized as the common literary description of a chaotic

situation occurring before the accession of the current Pharaoh or dynasty.'* Neverthe-

less, we may conclude from it the animosity of Ramesses III towards the last ruler (or

rulers) of the preceding dynasty which is confirmed also by the suppression of their

memory.

The existence of the interregnum assumed by Rowton^ between the two dynasties

is impossible as is shown, inter alia, by the fact that the most important officials of the

Egyptian state—the vizier and the viceroy of Nubia—held their offices from the years

of Siptah into the reigns of Setnakhte and Ramesses III.** For the same reason it is very

unlikely that an unknown usurper should have ruled between Siptah and Setnakhte.

The Syrian usurper mentioned in Papyrus Harris—if indeed he was not a mere literary

fiction—could well be the king Siptah, as suggested by Helck. This identification was

taken into consideration earlier by the present writer but rejected since it seemed

impossible that Setnakhte should have buried his predecessor whom he apparently

considered as an enemy.

I

was not aware, then, of the probability pointed out by

Gardiner of an independent reign of Queen Twosre. Later* I accepted Helck’s sugges-

tion, which is based on very good observations, concerning the importance of the

Asiatics in the New Kingdom.^ It was Twosre, obviously, who caused Siptah to be

buried in his tomb at Biban el-Moluk and who changed his cartouches throughout her

own tomb and perhaps elsewhere into those of her long-deceased husband Sethos H.

I do not, as Helck does, believe that the regnal years of Twosre are counted from

the accession year of Sethos 1 1 nor that her mortuary temple was built during the reign

of Siptah. On the other hand, while agreeing with Gardiner in the dating of the mor-

tuary temple and of the royal titles of the queen to the time after the death of Siptah,

from a statue of Sethos II to be his wife, but this statue is usurped (Gardiner, JEA 44, 17). At all events

she cannot be identical with the mother of the usurper Amenmesse, for this ‘God’s Mother and Great Mother

of the King’ was never a king’s daughter nor the wife of a king.

• As did King Ay at the end of the Eighteenth Dynasty.

^ Cf. Sander-Hansen, Das Gottesneib des Amun, p. 7, n. 6, against Petrie, History, in, 122, and myself,

ZDMG 106, 248.

3 Cf. especially Josephus, Contra Apionem, i, 14. 75-77 -

Weill, La Fin du Moyen Empire, 38 ff. ;
v. Beckerath, Tanis and Theben, 76-79.

5 yEA 34 (1948), 63. * Helck, op. cit. 45-47.

’ Tanis und Theben, 77. * ZDMG 106, 248.

'> The original name of Ra'messe-siptah, the later king Siptah, would have been JirsTv in the same way that

Bay was the correct name of his chancellor who was very probably likewise of Asiatic origin and who later

received the courtly name Ra'messe-kha'menter.
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I find it difficult to attribute to her sole reign seven or eight yearsd There is, in my
opinion, much probability that in her later years she considered the reign of Siptah as

her own while she always respected the reign of her husband Sethos II. This assumption

is strongly supported by the alterations in her tomb. It seems to me, therefore, most

probable that Twosre counted her years retroactively from the death of her legitimate

husband as did the famous Hatshepsut. The figure given by Manetho for Thuoris

(7 years) would then include the years of Siptah. Since Siptah was still alive in his year 6

the sole reign of Twosre was probably no longer than about two years (beginning at the

earliest in year 6 and ending, if the figure of Manetho is correct, in year 8). The only

inscriptions which may be attributed to the sole reign of the queen—I think Gardiner

is right in their attribution—are the graffiti from her tomb dated to years 6 and 7

respectively,^ and the Ostracon Cairo 25293 from year 8.^ In this same year I should

like to date also the Ostracon Deir el-Medina 594 referring to the work done by the

artist Neferhotep in the tomb of the chief workman Pneb (year 8, III pit, 5).^^ The
same artist was already working in this tomb in the first two years of Siptah. 5 This

king probably did not see his eighth year, and year 8 of Ramesses III seems to be

much too late.

The resemblance of Queen Twosre to Hatshepsut, who likewise adopted the titles

of a male Pharaoh, is indeed striking. It would be still closer if the view expressed by

Gardiner in his last study on this topic* should be proved true. This view differs from

that of Helck (which was accepted hitherto likewise by the present writer) mainly

in explaining the weakness of the position of Siptah not by his illegitimate origin but

by his youth. From the epithet of Bay ‘who establishes the king on the seat of his father’

Gardiner deduces that Siptah must have been the son of a king, and from the role of Bay

as a ‘king-maker’ (implied by the same words) and of Twosre as a regent he concludes

that Siptah was still a boy at the time of his accession. He does not think, however, that

Siptah was the legitimate hereditary prince but conjectures that he may have been

the son of a Syrian concubine. Twosre who could not, at all events, have been his

mother would thus perhaps have been his stepmother—exactly as Hatshepsut was the

stepmother of the young Tuthmosis HI.

I am happy to be able to publish here a piece which proves the soundness of Gardi-

ner’s very ingenious idea in the most satisfactory way. The very damaged limestone

statue Munich Glyptothek no. 122 which is now in the Aegyptische Staatssammlung?

’ So Gardiner, Egypt of the Pharaohs, 445.
^ Gardiner, JEA 40, 43. It now no longer seems impossible that the work in the tomb of Twosre, which

began in year 2 of Siptah should have continued up to year 7 of the queen, the distance between these dates
being only five years according to my conjecture (cf. Gardiner, loc. cit., on Ostr. Cairo J. 72452).

5 Daressy, Cat. gen., Ostraca, 74.

Sauneron, Cat. des ostraca hierat. non-litt. de Heir el-Medineh {Doc. de fouilles de VIEAO, t. xni), p. 22"
wrongly attributed on p. xi to the reign of Sethos II who died during his sixth year.

5 Ostr. Cairo 25521. Cemy, Cat. gen., Ostraca hierat. lo-ii. 22-25, pis. XV-XVI.
» JEA 44, 12 ff.

’’ See pi. III. The height of the preserved portions is 0-76 metres. The writer is deeply indebted to the
Director of this collection, Professor H. W. Muller, for most generously entrusting to him its publication.
For the photographs he wishes to express his thanks to Dr. D. Arnold.
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was purchased in Egypt in 1912 by the late Freiherr von Bissing and published in a

few words without illustration by P. Wolters.* Subsequently it was banished to the

magazine because of its bad condition. The small headless figure of a Pharaoh who holds

the sceptre and the flagellum in the right hand and wears a pleated kilt is represented

sitting upon a high base decorated with his (carefully erased) cartouches and with two

pairs of foreign captives. The statue was said to come from el-'Amarna and was hitherto

thought to represent King Akhenaten. Wolters describes it as part of a destroyed group

and compares it with the well-known statue in the Louvre.^

As the result of a short examination I was convinced immediately that the statement

in the museum’s inventory (‘Kopflose Kalksteinfigur des thronenden Amenophis IV

fiber einer mit Reliefs und Inschriften verzierten Basis’) must be wrong. The figure of

the king does not sit upon the throne but on the lap of a much larger figure which

was intentionally destroyed. Of this larger figure there remain only traces of the arm

on the back of the king. In front of the throne there are likewise distinct traces of the

legs. The feet of the little king are placed on a lateral projection to the right of the throne.

The throne itself is decorated with the two united plants of Upper and Lower Egvpt

and with two lines of completely erased inscriptions, a horizontal one running round

the two sides and the back, and a vertical one on the back. Evidently the group repre-

sented originally a Pharaoh as a child sitting on the lap of his tutor. This Pharaoh

cannot therefore have been Akhenaten as stated by v. Bissing and Wolters. Even in

style the statue does not show the characteristic features of the 'Amarna period.

After cleaning the statue we found on the band hanging down from a leopard’s head

in front of the kilt of the king two very small and partly unreadable cartouches in a

single vertical line; Here are undoubtedly the names of

King Siptah in the second period of his reign, to be read Akhenrec-setpenre' [Siptah-

merenjptah, I did not at that time know the short notice of Wolters who explicitly states

that he (or v. Bissing) read here the names of Akhenaten. So firmly was he convinced of

his attribution (influenced apparently by the wrong account of its provenance) that he

perceived the nomen of Akhenaten in the first cartouche on the statue.

We have here, then, clear evidence for the correctness of Gardiner’s conjecture that

King Siptah was merely a boy and that this statement holds good not only for the

beginning of his reign. The question now arises who may have been represented by

the destroyed great figure. At first I thought it might have been the chancellor Bav;

but it is unthinkable that Bay—no matter how important his rank—should be

represented sitting on the throne. Thus the identification of this figure as being of

Queen Twosre becomes almost certain. The careful removal of her figure as well as the

erasure of the inscriptions including the cartouches of Siptah^ must be the work of a

later ruler wanting perhaps to usurp for his own purposes the statue of the king.

It seems now proved that Siptah was only a child wholly in the hands of his step-

mother Twosre and of the chancellor Bay. It is no longer possible, therefore, to

‘ In Munchner Jahrhuch fiir bildende Kunst, 1913, 162, under the accession number (?) 531.
^ Boreux, Guide-Catalogue sommaire (1932), il, 477-8, pi. LXV (from Salt Collection).

The cartouches on the kilt were apparently overlooked because of their very small size.

LC u05
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identify him with the Asiatic usurper of the Harris Papyrus. On the other hand, it

seems unlikely, as already pointed out, that any ruler should have reigned between the

end of Twosre’s reign and the accession of Setnakhte. Thus the suggestion of Cerny

(mentioned as a possibility by Gardiner) that Bay might have been the Syrian referred

to becomes very probable. Apparently it was he who was the true ruler of Egypt during

the reign of Siptah. Being unable or even unwilling to usurp the throne for himself he

caused a dependant child to be crowned as a puppet-king. Thus the passage in the

Papyrus Harris, already cited, may well refer to the reign of Siptah. It is noteworthy

that the text does not say the Syrian usurper made himself a ruler {hks) but designates

him merely as a chief (wr). Bay may have been indeed, as Helck suggested, of Syrian

origin. His name cannot, however, have been 'lirsw since we know already of two names

of his, the proper name Bay and the courtly name Ra^messe-kha^menter. lirsw, the

name given to the alleged Syrian usurper in the Harris Papyrus, is not Syrian but

possibly a made-up Eg}^ptian name as suggested by Gardiner; it is not to be identified

with the Egyptian name Irw-szc.^ The alternative is to assume as did Spiegelberg- that

the true name has been omitted from the text in the papyrus, perhaps intentionally.

In that case it would be necessary to insert between Ur szv . made himself’ and

(the latter group containing the determinatives of the name only) the name Bay. One
can easily understand why in a text from the early Twentieth Dynasty this name would
be made unintelligible, or even omitted.

' Ranke, Personennamen, i, 40, 7; apparently a hypocoristicon of a name like ‘God N is the one who made
him’.

* OLZ 2 (1899), cols. 263-4.
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TOPOGRAPHIC AND ETHNIC NOTES. IIP

By S. YEIVIN

Nos. 28-31 in Shoshenk I’s list of conquered towns

It seems that in launching his Asiatic campaign Shoshenk I aimed among other things

at disrupting the routes of the southern trade between the roadstead of Elath-Ezion

Geber (on the Gulf of Elath, the Red Sea) and the Mediterranean anchorages, whether

in Philistia or in Israel; hence the havoc wrought by the Egyptians in the settlements

of the Negev (according to his list) and on the sea-shore (archaeological evidence).

-

It seems, therefore, logical to look in that part of the list, which deals with the

northernmost extension of his route for a possibility of identifving the ancient name of

the riverine port, the remains of which were represented by Tell Abu Hawam (prior

to its disappearance by excavations), since several scholars had tended to associate the

destruction of Stratum III at this tell with Shoshenk’s campaign in Israel.^

Now, Shoshenk’s list cites under no. 27 (following Beth-Shean, Shunem, Taanak,

in that order) Megiddo,*^ which guards the entrance of the 'Iron pass (from the A'alley

of Jezreel), while no. 32 is 'Iron, guarding the same pass at the opposite entrance (from

the Sharon plain). The list gives four more place-names between the two fortresses

enumerated above. One of these four names (no. 30) is badly damaged by the scaling of

the surface along the edges of two stones (near the joint) ;= the remaining three have

not been so far identified with any otherwise known ancient names.

Now, within the ii km. which separate Megiddo from 'Iron (as the crow flies), it is

difficult to place four settlements, even taking into account possible deviations to the

north-west and south-east from the direct route connecting the two strongholds
;
nor

are remains of such ancient settlements known on the surface within the area under

discussion. It seems, therefore, that both the logic of the situation, as well as the

archaeological survey of the region concerned, suggest the probability that these four

places (nos. 28-31 in the list) ai e to be found north-west of Megiddo. They may repre-

sent settlements involved in a local subsidiar>' campaign, ordered by Shoshenk while

' The first series of these notes (a-d) appeared in Atiqot, ii (1957/8), 155 ff.
; the second (e) in Atiqot, III

(1961), 176 ff.

^ S. Yeivin, ‘Did the Kingdom of Israel Have a Maritime Policy?’, JQR 50 (i960), 193 ff.

3 R. W. Hamilton, QDAP 4 (1934), 5 ff., 19 ff- Mazar, on the other hand, attributed this destruction to the

Axamean invasion under King Hazael; B. Maisler (Mazar), BASOR 124 (Dec. 1951), 24-25; cf. also S. Yeivin,

loc. cit., and below, pp. 78-79.

J. Simons, Handbook for the Study of Egyptian Topographical Lists Relating to Western Asia (Leiden, 1937),

89 ff. ; cf. now B. Mazar, VT Supp. 4 (1957), 58 ff. ; and Reliefs and Inscriptions at Karnak. III. The Bubastite

Portal, pis. 3-5.

5 According to W. M. Muller, Egyptological Researches, i, pi. 78, one can make out at the end of this place-

name the signs rte-'” with the foreign land determinative; but see below, p. 77.
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staying at Megiddo, or places on a dijfferent route of march from Megiddo westwards

and then southwards, avoiding the 'Iron pass.

No. 28 reads and should be transcribed i-dlt-i-rjl. It seems to the

author that this name should be identified with (n)*?(X)T’ Yid’ala, mentioned in the

list of Zebulonite towns: and Kattath and Nahalal and Shimron and Idalah and

Beth-lehem . . d The identified place-names prove that the list is proceeding from the

east westwards: Nahalal = Ma'alul,^ Shimron = Tell Semuniyye,^ and Bet-Lehem.'^

It seems, therefore, quite possible to identify Yid’ala with a small tell on a south-

westerly spur of the hill, on top of which is now located Ramat Yishay (formerly known

as Jedda). The tell is known as Tel Risim (Tell er-Rish : iv, 163, 234). ^ The archaeologi-

cal evidence too agrees with the suggestion made above, since sherds of Israelite periods

have been reported there.

^

No. 29 lists a place-name which is to be transcribed as i-i-w-djt-

h-m-rll-k, and all scholars are agreed that it should be read yad hammelekJ It has

already been pointed out that such a name represents an official state enterprise. Mazar,

who probably based himself on the yad erected by Absalom,^ thought that the name
referred to a royal stela, which had been erected near Megiddo. On that interpretation,

the builder of the monument and its purpose still remain to be established. Moreover,

it is rather difficult to assume that even a vain and self-glorifying Pharaoh would be

likely to list as three separate place-names
:
{a) a city (Megiddo), {b) its threshing-floor

(’Adar), (c) a nearby royal stela (Yad hammelek). The last-mentioned name refers

indeed to a royal enterprise, but in the present author’s opinion it is to be considered

a royal estate, a state-domain. ’ It is known that in the first century a.d. there were large

royal estates in the north-western part of the Valley of Jezreel (the Megiddo plain)

centred on Beth-Shearim.'® It is quite likely that these large estates had constituted royal

properties ever since the days of King David, who conquered those last Canaanite

' Josh, ig: 15. ^ Cf., F. M. Abel, GP ii, 394. ^ Cf. ibid., 464.
* Cf. EB II, s.v. (Hebrew). There is little doubt that biblical Bet-Lehem (of Zebulun) is to be identified

with the tell situated some 2 km. south-west of the village of Beth-Lehem (where the most ancient remains

belong to the Roman period), marked on the map as Tel Hazir (Tell Khudeyra: iv, 169. 236), but scheduled

(in the Mandatory Schedule) as Khirbet Khudeyra.
’ In EB III, s.v. Yid’ala, the author of the article concludes that the version Yir’ala (following the LXX)

should be accepted as correct; and following the tradition reported in the Jerusalemite Talmud he suggests

its identification with Hawwara, which he locates at Khirbet Hawwara, about 2 km. south-west of Beth-Lehem.

Now neither the maps nor the Schedule of Ancient Sites reveal any trace of such a site. It seems, therefore,

that he mistook Khirbet Khudeyra, already mentioned (preceding note), for Khirbet Hawwara
; but this site

marks the location of biblical Bet-Lehem.

On the files of the Dept, of Antiquities. It is true that Mazar {VT Supp. iv. 62) proposes to transcribe this

place-name as ’Adar and to identify it with the threshing-floor (Aram. of Megiddo; since he, too,

could not assume, apparently, that there had been room for four settlements between Megiddo and 'Iron, he
sought for a different solution to explain four names on this short stretch.

’ It is, of course, possible that the tc-sign represents a reading yod (like the later Phoenician bod = . . . 73 ),

which may reflect the north-Israelite (dialect) pronunciation, as against the southern (Judaite) yad.
* Cf. 2 Sam. 18: 18.

'• Cf. E. Ben-Yehuda, Thesaurus Totius Hebraitatis, iv, 1961 (6) (s.v. yad), for the possibility of interpreting

yad as referring to a place.

At least there were in Beth-Shearim central storehouses for the produce of these domains; B. Mazar,
Beth-Shearim- (Jerusalem, 1958), 26 (Hebrew).
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enclaves in the Valley of Jezreel that could not be subdued before his time by the

Israelite tribes and these enclaves became royal property through the act of conquest.

Yad hammelek would, therefore, be a central settlement in such an area founded by

David (or possibly Solomon.?); the name, however, may perhaps refer to the town

called later Beth-Shearim.^

If we do not accept the hypothesis that Yad hammelek may be the older name of

Beth-Shearim, the former can be identified with one of the smaller tells in the vicinity

of new Nahalal : Tell el-Beyda (near 'Ayan5t) or Tel R®‘ala (Tell el-Ghalta),^ or perhaps

with the rather sparse settlement on top of the natural hill guarding the narrow pass

through which flows the Qishon River between Mount Carmel and the mountains of

lower Galilee oa the Jezreel side of the straits.+

As stated above, no. 30 is badly damaged so that it does not permit any transcription.

A perusal of the latest publication, 5 shows that Muller’s suggestion was partly correct,

and one can see the remains of the rzc (the crouching lion)-sign.^ However, it is not

followed by an ^ (the arm), but by two small circles (on the right), which seem to be the

remains of the t (the hobble). Moreover, towards the top of the rectangle on the left,

the author seems to see remains of a head of the Egyptian vulture (.•), which may have

been a phonetic complement of h>' (Gardiner, EG®, Sign-list, G i). It seems plausible

to suggest that the place-name may have been [^]-7-[6-r]-7 (= Heblat), and to consider

it the ancient name of Tell Abu Hawam, the riverine port near the estuary of the Qishon

River. Different versions of this name occur in the Bible. In the delimitation of the

territory allotted to the tribe of Asher its western boundary is described as follows:

And ... the boundary turnetli to Ramah, and to the fortified city of Tyre; and the

boundary turneth to Hosah; and it goes out to the sea from Hebei to Achzib . . . .^ The
last part of the verse should be interpreted as meaning that the western boundars- of

the territorv abutted on the sea near Hosah, whence southwards the sea-shore became

the actual boundarv line, between HebeE and Akhzib, i.e. between the promontories

' These unconquered enclaves are enumerated in Jud. i ; 29 ff.; cf. S. Yeivin, ‘David’s Administration’, in

Kingdoms of Judah and Israel (Jerusalem, tg6i), 47 ff, (Hebrew).

= Cf. the hypothesis put forward by the late J. Halperin, BJPES 1 1 3-4 (1945), 64, that the place was named

after the priestly ‘watch’ {b^ne s^'drim), who settled there, apparently as cultivating tenants of the royal domains

confiscated by the Roman authorities after the first war (.a.d. 66-73) and the destruction of the Second Temple
;

theoretically, at least, all Judaea became the emperor’s private domain after that war, cf. G. .Vlon, The History

of the Jews in the Land of Israel during the Periods of the Mishna and Talmud, I (Tel-.\viv, 1953), 5 ;
S. Yeivin,

The War of Bar-Kokhebd' (Jerusalem, 1957), 35 (both Hebrew). Excavating at Beth-Shearim Mazar found

(during the season of 1956) Israelite remains of the eighth century B.c. (B. Mazar, lEJ 6 (1956), 261-2). His

trial trench was perforce very narrow; and it is possible that when a larger area is investigated, remains dating

back to the tenth-eighth centuries may also be found.

A surface-survey revealed the presence of Israelite sherds on both sites (cf. the files of the Dept, of

Antiquities).

* This is Tel Qashlsh (Tell Qassis; iv, 1605. 2322); the archaeological surface-finds are summarized in the

files of the Dept, of Antiquities. The author wishes to thank the present Director of .Yntiquities, D. Biran,

for the permission to quote these files.

5 Reliefs and Inscriptions at Karnak 111 . The Bubastite Portal, pi. 3 (the photograph).

* W. M. Muller, Egyptological Researches, i, pi. 78.
’’

Josh. 19; 29. The AV and RV give slightly different translations.

* If it is sought to identify this name with Makhaliba, mentioned in the Annals of Sennacherib, one has
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of the Carmel range (on the south) and Rosh Hanniqra (on the north), all along the plain

of Acre. Then, again, the same town is mentioned in the enumeration of cities not

subdued by the tribe of Asher : . . . the inhabitants of Accho, nor the inhabitants of

Sidon, nor of Ahlab, nor of Achzib, nor of Helbah, nor of Aphik, nor of Rehob. . . .
‘ Here

the name occurs with a ‘feminine’ ending and a metathesis of b—/; Hebei—Helbah.-

Numerous recent commentators have considered the enumeration of the two cities

Ahlab and Helbah in the last-mentioned verse an erroneous repetition of one and the

same place-name.^ But in the present author’s opinion there is no need to assume a

mistaken repetition in this case, and one may surmise that there actually were two

cities, the names of which were derived from the same radical hbl ’Ahlab, the nor-

therly of the two within southern Phoenicia, and Hebel(ah) or Helbah on the Israelite

coast south of Achzib.

This Ahlab should probably be identified with Makhaliba, mentioned in Senna-

cherib’s third campaign (of 701 B.C., along the Phoenician coast) in the following order

(north to south) : Sidon the Great, Sidon the Lesser, Bit (Bet)-Zite (Zeyt), Zarephath,

Makhaliba, Hosah, Achzib, Acre.^ This Makhaliba is usually identified with the

Lebanese village of Mahalib, south of Litani River, dominating its ford.^

Hebel(at) = Helbah, on the other hand, is enumerated with the southern series of

cities in the Plain of Acre (such as Aphik and Rehob). If it be identified with Tell Abu
Hawam, it would be the southernmost anchorage in the Plain of Acre, near the Carmel

range. Such an identification will also fit the description of the western and southern

boundaries of the territory of Asher ; and reaches to Carmel . . . and to Shihor-libnath

. . . and ... the boundary turneth to Ramah and to the fortified city of Tyre, and the

boundary turneth to Hosah; and it goes out to the sea from Hebei to Achzib. . . .
^ This

will also be a further justification of the identification of Shihor-libnath with the

Qishon River.^

The question arises now whether such an identification would fit the archaeological

conte.xt at Tell Abu Hawam. The e.xcavator of the site thought that the place had been

destroyed by Shoshenk I (stratum HI), and not resettled till the Late- Israelite (Persian)

either to assume that one m was omitted by haplography at the beginning of the name (M[Tn\hbl), or that the

MT understood the original w to be a prepositional prefix, being led astray by the adverbial ah at the end of the

place-name Akhzib{ah); but cf. below, n. 6.

' Jud. 1:31. The problem whether Ahlab, too, is to be considered one of the variants of this place-name

or not, is irrelevant in this connexion; however, see below.

^ Similar metatheses are quite frequent: simld—salmd; keves—kesev
\
and several others.

^ Cf. B(enjamin) M(azar), EB i, s.v. ’Ahlab; iii, s.v. Helbah.

* Even disregarding the hapax legomenon hibbel (Prov. 23
: 34), which is probably to be interpreted after

Tur-Sinai (EB in, s.v. hibbel) as ‘injured’, place-names derived from this root (hbl) may be connected with
anchorages (a certain distance upstream from estuaries of rivers), where vessels could be moored by means of

ropes (hebel) attached to bollards on the banks.

5 Luckenbill, ARAB ii, § 239 (p. 119).

* R. Dussaud, Topographie historique de la Syrie antique et medievale (Paris, 1927), 12, quoting the original

identifier.
’’

Josh. 29: 26-29; cf. above, p. 77 and n. 7.

* B. Mazar (cf. EB i, s.v. Asher; Hebrew), as against the opinion of, among others, Alt, who proposes to

identify Shihor-Libnath with the Crocodilion River (Nahr ez-Zerqa) orNahal 'Ada (Nahr ed-Difle) cf ZAW
45 (1927). 51 ff-
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period stratum H).' Later, Mazar has re-examined the evidence, and suggested a

different dating for most of the strata, according to which the settlement of stratum HI
lasted approximately- from 980 till 815^ B.c. Mazar’s suggestion seems reasonable,

especially in view of the comparative archaeological evidence from other contemporary

sites."^ However, Hamilton has already pointed out in his final report that stratum HI
shows signs of a disturbance caused by partial destruction and reconstruction both

The route proposed by Mazar and accepted by the author
The new deviation proposed by the author

inside the settlement^ and in its fortifications.^ It is, therefore, quite probable that in

the course of the occupation represented by stratum HI (on this site), the settlement

had been captured and burned by Shoshenk I, and then reoccupied and resettled soon

afterw^ards, either under Rehoboam or one of his immediate successors.

Next under no. 31 comes a place-name written
"f Hi-i-f-n-m, which baffles

» R. W. Hamilton, QDAP 4 (1934), 2. 5; cf. above, p. 75.

^ B. Maisler (Mazar), BASOR 124 (Dec. 1951), 24.

3 This being, according to Mazar, the date of the Aramean invasion of Israel by King Hazael. In the present

author’s opinion this invasion took place in 814 b.c.

* Ibid., loc. cit.; cf. also idem, BIES 16 '3-4 (1952), 14 ff. (Hebrew).

5 Hamilton, QDAP 4 (1934), 6: ‘In the central area comprising squares D, E, 3, 4, it (viz. the main stratum

HI) was divided from the remains of an earlier occupation (this cannot refer to stratum IV which shows

throughout most of the area concerned an empty blank devoid of any structural remains; cf. ibid., pi. iv) by

a continuous layer of consolidated ashes. In E, F, 5, 6, by ashes and tumbled stones.’

*' Ibid. 6, he discusses the well-built strong tower in the north-western comer of the fortifications in contrast

to the poor and slipshod wall encompassing the remains of this stratum. This massive tower should be com-

pared w'ith the strong tower in the eastern line of fortifications at the Ophel (Jerusalem), attributed to King

Solomon, R. A. S. Macalister and J. Garrow-Duncan, APEF iv, the plan opp. p. 40 and fig. 47 (p. 53).
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identification with any name known in ancient Israelite toponymy. The most one can

say is that it apparently follows a pattern found in names known in adjacent areas (the

territory of Issachar ; the Valley of Jezreel), e.g.; 'Anem' and Shunem.^ The name may
possibly be transcribed as Hunem

(
?).^

Where could this city be located ? Perhaps one might assume that Shoshenk did not

return from Tell Abu Hawam to Megiddo at all, but continued on his way southwards

along the sea-shore, rounding the Carmel promontory, and proceeding by the Plain of

Sharon as far as the south-western point of the Carmel range (Khishm ed-Dib), and

only there turned eastwards again towards the emergence of Via maris from the 'Iron

pass, because south of this point there were no more anchorages along the coast at the

time. Indeed, on such an assumption one misses the mention of Dor in the list.+ If

so this Hunem should be sought somewhere along the sea-shore parallel to the Carmel

range,5 or perhaps it should be identified with a mound in the southern foothills of the

Carmel range known as Tell Sitt Leyle.^ Hence, Shoshenk would have proceeded

farther eastwards to the fortress of 'Iron (no. 32), whence he turned southwards along

the foothills of Mount Ephraim, going by the ancient forerunner of the Via maris.

If the proffered hypothesis be correct, it further strengthens the suggestion already

mentioned at the beginning of this note, namely, that one of Shoshenk’s main intentions

in undertaking his Asiatic campaign was to destroy the Israelite coastal settlements and

thus undermine the Judaite (Israelite)-Tyrian transit trade flowing through the Red
Sea roadstead Elath from southern countries to Phoenician ports.’

' I Chron. 6: 73 ;
it is true, indeed, that in this case most scholars consider 'NM ('Anem) to be a distorted0:0

shortened form of ' YN GNYM ('Eyn Gannim; cf. Josh. 21 : 29), just like 'Aner (i Chron. 6
: 70), which seems00

almost certainly to be such a distorted abbreviation of 'YN RMWN (cf. Gath Rimmon in Josh. 21 : 25).

2 Josh. 19: 18.

3 The combination of hieroglyphic signs i-/, which follows (in this name) the first sign hf comes in Shoshenk’s

list mostly at the end of place-names (cf. nos. 14-18, 52, 58, and many others), and no special significance should

probably be attached to this ; it may be no more than an indication of a final vowel, like u. In the middle of a

name this combination occurs only once (in the surviving names), in no. 66 : ’’j-i-i-dz-i-m-/ ( -f- the foreign-country

determ.), which should most probably be transcribed 'esem (Azem; Josh. 15 : 29; 19; 3), which transcription

fits also its position within the list. If an analogy can be drawn, we might transcribe no. 31 as henem (or hdnem?).
+ It is true that the tell at Dor has not been excavated down to the appropriate layers; and it is possible that

the site was not occupied at this period.

5 E.g., Shiqmona (though the name is different, and the archaeological evidence—surface pottery—has not

been thoroughly examined)
;
or the tell of Athlith, though it is rather doubtful whether the site was already

occupied at such an early date; other tells are not known along this route, for both Tell 'Abdun and Tell Saris

are very late (Islamic). ® Y. Aharoni, BIES 22 (1958), 134 ff.

’ Cf. S. Yeivin, ygf? 5° (i960), i93 ff-
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THE PRIMEVAL DJEBA
By E. A. E. REYMOND

Among the main sources contributing to present knowledge of the ancient Egyptian

religion are the inscriptions preser\’ed in the late Graeco-Roman temples. In this con-

nexion, the Ptolemaic Temple at Edfu is of particular importance, as its inscriptions

yield information which can hardly be gathered elsewhere. An overall study of the

wealth of inscriptions in this temple shows that in particular the texts engraved on the

prominent architectural parts of the temple, such as the exterior face of the Naos or of

the Pronaos, and also some of the texts engraved on the outer and inner faces of the

Enclosure Wall, are of vital interest for the study of Egyptian cosmology. It can rightly

be said that these inscriptions open a new way of approach to the study of Egyptian

mythology. Many of the ritual scenes engraved on these walls, in addition to pictorial

representations, contain fairly long texts which describe mythological events about

which we know very little or which are entirely unknown to us. These texts seem to

explain various mythological circumstances which the Egyptians appear to hav'e con-

nected with the origin of the sacred places and temples. The richness of material

included in these inscriptions makes it possible to reconstruct a coherent picture of a

mythical world relatively unfamiliar to the Egyptologist.

In this respect special reference should be made to scenes contained in the 4th register

of the outer face of the Pronaos. Most of the new ideas and views on Egyptian cosmology

can there be investigated. In this register, we find, among others, a scene of the worship

of Ref the Behdetite, the importance of which is particularly worth emphasizing.’

The scene is entitled dwf ntr, Adoring the God. It shows, in the right-hand corner,

the king bearing the title of priest-musician (w'b ihy) zvithin the Great Seat (st-wrt) who

is accurate of utterance and sweetly singing.^ He stands before a spear and seems to

worship it as a deity. The spear is described: Powerful-of-face (shm-hr) of Horus, the

segemeh {spear) of the Behdetite, the Protector of Rec within the Great Seat.^

Beyond the spear, there is a thicket of reeds upon which rests a falcon. The Ealcon

is described: Horus the Behdetite, great god, lord of the sky, He-with-dappled-plumage,

who came forth from the horizon, pre-eminent in Wetjeset-Hor.* A group of eight deities

is represented sitting behind this thicket of reeds.

The text of the offering formula of this scene reads For recitation. Hail to thee, O
Rec the Behdetite, He-with-dappled-plumage, and to thy Spear (hd-wr), the Powerful-

of-face. Hail to the august Shebtiw who are in thy train and who brought into existence the

poy-landfor thy Great Place (bw-wr). The subsequent spell was supposed to have been

' Chassinat, Edfou (quoted hereafter as E.) iv, 357, 15-359, 8 = £. x, pi. 105.

^ E. IV, 358, I
; nfr snszc, lit. ‘beautiful of hj-mns’.

E. IV, 358, 6-7.

C 505 M

3 E. IV, 358, 4-5.
5 E. IV, 357, 15-357, 17-
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recited by the officiant-king:' For recitation. Acceptfor thyself adoration in joy, and my
hymns in gladness.^ Praise to thee, O Spear (hd-wr), the Powerful-of-face, the august

segemeh-spear that issued from the Nun. Adoration to you, O Shebtiw at the Begin-

ning^ who firmly established the Djeba at the First Occasion.

This scene seems to allude to an episode of adoration which was believed to have

taken place in an open field before the resting-place of a god. The deity worshipped is

apparently the Behdetite, interpreted, however, as a solar deity. He is worshipped in

association with a spear, described as his protector, and which also seems to have been

endued with divine nature, + and with a group of divine beings, whose name was, on the

evidence of the offering formula, sbtyw.=

The form of the resting-place of the god is unusual, and it is of interest to attempt to

investigate its significance. There is no accompanying title to define the nature of this

resting-place of the god, nor is this scene like any other engraved on the outer face or in

the interior of the Pronaos. However, this form of the god’s seat has made it possible

to identify another scene on the inner face of the Enclosure Wall.^ The resemblance

between the essential features of these two scenes is striking.

The second scene again shows a thicket of reeds within which dwells the Falcon. He
is described : Floras the Behdetite, great god, lord of the sky. Lord of Djeba.'^ Above the

reed thicket is depicted another falcon whose name is : The Flying Ba.^ The thicket of

reeds in this instance bears the name: Djeba in Wetjeset-Hor.^ To right and left of the

god’s seat stands a deity in an attitude of worship; one is called Wa, the other fAa.'°

Two other deities are represented on the right of this group: the first one is described

as the God-of-the-Temple, pre-eminent in Wetjeset-Hor,^' the second personifies the Nile

of the South.' - On the left of this resting-place, there is a spear described as Powerful-of-

face of the Falcon, the august segemeh {spear) that issued from the Nun-,^^ then beside

it is represented an assembly of twenty-four gods seated in three rows. These are : the

Ogdoad, Thoth with the Seven Sages, and Seshat with the Seven Builder Gods.'+

Above this scene there is yet another Falcon with outspread wings, bearing two names

:

the Ruler of the Wing and the Lord of the Wing.^'^ Beyond this assembly of gods stands

the king who bears the title of the divine 'd-mr of Hitn-with-dappled-plumage, who enters

freely in Wetjeset-Hor’

' E. IV, 358, 1-3.

^ We suspect that i/zu and dzcwi are used as nouns which are both direct objects of hrp n-k, m sp-n-sii and
m mtr-r-imy being here an adverbial expression, meaning ‘in joy’ and ‘in gladness’. For similar instances see
examples quoted by Junker from Dendera Texts, cf. ZAS 43, 123-4, to which should be added: Mariette,
Dend. iv, 5; E. iv, 57, 6; v, 278, 3-4; vii, 187, 3-4; Chassinat, D. II, 3, 2; 126, 7; III, 56, 6-7; 169, 7.

3 The text in E. iv, 358, 3, sblyzc m sf sddy dbi m sp tpy, envisages two interpretations which depend on the
meaning given to the expression m sf. It can have an adverbial meaning ‘at the Beginning’; however m can
also be used as m of equivalence, sf being a verb used as participle. Thus the second interpretation could be:
the Shebtiic, even the ones ziho zeere first to cause the Djeba to endure at the First Occasion.

* More decisive evidence of the divine nature ascribed to the spear can be found in a scene of the worship
of the spear in the Pronaos, E. Ill, 122, 2.

5 E. IV, 357, 17. The name sbtyzc is known to us from the Edfu Texts only; see below (p. 86, n. 7) for the
quotations.

* E. VI, 185, 3-186, 8 = E. XIV, pi. dlx-dlxi. ’’ E. vi, 185, 18. 8 E. vi, 185 17.
E. VI, 186, 1-2. "> E. vi, 186, 1-2. " E. VI, 186, 3-5. 12 E. VI, 186, 6-8.

3 E. VI, 185, 15-16. '-I E. VI, 185, 3-10. >5 E. VI, 185, 14: hki ndb; ndm ndb. “« E.’xi, 181, 6-7.
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This ritual scene has no title, but it is associated with a long record in which various

mythological events seem to have been described and interpreted.* The text of the

offering formula of this scene, however, helps to make it clear that the scene of wor-

ship represented as taking place in very primitive surroundings, and which we have

attempted to outline in this paper, was regarded as the worship of the Sanctified God
who came into being at the First Occasion with whom Horns the Behdetite was ap-

parently equated in the Edfu tradition. The text of this offering formula reads: /

came unto thee, O \Great\ God, He-with-dappled-plumage. Horns the Behdetite, great

god, lord of the sky. I bring thee the heart put in its {proper) place. I praise the Living One

in thy Pronaos. Thou art the Sanctified God who came into being at the First Occasion.

The gods kiss the earth because of the might of His Majesty.^

Judging from the essential features of these two scenes of worship, such as the type

of the seat of the god, obviouslv protected bv the spear, in front of which the worship

was performed and was believed to be attended by an assembly of the gods themselves,

the close connexion between these two scenes described cannot be denied. It is evident

that both scenes present the same kind of worship which in the second instance is pic-

tured in greater detail. The aspect of the surroundings in which such worship was

believed to have been conducted seems to provide solid ground for supposing that

these two instances of scenes of worship illustrate the Egyptian idea of a primitive

place of worship. In view of the nature of the god who was worshipped, it seems reason-

ably certain that what is depicted is the early place of worship of the Falcon, who was

believed to have embodied the ‘Sanctified God who came into being at the First Occas-

ion’. According to the Edfu tradition this place was believed to have been the Djeba in

Wetjeset-Hor.

The Edfu inscriptions permit us to reconstruct the outline history of this presumed

mythical dwelling-place of the Falcon which was given the name Djeba in Wetjeset-Hor.

In the Edfu inscriptions there are several texts, either short extracts or real narratives,

which explain how a primitive resting-place of a god had been created, and how his

first place of worship was founded in the primeval ages when great primeval waters

surrounded the island of creation, and when there was no other land, no god having

his domain or his permanent seat. These records supplement and develop the evidence

of the inscriptions that accompany the two scenes of worship. They enable us to say

that there seems to have been a myth about the origin of a sacred place of the Falcon

for the illustration of which the Edfu documentary sources provide pictorial as well as

textual evidence. It is certain from the sentence in the offering formula alreadv quoted

above^ that there was a belief that a ‘Djeba had been caused to endure at the First

Occasion’. We suspect that there is a close link between this sentence and a part of a

record which accompanies this scene of worship, and which seems to open the wav of

approach to the original significance of this ‘Djeba of the First Occasion’. This part of

our record reads When the reed came floating by, a half of it was separated so that they

(the two Shebtiw) approached their lord. They planted the db? in the primeval water.

‘ E . VI, 181, 10-185, 2. - E . VI, 181, 9-10. ^ Cf. above, p. 82, “ E . IV, 358, 14-15.
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When the Falcon came, the reed lifted him up. Thus the Djeba and Wetjeset-Hor came into

existence.^

The planting of the dbi in the primeval water is described several times in the Edfu
inscriptions. 2 Among them three instances occurring in the record which accompanies

the second scene of worship performed in the Djeba^ are the most important. They
show that the descriptions of the event of planting the db^ in the primeval water, which

we find incorporated in the ‘Building Texts’ of the temple of Edfu and in the scene of

worship already quoted, are extracts from an ancient record which was contained in a

sacred book, and which originally had no bearing on the history of the temple at Edfu,

but was a sacred book of general significance and application. + As far as can be judged
from this document, the creation of the primeval Djeba, and the interpretation of its

meaning, seem to have formed only a part of a sacred book in which myths about the

origin of various sacred places were codified, and of which a large section in abbreviated

form seems to have been preserved in the Edfu inscriptions. In the Edfu version the

planting of the dh is recorded at the beginning of the book, and it is said that two
deities whose names were Wa and fAa,^ landed at the marginal land of a primeval island

called ‘Island of Trampling’. Then they planted the dbi on the marginal land of that

island, near to a place in which dwelt another deity, named Heter-Her.^ It is explained

in this text that the dbi is the name of the reed which stood in the primeval water.’ This
dbi is said to have special significance. It is said to have the power of uplifting the god
and to have been the relic of This One, the Overlord of the dWpillar.^ The incidents

recorded appear to have led to the creation of a sacred place called Djeba in Wetjeset-

Hor which was imagined as standing on the marginal land of the Island of Trampling
when great was the water that lies close to the reed.^

The same cosmological record preserves two other descriptions of the planting of the

dbf in the same mythical domain. It contains a picture of an event which is described

as Arriving in the place (bw) of the primeval water (hbbt).'o It is said that the Shebtiw
passed to the landing-stage of that place, the Heter-Her arrived at the place of the

^cf-pillar, even the db? of reed. Then the Falcon came and was uplifted by the reed. As
' The translation given in this paper is a first attempt to render this passage, for which a somewhat modified

alternative version may be suggested: When the reed came floating by, {and) tchen a half of it was separated, they
approached their god (or: lord). Then they planted the djeba {perch) in the primeval water. When the Falcon came,
the reed lifted him up. Thus the Djeba and Wetjeset-Hor came into existence. However, detailed philological dis-
cussions of the texts translated are not included in this paper.

^ E. IV, 328, 5; 358, 14-15; VI, 14, 15-15, i; 17, ii; 177. 8
; 181, 16-182, 3; 184, 13-14; 224, 11; VII,

22, 8-9.
3 E. VI, 177, 8 ; 181, 16-182, 3; 184, 13-14.
+ E. VI, 18 1, II, which gives the title of this sacred book: Specification of the Mounds (ijwt) of the Earlv

Primeval Age, as it is called.

5 E. VI, 181, 12-16. * E. VI, 181, 14. We give in this paper a brief summary of the record.
’ E. VI, 182, I : the text reads: kf nbi imyty mcyt ‘The name of the reed which is in the primeval water

is djeba’.

s The text reads in E. vi, 182, 2: iht Pn hry dd nbi wts ntr db) nbi ki Dbs m Wtst-Hr {Ntr?) hpr Dbf hpr
Wtst-Hr {Ntr) m k; nizct tn—‘The relic of This One, the Overlord of the ^-pillar is the reed that uplifted the
god. The djeba of the reed is the name of Djeba in Wetjeset-Hor. Thus Djeba came into existence and Wetjeset-
Hor became the name of this domain.’

« E. IV, 358, 16 = E. VI, 182, 3. E. VI, 184, 12-13.
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a result of these actions it is said that this domain was given the name Wetjeset-Hor.

Undoubtedly, this is a description of the origin of a primeval domain of the Falcon.

This description shows striking affinity with the first picture of planting the db>'.

We imagine that here also the dbi represented the essential in the creation of this

primeval domain which might come into existence by virtue of the act of planting this

dbi in the place described as bw-hbbt, which seems again to be the marginal land of the

primeval region.

The third instance describes also a field of reeds which was believed to contain the

place of the ^J-pillar.* Allusion is made to Arriving at the {field of} reeds, (even) the

shelter of the \\tsX-throne{ ?)d Then the two Shebtiw were instructed to cut off the top

of the reed. Afterwards, when the water-flood was calm and certain rites had been per-

formed, these two deities approached the marginal land when the reed was floating by.

Then they divided the reed and the dbi was planted. It is said in the narrative that

‘db? is the name of that which is in the water flood. The Falcon was uplifted as the Lord of

the Djeba and thus the Wetjeset-Hor came into existence after the db? had been created'.^

These quotations permit us to say that this dbi might have been regarded as the

essential, vital element in the creation of the primeval domain of the Falcon. It seems

to have been the initial stage in its existence, since in all known instances the planting

of the dbi is described as the first action to be performed in the primeval region before

the god himself settled down in his domain. The identity between the names occurring

in these records and those known from the scenes of worship offers an argument for

assuming that the two scenes of the relief in the temple at Edfu illustrate the final phase,

the completion of what is described in the records as being in progress and in action.

Both, the reliefs and the records, seem to hint at a genuine myth about the creation of

a dbi which the tradition regarded as the first dwelling-place of the Falcon. This view

can be confirmed by three other passages in the Edfu inscriptions. Undoubtedly they

reveal the interpretation of this event as seen in the tradition of a later date. This event

is interpreted in the following terms; When the reed came, the gods of ffbi planted it as

the seat of His Majesty in Wetjeset-Hor,* or We planted thy djeba so that it may uplift

Thy Majesty in Wetjeset-Hor

The descriptions of the planting the dbi^ are e.xplicit enough to illustrate the Egy ptian

views on the origin of the resting-place of a sacred bird and to define its elementary

nature. In summarizing these facts it can be said that there was a belief that in the

primeval mythical ages there was created a resting-place for the Falcon. It is explained

that when the reed emerged near the marginal land of the primeval island, a part of it

was separated and planted in the marginal land of the island. Then the Falcon came

E. VI, 177, 3. ^ E. VI, 177, 4-5. 3 E. VI, 177, 8-9. E. VI, 177, lo-ii.

5 E. v’l, 323, 4. Cf. also E. VI, 224, lO-ii which shows a somewhat different interpretation: He (the King)

brings to thee the field of the divine wstst-throne ( ?) of reed lehich the gods of db> planted as djeba (perch). Mayest

thou settle dozen upon it in the capacity of the Sanctified God.

* sddi (or: ddi) dbi occurring regularly in the descriptions of this e%'ent quoted on p. 84, n. 2 above. We
suspect that the verb sddi, lit. ‘to make, or to cause to endure’ might have been used with a derivative meaning

which was modified by the significance of the object which was to be fixed or planted. Therefore we suggested

the interpretation ‘to plant’ for the verb sddi.
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and settled upon it. The reed lifted him up. This, we may suggest, was the way in

which the Egyptians imagined that the first resting-place of the Falcon came into

existence.

The part of the reed used for the resting-place of the Falcon is described by the word

db/. It can tentatively be concluded that the word db/, which in several instances is

given the determinative might have been originally a common name applying to a

part of a reed, probably the top part.^ We imagine thus under this term db/ a cutting or

slip of reed. On such a slip of reed birds that lived in swamps might well have rested.

Therefore it does not seem to be unreasonable to suggest that the word dbi means
‘perch’.

3

From this point of view it seems likely that the myth about the origin of the first

sacred place of the Falcon had a factual background. This myth seems to reflect an

ordinary, natural fact, the making of a perch for the bird, which seems to have been the

inspiration of a doctrinal view on how a mythical dwelling-place of the Falcon had been

created. Thus, according to this evidence, the mythical dwelling-place of the Falcon

was imagined to be in origin and conception a perch which was given the same name
as that of the material from which it had been fashioned, dbi. If this interpretation be

correct, it would mean that the sacred name Djeba had its origin in a technical word
used for describing a primitive perch.-^

This primitive perch {dbi) seems to have been connected with other beliefs and
mythological events. It is said that when the Falcon settled down on his perch, he was
uplifted. 5 We suspect that this alludes to a symbolic act such as the sanctifying of the

surroundings of the perch. It might have given the sacred nature to the perch itself as well

as to its surroundings. It was also interpreted so as to give the name of ‘Wetjeset-Hor’.

In this respect it can be suggested that the first sacred place of the Falcon was imagined

as a small domain on the marginal land of the primeval island, and which may eventually

have been surrounded by a wooden or reed fence, which was called Wetjeset-Hor, and
which enshrined the perch called djeba.^ This perch {dbi) is not imagined as having

been created by a nameless primeval power. The myth indicates the names of the

divine beings who were supposed to create it. These are the two Shebtiw, Wa and'^Aa,^

' IV, 328, 5; 3s8, 14-15; VI, 177,8; 181, 16; 182, i; 182,3; 184, 14; 224, ii; the writing of these texts

is sufficiently accurate to justify the assumption that the determinative ® occurs only when Djeba, the sacred
place itself, was meant.

^ E. VI, 177, 6. 7 where allusion is made to the iipt of the reed which should be cut off.

3 IF6 . V, 5 5 5 does not quote the meaning suggested
; a possible derivative might be the meaning under 5 S 5 (4)

.

* The Edfu cosmogonical texts seem to show an earlier explanation of the meaning of Djeba than the
generally accepted ‘Town of Retribution’, cf. Brugsch, ZAS 13, 5-6; Sethe, Urgesch. § 148; Blackman-
Fairman, Misc. Greg. 413, n. 32.

5 In all the passage quoted on p. 82, n. 2, the action wts Hr (or lets ntr) follows the planting of the dbi-
perch.

* According to E. vi, 182, 3, it is certain that the djeba was included within the Wetjeset-Hor; the text reads:
The perch (dbi) of reed is the name of Djeba in Wetjeset-Hor

\

cf. also E. iv, 358, 15; Wetjeset-Hor shows the
determinative of nome.

’’ The names of these deities occur frequently in the Edfu cosmogonical texts: E. in, 7, 3 ; 7, 6; iv, 358 9;
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who seem to have acted on the command of another deity called Kad Moreover, the

perch is said to have been created in a place of special significance. It is explained that

it had been planted in a place in which formerly the ^J-pillar was believed to have been.

Thus the first sacred seat of the Falcon seems to have been the substitute for another

and earlier resting-place of a god who is not named, but who is described as This One,

the Overlord of the dd-pillar?

It is explained also that the Falcon, while resting on the perch, was presented with

some special sort of offering described only as iht,^ and which was given to him by the

Ka who arrived on the perch in the form of the ‘Flying Ba’.+ This offering enabled

the Falcon to unite with the sky of Him-whose-command-is-unknown. We conjecture

that the description of this event alludes to the Egyptian idea about the sanctifying, or

divinizing, of the Falcon. If this be so, it would mean that when the Falcon first

arrived on the perch, he was not yet the divine, sacred Falcon, but became sacred after

alighting on it. In this tradition the seat of the First Occasion, here the perch, seems

not to have been merely the place in which the god first settled down; it was also the

place in which the god, in his elementary form, was believed to have attained the final

divine form. In this connexion it should also be pointed out that in the sources bearing

on the origin of the perch {dbf, the original Lord of the Djeba is described only as ^ ,.

This may mean ‘Horns’, but possible alternative interpretations are bik ‘falcon’, or ntr

‘god’. If we agree with the interpretation ‘Horns’, it can hardly be Horns, son of Osiris.

This idea seems to be foreign to the original version of this myth. The idea that was

originally not Horus, son of Osiris and Isis, can be confirmed by referring to the inter-

pretations of the meanings of the name Djeba, which can be found in the ‘Building

Texts’ of the Pronaos and in that of the Outer Face of the Enclosure Wall of the

Temple. 5 These two texts associate three different mythological events with the name
Djeba, of which the first one is precisely the planting of the slip of reed by the Shebtiw,

an event which according to this tradition was believed to have led to the origin of the

sacred domain Djeba. Therefore we think that these interpretations can be taken as

a hint of the Egvptian point of view. For them planting the perch {db>') seems to have

been the earliest and most important event to e.xplain the origin of the sacred place

Djeba and to interpret the significance of its name. We suppose therefore that it might

have been a tradition of a later date which connected Horus, son of Osiris, with the

primeval perch {db;). It is reasonable to suggest on the ground of this evidence that

there might have been a tradition that the primeval perch was believed to have been

originally connected with the Falcon or with an unspecified god. It should therefore be

recalled that in the scene of worship in the primeval mythical Djeba represented on the

Inner Face of the Enclosure WalF Horus the Behdetite is equated with the ‘Sanctified

God who came into being at the First Occasion’. If we assume that this interpretation

* E. VI, 177, 5-6. - See above, p. 84.

3 E. VI, 15, 2 and 182, 8 ;
the rendering iht 'relic' is tentative, for more explicit instances are lacking.

* E. VI, 15, 1-2 = VI, 182, 8 where the same deity bears the name ‘the Lord of the Wing’ (ndm ndb ) ;
cf. also

the relief quoted above, p. 82 and E. vi, 185, 17. We suspect that the relief pictures the mystic act of the con-

sorting of the Flying Ba with the Falcon.

5 E. IV, 328, 4-8; VII, 22, 8-10. " See above, pp. 82 f.
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hints at the original view about the god who was believed to have been worshipped first

in this mythical Djeba, it seems to indicate that primarily the perch {dbi) might have

been the seat of a god {np).

From all these hints we should be inclined to conjecture that there might have been

a myth about the creation of a primeval and mythical seat of an unspecified god, who
later was equated with the Falcon and finally became Horus, son of Osiris. The
mythical circumstances described in the Edfu texts suggest, perhaps, that the perch

{dbi) may have originally been the seat of a deity who was believed to act as sub-

stitute for the ‘This One’, the nameless deity.* The nature of this perch reminds us of

the significance attributed to the reed. The reed [nbi) is described in the Edfu texts as

:

the reed of the Soul that uplifted His Majesty in the capacity of the Falcon.^ It may be

suggested, tentatively, that reference is intended here to the ‘Flying Ba’ who was
believed to consort with the Falcon dwelling in the reed by virtue of the zA^-substances,

which were believed to alter the elementary nature of the Falcon, the Lord of the

Djeba. 3 This Flying Ba may perhaps have been believed to be the soul of Pn ‘This

One’ who embodied himself in the Falcon. Thus it can be imagined that the falcon-like

bird may have been originally regarded as the tangible form of the Pn-god. It can be
supposed in this respect that the perch of reed, originally the resting-place of the

material form of the Pn-god, assumed the form of the ‘Seat of the First Occasion’ of the

Falcon-Horus.

The views on the primeval perch {dbi) that can be studied in the Edfu inscriptions

seem to be an interesting contribution to the theory about the ‘Seat of the First Occa-
sion’ in general. According to the generally agreed theory, the ‘mound’ was regarded

as the ‘Seat of the First Occasion’ of the god.-^ The Edfu evidence seems to suggest a

somewhat modified view of the mythical seat of the god. The tradition enshrined in the

Edfu inscriptions indicates that this ‘Seat of the First Occasion’ was not a mound. It

was natural in essence, an organic product of the mythical creative powers, and was
shaped by the hand of other creative deities to obtain the final form to house the god.

It was believed to have been a natural seat in which a mystic act was performed, by
virtue of which the primeval god reached his final, divine form so that he could unite

with the sky. This seems to have been the essential point of the theory about the ‘Seat

of the First Occasion’. It is likely that the theory about the primeval djeba-perch, which
at present is known from the Edfu sources only, hints at another, probably even earlier

religious background than that about the mound. It is stated in the Edfu records that

this primeval perch was already in existence when the primeval mound was created.

s

' See above, p. 87. ^ E. vi, ii, 7-8. 3 See above, p. 87.
Cf. de Buck, Oerheuvel, 10 ff. ; 72 and 76; Drioton, Ann. Serv. 44, 112-13.

5 E. IV, 358, 16-17; VI, 182, 14. A fuller study of these cosmogonical records will be found in tny book
The Mythical Origin of the Egyptian Temple (to be published shortly).
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THE MESHWESH
By G. A. WAINWRIGHT

The Meshwesh are an interesting tribe who deserve more individual attention than

they have so far received. In the ordinary way they and the Libu are just grouped to-

gether as Libyans, and Sethos’ wars with them are called his Libyan war just as the war

of Ramesses Ill’s eleventh year is called his second Libyan war. Yet, in each case these

wars were against the Meshwesh not against the Libu, and actually in Sethos’ reign the

Libu had not appeared en masse.

^

Much study and discussion has been devoted to the

subject of the Tjehnu and the Tjemhu, the Libyans, and their subdivisions, the differ-

ences between their colourings, etc., and now here there are added some fresh considera-

tions about the Meshwesh. One point that does not seem to have been made before,

but which emerges here, is that the Meshwesh are a composite tribe consisting of men
of the same physical type as the Libu with their own chiefs led by great chiefs of quite

a different type—that of the Tjehnu of the Fifth Dynasty.

Sethos had to repel an enemy whom he calls by the ancient name Tjehnu, though

those shown in the battle-scenes in no way resemble the Tjehnu of the Fifth Dynasty,

except that they wear the phallus-sheath and that their chief on one occasion wears the

crossbands.^ Though called Tjehnu these people are in fact Meshwesh, though the name

was not to become known till the next reign, that of Ramesses II.'^ Moreover, in Sethos’

time they were not armed with the long swords which were to become characteristic

of them in Meneptah’s and Ramesses Ill’s times. A comparison of the two peoples

makes it clear that those of Sethos are the same as those whom Ramesses III shows as

the main body of the INIeshwesh and their native chiefs as subordinate to the great

chiefs, Keper, Meshesher, and his son.^ Besides having their own native chiefs whom
Sethos conquers in the battle, these people also had a great chief, and he was very like

^ Rather vague Libyans had first appeared in Akhenaten’s time. They were evidently Libu, for the phallus-

sheath is nowhere shown but the kilt is generally indicated. They wear the open cloak, short hair, and side lock.

Sometimes they wear a feather and are tattooed, Davies, The Tomb of Ramose, pi. xxxvii and p. 34 (this is the

picture that is so famous for the beauty of the drawing); idem. Tell el Amarna, l, pis. xv top register, xxvi top

register; ll, pis. xxxv second row top, xl left bottom register but one; ill, pi. xxxi top last man but one; v,

frontispiece, a vague Libyan tattooed but no kilt or phallus-sheath.

2 Wreszinski, Atlas, ii, pis. 50-52. For the crossbands see pi. 50 a.

3 Ramesses II had some Meshwesh in his army, Gardiner, Onomastica, i, 120*.

Our fig. I is taken from Med. Habu, pi. 75. The two types of Meshwesh are bound and then slaughtered

by Ramesses III {Med. Habu, pis. 68, 85). Meshesher takes precedence of the other tj-pe of chief in pis. 74, 75,

77 bottom row, 78 lower row, as does his father Keper, pi. 75 lower register. Meshesher again takes precedence

(Nelson and others, Ramses Ill’s Temple within the Great Inclosure of Amon, pi. 1 18 = Wreszinski, op. cit., pi.

62 b right end). The two chiefs being bound are not Meshwesh and Libu as Hdlscher supposes {Agypter und

Libyer, 43) but the two types of Meshwesh. Here the Libu are not mentioned but only the Meshwesh. The
scene also belongs to Harnesses’ Meshwesh war of his eleventh year, not to the Libu war of his fifth year, and

the scene on pi. 85 comes from the top of the poem on the Meshwesh war, once more of his eleventh year.

The son is distinguishable among the dead on pi. 70 by the manner of his hairdressing, and we are told that

NC 505
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INIeshesher. For, though Sethos does not show him in the battle-scenes, he does show

among the bunch of prisoners whom he slaughters a man of the same type as Aleshesher

Fig. I. Meshesher and two native chiefs. Fig. 2. Libu.

and of the Tjehnu of the Old Kingdom.’ Moreover, he further resembles Meshesher

(see p. 97 infra) and proves himself to be a Meshwesh by making the mono cornuta

gesture as a magical protection against Sethos. This is peculiarly the custom of those

Meshwesh in Ramesses IIFs reign who are dressed like him.^ So here we get the two

types as in Ramesses Ill’s reign, the great chiefand the tribesmen with their native chiefs.

Actually the men in the battle and their native chief are, except for the phallus-

sheath and absence of tattooing, of the same type as the Libu^ in that they wear the hair

short to the nape of the neck, a fringe on the forehead, and the sidelock.'’ This hair is

very crisp and frizzly, as is shown by the painting in Sethos’ tomb.^

he was killed in the battle (Edgerton and Wilson, The Historical Records of Ramses III, pi. 79, 1 . 12). He lies

below the horses’ forelegs, while his father, Meshesher, stands in his chariot.

' Wreszinski, op. cit., pi. 53 a. However, he does not wear the tail.

^ Strangely enough, though Holscher notices this resemblance (p. 43, n. 9) he does not draw the obvious
conclusion that these people were IMeshwesh. But on pp. 60, 70 he does go so far as to think that they might be.

3 Ramesses shows the kilt-wearing Libu in the scenes of his war of the fifth year, Med. Habu, pis. 18, 19, 22,

23, 24, 26. Our fig. 2 is taken from pi. 26, front man top row, and shows some tattoo-marks. For other instances

of tattooed kilt-wearers, see p. 92, n. 6.

+ It is customary to divide the Libyans into dark-skinned Tjehnu and fair-skinned Tjemhu (Mdller in

ZDMG 78 (1924), 41- 46. 48; Wreszinski, op. cit., pi. 50 a), but Holscher, op. cit., 28 ff., points out difficulties

in this view. Wilson, in AJSLL 51 (i 934 . 5 ). 74 .
carries the original idea farther and would divide the people

into dark Meshwesh and blond Libu.
5 L.D. Ill, pi. 136 a = Meyer, Darstellungen der Fremdziilker, no. 806 showing the only head that now
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As has just been said, the great chief and his family are of quite a different type. In

fact theirs is that of the original Tjehnu of the Fifth Dynasty, which hardly seems to

have appeared in the sculptures of Egypt in the interval of more than a thousand years

after they first figured in the Old Kingdom.* They are a fine-featured race, differing in

this from the Libu, and hence from the IMeshwesh tribesmen and their native chiefs,

as Harnesses III shows very clearly in his row of captured chiefs. There the Libu is a

coarse-featured man.- Essentially^ Meshesher’s dress is that of the ancient Tjehnu,

for in the first place both wear their hair long, falling down the back and on to the chest

in front. Neuserre^’s picture of the Tjehnu shows his hair to be soft, fine, and wavy,

features which apart from the waviness are suggested by the picture of Aieshesher, our

fig. 1.5 Both also wear the phallus-sheath and the long tail hanging down from the belt.^

The early Tjehnu commonly wear crossbands, a thing which Aleshesher only does once,^

as does one of Sethos’ Aleshesher-like chiefs, though the other one onlv wears a single

band.^ One of Sethos’ native chiefs also wears them.^ Otherwise thev are never worn

by the native part of the tribe. However, during the centuries certain details of costume

had come to be discarded. Thus Aleshesher and his father never wear the pendant found

on the chest of the old Tjehnu nor the little lock of hair on the forehead, nor does

Meshesher thread the large bead, or whatever it is, on to the tail. On the other hand,

he and his father have adopted the long open cloak of their tribesmen and the Libu.'°

remains (Lepsius’s plate is conveniently reproduced in Bates, The Eastern Libyans, pi. iii, facing p. 120).

Sethos here calls them Tjemhu and shows them as tattooed which was the custom of the kilt-wearmg Libu not

of the phallus-sheath-wearing Tjehnu and Meshwesh. Yet he also shows them wearing the phallus-sheath of the

people whom in his sculptures of his battles he calls Tjehnu. Thus, the Tjemhu figures in Sethos’ paintings

are composite, being a conflation of the two types of Libyans. Similarly, in Med. Habu, pi. 1 18 a a figure is

shown like that of Meshesher with the phallus-sheath but the damaged name seems to read Tjemhu. All of this

goes to show that by that time the Egyptians themselves were using the two names, Tjehnu and Tjemhu, in

a very loose manner (cf. Hdlscher, op. cit., 22). On the other hand, in Sethos IPs tomb the man wearing the kilt

is labelled Tjemhu (L.D. ill, pi. 204 b).

‘ Naville and Hall, The Eleventh Dynasty Temple at Deir el Bahari, in, pi. xiii, figs. 2, 3, are two fragments

showing the crossbands and pendant of the Fifth-Demasty Tjehnu, and where the head is preserved the hair-

dressing is that of those people also. Fig. 2 would no doubt be of Eleventh-Djmasty date, but fig. 3 is of very

different workmanship and might perhaps have come from Hatshepsut’s temple. Bates, op. cit., fig. 31, p. 127,

shows a curious bearded figure wearing the phallus-sheath and crossbands but no pendant. His hair is tied up

with a turban and is unlike that of any Meshwesh or Libu. The picture dates to Tuthmosis IV.

^ Meyer, op. cit., nos. 502, 503 = Wreszinski, op. cit., pis. 160 a, b. On pi. 50 a Wreszinski had already

remarked on this difference of type.

3 As Wilson has already said, op. cit., 74. Holscher (op. cit. 43) questions this and notes the differences, but has

to admit that perhaps one must accept a connexion. As is pointed out here it is the same in essentials, though

some details have been discarded while others have been added.

+ Borchardt, Ne-user-re^, fig. 31, p. 48; idem, Saihii-re-, pis. i, 6, 7.

5 Our fig. I is taken from Med. Habu, pi. 75 centre.

^ Borchardt, locc. citt., and Saihu-re'', pi. 3 bottom; Meshesher, Med. Habu, pis. 77, 78, etc. It seems

remarkable that Sahure' should show the Libyan women as wearing the phallus-sheath, but this is confirmed

by Pepi II’s sculpture (Jequier, Le Monument fune'raire de Pepi II, pi. 9 = pi. 1 1). But that custom still exists

among a tribe or tribes of what was the French Sudan. Some years ago I saw a number of photographs showing

the w'omen with such appendages, some of them immensely long and noticeable.

’’ Med. Habu, pi. 70 left centre. But as the representative of the conquered tribe he is given them, Meyer, op.

cit., no. 503 = L.D. Ill, 209 a 6th man.

* Wreszinski, op. cit., pi. 53 a.
’> Ibid., pi. 50 a.

This is scarcely indicated in our fig. 1 (Med. Habu, pi. 75), but is quite clear on pi. 72 right centre in the
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He has also adopted a very short tail which he wears along with the long one,* of which

former the ancient Tjehnu show no sign. Another novelty which Meshesher sometimes

adopts is the wearing of the feather,^ though this properly belongs to the tribesmen and

their native chiefs, ^ from whom no doubt the habit was acquired. This is very noticeable

on one occasion where just the two types of chiefs are brought before the Pharaoh

;

Meshesher as usual taking precedence but without the feather, whereas the native chief

following him has it.+ Here again Meshesher resembles the Tjehnu of the Fifth Dynasty,

for neither do they wear the feather.

A point has thus become evident which does not seem to have been made before.

It is that the Meshwesh was a mixed tribe of Libu-like tribesmen with their native

chiefs who evidently by the time of Sethos and certainly by the time of Ramesses III

had become subject to a family of Tjehnu origin. The main body of the tribe only

differed from the Libu in not being tattooed, ^ whereas the Libu are often so adorned,

^

and in their fashion of w^earing the phallus-sheath instead of the kilt which is the dress

of the Libu.

This wearing of the phallus-sheath has given rise to much discussion as to whether

the Meshwesh were circumcised."* However, they evidently were not, for Ramesses HI
cut off their phalli as well as their hands,^ just as he did from the Libu® and just as

chariot, and as worn by his father Keper (pi. 75). Meshesher also wears it again, Wreszinski, op. cit., pi. 62 b.

The son’s dress is not visible in the confusion but his hair is distinctive, Med. Habu, pi. 70. A similar cloak,

open in front and fastened on one shoulder but very tight, is worn by Meres'ankh III in the Fourth Dynasty,
Reisner in Bull. BMPA 25 (1927), 67 ff., figs. 5, 6, 7. See also Holscher, op. cit., 28, fig. 2.

’ Med. Habu, short tail, pis. 72 right in the chariot, 75 = our fig. i, 77 front man bottom register, 114
right, 1 18 A (?). LONG TAIL, pls. 77 front man bottom row, 78 front man bottom row, 118 a; Wreszinski, op.
cit., pi. 62 b. Signs of it, Med. Habu, pis. 72 right-hand centre in the chariot, 73, 75.

= WITHOUT THE FEATHER, Med. Habu, pls. 72, 75. WITH THE FEATHER, pls. 70 left Centre, 73, 74, 78 front man
bottom row in each case; Wreszinski, op. cit., pi. i6o b bottom row last man but one.

’ For instance, Med. Habu, pls. 72 top, 74 two men in the top row, 78 many. Nelson and others, Ramses
Ill’s Temple uithin the Great Inclosure of Amon, pi. 1 18 = Wreszinski, op. cit., pi. 62 b. In Med. Habu, pls. 68,

75 neither wear it. The feather-wearing Meryey was chief of Libu, B.A.R. iii, § 610.
* Nelson and others, op. cit., pi. 118 = Wreszinski, op. cit., pi. 62 b.

5 There are, however, two curious exceptions, but a certain amount of confusion is observable in each case.

In Sethos’ tomb the Tjemhu are tattooed like the Libu, but they wear the phallus-sheath of Tjehnu-Meshwesh
(L.D. Ill, pi. 136 a = Meyer, op. cit., no. 806), and Wilkinson shows a made-up group of phallus-sheath- and
kilt-wearers which he labels Libu {Manners and Customs of the Ancient Egyptians (edn. Birch), i, 246, fig. 76).
Here one of the phallus-sheath-wearers is shown as tattooed. But his cloak is incorrectly drawn, and there are
a number of inaccuracies among the people in the figure. Bates reproduces the group. The Eastern Libyans,
fig. 49, p. 138.

* Med. Habu, pi. 26 top row; Daressy in Ann. Serv. 21 (1911), pi. iii, nos. 9, ii. No. 9 is reproduced by
Wreszinski, op. cit., pi. 50 a, fig. i8, and both by Bates in his frontispiece. To all this should be added the
references in p. 89, n. i. Bates, op. cit., 137 ff., publishes a large collection of the tattoo patterns, but does not
realize that they belong only to the Libu and not to the Meshwesh. He simply refers to the people as Libyans
in the usual way. On p. 250 and fig. 98 he also shows that some of these tattoo patterns are very similar to
others used by the C-Group people of Twelfth-Dynasty Nubia. In fig. 97 he shows the remains of a figurine
with tattoo marks and also wearing the crossbands and apparently the pendant on the chest.

' Holscher, op. cit. 43-47, goes into the question in full detail and comes to the conclusion (p. 46) that they
would have been circumcised. To reach this conclusion he has to deny (p. 46, n. i) the value of the evidence of the
pile of 2,175 Meshwesh phalli on pi. 75 of Med. Habu, 1 . 32.

* Med. Habu, pi. 75 bottom register where there is a pile of them, actually 2,175 as the inscription states.
' Ibid., pls. 22, 23.
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Meneptah had also treated the Libu. Meneptah definitely states on several occasions

that these Libu phalli were ‘with krnt\^ i.e. with foreskins, and therefore were un-

circumcised. We must take it, therefore, that the Meshwesh also were uncircumcised.

Hence, the difference in dress between them and the Libu was merely a matter of

fashion and had no connexion with their physical condition.

-

The Meshwesh, but curiously enough scarcely the Libu, so far as our evidence goes,

came under considerable influence from the Sea Peoples. This is to be seen in their use

of long swords in the first place and secondly in their use of the apotropaic sign, the

mano cornuta. But even here there are strange differences, for the swords are used by the

tribesmen and not by Meshesher who is armed with a bow, whereas the magical mano
cornuta protection was chiefly used by Meshesher, and only rarelv by the tribesmen and

by their relatives the Libu.^

We know that in their attack on Meneptah the Meshwesh and Libu were joined by

the Ekwesh, Teresh, Shekelesh, Luka, and Sherden.-* But they seem likely to have made
the acquaintance of at least the Sherden some seventy years before then, for a pitiably

damaged text of Ramesses 1 1 says that he ‘captured the countries of the west’ and in the

next lines mentions the Sherden and then a sea battle.^ Again, he says that ‘he plunders

the warriors of the sea, the great lake of the north’, and this was in his second vear.^ The
result was that in his fifth year he had a bodyguard of Sherden with their great swords

at the battle of Kadesh.'^ Certainly Ramesses 1 1 had to build a line of six fortresses for

213 miles along the coast out to the west of Rhakotis-Alexandria.* These meetings

with the northerners must have a bearing on the peculiarities that differentiate the

Meshwesh from other Libyans
;
in the first place in their use of long swords.

Somehow the Meshwesh had acquired these long swords in very great numbers, and

they are the particular characteristic of these people which impressed the Egyptians.

Meneptah picks them out as specially noteworthy, putting them first in his list of

bootv.^ Ramesses also picks them out and puts them first in his list of weapons which he

• Max Muller, Egyptological Researches, l, pis. 26, 27, II. 46, 50, 51, 55. In this case krnt cannot mean
phallus-sheath, as has been sometimes supposed, for the Libu did not wear it but the kilt,

- The wearing of the phallus-sheath in no way implies circumcision, as has sometimes been supposed. Thus,

for instance, one of the proto-d>Tiastic palettes shows several circumcised men who felt no need of any covering

(Petrie, Ceremonial Slate Palettes, pi. E = Legge in PSBA 31 (1909), ph xlii facing p. 297; idem in ibid. 33

(191 1), pi. xviii, 3 following p. 146). Yet at this same time there were others who did wear the phallus-sheath,

see, for instance, Quibell, Hierakonpolis, l, pis. vii, viii, x, xi bottom, xxix the men holding the leopards —
Petrie, op. cit., pi. K. ^ See p. 97 infra. * Max Muller, op. cit., pis. 17, 19, II. i, 14.

5 Petrie, Tanis, ll, pi. ii, no. 78 left, 11 . 12, 14, 15 = Griffith, ibid., p. 26.

® L.D. Ill, 175, g, 1 . 8 = B.A.R. Ill, § 479.

’ Wreszinski, op. cit. ii, pi. 176 bottom register; Breasted in AJSLL 23 (1906), 2, fig. i.

® A. Rowe, in Bulletin of theJohn Rylands Library, 36 (1953-4), 485. His name has been found at at least four

of them: el-Gharbaniyat south of Lake Mareotis, p. 139; el-Bordan at the western end of the lake, p. 139;

el-Alamein itself, so well known in the last war, p. 140 and fig. i
, p. 1 39. These are all comparatively near Egypt.

Finally, far on beyond again there was Apis, pp. 139, 498- See also the map, p. 488 and the list, p. 498. At

Mersa Matruh six stelae of Ramesses II have been found, and they and the temple show victories over Libyans

(Leclant in Orientalia, 23 (1954), 75 and pi. xviii). The Libu, but not the Meshwesh, are named by Ramesses

II on a stela at el-Alamein, and this is the earliest mention of them (Rowe, Neu- Light on Aegypto-Cyrenaean

Relations, etc. 5 (Cahier, no. 12, Supplement to Ann. Serv. (1948)). However, Ramesses did know the name of

the Meshwesh, for elsewhere he says that he had a number of them in his army along with some Sherden,

Kehek, and Nhsyu (Gardiner, Onomastica, i, i20*). " Max Muller, op. cit., pi. 28, 1 . 58.
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captured from the ^Meshwesh' and shows piles of them laid out on tables at his triumph,

as may be seen at the top of our fig. i. Also in the battle-scenes he shows numbers of

them in the hands of the enemy,- and practically no other weapons. Besides this, it is

very' noticeable that in the bunch of enemies being slaughtered the Meshwesh in front

carries a long sword. ^ This he holds as his identification mark, just as others at times

carry a feather, a small bowy an axe, and so on.

The long swords of the Sherden+ have always attracted attention from the archaeo-

logists, but others of the Sea Peoples, notably the Philistines, carried them also.^ On
one occasion a Shekelesh uses one.* It must surely be through this connexion that the

Meshwesh got their long swords, which so impressed the Egyptians and are so immedi-

ately noticeable in Ramesses Ill’s pictures of his battle against them. He does not show

the Libu so armed.^ In the same way Meneptah specially states in his record of booty

from the combined forces of Libu and Meshwesh that the swords were those of the

Meshwesh.

As a matter of fact the Meshwesh would have been obliged to get their possessions

of any value from more civilized peoples,^ for they themselves were only a pastoral,

and therefore nomadic, tribe. ^ Thus, their chariots, of which they had 92, came from

Eg\'pt.‘° It is, thus, inherently probable that the Meshwesh got their long swords from

the Sea Raiders, as indeed Bates (p. 121) and Hdlscher (p. 40) have supposed." But

' Med. Habu, pi. 75 = Edgerton and Wilson, op. cit. 66.

^ Med. Habu, pis. 68 left three lying about, 70 left bottom comer two, 72 top right many, bottom right centre,

and two below the horses’ front hooves. 3 Ibid., pi. 102.

* Ibid., pis. 34 top left and again below the blank space, 39 top right ship two swords. The famous case is, of

course, that of the Sherden bodyguard at Abu Simbel, Wreszinski, op. cit., pi. 176 bottom row = Breasted

in AJSLL 23 (1906), 2, fig. i.

5 Med. Habu, pis. 34 top comer right and again top centre, 39 right below the inscription, and again in the

top central ship and one fallen out of it. Actually such a sword has been found in Philistine territory, at Beit

Dagin very near Gaza. It is 3 ft. 3^ in. (105 m.) long including the hilt-tang (Hall in Proc. Soc. Antiquaries,

27 (1914-15), 127 ff. and fig. * Med. Habu, pi. i8 left bottom. ’ Ibid., pis. 18-26.

* It must have been in that way that they obtained their silver ffe-vessels, which Meneptah took from them
(Max Muller, op. cit., pi. 29, 1 . 61). However, these would have been simple cups not the splendid objets d’art

that Sethos shows with his Tjehnu prisoners (Wreszinski, op. cit., pi. 52). They are just what is shown else-

where as booty from Syria, and victory in Retjnu is mentioned in the inscription over the prisoners, though

they themselves are called Tjehnu (loc. cit.).

« This is shown by the large numbers of cattle, goats, sheep, etc., taken from them by Ramesses III

(Edgerton and Wilson, op. cit., pi. 75 over the lower register of the scene). Like modern nomads they would
scarcely have possessed anything. For a list of such possessions see Bates, op. cit. 152.

10 Edgertonand Wilson, op. cit., pi. 75, 1 . 27. Except for one detail they were of the same build as those of the

Egyptians, as may be seen in Med. Habu, pi. 72 right centre Meshesher’s own chariot, right bottom three more,

and on pi. 75 two more on the extreme right. They differ from the Egyptian chariots in having only four spokes

to their wheels against the six of the Egyptian ones—something cheap, presumably, and good enough for bar-

barians. Meshesher’s, however, has the usual six spokes. It has apparently been altered from four to six.

What they got from Egypt was probably given them from time to time in the way of bribes to keep them
quiet. But these large numbers of swords are another matter, having been obtained from migrants who visited

their shores. The number makes it look as if the Sherden had had a regular and long-continued trade in such
things, and it has just been seen that almost certainly they had been in contact with the Meshwesh for some
seventy years or so before their onslaught on Meneptah. However, it is difficult to see what they could have got

in exchange from a wandering pastoral tribe such as the Meshwesh. Apparently the Meshwesh had not obtained

any of the swords in Sethos’ reign for he shows none in his battle-scenes with them, nor indeed any other

weapons except an occasional bow, Wreszinski, op. cit., pi. 50 a.
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beyond that Bates has made the valuable point that they could only have obtained them

from outside, as they could not have made them themselves owing to the scarcity of

metal deposits in their country.' He also shows that right down to classical times the

Libyans’ armament in general was of the most primitive—stones, clubs, and so on.

In the same way Harnesses HI shows no weapons but these swords, except for some

bows and quivers, - and not even any shields. Though Harnesses neither mentions such

a thing nor shows it in his pictures, it is to be remarked that IMeneptah records armour

{tryn), for that is very definitely a protection worn by the Sherden and Philistine Sea

Haiders .

3

This seems to suggest that what Meneptah had left to them had got broken

or lost in the sixty years between his time and that of Harnesses HI, and that theMesh-

wesh were not capable of making new suits or even of mending the old ones. This is

comparable to the small number of swords that Harnesses HI was able to get from them

as opposed to the vast numbers that Meneptah had carried off. Evidently, here again,

he only got what Meneptah had left, the Meshwesh having been unable to make any

more. Nor had they been in contact with the northerners as in Meneptah’s time, so

they were not able to obtain any from them. The northerners had this time attacked

independently three years earlier, in Harnesses’ eighth year, when, moreover, they had

come from the east, not from the west, and had been heavily defeated.

Meneptah says that he captured ‘swords of hmt of the Meshwesh, 9,111’,-^ and he

differentiates them from others which he equally calls sj-t and lumps together with kt

(helmets .^) and with armour, razors, and various vessels at the end of his record of

booty .

5

This was a huge number of these swords, in fact about as many as the slain and

captives that he made from the Libu (?) which amounted to 9,376.^’ Unfortunately, we
have no record of the Meshwesh killed and captured. Harnesses HI did not get any-

thing like that number of swords, for from 3,386 Meshwesh he only got 239 swords,^ or

about one from every fifteen warriors. These figures suggest that while the invasion

' O. Bates, The Eastern Libyans, 143. On p. 148 he quotes tvvo passages which may be of interest here, for

the Libyans in the Carthaginian army are said to have been armed with the bipennis-labiys. This definitely

originated in Asia Minor, whence it passed to Etruria where it was also used as a weapon (Wainwright in

Anatolian Studies, g (1959), 21 1 f.). It may have travelled farther west still, for Asiatic influences are no doubt

implied by the stoiy' of Aeneas’ arrival at Carthage after his escape from Troy, and the Maxyes had a tradition

that they were descended from men from Troy, Herodotus, iv, 191.

^ BOWS, Med. Habu, pis. 68 upper part, lower part four, 70, 72 Meshesher himself twice in the chariot and

several tribesmen. QUit'ERS, pi. 68 several in the lower part. Harnesses enumerates 603 bows which he took from

them but strangely enough 2,310 quivers, nearly four times as many {Med. Habu, pi. 75, 11 . 27, 28). Meneptah
claims i,ooo-r.v, or possibly 2,000-r.v, bows taken from the confederacy (Lefebvre, Ann. Sen-. 27 (1927),

p. 23, 1 . 18 and p. 30, n. g). As the northerners did not use bows these would have belonged to the Libu and

Meshwesh. The chief of the Libu had a bow and quiver (Max Muller, op. cit., pi. 23, 1 . 35).

3 They wore laminated armour {Med. Habu, pi. 39 and Bonnet, Die Waffen der Vbiker des alien Orients,

fig. 105, p. 212). Trvii, the word IMeneptah uses, is new and is the Semitic siryon (Wolf, Die Bescaffnung des

altdgyptischen Heeres, 97; Burchardt, Die altkanaandischen Fremdzvorte und Etgennamen ini Aegyptischen, li,

58, no. 1 162). The Syrians wore a shirt of scale armour (Wolf, op. cit., fig. 67), as did the Eg\-ptians, who also at

times wore quilted armour. Bonnet, op. cit., figs., 104, 106. + Max Muller, op. cit., pi. 28, 1 . 58.

s Ibid., pi. 29, 1 . 61.

* Ibid., pi. 28, 1 . 58. Eor a useful study of these figures see Breasted, Ancient Records, lii, 250, n. a.
’’ Edgerton and Wilson, op. cit., 65 f. He captured 1,200 Meshwesh and 1 1 of their important men to which

must be added the 2,175 Meshwesh whom he slew, total 3,386. The figure of 2175 slain is repeated on p. 60.
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of his time was a much smaller affair than that of Meneptah’s, the number of the swords
available to the Meshwesh in their later attack was very much less than it had been sixty

years earlier.

Meneptah gives no particulars of these swords, except that they were hmt, by which
he must mean ‘bronze’ rather than ‘copper’.* But Ramesses gives a good deal, though

some of it is demonstrably inaccurate. His pictures of the

Meshwesh with their swords in their hands^ regularly show
the blades, if the proportions may be trusted, to be more
than half as long as their bearers, that is to say something

about three feet or more (fig. 3). This would be somewhat
longer than the modern infantry officer’s sword, of which
the blade measures 2 ft. 8 in. and the hilt 4 in. making 3 ft.

overall. Such a length made them noticeable enough, for the

ordinary sword of the Levant was only a long dagger, and
certainly the pictures of such long swords in such numbers
immediately strike the modern student as being unprece-

dented in the sculptures. As was recorded in n. 5 on p. 94,
a sword 3 ft. 3I in. long, including the hilt-tang, has been

Fig. 3. Meshwesh with swords, found in Sea Raiders’ territory in Philistia. But unfortunately

Ramesses’ scribe who drew up the texts describing the booty had heard so much about

these remarkable weapons that he got his lengths impossibly exaggerated, though no
doubt we can trust his numbers. He says that 116 of these astonishing swords were
of 4 cubits in length and that 123 were of 3 cubits. ^ He would thus make them to

have been 6 ft. 10 in. and 5 ft. 2 in. long respectively.

All of this has been on the assumption that the normal cubit was used. But there

was a short one of something over 17 in., or six-sevenths of the standard one.'* If it

were this short cubit that Meneptah’s scribe used, that would reduce the lengths of the

swords to 5 ft. 8 in. and 4 ft. 4 in. respectively. This would bring the 3-cubit swords
within reasonable, but still unlikely, limits, but would nevertheless leave the 4-cubit

swords of an impossible length.

In considering these lengths it is important to note that care was exercised in drawing
up the report. As the inscription was originally cut, the length of the longer weapons was
entered as 5 cubits, which is the figure that is always quoted. But as a matter of fact

this was corrected by plastering out one of the strokes reducing the length to 4 cubits.

The interest, and perhaps even excitement, caused by these long swords of the Mesh-
wesh, is indicated by this mistake exaggerating their length. The correction, on the other

It seems strange that he should mention it, for bronze was the standard metal at that time, his own and
everyone else’s weapons being made of it. Perhaps it was due to his surprise at finding such efficient weapons
in the hands of so primitive a people.

^ Our fig. 3 is taken from Med. Habu, pi. 70 left-hand bottom corner.

^ Med. Habu, pi. 75 the line above the upper horses and chariot.

+ Petrie in Encyclopaedia Britannica (eleventh edn.), s.v. ‘Weights and Measures’, 483 ;
or six palms, i.e. six-

sevenths of the normal cubit. Idem, Ancient Weights and Measures, 39 (6).
5 Edgerton and Wilson, op. cit., 66, n. 27 d.
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hand, bears witness to care on the part of the scribe, so that we can trust his numbers.

The other way in which the Meshwesh resemble a tribe of the

Sea Raiders is in the use of the mano cornuta (fig. 4). It is

primarily employed by those Meshwesh who resemble the

ancient Tjehnu of the Old Kingdom, and the first man to use it

is called a Tjehnu. But we have no evidence that the Tjehnu of

the Old Kingdom used it,' and a study of its appearance is

rewarding.

Thus, in the scene of Tuthmosis III slaughtering his cap-

tives, the man who is evidently of the Meshesher type does not

(a) Meshwesh (b) Meshwesh niake it.- Similarly, no one makes the mano cornuta in the bunch
(c) Philistine captives slaughtered by Amenophis II, but then there is also

no definite figure of a Tjehnu, though the front man and several others carry a feather.^

It is not until we come to Sethos’ reign that we first meet this gesture, and it is made

by a man who is called a Tjehnu, and he is dressed both like the Tjehnu of the Old

Kingdom and like Meshesher, chief of the Meshwesh in Ramesses Ill’s reign. + A
similar man does the same twice against Ramesses 11,5 as do certain other but un-

identifiable captives.® The sign is, thus, first made by men of the type whom we later

know to have become the great chiefs of the Meshwesh, and at the time that the

Meshwesh first appear in history, under Ramesses II, ^ and immediately before then.

In Ramesses Ill’s reign Meshesher himself makes the gesture on several occasions,*^

and it seems primarily to have been his custom and not that of the native portion of the

tribe, who, however, do it, but not so commonly.'' The difference is very clearly marked

where the two types are being slaughtered together, when Meshesher makes the gesture

but the native chief only holds up his hand in the usual way.’° The difference is to be

observed at the very beginning, back in Sethos’ sculptures. There again the native

chief who is being slaughtered only holds up his hand, whereas, as has just been

mentioned, the Meshesher-like chief makes the sign, extending the thumb and fore-

finger. The gesture is made indifferently either with the thumb and forefinger", or with

the thumb and little finger.

' Borchardt, Ne-iiser-rer, figs. 29, 31; idem, §a>hii-re' pi. 8. Unfortunately they have lost their hands, so

we cannot tell whether they used it or not. The drawings in fig. 4 are taken {a) from pi. 1 14, (6) from pi. 1 13,

(c) from pi. 34 of Med. Habu.
- Wreszinski, op. cit., pi. 184 a, fig. 7. The upper part of his body and raised hand are ver\- clearly shown in

the e.xcellent photograph in Mariette, Voyage dans la Haiite-Egypte, ii, pi. 48 upper part. The man wears the

crossbands of the Old Kingdom Tjehnu and apparently also their pendant on the chest, but that is mostly

hidden. ’ Mariette, op. cit., pi. 48 lower part — L.D. iii, 61.

+ Wreszinski, op. cit., pi. 53 a, Abb. i. He wears a single broad band whereas the similar man in Abb. 2

wears the usual crossbands, but neither wears the pendant on the chest.

5 Ibid,, pi. 184. On one occasion the man wears the crossbands, but neither wears the pendant on the chest.

* L.£). Ill, pis. 183 ^1, 184 a = Blackman, The Temple of Derr, pis. vii (i), ix, x, and xxi (i) for an enlargement

of the heads. " Gardiner, Onomastica, i, 120*.

® Med. Habu, pis. 70 left in the chariot, 72 right in the chariot, 85, 113, 114 right, 121 .\ left. Nelson and

others, Ramses Ill’s Temple seithin the Great Inclosure of Amon, pi. 5.

Med. Habu, pis. 72 right top row twice, 1 1 1 right, 120 b. hi left, where it is probably made by a similar

man. Ibid., pi. 85. ” Wreszinski, op. cit., pi. 53 a; Med. Habu, pis. -jz, 85, iii, 114, 121 .a left.

Med. Habu, pis. 70, 113, 120 B.

C 5fi3 o
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It may be that this pointing of the thumb and a finger is a development of a hunting

custom known in the Fifth Dynasty, when a huntsman points with a single finger at a

lion who is catching a build There are two cases of unidentifiable captives holding up

presumably a thumb and forefinger, or possibly two fingers, against Ramesses IP. In

this they are not separated into a pair of horns, as in the mano cornuta, but are next to each

other, so that they, as it were, double the single finger pointed in early times.

As the sign is used at times by the tribesmen of the Meshwesh, it is not surprising

that the Libu, whom they so much resemble, occasionally make the same gesture.^

What is remarkable is that the Philistines do the same, and they are the only ones of

the Sea Raiders who do. Of course we do not know whether it was made by the Ekwesh,

Teresh, Luka, and Shekelesh, who attacked Meneptah along with the Meshwesh, for

they are not represented. Evidently the Sherden, who also came with that horde, did

not make it, seeing that in Ramesses Ill’s time they did not.'^ Yet the Philistines had

nothing to do with the Meshwesh. They did not come with them or the Libu either

against Meneptah or against Ramesses III in his fifth and eleventh years. Theirs was

quite a different invasion, that of Ramesses’ eighth year, when they and other new
peoples appeared, and, moreover, they did not attack from the west, but came through

Syria. They also came from a different part of Asia Minor.^ Yet, in spite of all this, the

Philistines make use of the mano cornuta quite commonly.^ More remarkable still, one

of them points with the single forefinger,’ unlike the Meshwesh and Libu, but like the

huntsman of the Fifth Dynasty who has just been mentioned.

However, there is contributory evidence that the Philistines really did make use of

the gesture. Scarcely any other people do so, but those who do seem significant. Thus,

there is a chief of a ‘town of Amor’,^ also certain Hittites,’ and a Negro who is probably

intended for a Hittite, for the text only speaks of smiting the Asiatics, These Hittites

would have been those of Syria" and Amor was where the Sea Peoples had set up a

‘camp in one place’." Hence, the chief of the ‘town of Amor’ and those Hittites must
have learned the habit from the Philistines, for they did not make use of the gesture in

earlier days.

’ Davies, The Mastaba of Ptahhetep and Akhethetep, i, pi. xviii in colour. For the whole scene see pi. xxv
upper and p. 10. He wears no feather but a costume that is somewhat Libyanesque, being tied on the left

shoulder and leaving the right shoulder bare. It is particoloured of blue, red, and yellow strips. However, the

huntsman in much the same attitude at Meydum does not point with his finger but holds a throwing stick in

each hand. He wears a kilt like any Egyptian, Petrie, Medum, pi. xvii left bottom.
^ L.D. Ill, pis. 183 b, 184 a twice = Blackman, op. cit., pis. vii (i), ix = xxi (i), x.

J Med. Habu, pi. 18 left top once, two more below the inscription. 4 Ibid., pi. 39.
5 From western Cilicia, whereas the Northerners who attacked Meneptah came from Lydia and Caria in

western Asia Minor (Wainwright in jfEA 47, 84). However, some Shekelesh clearly did come with the Philis-

tines for they are tw'ice mentioned in that company, Edgerton and Wilson, op. cit., pis. 44, 1. 15, 46, 1 . 18.
6 Med. Habu, pi. 34 right top comer three partly restored, level with the base of the inscription twice, above

the blank space once, bottom three men, left centre once.

’ Ibid., pi. 39 right, the man holding on to the falling mast in the ship below the inscription.
® Ibid., pi. 95. 5 Ibid., pis. 120 c left, 121 c left.

“> Ibid., pi. 121 a right. However, Ramesses H had shown a Negro doing it, and the inscription only speaks
of conquering miserable Kush, Roeder, Bet et-Wali, pi. 45 = fig. 56, p. 62.

” Ramesses attacked the Sea Peoples in Zahi, Edgerton and Wilson, op. cit., pi. 31 1 . 12.

Ibid., pi. 46, 1 . 17.12
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After having noticed these similarities between the jMeshwesh and various tribes of

the Sea Peoples one naturally turns to the form of the name. It ends in -h’ just like those

of so many of the northerners, the Ekwesh, Teresh, and Shekelesh. There were also the

Weshesh whom Ramesses picks out as having with the Shekelesh formed the confedera-

tion with the Philistines, Tjekker, and Denyen.’ Nothing whatever is known of the

Weshesh, except that they are said to have been ‘of the sea’, and in that way resemble

so many of the Sea Raiders.

Superficially, therefore, it would appear that the name Meshwesh belonged to the

same group, ^ but the resemblance proves to be mere chance. In the first place the dress,

both of the tribesmen and also that of the great chiefs, is entirely native. Again, Bates

states that the name Meshwesh or rather Msw is but a form of the widespread Berber

root mzg meaning ‘noble, free’, of which such names as Maxyes, Mazices are forms.

^

On one occasion Ramesses III does actually use this shortened form Mszc^ This brings

us back to the -si of the full name, which would in such case be not an integral part of the

name but only a termination, as indeed it was in the names of those Sea Peoples. ^ On
the other hand. Dr. Werner Vycichl has been good enough to inform me that Berber

has no suffix -sh indicating a tribe. There, this suffix is only a diminutive. This is

curious, for the -w must be a native termination. It cannot have been derived from

the Asiatic tribes, for it was in use some hundred and fifty years before the Sea Peoples

first appeared in Africa in Meneptah’s time. Amenophis III uses the name in his thirty-

fourth year, 1374 b.c.^

' Ibid., pi. 46, 1. 18, and cf. Breasted, op. cit. iv, § 403.

- Eduard Meyer, Geschichte des Altertums (1928), ii, 557, n. 1, asks whether the -sf might be a Libyan suffix

attached to the names of the Shekelesh and Ekwesh, but allows that of the Teresh to be part of the stem.

2 Bates, op. cit., 42. 47.

* Bruyere, Mert Seger, pi. iv, 1. 2 and p. 35 = L.D. in, 218 c. It follows the Libu and further on the Phili-

stines and Teresh are mentioned.

5 Holscher, op. cit. 60, calls attention to a name Msw which occurs as no. 282 in Tuthmosis Ill’s list of

northern peoples. lie thinks this is very’ likely the original and more correct form of the name, but it seems

difficult to believe that it is more than a coincidence, and a remarkable one, in view of the time and place.

Both Gardiner and Hayes reject the identification (Hayes mJ^ES 10 {1951), p. 91, n. 119).

” Hayes, loc. cit.

Postscript

On pp. 89, 97 it is stated that we first meet the name Meshwesh under Ramesses II. This proves

not to be correct, for, as noted just above, it is under Amenophis III that we first hear of these

people, and his statement amplifies that remark in n. 9 on p. 94 about the tribe being a pastoral

one. Fifteen jars have been found which are labelled as being of his year 34, i.e. 1374 b.c., and

as eontaining fat of ‘Meshwesh bulls’ (Hay’es, loc. cit.). Libya has always been a great cattle-

breeding country from protodynastic days and, in the Eighteenth Dynasty at any rate, evidently

produced a specially fine breed, for the Egy ptians imported them. Thus, these bulls are stated to

have belonged to the stock-yard of one of Amenophis’ officials. Under these conditions it is not

unnatural that Meshwesh were employed as cattle-men in Egypt, for, as Hayes points out, 971 of

them are listed in this capacity in the time of the High Priests.



NOTES ON PTOLEMAIC CHRONOLOGY
By T. C. SKEAT

III. ‘THE FIRST YEAR WHICH IS ALSO THE THIRD’
A DATE IN THE REIGN OF CLEOPATRA VH

The last half-century of Ptolemaic rule resembles a blacked-out landscape illuminated

by occasional flashes of lightning when Egypt impinges upon world events, the brilliance

of these interludes only emphasizing the darkness of our ignorance concerning the

internal history of the country.

Ptolemy XI I Neos Dionysos (Auletes) had five children (or six, if the shadowy

Cleopatra Tryphaena, who reigned for a brief period during Auletes’ exile from Egypt

in 58-55 B.C., was one of his daughters). Despite their degenerate father, all five dis-

plaved the extraordinary precocity, the personal courage, the energy, the pertinacity,

the insatiable lust for power, and utter ruthlessness, which exemplify the best and worst

characteristics of the Dynasty
;
and all five met violent ends. The eldest, Berenice IV,

ruled Egypt during her father’s exile, and was executed by him on his return. When
at last, in February 51, Auletes himself died in his bed, his four surviving children,

and their approximate ages,’ were: Cleopatra VH, aged 18; Arsinoe IV, aged between

14 and 17; Ptolemy XHI, aged 10; and Ptolemy XIV, aged 8.

Auletes left a testament by which he bequeathed his kingdom jointly to his elder

surviving daughter, Cleopatra, and his elder son, Ptolemy XHI
;
and he solemnly called

upon the Roman people, as his friends and allies, to ensure their succession. At this

juncture, to be sure, the Roman people had other preoccupations, and it is not recorded

that Rome plaved anything but a passive role in permitting the transfer of power to

take place. Auletes’ motives in thus dividing the sovereignty are not known. Possibly

he felt that Cleopatra, as the eldest, could not safely be excluded anyway, while at the

same time the Alexandrines, as had been demonstrated under Berenice HI and Berenice

IV, were not prepared to accept a woman as sole ruler. Possibly, also, he may have

hoped that each sovereign would act as a check upon the other, thus ensuring a moderate

policy which would preserve his country’s precarious independence
;
though if this was

his calculation, it was signally falsified by events.

Our historical authorities, such as they are, give no hint of any disturbances in the

countr}- prior to the outbreak of civil war in the summer of 48. But the monuments
give a different impression. In the Bucheum inscription^ recording the installation of

a new Buchis bull on Phamenoth 19 = March 22, 51, Sir William Tarn has shown^

For the ages of the children see, e.g. Bouche-Leclercq, Histoire des Lagides, i, 179, n. i.

^ Mond and Myers, The Bucheum, ll, 12.

3 yRS 26 (1936), 187-9.
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that whereas the phrase ‘he was installed by the King himself’ is a stereotyped formula,

not to be interpreted literally, the immediately following sentence, ‘The Queen, the

Lady of the Two Lands, the goddess Philopator, rowed him in the barque of Amun’
is unparalleled, and. Tarn believed, proves that Cleopatra attended the ceremonv in

person—a conclusion on which I have myself cast doubt' because the time available

seemed barely sufficient for the settling of the succession and the roval progress up
river. Be that -as it may, the inscription undoubtedly suggests that Cleopatra was not

merely the dominant partner, but, initially at any rate, succeeded in excluding her

brother from his share in the kingship; and this inference is confirmed by PSI 1098,

a contract dated 29 Mesore = August 29, 51, in the prescript of which Cleopatra

similarly appears as sole ruler. This latter document was written six months after the

death of Auletes, and the total omission of Ptolemy XIII cannot be explained away as

due to either carelessness or ignorance.

Such dynastic disputes were nothing new in Ptolemaic history, and it is possible that

this one was temporarilv patched up, only to break out again later with renewed furv.

The fairly numerous papvri of year i and year 2 from the cartonnage of Abusir el-Malaq

published in BGU viii throw no light on the development of this struggle for power,

and it is not until we reach year 3 that we meet with fresh evidence. 'Die document

which forms the main subject of this note is another Berlin papyrus from Abusir el-

Malaq (P.Berol. inv. 16277), published by Miss E. Visser in Syriibolae van Oven

(1946), 116-21, and shortly afterwards re-edited by Miss E. P. Wegener in Mnemosyne,

ser. 3, XIII (1947), 302-16. Each publication includes an excellent facsimile of the

papyrus, the first three lines of which, as given by Miss Wegener, nin as follows:

BaaiXlaar] KXeoTrdrpai Kal
'

HpaKXeia JAttoXXcpvlov . iv twl a TrpoaayopevdevTL Se y L o yevopevo? pov dn)p

’nXioScopos Scvrrjplyov Kara avyypai^pv Alyvirriav TpoSlriv dpyvplov [- BT peraXXdaaojv

rov jdloi’ ktX.

The remarkable date in 1 . 2, Iv rdji a irpouayopevdevTi y L, claims our attention.

One simple explanation may be mentioned first, if only to be decisively dismissed: the

numeral a is capable of representing not only t'ne cardinal, ep, but also the ordinal,

TTpd)Tos, and its comparative, irporepo?; and it would be grammatically possible to read

the words in 1 . 2 as iv rcbi -n-poTtpcni, Trpoaayopevddi’TL 5 e Tplrw eVet. Not only, however,

is this use of Trporepos unexampled in such a context (SieAtlom or SteAy/Ae^ATt would

be the word normallv employed), but both irpodayopcvdeerL and the adversative 8e are

rendered otiose.

We are therefore obliged to conclude that the words mean what they say: ‘in the

first, but which is also denominated the third year’. This is clearly not a date of the

type dealt with in the first of these Notes,^ and classified under the general description

‘the last vear which is also the first’, since in such datings it is invariably the second

date which is vear i. The present double date must therefore reflect two different

and concurrent eras.

‘ In Mizraim, vi (1937), 39, and again in The Reigns of the Ptolemies (1954), 40-41.

2 JEA 46 (i960), 91-94-
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The ‘first year’ cannot be Cleopatra’s normal first year, which ran from February 51

to September 4, 51, since there do not appear to be any possible circumstances in

which this could also have been called ‘year 3’. It would seem, therefore, that ‘year 3’

must be Cleopatra’s normal year 3 (5 Sept. 50-3 Sept. 49), which for some reason was

re-numbered year i. But since Cleopatra’s name stands first in 1 . i, and since in any

combination she is likely to have been the dominant partner, the first year quoted,

‘year i’ must relate to some alternative reckoning of her own regnal years.

The double date, then, must reflect some revolutionary change which had taken place

since Cleopatra and Ptolemy XIII (nominally at any rate) jointly succeeded to the

throne
;
and I would suggest that this revolution consisted in the final expulsion of Pto-

lemy XIII from the kingship, and his replacement by another partner, the change being

signalized by a new enumeration of regnal years, reckoned from the date of the change.

It now remains to identify Cleopatra’s new partner on the throne, whose name must

have been given in the lacuna in 1 . i. Miss Wegener, it is true, doubtfully suggested

referring the papyrus to the joint reign of Cleopatra Tryphaena and Berenice IV, but

since these women began their reign simultaneously, the double date in 1. 2 is irrecon-

cilable with such an hypothesis. If the Cleopatra in 1 . 1 is, as we have assumed, Cleopatra

VII, and if, as suggested above, she had now disembarrassed herself of Ptolemy XIII,

her new partner must be either Arsinoe IV or Ptolemy XIV. The mortal hatred existing

between Cleopatra and Arsinoe leaves us with little choice but to conclude that it was

Ptolemy XIV ;
and we can now more easily understand why Ptolemy XIV became co-

sovereign with Cleopatra under the dynastic solution dictated by Julius Caesar.

If the foregoing conjectures are correct, 1 . i of the Berlin papyrus should be restored

^aaiXLaarj KAeoTrarpai Kal T^aatAet IlToXeyLaLcp, perhaps followed by, for example, deal?

(piXoTTaropcnv yatpetv. It is true that Miss Wegener records only eight letters as missing,

and asserts positively that there is no sign of writing beyond the lacuna. But in the case

of cartonnage especially, writing often disappears completely from the papyrus, leaving

no detectable trace; and in the present instance there is ample room, not merely for

this, but for an even longer supplement.

All this may seem a weighty superstructure to erect upon the basis of a single docu-

ment. But the Berlin papyrus does not in fact stand alone: on the contrary, another

example of precisely the same form of dating was quoted in print as far back as 1897.

In their introduction to P.Grenf. ii. 38, a papyrus dated year 2 = year i, Grenfell and
Hunt declined to ascribe it to the joint reign of Berenice IV and Archelaus (to which,

as we now know, it really belongs) on the specific ground that one of the papyri they

had excavated at Bacchias in the winter of 1895-6 had contained the date ‘the first

which is also the third year’, which, the editors continue, ‘apparently refers to the joint

reign of Archelaus and Berenice
;
this, however, will be discussed when we publish these

papyri’. The promised discussion, however, never materialized; for by the time the

papyrus in question was eventually published (in description only) as P.Fay. 151, the

editors merely obser\-ed that, in the remarkable date, TvpojTov Kal rplrov erovs, ‘probably

rpLTov is an error for rpi' aKO(j';Tov\ and on this supposition they referred the papyrus
to the reign of Augustus.
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P.Fay. 151 is now in the British Museum, numbered P.Lond. 827, and since the text

has never been published in full, it may be of interest to print it here (see pi. IV).

I have to admit, with regret, that certain portions of 11. 11-15 are so damaged and so

cursively written that I have failed to decipher them, but fortunately these passages are

of no importance for our present purpose.

P.Lond. 827

13 cm. X 1 1 cm.

Provenance : Bacchias

(ist hand) . [ ]
• •

ypa(f)lojL.

(space of 2-5 cm.)

(2nd hand) TJereaovxo? nv[€](f)[e]pcoTO? (/TjepCTTj? rfjs

e^op-ev TO Savrjov rd? Wo v irvpov apTa(_^a 9

5 6^ arvv rjpi loX 'lay p.eT\p(p c^axoiyLKW, as

aTToSojacj ip. prjvl 77a!5jVt rod ttpu)t[oy Km

TpLTOv eTo'y^s K al TroLrjao} KaOoTi TrpoyeypaijTTaL).

eypaip€v virkp avrov Apvpjjrfs ' Oin'a)<f>py os •

Sid TO prj iTrlaraadai ypap.p,aTa.

(3rd hand) 10 ' Oi’va)<f>pts HeTeGOUXOV llip' a]r]s iTrjs^

eViyov^? avv • • • (

TTvpov apj(a^as) i .j. . • • _

ovdky i\y}K'aXu). • • .]

kypaifjev y irkp avTov . .\oh.p,p'

15 d^icjffeL's) 81,_d TO

(foot of papyrus)

4. 1 . Sai^eror. 5. 1 . rjpLoXlas ii. Not avvevdoKw. At end of line presumably Td? roO]. 12. After

Twpov dprid^as) it does not seem possible to read auv ppioXlas (cf. 1
. 5). 1 3. lyylaXd) very uncertain.

14. ]oS77po[ cannot be read.

With the Berlin papyrus before us, we can now see that Grenfell and Hunt’s emenda-

tion, brilliant though it no doubt seemed at the time, is almost certainly unjustified.

It may indeed be objected that in P.Fay. 15 1 we have merely the laconic irp^Tov Kal

rpLrov erovs, whereas in P.Berol. inv. 16277 " e find a much more elaborate description.

But such variation can be readilv paralleled : the last \ ear of Auletes and first }
ear of

Cleopatra, the full formula for which is eras X to koI a, is occasionally designated by

the more succinct form eras X kol a which is found in BGL 1829, 15 > (^)’

and SB 7610.

It is possible that vet another example of the date ‘the first year which is also the

third’ may be identified in BGU 1839. In 1. 5 of this document the editors print:

MWaopi] TOV hteXpXvOoTos a rod Kal X], L which they take as an instance of the dating

erovs X TOV Kal a, though they admit that the order of the years is inverted. In fact.
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so far as our evidence goes, such inversion never occurs
;
and it is at least permissible,

in the light of the information now available, to propose as an alternative tov SieXr^Xvdoros

a To[v Kat, yj L.

When did this revolution which we have postulated occur, and how long did it

endure? From P.Fay. 151 we can infer that it began at least some months before Payni

in year 3, and lasted at least into the beginning of year 4, since P.Berol. inv. 16277

speaks of year i = year 3 as if it were the preceding year, and this is certainly the case

with BGU 1839 if the supplement suggested above be accepted. Year 4 ran from

September 4, 49 to September 3, 48, but the novel regime had certainly collapsed, and

Cleopatra herself been driven out of Egypt, well before the latter date. This expulsion

of Cleopatra, we are told, had begun ‘a few months’ {paucis ante mensibnsy before

Pompey’s murder on September 28, 48 in the current (unrevised) Roman calendar

= July 24 Julian; and indeed Cleopatra may even have been ousted (at any rate so far

as the Heracleopolite nome was concerned) as early as 20 Tybi of year 4 = Januar}-" 21,

48, since SB 8754 bears date 20 Tybi, almost certainly of year 4, as it refers to the

yevijfiaTa of year 3. Had the reckoning year i = year 3 still been recognized, year 3

would presumably have been so designated.

I have left to the end the difficult problem of BGU 1730, the well-known royal

TTpoarayixa ordering all cargoes of wheat and pulse from Middle Eg)-pt to be diverted

to Alexandria. This document bears the heading BaaiXecos Kal ^amXLaor^s TrpoaTa^dvTOJv,

the king and queen in question being assumed by the editors to be Ptolemy XIII and

Cleopatra VII, and the date, 23 Phaophi, year 3, therefore October 27, 50. W. Kunkel,

who first edited the document in Archiv, viii (1927), 212-15, ascribed it to the reign of

Auletes and Cleopatra Tiyphaena, in which case the date would be November 3, 79;
but when it was being re-edited forBGU viii it was discovered that the text was written

on a re-used piece of papyrus which had earlier borne the name of the strategus

Heliodorus, and the third year of Auletes is therefore excluded.

Nevertheless, the point originally made by Wilcken,- that during the reign of Cleo-

patra her name must precede that of her co-sovereign, remains valid, and the order in

1 . I of the TTpoaraypa must be regarded as significant. The ^ao-iAeu? can only be Ptolemy
XIII. If the ^aaiXLaaa is, despite Wilcken’s objection, to be identified with Cleopatra,

we must conclude that she had been momentarily forced to admit her brother, not only

to a share, but to a predominant share in the sovereignty. Alternatively, the queen might
be identified as Arsinoe, if w'e could imagine her as temporarily united with her brother

through their common hatred of Cleopatra.

Hitherto it has been accepted almost without question that the purpose of the irpoa-

Tayp.a was to relieve a famine in Alexandria, although the document itself makes no
mention of any shortage, either in Alexandria or elsewhere. It appears to me to be almost

equally possible, if hostilities w^ere in progress in the country, that its intention w^as

something quite different, viz. to secure the provisioning of Alexandria against a pos-

sible siege, and at the same time to deny supplies to the enemy. On this interpretation,

if the king and queen in Alexandria are the opponents of Cleopatra, the areas to w hich

Caesar, Belliim civile III, 103. 2 Archiv, viii (1927), 213, n. i.
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shipments are prohibited, the Delta and the Thebaid,' would be those either controlled

by Cleopatra or threatened with possible occupation by her forces.

If any overall picture of the first four years of Cleopatra’s reign emerges from these

random speculations, it is one of continuous internecine strife, open or concealed, with

the balance of power constantly shifting in a series of kaleidoscopic changes. There also

emerges, to an even greater degree than hitherto, the personality of Ptolemy XII I

.

Despite his youth, he was a worthy opponent of his formidable elder sister, and in the

end, as we know, was prepared to offer battle, not only to Cleopatra, but to Caesar as

well, and went down fighting. Often, indeed, considering what resourcefulness the

Ptolemies displayed in warring against each other, one is tempted to wonder what they

might not have achieved had they united their resources
;
but then they would not have

been Ptolemies.

• It is perhaps worth noting that according to Malalas, Cleopatra, when expelled from Alexandria by her

brother, at first took refuge in the Thebaid (cf. von Stauffenberg, Die romische Kaisergeschichte bei Malalas (1931),

119-20). The Bucheum inscription suggests that Cleopatra, like her father, may have enjoyed some popularity

in the Thebaid.
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THE ALEXANDRIAN CITIZENSHIP
By M. A. H. EL-ABBAD I

The great discoveries of papyri which began in the nineteenth century caused consider-

able embarrassment to ancient historians, not only by the abundance of the finds but

also by the numerous problems which they created. One of these problems is the citizen-

ship of the Alexandrians which has remained so far an annoying question in the history

of the Greek city in the Hellenistic and Roman periods. A solution was indeed thought

to have been found by Schubart in 1911, when he maintained that the citizens of

Alexandria were of two grades : one superior and one inferior and although new papyri

have been steadily creating more and more difficulties for his theory, no one has seriously

challenged him. With every new difficulty a modification in detail was suggested, while

Schubart’s theory in its basic structure was carefully preserved and has gained in sup-

port ever since.

It may appear rather rash to attempt afresh to dig into a site already so well examined
by Schubart, Jouguet, Wilcken, Rostovtzeff, Bickermann, and Jones, to mention only

a few. But since an independent reading of the sources has led me to a conclusion differ-

ent from the universally accepted view, I shall present in what follows a brief account

of the chief arguments advanced in favour of the graded citizenship of the Alexandrians,

and then follow it by a discussion of the sources and the deductions I have been able

to make.

To begin with it must be stated that the difficulty about the citizenship is one of

terms, since we find in the papyri that Alexandrians designate themselves in five differ-

ent ways: by deme-names (only men-citizens), tt-oAiVt]?, /lAe^avSpei;? or AXf^^avhpis,

ilAe^avSyaei)? (ttj? eTTtyov^?) Tciyv ovtto} €TT'r]yp,€vu)v els Stj/xov tov Setva, and aaros or dar-q.

It is on the definition and interpretation of these terms that the whole discussion turns.

' W. Schubart, ‘Alexandrinische Urkunden aus der Zeit des Augustus’, Archiv Pap. 5 (1909-13), 35-131,
esp. 104 ff. The list of those who followed him or modified his theory is very long; important among them are:
P. Jouguet, La Vie municipale dans I’Bgypte romaine (1911), 4-25 for the Ptolemaic period and i2i ff. for the
Roman period; U. Wilcken, Grundziige (1912), 15 f.; E. Breccia, Alexandrea ad Aegyptum (1922), 32; J. Car-
copino, ‘Le Gnomon de I’Idiologue’, Rev. des et. anc. 24 {1922), 105 ff.; E. J. Bickermann, ‘A propos des
astoi dans I’figypte greco-romaine’. Rev. de Philol, N.s. i (1927), 362-8; v. W. Graf Uxkull-Gyllenband,
‘Der Gnomon des Idios Logos’, in BGU v, 14-28; G. Glotz, ‘Un Code fiscal de I’Egypte romaine’, J. des Sav.
(1922), 220; A. Segre, ‘Note sullo Status Civitatis degli Ebrei nell’Egitto Tolemaico e imperiale’, BSAA 23
(1933). 149 ff- ; A. Segre, ‘Note sull’Editto di Caracalla’, Atti della Pontificia Academia Romana di Archaeologia,
Rendiconti, 16 (1940). esp. pp. 183-4; M. I. Rostovtzeff, SEHHW ii, 1064; A. H. M. Jones, The Cities of the
Eastern Roman Provinces (1937), 311; ‘The Election of the Metropolitan Magistrates in Egypt’, JEA 24 (1938),
65-72 ; R. Taubenschlag, Law of Greco-Roman Egypt, 2nd ed. (1955), 12 and 582 ff. ; S. Riccobono, IlGnomon
dellTdios Logos (1950), 122-3 and 129, n. 5; A. A. Schiller, Apokrimata (1954), Soff.; V. A. Tcherikover,
CPjf I, Proleg. (1957), 41, n. 102; A. Piganiol, ‘Le Status Augusteen de I’Egypte et sa destruction’. Museum
Helveticum, lo (1953), 198; E. Bevan, Ptolemaic Egypt, 98; A. C. Johnson, Roman Egypt, 247; S. Davis, Race
Relations in Ancient Egypt (195 1), 94-97 ; V. Arangio-Ruiz, ‘Intorno agli astoi dell’Egitto greco-romano’. Rev.
Internat. des droits de Vantiquite, 4 (1950), 7-20.
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Schubart was the first to suggest a distinction in the meaning of each of the terms

when he noticed that citizens designated themselves differently in the same class of

documents and sometimes even in the same document
;
one used the deme designation,

e.g. XapicTT'qpLos and the other 'AXe^avBpevs.^ Since a citizen wdth a deme could only be

a full citizen, he deduced that Alexandreiis must denote a status inferior to that of a

citizen with a deme. In support of this hypothesis he adduced the term ^Ae^ai'Spei)?

Tiov ovTTOj iTrrjypievtov els hrjpLov rov Seiva, which is found frequently in documents of the

second half of the third and first half of the second century b.c., which he claimed

represented an intermediary status of an Alexandreiis who wanted to become a full

citizen registered in a deme, but was still on the waiting list.^

Several points of criticism can be raised against this theory. First, it fails to explain

the difference implied by the two terms of ‘deme-designation’ and Alexandreiis, since

other sources discussed below show that there was no difference, and that the two

designations denote the same thing. Second, if Alexandreiis denotes the inferior and

more numerous class, it is surprising that it is seldom used in Ptolemaic documents
;
to

my knowledge it is found only twice. ^ Third, if AXe^av^pevs rwv ovttco iTrT]yp.eva)v k.t.X.

was an intermediary stage ‘on the waiting list’ in the process of promotion from mere

Alexandreiis to deme-citizen, it is curious that this intermediary stage is only found

between the middle of the third and the middle of the second century b.c. Finally,

Schubart suggested that the daughter of a ‘deme-citizen’ was called aste, and that of an

Alexandreiis was called Alexandris. The meaning of aste' and astos will be explained later

on; it suffices here to say that Alexandris is not found used of individual persons in

official documents, only aste has so far been attested.

Once Schubart’s theory was found satisfactory, interpretations and justifications

were forthcoming. Jouguet, who may in fact have simultaneously reached similar

conclusions, was the first to adopt and expound the new theor}' with such vigour and

knowledge that he can be considered equally responsible for its establishment. Trained

in the nineteenth-century French tradition of exact legal terminology, and applying

the strict criterion of precision, usually connected with codified law, to the documents

of Greek and Roman Egypt, he provided the graded-citizenship theory with the legal

justification it needed.

He argued that the registration in a deme took place at the same time as the comple-

tion of the ephebeia, which coincided in the Greek world generally with the assumption

of political rights. Very probably such was the system at Alexandria in the Ptole-

maic as in the Roman period. He accordingly concludes that those inscribed in demes

were citizens with full rights who alone enjoyed the political right of holding civic

offices
;
whereas the Alexandreis without demes were half-citizens who had no political

rights and enjoyed only civil rights inherent in the politeia (i.e. marriage, inheritance,

etc.). Thus the Alexandreis were at the same level as the women (-citizens) in all Greek

' Schubart, op. cit., 105, n. i
;
the example is P.Reinach 9 (112 b.c.) from .\coris in the Hermopolite nome.

^ Ibid. 106-8.

3 P.Reinach 9; P.Eleph, no. 3 (285/284 b.c.). All other citations in Ptolemaic times are found in dedicatory

and similar inscriptions which have not the authority of official documents. In Roman times the use oi Alexan-

dreiis was comparativ'ely rare as will be shown later in the text.
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cities. As to those who were not yet admitted into a deme, they were full citizens who
were not yet, for one reason or another, part of a deme.’

Apart from the points which he has in common with Schubart, the only new argu-

ment which Jouguet here advances is that of political rights. Although this assumption

was later on adopted in principle by Jones, who applied it to the system of holding

offices in the metropoleis,- it still remains an unsupported hypothesis. There is no

indication whatever that an Alexandreus was barred from the ephebeia-, and nowhere is

it stated that holding of the city offices was allowed only to deme-citizens. Normally,

in fact, the name of a magistrate is recorded simply together with the title of his office,

without any further designation, whether by deme or as Alexandreus.

Jouguet’s arguments found, however, much support, and after him the graded-

citizenship theory became a kind of idee fixe adopted by most writers. Jones lent it

further support by finding an analogy' between the assumed gradation in privilege at

Alexandria and the timocratic constitution of Ptolemaic Cyrene. Yet he added a note

of caution that the distinction at Alexandria was not primitive
;
since a law of the third

centur}' B.c. assumes that every citizen has a deme. He finally concluded that ‘the con-

stitution must, in the course of the Ptolemaic period, have undergone modifications of

an oligarchic tendency’.^

That the gradation was not primitive, I accept; but that the constitution underwent
oligarchic or timocratic modification has no support in the available evidence. Roman
tax-lists range Alexandrian land-owners under the general heading Alexandreus without
implying that they were of the elite citizens with demes or of those second-rate citizens

without demes.'^

Other writers such as Rostovtzeffi and Taubenschlag^ went so far as to assume that

the Alexandreis were not part of the citizen body at all, and that they merely had their

origo in Alexandria. Rostovtzeff compares them in fact with metics in other Greek
cities. Others, in view of the evidence to the contrary, especially that of the ‘Gnomon
of the Idios Logos’, contended that the Alexandreis were evidently the superior class

in contrast to that of the so-called astoi.'^ Because of the confusion which arose over the
definition of the astoi, I shall reserve my commentary on these views until a later stage,

when the evidence of the ‘Gnomon of the Idios Logos’ will be fully discussed.
So much for the accepted theory of two grades or classes for the citizens of Alexandria

;

we may now turn to a discussion of the sources and see what character of citizenship
they indicate. As may have appeared from the above discussion the sources do not

' P. Jouguet, Vie mun. ii ff., ly, and 121 fF.

^ A. H. M. Jones, ‘The Election of the Metropolitan Magistrates in Egypt’, 24 (1938), 65 ff.
3 A. H. M. Jones, Cities, 304; followed by Taubenschlag, Laic, 582, n. i.

Cf. P.Lond. II, 192, p. 222, 11 . 82 ff. (early ist cent. A.D.); P.Merton, ii, 63, 11 . 7 ff. (ad 58)' Stiid Pal
IV, 62 ff., 11 . 331 ff. (A.D. 72/73); BGU IX (1894) (A.D. 157); P.Ryl. 316 (and-rrd cents A D 1

’

s SEHHW II, 1064.
• • •;

’’ Taubenschlag, Laic, 585; followed by Schiller, Apokrimata, 51.
’ Uxkull-Gyllenband, BGU v, 11, 23-26; Johnson, Roman Egypt, 247 ;

and Arangio-Ruiz, ‘Intorno agli astoi
dell’Egitto greco-romano’. Rev. internat. des droits de Vantiqidte, 4 (1950), 7. For a different view however see
Bickermann, ‘A propos des astoi’. Rev. de PhiloL, x.s. i (1927), 362 ff.; Segre, ‘Note sullo Status Civitatis’
BSAA, 23 (1933), 149 ff. ; and P.gamol, ‘Le Status Augusteen de Pfig^Tte’, Musenm Helvetiacm, ,0 (1953) 198’
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preserve a continuous description of the Alexandrian citizenship
;
indeed, the ev idence

is often fragmentary and more than once it lends itself to conflicting interpretations.
Our method in the following discussion will be to trace the available evidence from one
period to another and note if any development or change took place in the character of
the citizenship.

I. Ptolemaic period

The earliest surviving documents about Alexandria show that it had the organization
of a Greek city in the proper sense, however much its powers were in fact curtailed by
the presence of the kings. It had its own citizenship, and citizen body, its magistrates,
and very probably a boiile\ it had its laws and law-courts. Our interest at present is

confined to the question of citizenship and the status of its citizen bodv.
Third-century documents show the citizen body as being organized, on the Athenian

pattern, into tribes and demes. These were not topographical districts, but administra-
tive divisions or political units in which citizens {TToXirat) alone might be inscribed.
A great number of the city inhabitants were not citizens, and were therefore outside
the tribe and deme organization. We have two legal papyri which illustrate this system
under the early Ptolemies. One is the recently published P.Hamburg 168 which is

dated not later than the middle of the third century b.c. It is a prostagma about some
court-procedure; but its chief interest for us is the light it throws on the different classes

of inhabitants in the city, for it states what information each individual of each class

should record in petitions and claims presented to Alexandrian courts
(
11

. 5-10):

5 [01 /aejv arpaTLojraL aTToypapeadoaav rd re deojaara

[aurJcDv xal rdi varplBas Kal <Lv dv Taypidrojv waiy
[/cat a]? dv e;^;ajCTtv i-mpopd^- ol 8e TToXirai Tons' re TTar€pa[<;]

[/cat to];)? BppLovs, dv 8e Kal ey ra>i orparccoriKcdi waiy
[/cat rd T]dyp,aTa /cat rd? enipppas- ol 8' d'AAot toi's'

10 [TTare/jas'] /cat rd? TrarptSa? Kal ev oji dy yevei ojaiv.

The other document is the well-known Alexandrian code contained in P.Halensis i,

which dates from the second half of the third centurv' B.c., under Ptolemv HI Euer-

getes. In a clause regulating the transfer of property, the registration of citizens in

demes is also implied
(
11 . 245-8)

:
[ot 8e rap^lai dvaypa-] povrojaav rdi d/i ds' Kara

8i']pLovs Kal /card [ rcDt rod] d—oBopLevou Sp/ttut, eyypdpovre^ TrpujrojL /t[ei' rod

d77oSo/ae-] vov rd ovopa rrarpLaarl Kal Sijpov. /c.t.A.

The first document informs us that the inhabitants of Alexandria fell into three main
groups: soldiers, citizens, and others (i.e. non-citizen inhabitants). Soldiers were

required to inscribe, in addition to their names, their home-country {-arpl'?), regiment,

and rank. The non-citizens (ot d'AAot) had to record their (paternal) names, home-
country {rrarpls), and professional class (rAov). In application of this rule we often

meet in the papvri and inscriptions non-citizen soldiers and civilians (Greeks and non-

Greeks) designating themselves by their -arpl-^X But the statement of this fact in an earlv

‘ See Fr. Heichelheim, ‘.Vusw.irtige Revdlkerung im Ptolemderreich’, Klio, Beihcft xvii (1925), S3 IT., wheie
he gives lists of foreigners in Ptolemaic Egypt; he continued the lists in Archiv Pap, 9 (1930), 47 ff. ; and 12
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official prostagma is a welcome addition to our knowledge as it puts an end to the assump-

tion that the citizen body in Alexandria comprised all its Greek population^

The remaining group is that of citizens. The term used is the usual Greek one, TroAtrat.

We are also told that they fell into two subdivisions : civilian citizens and military ones

(eV rojL oTpaTLioTiKajL) ;
but it is clearly stated that all TToXlrai of both groups were

inscribed in demes, the names of which had to be entered in addition to paternal names.

In this our document is confirmed by the evidence derived from P.Hal. i. Those on

active militan,- sersfice were required to add their regiment and rank {rdyiia and eVt^opd

—the latter literally means ‘pay’). The application of this rule is attested by numerous

examples in papyri and in inscriptions, ^ which show that this custom continued through-

out the Ptolemaic rule.

But the situation is complicated by the occurrence in documentary sources of persons

who style themselves Alexandreus without mention of a deme. Examples in the papyri of

the Ptolemaic period are very rare; two cases onlv are known to me: P.Eleph., no. 3

(285 284 B.c.) from Elephantine, Adrjpayopas AXe^avSpev?; and P.Reinach, no. 9 (112

B.c.) from Acoris in the Hermopolite nome: 'HpdLbrjs
’

HpaKXelhov AXe^avSpevs, who
acts as witness to a loan-contract together with five others of whom one is a citizen

designated by his deme : AplpipLasALowalov XapLar-ppios. In the inscriptions, on the other

hand, the use of Alexandreus is far more frequent,^ but since they are often votive or

dedicatory inscriptions their evidence does not usually carry the same weight as that of

official documents. Nevertheless, one case may be worthy of mention; SB 6252-3

(137 B.C.): Ayadohiopos Ayadoho'ipov AXe^avhpevs ry]? ^ 177(770)^^(109); and in no. 6253
he is designated AXe^avSpevs l-mrdpxrjs €77’ dvhpdyv /corotVtov k.t.X.

.Are we to conclude from these cases that the Alexandreus represents a lower grade

of -Alexandrian citizens, as Schubart, Jouguet, and others want us to believe; or that

at least the creation of this lower grade was a later development after the age of Ptolemy

III Euergetes, as Jones, followed by Taubenschlag, once suggested? The existence of

an Alexandreus in an official document as early as the reign of Ptolemy I Soter seems to

exclude the latter suggestion (P.Eleph. 3 of 285 284 b.c.).

-As to the Schubart-Jouguet theory, we may examine the usage of Alexandreus in

other documents of the same period. A good example is provided by an important

(1937). 54 ff- From these lists we notice that at Alexandria at least fifty-eight different nationalities were found
among the inhabitants; some forty of these represented Greek cities.

‘ This assumption has recently been mentioned by Schiller, Apokrimata, 51.

* The earliest recorded use of the deme designation is found in an inscription of the age of Ptolemv I Soter
OG/.S’ 21, which was set up by two brothers: Xikandros, son of Nikon //oAuSeuk-cios' and Nikanor son of

Nikon UoXvdiVKdo?, too. Other cases abound in the papyri from the middle of the third century B.c. onwards

:

e.g. Euphronius son of -Apollonides ’Afifituvievs (SB 6762; 245 B.c.); Eudemos son of Euthygenes NeiXevs (SB
6763 ; 245 B.C.); Timocles son of -Ariston ’Apyeddrji (P.AIich. Zen. 66; 245 244 B.c.). Citizen-soldiers are also

found, e.g. Pythocles son of Jason Ap(Ttvoev; 6 toji' MeveXdov €KaTovT(ipovpo<;

;

and his brother Polvcleitos too
(P.Mich. Zen. 66, 245/244 b.c.); iTri-irtvs) Komanos son of Nikon Zi^eeio?, of 500 arourae (P.Tebt. I, 99, 1 . 55 ;

c. 148 B.C.). This custom continued until the end of the Ptolemaic rule, e.g. Castor son of .Apollonios Appojvievs
iTTTrdpyTjj €7t’ ai'dpdji' rijf d iTiTrapyiaj of 80 arourae (P.Tebt. 11, 382; 31/30 B.c. or after).

3 We exclude the inscriptions found outside Egypt, since it was the custom to use the designation Alexan-
dreus abroad. For examples in Egyptian inscriptions from the Ptolemaic period cf. OGIS 31-32; Archiv
Pap. 5, 159, no. 3; SB, nos. 17, 38, 593, 3479, 3733, 3772, 4261, 5861, 5863, 6252-3.
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document of the third century, P.Hal. i. In this law the legislator of Alexandria ordains

that the citizens were not liable to become slaves to one another in the following terms

(11. 219-21);

Tlepl T[a)i/] TToXiTcuv OTTOJS /xt) S[o]uAewa)CTtv. o AXe^a^Spevs- tcui

/lAe^a[v]S/3et p,Tj SouXeueroj pirjSe rj AXe^avSpls toil

iIAe^a[v]Spet p,rj8e Trji /lA[e]^avSp£8t.

It is clear from the heading that the law is dealing with all citizens {Trepl twv ttoXltuw).

In the clause itself, which naturally enough is more detailed, the legislator wished to

explain that both men and women were included in the plural TToXlrai. He therefore

expressed himself by using Alexandreiis and Alexandris, since TroXlT-qs has no feminine
in Greek. In other words the law uses the two terms Alexandreiis and polites synony-
mously; and since according to P.Hamb. 168 eveiy' polites had a deme, it follows that

every Alexandreus was equally a full citizen inscribed in a deme.

A word of explanation remains to be said about the use of Alexandreus in official

documents. It follows from the above discussion that every Alexandrian male citizen

could designate himself equally correctly in three different wavs; polites, or bv using

his deme name, or Alexandreus. Polites (TToXlrris) was the abstract term suited more to

the language of the law, though it was not altogether unknown in private documents.'

The deme-designation was the official usage required by the laws to be emploved in

official documents (as shown by P.Hamb. 168 and P.Hal. i, 245 ff.). Alexandreus was
the style used more commonly for unofficial purposes, as on honorary occasions abroad

and in dedicatoiy and votive inscriptions in Egypt. Its use in official documents, we may
add, was rather irregular. This assumption appears justified in view of the raritv of

Alexandreus in Ptolemaic documents when compared with the number of cases in

which deme-names are used. Nor can the individual citizen be blamed for employing

a common usage when the law-maker himself felt entitled to use it when it suited his

purpose. After all, irregularities were not entirely unknown among the ancients. More-

over, of the two examples mentioned above, in P.EIeph. 3, Athenagoras, in fact, may be

excused for styling himself Alexandreus when we notice that he is one of six w itnesscs

to a will, all of whom are Greek citizens: ApKa^. 0ajKev^, 0ajKevs, XaXKiXevs. 'PoSios,

and himself. The second case, P.Reinach 9, was simply a matter of personal preference,

slack though it may be. Tbe third case of the military Alexandreus is an inscription, and

is in accord with epigraphic usage. There is no justification therefore for assuming

that these men had no demes simply because they did not mention them.-

The women-citizens of Alexandria as in other Greek cities had no political rights and

were not inscribed into tribes and demes. They enjoyed civil rights only. As we have

seen in the clause about enslavement in P.Hal. i, 220, the law designated the Alex-

andrian woman Alexandris. But this style has not been found in private documents

;

’ It is used t^vice in Zenon papyri, cf. P.Cairo Zen., no. 59019 (cf. 59004; and PSI 444, 9); and P.Mich.

Zen., no. 23 (?).

^ As was suggested by Segre, BSAA 28 (1933), 150.
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in Roman times it occurs in inscriptions only.^ The usual style used by Alexandrian

women was aste, as is attested by a few examples ; Ammonia daughter of Dorion, aste

{SB 2097; early Ptolemaic); Ammonarion daughter of Herodes, aste (SB 4528; third

centure B.C.); Sarapias daughter of Esthladas, aste (P.Grenf. i, no. 21, 4; 126 B.C.). It

should be noticed here that aste was the style used by women citizens of other Greek

cities in Egypt, too
;
it is found in the case of Naucratis, acrrrj NavKpdreojs and of Ptole-

mais daTT) Atto iTroAe/xat'Sos-,- yet it may be safe to assume that aste without mention of

any specific city after it denotes usually a woman-citizen of Alexandria. This assump-

tion is sufficiently justified by Roman documents. The masculine form astos is not

found in Ptolemaic documents and will be discussed later on for the Roman period.

From the middle of the third to the middle of the second century B.C., however, a

new group of Alexandrians emerges in our documents, styling themselves AXe^avSpevs

{rfjs eTTLyovrjs) rd)v ovtto) iTrrjypbevcov els Srjpiov tov Selva,

^

or some abbreviated form of this

designation (i.e. Alexandrians—of the descent—not yet introduced into such and such

a deme). The definition of this group has puzzled modern scholars, and several sug-

gestions have been made for its solution. It has, for example, been suggested that the

Alexandrian demes had a fixed number of places (i.e. nimerus clausus) and that this

group represents a number of the second-grade Alexandreis who wished to enter into

the higher grade of citizens with demes, and were simply waiting for vacancies to

occur.^ It has also been suggested that these persons were sons of full citizens and were

either waiting for vacancies or else simply resident in the chora and had not completed

the necessary formalities for their inscription into a deme.^

The theory of a numerus clausus^ for the citizen body fails to explain why those on
the waiting list appear in this period alone. And the same objection can be raised against

the second suggestion too, since we know that at all times there were Alexandrian

land-owners resident in the chora, and it would be difficult to explain why sons of citi-

zens should be more slack about their inscription into demes between 250 and 150 b.c.

than at any other time.

We know very little about the method of acquiring Alexandrian citizenship in the

Ptolemaic period
;
but from what we know from Roman times it seems that then, as

Cf. IG my 2243. 2245. 2247. 2249; xiiy 392. 393. 1029 (the three last are not dated and might be Ptole-
maic ?).

= Cf. F. Zucker, JEA 40 (1954), 118-23; P.Merton 5 (149-135 b.c.), also cf. the list of astoi in Preisigke,
Worterbuch, in, 372.

3 E.g. P.yiich. Zen. 66, 16, (245/244 b.c.); P.Petr. iii, 132, 19 (243-241 b.c.); P.Petr. in, 6 a, 43 (237 b.c.);

P.Petr. in, 11,6 (234 b.c.); in, i, 815. 355, et saep. (228-321 b.c.); P.Tebt. 111,822, 9(179 b.c.)
;
P.Princ. n, 16,

2 (158 b.c.?).

Schubart, Archiv Pap. 5, 106—8.

5 Lesquier, Instil. Milit. 157-8, who connects them also with the military chlerouchic class
;
he is followed by

Jouguet, Vie mun. 12-17.

'> On the theory of numerus clausus, cf. also P. Meyer, Das Heerzoesen der Ptolemaer und Romer in Agypten
(1900), 230, where he applies it to Ptolemais too; C. Wessely, Stud. Pal. iv (1905), 61. It was revived afterwards
by A. von Premerstein on the occasion of his publication of P. bibl. univ. Giss. 46, in Mitteil. aus d. Papyrus-
sammlung der Giess. Universitdtsbibliothek, v (1939), 43 ff. and 57 ff., but his theory has more than once been
criticized, most recently by Musurillo, Acta, 105 ff., n. i, where he gives a full bibliography. The view is still

maintained by Taubenschlag, Laze, 583 and 585.
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probably in the Ptolemaic period too, it followed the pattern of the Athenian constitu-

tion. That is, it was hereditary and could be obtained in two ways. In the usual wav the

citizenship (TroAtreta) was acquired at the moment of completing the training of the

ephebeia, which coincided with the young citizen’s assumption of his political rights.

The few known documents about the ephebeia at Alexandria show that only sons of

citizens on both sides (all fathers with demes) could qualify as young epheboi at the age

of 13-14.' That the ephebeia coincided with the acquisition of citizenship is shown by

the letter of Claudius to the Alexandrians in which he conhrms the politeia and its

privileges on all those who had completed their ephebic training unless they were of

servdle origin (aVacrt rols irfjrjj^evKayaei a^pet I epifjs rj-yepLoveias /3ai/jatov SiapvXdcracoL

TTjv /iXe^avbpeojv / TroAetretav eTrl tols rfjs TToXeua ret/tetots' koli (jiiXavBpoTfOL^ rraaei TrXrjv

el piTj Tives VTrrjXOov vpds co? iy SovXcau y[e]yoTOTe? e(f)i]j3evaat).- In this way the young

ephebos becomes a full citizen, and according to the city laws (P.Hal. i, 245 and P.Hamb.

168) he must be inscribed in a deme. On the example of Athens,^ the entry into a deme

(of his father) should coincide, too, with the ephebeia and acquisition of citizenship.

The other way of acquiring Alexandrian citizenship was through a grant of it to an

adult. In Roman times, this seems to have been the prerogative of the emperor p and

it is very probable that the emperors carried on this right from the Ptolemaic kings.

The earlier Ptolemies sought to favour their mercenaries by granting them, in addition

to other material encouragements, the Alexandrian citizenship. P.Hamb. 16S, as we

have seen above, speaks of citizens in military service {ev tujl arpaTicorLKcoL (Law, i, 8)

;

and P.Hal. i, 155, mentions more specifically ‘persons assigned to active military service

who have been enrolled on the citizen register at Alexandria’ (tcLv Se iv T[d)t] cn-paT[t]-

coTtKai[t] Terayp-evcjjv ocro[t] dv
/
ev [/IA]e|a[r]Speta[i] TTeTTo[X]iToypa<f)-t]p.evoi)

;
and again in

lines 161 ff

.

: e’jav Kal di'T[t8]t/<ot ev t(Li [ajrpartcy tik(Ll o(.'t[€S’ TT]e-7ToXLToy[p]a(f>T]pevoL

di[CT]tv, Xa[pL] l3av[eT]oj(javT6B[l]KaLov[K]alv7rexeT(jo[a]av ev [toA] ^ei'[t]Kors' hiKaarrilpl]-

01? Kal al Tr[p]d^eL? eoTOJ aav Kara to Staypap-pa. This latter statement was once interpreted

by Segre= to imply that those military Alexandrians were not full citizens and had no

demes; and that they did not come under the jurisdiction of the city courts but had to

take their cases to the ^eviKo. 8iKaGTJ]pia (foreign courts). Surely this is an unwarranted

interpretation; and P.Hamb. 168 has now shown that all citizens (TroArrai) serving in

the army had demes
;
and furthermore that the city courts exercised jurisdiction over

all inhabitants of the citv, citizens and non-citizens. What is meant by this clause seems

to be that when citizen-soldiers ser\ ing in the army (outside the city is to be understood)

happen to be parties to a law suit {dvrlSiKoi.) they are to take their cases to ‘foreign

courts’ (i.c. at their place of service) where a royal bidypappa is applied.

‘ P.Tebt. II, 316 (a.d. 99); PSI\u, nos, 1223-6 (a.d. 131); P.Flor. iii, 3S2 (a.d. 222 3, but refers to ephebic

documents of c. .a.d. 187).

- P.Lond. Bell, no. 1912, 11 . 52-57. The connexion of training at the gx-mnasium (for the ephebeia) and enrol-

ment of young citizens is established by an inscription of an unidentified city, presumed to be Ptolemais, SB
8031 (104 B.C.), 11 . 6-7, elaa]yaytadai h'etc ro yvjivaaiov Kal Tro,\iroypa.4 i

5
trai drfipuy heKairii-re 6r-r[ac]

d^iovs rod TOTTOV, cf. Archiv, Pap. 12 (i 937 ), 44 ff-

3 Cf. O. tv. Reinmuth, 'The Epheb.ite and Citizenship in .\ttica’, TAPA, 71) (1948), 211-31.

+ As shown by the case of Harpocras, in Pliny, Ep. x, nos. 6-7. " Segre. BSA.-l 28 (1933), 150-3.

C>C o05
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To come back to our group of Alexandreis who were not yet admitted into such and

such a deme, they appear to have been adult persons," especially military colonists, who

had recently been granted the citizenship, and who were awaiting the completion of the

necessary formalities.^ But once the formalities, which perhaps included a special

ceremony when the commemorative stone was set up, 3 were completed, those persons

became at once full Alexandrian citizens inscribed into demes. That they were not

originally Alexandrians or sons of Alexandrians can be proved by an interesting docu-

ment in which the petitioner at first styled himself MaKeScuv, but the style was later

corrected, perhaps by the court secretary, in the following way (P.Ent. i; 221/210 B.C.)

2lAe^av[S/0€i']s’ T[a)y] o[u]77co ijrrjyfjievojv

I —
]

TTL€ . . ALo\y\va\i\ov, MaKe\p<ji)\v, twv [KjaTOLKOvvTiov ejU.[—

.

This shows clearly that the son of Dionysios was originally a Macedonian of the katoi-

koi, and was later granted Alexandrian citizenship.

The reason why this group of citizens appears between the middle of the third and

the middle of the second century B.C. only, is probably this. Such citizens could have

existed earlier, but documents before the middle of the third century are extremely

rare. However, before the middle of the second century b.c. those of Greek descent

were still identifiable, and the Ptolemies sought to preserve them as pure as possible

since they were still the mainstay of their army. An effective way would be by drafting

them into the citizen body of Alexandria, the laws of which, we know from Roman
times, prohibited inter-marriage with Egyptians.'" After the middle of the second cen-

tury B.c. the ordinary Greek settlers in the chora were no longer of pure Greek blood,

as many non-Greeks had been hellenized and entered their ranks. At the same time no

fresh immigrants were coming any more, and the Ptolemies were increasingly relying

on Eg}'ptian recruits for their army.

The formula which these persons use and its abbreviated forms are of some interest.

In its longest form, (rijs i-myovrj?) tcvv ovvco iTrrjy^evajv et? Srjfxov rov Setva,

shows first that at least in some cases these persons were sons of the military clerouchic

class {rfjs €TrLyovTi?).= Second, and more important, it provides a further proof of what

has been argued earlier, that an Alexandreus must have a deme. These new citizens were

not without a deme (dVeu bijixov), but were already with the grant of citizenship itself

assigned to a certain deme, and were only waiting for formalities to be completed. This

assumption is confirmed by two abbreviated forms in which the terms of Alexandreus

and deme are interchangeable, and the one can stand without the other

:

P.Hibeh. 32, 2-4 (246 B.c.): 'HpaK^^tros ’HpIo-kX^Ltov] KauropeLos twv ovttoj [ejTTT^y-

p.evwv and P.Tebt. iii, 815, fr. i, col. ii, 1. 2 (228—221 b.c.); Novp.'qvws Alovvglov

‘ They often appear as witnesses to wills, and in P.Petr. ill, 6 a, i. 43-44, Satyrion was 50 years old.

- This is the view adopted by Jones, Cities, 303,

3 As at .\thens, cf. Reinmuth, TAPA 79 (1948), 211; and cf. Lesquier, Instit. Milit. 157-8.

Cf. ‘Gnomon of the Idios Logos’, articles 45-49. The constitution of Naucratis, too, prohibited inter-

marriage with Egyptians.

5 Add P.Tebt. ni, 815, fr. i
,
col. ii, 2 (228-221 b.c.) to the list of those tTnyovrjs in Lesquier, Instit. Milit.

319-20. Our interpretation, however, disagrees with his in that they were not originally Alexandreis, as he

assumes, pp. 157-8. He is followed in this by Jouguet, Vie mun. 12-17.
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ilAe^avSpeu? Trjs iTrr/ovfjs twv ovttco iirrjyiJLevcov yrjv epfiov, k.t.X. without mention of a

deme which is to be understood.

Documents from the last century of Ptolemaic rule are comparatively few, and we
have no further information about any change in the character of the Alexandrian

citizenship.

It emerges, I hope, from this discussion that under the Ptolemies Alexandria had a

single citizenship for all its citizens, and that there is no justification for assuming that

there was a graded citizenship, either primitive or as a result of some later development.

II. Roman period

With regard to this period we find that the controversy about the citizenship of the

Alexandrians developed along the same lines, as has been shown earlier, but other

elements added to the complexitv of the problem. In addition to the terms already in

general use under the Ptolemies, astoi now came into sudden prominence, notablv in the

‘Gnomon of the Idios Logos’. The definition of these astoi and the relationship between

them and the Alexandreis has divided modern scholars completelv, and for a clear

understanding of the present state of opinion it may be useful at this stage to give

a summary of the important points of view.

Before the discovery of the ‘Gnomon of the Idios Logos’, Jouguet' ascribed the

astoi to Alexandria but did not feel able to place them among the ditferent classes of the

citv. Plaumann’ and Schubart^ went farther and suggested that they were the superior

deme-citizens in contrast to the inferior Alexandreis who had no denies. After the pub-

lication of the ‘Gnomon’ the question was investigated anew. Reinach,^ in his edition

of this code, translated astoi by ‘les bourgeois’ and in his commentary he explained that

he meant ‘les .Alexandrins’.s Glotz*^ rejected this identification and suggested that the

astoi were the citizens of the free Greek cities in Egypt which possessed a politcia.

Simultaneouslv, Carcopino," commenting on the same document, came to the totally

different conclusion that the astoi were the Greeks of the jnetropoleis which did not

possess a politeia. Afterwards Bickermann^ criticized Reinach, Glotz, and C'arcopino

and very convincinglv proved that the astoi were Alexandrian citizens with denies;

but relying very largelv on the ei idence of private documents he disregarded the evi-

dence of the Gnomon. Thus, contrasting the astoi with the Alexandreis, he came to the

conclusion that the former were the superior and the latter the inferior class.''

These arguments, however, did not end the controversy ; and more recent writers

have remained equallv divided, each preferring one or another of those interpretations,

sometimes with fresh arguments and sometimes w ith little modifications. For example

' Jouguet, op. cit., I2I ff.
- G. Plaumann, Ptolanais, 20-21

^ Schubart, Archiv Pap. 5, 104.

+ Th. Reinach, ‘Un Code fiscal de I’EgATpte romaine’, Xouvelle Rezue histonque de droit fraip-ais et Arantrer

43 (1919), 5S3 ff.. see translation of articles 13, 38, 39, 45, 47, 4^. e-tc. ' Ibid., (1920!, 27 ff.

G. Glotz, *Un Code fiscal de I’EgApte mmMnA , Journal des Savants, (igzal, 220.

’ J. Carcopino, ‘Le Gnomon de I’ldiologue’, Ret. des et. anc., 24 (1922), 106 and 115.

* E. Bickermann, ‘A propos des astoi dans I’Egs-pte ureco-romaine’. Rev. de PhiloL. x.s. i (1927), 362-8.

" Ibid., 364.
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Graf Uxkull-Gyllenband, though disregarding completely the evidence of private

documents, criticized Bickermann and reverted to a position similar to that of Car-

copino, but expanded the meaning of astoi further and suggested that they included

all the ‘true Hellenes’ in Egypt whether Alexandrians or otherwise.^ Segre, too,

revived the meaning assumed by Reinach and correctly identified astoi with Alex-

andreis. But since he maintained that Alexandrians under the Ptolemies were divided

into two classes, he postulated that the Roman administration expanded the citizen

body by admitting all Alexandreis into it.- This suggestion was totally ignored by

Taubenschlag^ and Schiller^ who maintained that the Alexandreis were not citizens

in the proper sense, but simply had their origo in Alexandria, and were thus outside

the citizen body. Arangio-Ruiz,5 on the other hand, has lately made a further suggestion

that astoi without any further definition should be taken to refer to the Greeks of

Alexandria. This is the state of opinion,^ confused as it is, among those who have

attempted to solve the equally confusing problem of terminology in our sources.

It is my endeavour in what follows to establish that the situation which, I suggested

above, obtained during the Ptolemaic period, i.e. a single citizenship with one and the

same status for all citizens of Alexandria, continued unchanged under the Romans. It is

also hoped that the following discussion of the sources will indicate the points estab-

lished or missed by previous scholars.

From the standpoint of the Roman administration the free population of Egypt fell

into three main groups ; Romans, Alexandrians, and Egyptians.'^ The latter group fell

into further minor subdivisions which do not concern us here
;
we shall limit our dis-

cussion to the Alexandrians alone. We notice from the documents which refer to or

imply this tripartite division, such as census-returns, tax-lists, or legal documents, that

the term frequently used is Alexandreis, and that it stands for all citizens of Alexandria,

in strict contrast to the rest of the country’s population.

^

' See his commentary on the Gnomon, BGU v, part ii, pp. 23-26.

* If I have understood him correctly he first assumed that, according to the ‘Gnomon’, astoi represented

a restricted class of Alexandreis (the latter being the general term for all citizens of both classes), BSAA 28

(1933), 149 ff-. ‘Alexandreis di cui gli astoi sono una classe piu ristretta’. But later he advanced the opinion that

the two groups were identical, Atti della Pontificia Accademia Romana di Archeologia, Rendiconti 16 (1940),

183-4. He is followed by A. Piganiol, ‘Le Statut Augusteen de riig>-pte et sa destruction’. Museum Helveticum,

10 (1953), 198. ^ Taubenschlag, Law, 585; also cf. Rostovtzeff, SEHHW ii, 1064.

* Schiller, Apokrimata, 51.

5 V. Arangio-Ruiz, ‘Intorno agli astoi dell’Egitto greco-romano’, Rev. internal, des droits de I’antiquite, 4

(1950), 7-20. He notices that astoi could belong to other Greek cities in Eg>pt and even, in his view, to a

metropolis, pp. 19-20.

* For other writers who adhere to one or another of the different interpretations see p. 106, n. i.

^ This was first noticed by Bickermann, Archiv Pap. 9 (1930), 24 ff., esp. 40 ff., cf. Bell, CAH x, 298; and

Segre, BSAA 28 (i 933 )> t49 f-

* In census-returns the person had to declare that in his house he did not have (apart from those mentioned

in the return) Kal /htjtc ciri^evoi' /iijtc 'PcofiaLOV, jt.'qTe AAe^aiSpea fx'qre Alyormov prjre dtreXevOepov p'qre

dXXov prjSfi'a olkAv -9 tnroypd^eudai efro Tali' irpoyeypap-pevoiv, cf. P.Oxy. Ill, 480 (a.D. 132); P.Oxy.

255 (a.D. 48); P. Hamb. i, 31, a, 6 (a.d. 117-38). For tax-lists see p. 108, n. 4 above. Of interest is P.Oxy. ill,

473 (a.d. 138-60) which contains a decision to honour a gymnasiarch by: [edofc roiy XapTTpordTqs voXecos

Toil' ’O^u/iLyylirOr apyoucri Kal toil Stj/ioi [/cai Pjaj/taitui' kol AXeiavhpdwv Tois Trapemhrjp.ovai.. The dis-

tinction in this sense between .Alexandrians and Egyptians in Roman eyes has recently received further

emphasis by the publication of P. Columbia 123 (a.d. 200). The first response by Septimius Severus in this
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The last statement may in fact need explanation since several other terms were still

used in documents to denote a citizen of Alexandria, namely polites, deme-designation,

astos or aste. We hasten to say that in Roman times the practice of using various terms

underwent a slight change. First polites (or the plural politai), though still persisting as

a designation of a citizen,' was avoided by the new Roman Laws in preference to astoi

or more specificallv Alexandreis it seems that Romans were now the 'politai' par excel-

lence.

Designation by deme continued to be the official and most common way in which

Alexandrians styled themselves in official documents. But from the second century

onwards it became the custom among Alexandrians to use the double title of both

tribe and deme instead of the deme alone. ^ The reason for this change is not known

;

perhaps because of the similarity in deme-names between Alexandria and other Greek

cities in Egypt, especially the new Antinoe.'*

It remains now to define the Alexandreis and astoi of the Roman period and establish

that they were all full citizens inscribed in tribes and demes.

We meet with Alexandreis in Roman documents from the beginning of the Augustan

age, both at Alexandria itself and in the chorap and sometimes two persons are found

in one and the same document who style themselves differently, one with a deme-name,

the other AlexandreusP Who were these Alexandreis; Were they, like their Ptolemaic

predecessors, full citizens? Among the latest writers on the question Taubensclilag

and Schiller go as far as to assume that the Alexandreis of the Roman period were not

citizens but had their ortgo only in Alexandria.

The context of the documents in which these Alexandreis are mentioned does not

generally help us to recognize any difference in their status from other ordinary

citizens. That they at any rate possessed the Alexandrian citizenship (7 rdw AXe^ardpecui'

TToAireta) is certain from more than one document. In a census-list of the first century

we are told that the son of a father who possessed the Alexandrian citizenship was

document concerns the revocation of some penalty imposed upon .Vlexandrians and Egyptians, ra< f

’A\i^avbptvui fj AlyvTTTioLi iriixlas, The interpretation of Schiller, Apoknmata, 50-51, does not,

however, accept this contrast as we understand it. lie understands Atexaudt cts to he those vho had their

in Alexandria. ‘ P.Catt. iv ^ .Mitteis, Chrest. 372, v, 11 . 25-26: ’.-I; AfJ.fai'Ope'c'jr noAefrui.

- As will be shown later in regard to the Gnomon.
5 See the list of citizens with tribes and demes by E. \ isser. Gutter und Kidte. 103-27. The old custom of

using the deme alone still, however, persisted in a few cases, e.g. F.Oxy. vii, 1024, 2 (v.D. 129); P.Bas. 20

(2nd cent. .\.D.).

+ E.g. The deme QeapocliopLos is found at .-Vlexandria and .'\ntmoe, and l\uaiK6<j,no< is a tribe name at .\lex-

andria and a deme at Antinoe, cf. the tables II, \ II, A HI by Jouguet, I ic mini, 123 ff.

5 Alexandreis at Alexandria are mentioned in BGL iv, nos. iioi. 1119. 1127. 1140. 1165; I ; III, 117(1, all

from the Augustan period.

In the chora from the first tivo centuries we have P.Lond. Il, no. 260, fio-fii, p. 48 (.\.D. 7^-73 ''; tlGl I,

238, 7 (mid 2nd cent. A.D.); III, S87, 2. 12 (.VD. 151); P.Lond. Il, 206, 6. 15, p. 248 (2nd cent. tii.I; iii,

1178, pp. 214 fif., 11 . 50. 55. 57 (.v.D. 194); -Mitteis, Chrest., no. 272 (2nd cent. .v.n.).

From the third centuiy: BGU I, 356, 9 (.a.d. 213); iv, 1074, 17 (.a.d. 275), P.Ox>. x\ii. 2120 (.a.d. 221I,

P.Oslo III, 13s, 3 (a.d. 286-93).

From the fourth centurv' onwards : P.Oxy. Xiv, 1722, 4 (3rd-4th cent. \.i>.). BGL l\
, 1024, sides 6-8 (4th -

5th cent. .^.D.).

* As in BGU IV, nos. 1119. 1127. 1167; l; all from .Vlexandria in the .Vugustan period.
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registered in the list of Romans and Alexandreis : /cat t6v 8td ypa(f>rjs 'PcoyLaicov pLerd

rods' /lAe^avS(per?) TeTayp,€(vov) / viov tov ia)(i]K6TOS AXe^avd{pecov) 7ToX{iT€Lav)

dTTOKeya>[
)

et? ISc'av i ’HpaKXeidrjs NiKavo{
)
tov /<:(at) IJamrov rod ’Hpa-

K(^Xel8ov)X

From the second century a.d. we have more explicit evidence in P.Cattoui, col. iv,“

which contains an account of legal proceedings. From this document we learn that the

son of an Alexandreus, who is born while his father is on active servdce, is not legitimate

and consequently has no right to the Alexandrian citizenship (11. 4-1 1): i^epyopil vov

ei're eV rd^ei ei're iv airApa etre [e]v eiArj d yevvTjrdels ov Svvarac eivai vop-ipios vlos.

Mp a)v 8e vop-LpLOS vlos, tov Trarpos oVro? AXe^avSpdcos, /lAe ^avdpevs ov Swarat eAat.

d rraLs [ojdros' yeyevvrjraL Tip OvdXevTi oTparevopLevov e[y] arretpa- oOvtos avTov

ioTiv elaaydfjvaL Is rrjv rroAeiretav TTjv AXe^avSpeojv ov Sdvarat. Furthermore at the end
of the trial, the verdict uses TroXirrjs tt^s AXe^avdpelas and AlAe^avSpcds' svnonymously

(11. 24-26): eVlSl) TOLVVV CTTLX^ipAs TOLS dSwOLTOlS, I OVTE OVTOS OVTe ol dXXoL vloL GOV

Al[Ae]^av8pea)y ' TToXetTaL et[CTt]y.

From these two examples it is clear that in Roman times an Alexandreus had the

Alexandrian citizenship
;
and we have no authority to suppose that it was in any sense

different from or inferior to \.h.t poUteia mentioned in the do?ffe-papvrus or in the ‘Letter

of Claudius’ or in the ‘Gnomon’. In these documents citizenship was conditioned by the

ephebeia. In the 6oi//d-papyrus3 the speaker of the Alexandrians argues that a boule

would see to it that none of those who pay the poll-tax be listed in the public records

along with the epheboi of each year {rots kgt eros i<f>-q^0 Ls avveyypa(f)6p.€voL €ttI ti)v

S r/juoCTtay ypalprjv). And in Claudius’ letter, as has already been mentioned, the emperor
confirms the AXe^avhpdcvv TToXireiav on all rot? irfiri^evKOin except those of servile

origin.-^ Thus the Alexandreis with the politeia must have been citizens in the same
categoiy as those who received the politeia through the ephebeia. Apart from a grant by
the emperor, that was the only way of becoming a citizen.

That Alexandreis and deme-citizens were identical can also be proved by examples

in which the same citizen st} les himself at one time with a deme and at another Alexan-

dreiis. AVe have an example from Alexandria itself: BCL iv, 1 133-2 (16-14 b.C.).

AjifLowLos Alovvolov Zrjveios, who again in no. iioi (13 b.c.) writes Appwvios AlowgIov
AXe^avdpivs. This can, of course, be a coincidence and we may have here two different

persons with the same name. But knowing, as we do, that this group of papvri concern-

ing Alexandria (in BGV iv) deals with limited circles, and that in many cases the same
persons appear again and again, it is probable that Ammonios is one and the same
person in the two documents.

Alore emphatic still is P.Flor. ill, 3S2, which is a petition of an Alexandrian wishing
to be released from his liturgical duties because of old age, since he is over 70 vears

of age. The petition is interesting as it refers to events in the career of the petitioner

between a.d. 166 and 222 223. First, on July 7, a.d. 166, at the age of 14, he passed the

P.Lond. II, 260, 1. 120, p. 51 (a.d. 72-73)- - P.Catt. iv .. Mitteis, Chrest. v.
’ P.SI 1 160 =- Musurillo, Acta, i (age of -Aug. or Tiberius or, more probably, Claudius).
P.Lond. Bell 1912, 53 ff. In the ‘Gnomon’, see articles 40. 44.
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ephebic test, [eiV] i(f)'i]^ovs el[aKpLvo]iJL€va)v (1. 73), and was registered in a deme as

"Hpoov }iurcovd[TOs:] rod UavluKov )iX0{aL€vs) {irwu) tS -^p.[epa)v)
(
1

. 78). We are also told

that his mother was an aste (1. 79), and that his father had been an ephebos before him,

i(l>7]^evK[6Tos] t[o]u rrarpos
(
1 . 82). According to this information Heron was a full citizen

with a deme who obtained his citizenship in the normal way through the ephcbeia.

Moreover, he was a wealthy man who owned much land in the Hermopolite nome.
Yet in the course of his petition he describes himself indifferently, once with a tribe and

deme and another time as Alexandreus as follows
(
1 . 28) : -rrapd [Av]p - Aprajparo^

Tov IJavLOKOv A]p)(^LUTpaTLOv Tpv Kal HA0ai[6]a)9 yeov^oCvTO? eVt JMoipdjv tov peydXov

’Ep[piOTToX{LTov). And in 1
. 35 he describes himself in these terms: HAefarjSpei)!,' ydp wv

yrjv 77-oA[A]t)v 8e K€KTrjp.evos iv tw vop.w tov p.eydXov ’Epp-OTToXetTov . It becomes apparent

from this document that a citizen of Alexandria, who also was a big landowner, felt no

stigma in describing himself as Alexandreus in an official document, in which his status

is expected to be accurate, and in the present case an accurate description might even be

of some importance.

It emerges from this discussion that an Alexandreus possessed the Alexandrian puli-

teia (P.Lond. ii, 260, 1 . 120; P.Catt. iv), and that he was identical with polites (P.C'att.

iv) and deme-citizens {BGL i\\ not. 1133; P.Flor. 382) throughout the Roman period.'

There is no justification for the assumption that he enjoyed only the civil rights of the

politeia. This view is purely hypothetical and there is no evidence for it.

There remains one more question to be examined, that of the asloi. We mav state

first that an examination of the documents in which astoi or astai figure in Roman times

points to the following facts

:

I. They possess a. politeia: this is established by article 47 of the 'Gnomon’, concern-

ing marriage between an aste and an Egyptian

:

Acftt] avveXBovaa glt[y]y[7rTt<p] Kar’ dyi’olar d>? dard) drevOvvo

idv Se Kal vtto dju^0T€[ptue dTT]apxr] t^kvoov Tedfj, TrjpeiTai tols

•; ioTiv

Texi'ot? rj TToXiTeta.

This politeia must consequently belong to one of the Greek cities in Egypt
;
and thus

since the metropoleis did not have a politeia until after the municipalization in the third

century,- and therefore fall outside the terminology of the 'Gnomon’ which covers

the first two centuries only. Theories involving 'all the true Hellenes’ and the Greeks

of the metropoleis must be rejected. All the citizens of the Greek cities, as a whole,

will have to be excluded also
;
since they have different laws which in some cases conflict

with the laws of the astoi of the ‘Gnomon’. We may mention the well-know n example

of Antinoe whose law allow ed inter-marriage with Egyptians,^ which our code does not

allow.

2. Their connexion with Alexandria: this has already been proved by Bickermann

’ The same situation prevailed at .Antinoe, too, where a citizen could use his deme name and h riuiei', at

the same time, PSI XII, 1238 (.A.D. 244): .Ii'p. Bepei iKevs 6 k\1 Dplujv .Acpoetdeeios- o Kal TrpnTTaropewi Kal

cuj )(prjpareLCet, ’Avrivoev'; also cf. P.Flor. I, 97, h (c- .'.D- 160); SB V, 755 ^, 3 (-t.D. 172—3).

^ For the po/ifeia of the nomes see P.Oxy vill, nos. 1104, 13 (.\.D. 306); 1146, 17 (early 4th cent. .t.D.).

P.Flor. I, 95, 9 (4th cent. .A.D.); P.Cairo Masp. I, 67020, ‘'15 (6th cent, .t.u.), in, 67321, 6 (.\.D. 548-63).

5 AVileken, direst., no. 27. .Also cf. S. de Ricci, Comptes rendus de 1 ' Acadimie des Inscriptions et Btllcs-

Lettres, (1905), 163; Taubenschlag, Laze, 105, n. 11.
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who remarked that whenever a first relative (i.e. father, brother, or son) of an aste is

fully styled in the documents, he is always a citizen of Alexandria with a demed Yet

we have seen earlier that women citizens of other Greek cities in Egypt in Ptolemaic

times designated themselves aste. In the third century a.d. we find also that this term

was used at Antinoe, where there was a special register of its citizens called /<a[Ta]-

A(oyeroy) aaro^v (P.Flor. Ill, 383, 62-63 ;
A.D. 232). In view of the great number of Alex-

andrian astai in Roman documents it is perhaps safe to understand astos or aste, without

any specific affiliation, to be citizens of Alexandria. I would be inclined to maintain that

this was the case during the period covered by the ‘ Gnomon’, i.e. first to second centuries

A.D., when astoi and astai appear to have been exclusively used of Alexandrians. After

the municipalization of the nomes, astoi and astikos, like politeia and politikos acquired

local application. For example, the municipal games at Oxyrhynchus were called dywves

duTLKol (P.Oxy. XXII, 2338; late third century a.d.).

3. The astoi were registered in demes: this is proved by the Alexandrian document
BGU IV, 1034, 4 (beginning 3rd cent, a.d.) in which a deme-citizen is described to-

gether with his sister as being astoi
(
11

. 4 ff.) : napd Tvpdvvov tov kol AxL)d{ea)s

Tov Kal AXOaUcos xal rrjs rovrov op-OTTarplov Kal 6p.op.rjTpLov dSeXcfyrjs AihvpLapiov darwv
dpLpoTepoov ZojTov Tvpdvvov tov Evhaipiovos. Later in the document we learn that their

mother was also an aste
(
1 . 10). This document does not need any commentary as it

clearly identifies astos with the deme-designation.

4. Astikoi nomoi refer to Alexandria: as has already been remarked above, Roman
documents do not usually use politai in reference to citizens of Alexandria, but only

astoi. This is a departure from Ptolemaic usage. It also seems that Alexandrian laws
were called astikoi nomoi,

^

again at least in the first two centuries a.d. only, in place of

the Ptolemaic usage politikoi nomoi (P.Hal. l, 79).

5. No contradiction between astoi and Ale.xandreis

:

it would follow from the previous
four points that the astoi were normal citizens of Alexandria who were registered in

demes, or women-citizens who belonged to such families. According to our definition

of Ale.xandreis above, these should be identified with astoi. It has indeed been argued
that according to the ‘Gnomon of the Idios Logos’ the two terms eannot be identified.

Graf ENkull-Gyllenband has, for example, remarked that the ‘Gnomon’ is more liberal

in the case of the astoi than with the Alexandreis. The example he gives is article 47
which allows children of an aste and an Egyptian whom she mistook for an astos to

acquire her citizenship, and article 49, which forbade freedmen of Alexandreis to

marry Egyptians. The discrepancy can perhaps be explained by the fact that article 49
concerns the intention of the freedmen, whereas no. 47 deals with a fait accompli which
the law did not wish to annul. A similar discrepancy also appears in articles concerning
Roman citizens. In article 52 ‘marriage between Romans and Alexandrians is (not?)

‘ E. Bickermann, Rev. de PhiloL, n.s. i (1927), 362-8. Arangio-Ruiz, Rer. intern, droits antiq. 4 (1950),
18 ff., suggested in order to overcome the difficulty of astoi connected with local cities that when an astos or
aste is mentioned without any further definition he or she should be ascribed to the Greek community of
.Alexandria. But all the cases he refers to in the chora belong to the third centuiy'. Before the third century the
astoi could not be mere Greeks of Alexandria, since the astoi possessed a politeia.

- P.Oxy. IV, 706 (.\.D. 115), cf. Rostovtzeff, SEHHW ii, 1069; Taubenschlag, Laze, 19, n. 5.
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permitted’. Yet article 46 makes a similar allowance like that in no. 47 for the

astai.

(No. 46: 'PajjjLaloi? /cat aarois /car’ d[yvot]ai' AlyvTr\TL\aL‘; avveXOovai aweyco py']d'r]

fiera tov dvev6vy\ovs] etVat T[d] reKva tw iTaTpiKw yevei aKoXovOei.) It should, however,

be remembered, as Uxkull-Gyllenband himself has remarked, that the ‘Gnomon’ con-

tains laws which were issued over about two centuries, and that some laws must ha\ e

been modified
;
hence the varying tones of the different articles.

For the identification of astos with Alexandretis we may recall P.Flor. 382, discussed

above. In this document and in P.Flor. 56 we find that Heron who describes himself

with his tribe and deme and as Alexandretis in the same document, is also the son of an

aste (no. 382, 1 . 82) and the father also oi A retails Aste. It follows from this example that

they all had the same status (cf. also point 3 above).*

A careful analvsis of the ‘Gnomon’, on the other hand, proves that in no case are the

laws concerning Alexandreis and astoi contradictory or overlapping
;
if, on the contrary,

we distinguish between the two terms the code will appear full of unnecessary gaps.

For example, we notice that the ‘Gnomon’ makes a clear distinction between the law

for men and women. This distinction is found in the cases of the Romans, astai, and

even freedmen and freedwomen; whereas in the case of the Alexandreis there is no

mention whatever of the feminine Alexandrides. This omission can be justified only if

the feminine astai stood for Alexandrides. It has already been pointed out that Alex-

andris is not found in Roman documents at all, only in sepulchral inscriptions from

outside Egypt. 2 Also no mention is made of marriage laws for the Alexandreis, but only

astoi. Carcopino tried to overcome this difficulty by suggesting that it was natural

since the Alexandrians had their own laws of marriage.^ This argument can in fact he

directed against him, because the Romans also had their own laws; moreover astoi

and astai have now been proved to be citizens of Alexandria.

It could be argued also that the ‘Gnomon’ is but a miscellany of articles, and that

such gaps are to be expected. Against this supposition we reply that the gaps are only

apparent, because if the identity of astos and Alexandreus is accepted all these gaps and

deficiencies will disappear
;
and the ‘Gnomon will reveal itself as a well-balanced code, in

an abridged form though it may he. Being primarily a financial code, it deals tulh with

the strongest economic classes in Egypt, the Romans and the Alexandrians, with regard

to the same subjects: wills, inheritance, marriage, protection of citizenship, admini-

strative regulations for the census, freedmen, and freedwomen. (hr the basis ot this

pattern the articles of the ‘Gnomon’ can be classified in the followdng manner:

Romans Alexandrians

I. Wills

General: 7; 8; 34 General: same articles

Unfortunately P.Catt. Ill =- Mitteis, Chrest. 372, iv, m which asti and astos are used, does not prove

anvahing. Thus Segre, who took it as evidence, failed to establish the identity of astoi and Alexandms, and was

correctly criticized by Arangio-Ruiz, op, cit., 8 .

“ ^iee p. i 12 and n 1 there.

’ Rez\ des I't. anc. 24 (1922), 114.

C’ olio R
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II. Inherit.\nce

General: 18 General: same article

'Poj^atoj; 27; 32 ’.AXe^avhpeis'. 5; 6

'Pwpala: 30; 31; 33; 54 durds: 14; 45

General: 23; 39
'PcojjLalos: 46; 52

III. j\I.'\RRI.\GE

daros: 39; 45; 46; 48

'Piofcala: 24 darrj: 13; 38; 47; 51

'Paj/xams: 43; 55; 56

IV. Protection of citizenship

TAefavSpei?: 40; 44 [ephebeio)

'Poj/xaia: 53

General: 59; 68

V. Administrative regulations

General: 59

'Pojfxala'. 29 (property)

VI. Freedmen and freedwomen

darol: 9 (property); 50 (marriage)

’AXe^avSpeis

:

49 (marriage)

From this classification of the ‘Gnomon’ the identification of astoi and Alexandreis

seems to be inevitable. This in fact is the only way in which we can do justice to this

important document, otherwise it will fall to pieces and remain half understood.

Conclusions

The above discussion has proved to my mind, beyond any reasonable doubt, that

both under the Ptolemies and the Romans the citizenship of the Alexandrians was and
remained throughout of one status which comprised the entire citizen body of the city.

It has also shown, I hope, that all previous theories of a graded citizenship at all times,

or at one time or another, cannot be reconciled with the various pieces of evidence

examined in this paper.

It remains to say that the deme-designation was always the proper style for an Alex-

andrian to use
;
this is established by thousands of documents. The designation Alexan-

dreus was the popular one
;
and in official documents, although strictly speaking it

was not very correct, it was admissible. The number of such cases is however fairly

small. In Roman times, the laws abandoned the use of politai and preferred the plural

Alexandreis and astos or aste.

In Byzantine times the designation of tribe and deme in official documents was gradu-

ally discontinued, whereas Alexandreus and astos survived. Since in this period members
of the local cities could equally call themselves citizens, Alexandrians mentioned
Alexandria in their designation more often, as in Klein. Form. 10 (6th cent. A.D.).

The citizenship of the Alexandrians carried certain privileges especially as regards

taxation. Citizens were exempt from paying the poll-tax and on occasions they received

This is implied by PSI 1 160 = Musurillo l; and Acta Isidori, cf. Musunllo, no. iv, p. 23, col. ii, 11 . 25-30.

See Wallace, Taxation, 118 ff., where he discusses other tax-documents.
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privileged treatment, as in the emphyteusis-land in the territory of the Alexandrians

which was granted by Euergetes 1

1

for three years more at reduced taxes than in other

parts of the countiyx’ In Roman times the citizenship acquired special importance since

it became a necessary step by which an Egyptian could become a Roman citizen.-

Alexandrians may also have received privileged treatment as regards liturgies, but their

exact position in this respect is not yet well defined. After the municipalization of

Egy'pt, especially after the reforms of Diocletian, the Alexandrian citizenship sulfered

a degradation and the citizens no longer received any advantages
;
because when all the

metropoleis had become cities and their inhabitants citizens, all were treated equallv.^

Perhaps the greatest of all privileges was the great prestige which the citizen of

Alexandria enjoyed throughout antiquity, thanks to the immense wealth and reputation

of his city.*^

• P.Tebt I, 5, 11
. 93-98. - Pliny, Ep. x, 6-7.

2 On the new tax-system of Diocletian cf. SB v, 7622 (a.d. 297); originally published by Boak, Et. pap. ii,

no. I, pp. 7-9.
* I wish to take this opportunity of thanking Professor A. tl. M. Jones for encouraging me to pursue this

point. My thanks are also due to Mr. Peter Fraser for having read this paper in typescript. The opinions and

conclusions expressed in the paper are, however, entirely the author’s responsibility.
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THE DATE OF THE CONSTITUTIO ANTOMINIANA

By FERGUS MILLAR

The dating of the Constitiitio Afitoniniana to the year a.d. 212 rests on a passage in

Cassius Dio and a papyrus, P.Giessen 40.* It is the purpose of this article to show that

these two pieces of evidence do not, either separately or together, give a firm basis for

the accepted dating and that, if any date is to be preferred, it is the second half of 214.

Dio’s reference- must be considered first, for even before the publication of the

Giessen papyrus it was assumed to give the date 212.3 This view depends on the

assumption that the structure of Dio’s books on the Empire is annalistic and that

consequently information which he places early in his account of any given reign belongs

to the beginning of that reign. It has recently been demonstrated that in his books on

the early Empire this is not the case; he uses a combination of annalistic and biographi-

cal techniques, and collects at the beginning and end of each reign material, out of its

chronological setting, designed to illustrate the character and method of government

of the emperor concerned. As far as the fragmentary state of the text allows, the same

technique can be discerned in the later reigns, up to and including those of Dio’s own

time .

3

In so far as there is a standard pattern, it is that each reign opens with an account

of the emperor’s ascent to the throne and his initial measures, followed by a description

of the man and his rule under a number of headings. When chronological sequence

resumes, the break is often clearly marked.^'

\A'ith Caracalla’s reign, therefore, Dio records first his dispute with Geta and the

latter’s death and then his appearances before the Praetorian cohorts and the Senate."^

Then there follows a section on his executions of prominent men,^ a paragraph on

various strains in the emperor’s character,^ his love of gladiatorial shows,’® his imitation

of Alexander,” and his methods of raising cash to expend on the troops and on beasts

' The literary references are collected by Chr. Sasse, Die Comtitutio Antoniniana (Wiesbaden, 1958), 9-1 1.

Ulpian’s reference, Dig. i, 5, 17, comes from Book 22 of his ad edktum, which was completed in the reign of

Caracalla. It does not serve to date the constitiitio to any year within the reign.

- 77 . 9 , 5 (382).

’ For example by H. Schiller, Geschichte der rdmischen Kaiserzeit I (Gotha, 1883), 750.

+ C. Questa, ‘Tecnica biografica e tecnica annalistica nei libri LIII-LXIII di Cassio Dione’, Studi Urbinati,

31, N.6., B 1-2 (1957), 37 -

5 See 69, 3-7; 23 (Hadrian), 71, 34, 2-36, 4 (Marcus Aurelius, summing-up), 72, 4-7, 4 (Commodus,

introduction?), 73, 3-4 (Pertinax, introduction), 76, 16-17 (Severus, summing-up), 78, ii, 1-4 (Macrinus,

introduction on previous career), 78, 41, 2-4 (Macrinus, summing-up). The pattern is disturbed in the case

of coups d’etat, where the next emperor has to be introduced in the account of his predecessor, and further

obscured by the state of the text.

For e.xample, on Hadrian 69, 8, i (228) ravra rrcpi ye tov Tponou, tuj e’l' KcifiaXaioj etVeu’, TrpoclppKa- Xe^co

di Kai rix Kaft’ cKaurov, oaa dva'/Kaiov can pvrjuovcvcoOai

.

7
77, 1-4, I (373-6 )- » 77 , 4 . 1-6, i.

77, 6, 2.10

77, 6, la.

" 77 ,
7-8.
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for shows.' Then Dio reverts to more personal characteristics, his lack of education,

obstinacy, rashness, and arrogance.- At this point he reveals explicitlv how the text is

constructed

—

to iu.ev ovv avyiTrav tolovtos iv he rot? TroAe/xot? ottolos, epovjiev. d’he

section on his conduct in war begins with an account of his dealings with various eastern

potentates^ and then continues with the campaign of 213 in Germanv; from this point

the material is arranged by and large in chronological sequence.

In the series of paragraphs on Caracalla’s rule and character a proportion of the

material, especially that on the executions, clearly relates to the vear Caracalla spent in

Rome after the murder of Geta (late February 212). Some of it, however, can be dated

specificallv to later vears. This is first clear in the paragraph on Caracalla as ‘Alexander’,

where the incidents recorded date to the years 214-16.+ It is in the following section,

on Caracalla’s extravagance and his methods of raising extra funds, that the reference

to the constitiitio occurs. Here again it is clear that the measures recounted relate to

various stages of the reign.

The items in this section (77, g, 2-7) can be tabulated as follows:

1. aTecf)avoL (atirum coronanum) which Caracalla often {TroXXaKi^) demanded trom

cities to celebrate his victories. Metoriae were recorded in 213, over the Germans,

and in 216, over Parthia.^

2. TO}V re eTnrrjhelon’ d ttoXXo. xal jravra^oOei’ rd [lev rrpoiKa rd he Kal TTpoaiLvaXlcrKovre';

ea€TTpaua6p.e0a. This clearly refers to the supplies for the court and army during

Caracalla’s campaigns (sec below).

Gifts exacted from cities and rich individuals.

New indirect taxes.

Doubling of vicesimac Ubertatis and liercditatium, accompanied by the exaction of

the inheritance tax from close relatives and the gift of citizenship to all in the

Enipire, to render them liable to the tax.

Kal oLKiai avro) TiavrohaTra^, erreibr] ’Ptbp-q? e(ojpin](7e. kul KaraXvGeL<; TrnXi'reXei^

iv peaaLS raii ohois Krai raii lipay^vrarnL^ olKelon ha—avtpLnm KaraaKevnCeiv ijvay-

KaL.6p.e0a . . . TTpoaeri Kal Oearpa KVinp/eriKd Kal L—TTohpopov; iravra-^ov
. u—ov~ep

Kal ixelpaaev 7 Kal x^^l'-daeiv pX-niae. KareoKevderapev
.

p7]hev ~np’ avrov XafMH're<.

Dio’s use of the first person is probably to be accounted for by the fact that in

the winter of 214 he was at Nicomedia with Caracalla and apparently bore his

share of the provisioning of the court.”

The oLKiaL and KaraXvoeL^ are a reterence to the Severan institution of

sioncs along the main roads for the delivery of supplies to the court, and perhaps

3 -

4 -

5 -

77, 9-10.

- 77, II.

77, 12. ia-13, 3 (386-S).

-t This is proved in detail by J. tiuey, 'Les Elephants de Caracalla (216 apres J.C.)', REA 49 (1947), 24S,

on pp. 268-70.

5 On the German victory of 213 sec RE 2, 2447 and H. Mattingly, Coins of the Roman Empire in the British

Aluseum, v (London, 1950), pp. cxciv, cci-ii. For iictoria Parthica on coins see ibid,, p. ccviii. Caracalla did

not take a fourth salutation.

77, i8> 3-
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to armies, en marched Caracalla spent the winter of 214/15 at Nicomedia, that of

215 16 at Antioch, and that of 216 '17 at Edessa.-

Finally, the paragraph about his expenditure on games (and personal participa-

tion in them) is written largely in the imperfeet tense, refers to undated incidents

(TTore), and at one point describes a state of affairs ‘throughout his whole reign’.

^

It is therefore clear that this passage of Dio affords no basis for dating the constitiitio

to 212. Indeed, his reference to it provides a slight but definite basis for dating it later

than 212, for it is given in the context of Caraealla’s exactions to support himself and

his armies during the wars and travels whieh took up every year of his reign from 213

onwards.

Given these conclusions from Dio’s text it is neeessan,*, in considering the Giessen

papyrus, to start with no preconeeptions as to the date but to examine it as it stands.

For this purpose the contents of the papyrus must once again be summarized:

1. Column I, 11 . 1-16, the Constitiitio Antoniniana itself. This document has neither

heading, date, nor full titulature but begins abruptly with the line [AvroKparcop

Kalaap Md pKo? AvprjXi os Ueovrjpos] Avtuuvivo C Hi e^aoTo s Aeyet. The papyrus is

torn at the left-hand edge^ and it is therefore possible that the heading of this

edict began in a previous column, which is now missing. After line 13 only

fragments of the text remain and it is impossible to say whether the dates of

publication and exposition were given.

2. The second decree, column II, 11 . 1-15, is a novella subsequent to the announce-

ment of the restoration of exiles which Caracalla made in the Senate on the

morning after the murder of Geta at the end of February 21 2. ^ The beginning

of it presumably came in the second, missing, half of column I and the text is

only clear from column II, line 5, onwards. Column II, lines 12-15, contains

detailed information on the stages of publication

—

propositio in Rome on July ii,

212, the making of an official copy by the Praefectiis Aegypti in Alexandria on

January 29, 213, and propositio in Alexandria on February 10, 213.

3. The third decree, column II, 11 . 16-29, concerns the expulsion of AlyviTTioi from
Alexandria and must be dated to Caracalla’s stay there late in 215, or to verv soon

after it.® This decree has no indication of date or authorship and the text is

introduced by a one-word heading (which cannot be clearly read)^ which is placed

separately on 1 . 16. The text itself does not seem to be the full version of the

original edict—see 1 . 26—Med' I t epa.

' See D. van Berchem, ‘L’.Annone militaire dans I’Empire remain au troisieme siecle’, Mem. soc. nat. ant.

de France, 8th ser. lo. (1937), 1 17 ff., esp. p. 173.

- See RE 2, 2448-50. Caracalla did not return to Antioch from .Vlexandria until mid-winter, January at the
latest, in 215-16. See J. Schwartz, ‘Xote sur le sejour de Caracalla en ligypte’, Chron. d'Eg. 34 (1959), 120.

^ 77, 10, 3, rrapa rravra tov ttjs’ fipxV'^ avrov ^poi'ov.

* See the photograph in the original publication by P. M. Meyer, Griechische Papyri im Museum des ober-
hessischen Geschichtsrereins zu Giessen, i, ed. E. Kornemann and Paul M. Meyer (Leipzig and Berlin 1910-12)
ph VI. 5 Dio describes the scene in 77, 3, 3-4, i.

Dio refers to the e.xpulsion of strangers from .-Mexandria in 77, 23, 2. Schwartz, op. cit., 121-2 takes it that
this edict was promulgated after Caracalla had left .Vlexandria.

' Meyer read
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It can thus be seen that the papyrus dates the constitutio to 212, between late February

and July ii, only if the decrees are given in chronological order. The assumption of

chronological order, it must be emphasized, is now the sole support for the date 212.

How reliable the assumption is depends on the character of the document itself.

Meyer considered that it derived from the collection of imperial edicts kept at Alexan-

dria.^ The papyrus itself probably comes from the Heptakomia and does not seem, in

view of the informal character of its text, to be an official document. Xor does it seem

to be afull list of imperial edicts, for it is clear the third edict, from the winter of 215 16,

follows directly on the second, which was published in Alexandria two and a half years

earlier. No other edicts are attested which certainly fall within this interval, but P.Oxv.

XII, 1406, laying down penalties for bouleutai who injure or insult their colleagues, or

prytaneis, dates certainly from between October 213 and Caracalla’s death and probably

to his stay in Egypt late in 215.^ P.Flor. 382, 11 . 6-8, gives a constitution of Caracalla

which dates to January 216. All that can be said of the Giessen papyrus is that it is

a collection of some edicts by Caracalla made in the Egy ptian chora for some purpose

which is unknown to us. As such, it may be in chronological order but there is no over-

riding reason to think that it is. P.Flor. 382 itself is an example of a list of imperial

constitutions, of Severus and Caracalla, made in Egypt for a particular purpose, which

are not assembled in chronological order.

It is thus clear that the two standard items of evidence do not give any definite date

for the constitutio. There is, however, other evidence which does indicate a date, namely

the latter half of 214. It should be emphasized that the arguments for this date are by

no means conclusive. The later date is no more than probable, at best, but none the

less is better supported than the traditional one.

The first item is a Michigan papyrus, P.Mich.Inv. 5503c. In publishing it a decade

ago, O. M. Pearl restored it so as to date to 2i2'i3, the 21st year of Caracalla.^ The
restoration was clearly incorrect, for in the papyrus Caracalla has the title ‘Gcrmanicus’,

which he received only after the German campaign of 213. In view of this contradiction

I asked Professor H. C. Youtie of Michigan to look at the papyrus again, and all varia-

tions from the original publication in the text given below depend on his re-examination

of the papyrus and communication of the results to me, for which I am very much in

his debt.

P.Mich.Inv. 5503 c.

erovs xfi or /cy RIdpKo v AvppXlov Teo v rjp o u TOJVII'OV

TlapOi Kov peyluTOv BpevTaviKov {sic) pLeylorov

Pepp-aviKOu peyloTov Evaefovs Eefaarov ABvp 9 Si€{ypafev)

Ht’Atai'oj Kal jLx(eToyo(.S') TTpdiK{TopaLv) dpy{vpiKa>v) Kap{ai’L8os) Ai^eXapL^ IlToX^piaLov

5 Tov Apirayddov awTa^{lp.ov) rou avTOV eroV'S (Spay/xd?) Se/caeA

{ylvovrai) (Sp
)

i?- Hand 2. 0ap{p.ovBL) dXXa 9 Spayp(d9) oktco,

{ylv.) (Sp.) Tj. Hand 3. /7ayd>(v) 9

‘ Op. cit,, 28.

- See P. M. yieyer, jfuristische Papyri (Berlin, 1920), no. 72 (pp. 248-9); Riccobono, FIRA- I, 89.

3 O. M. Pearl, ‘A Late Receipt for Syntaximon' TAPhA 82 (1951), 193.
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6 aivTo?) Avp' ijXto? Al ^eXdpis Spa;^)u,(d?) owItjoI (ytv.) (8p.) rj. kI, dXXa?

Spa^p,{as) okt'cI), (ytV.)
|

(Sp.) rj. Ilavvi k dXXas Spa)'p,{ds) SeKaSvo,

(ytV.) (8p.) L^. ’ETT€l<f) . dXXas Spaxp-{ds) okto), (yiv.) (8p.) rj.

Notes on the text

I. ‘There was visible in close attachment to the end of /c a small vertical remnant of another

numeral. The direction of the ink is characteristic enough to exclude a and 8 and to make € unlikely.

The letter when complete was either ^ or y, but not enough remains to support a choice between

these.’ H. C. Y.

3. November 2.

6. Pharmouthi is hlarch 27 to April 26. H. C. Y. detects a third hand beginning at iJaytuv. The
date is Mav i.

It follows from the new reading of 1 . i that the papyrus dates to the years 213-14

or 214-15. Of these dates the later is by far the more probable. The name ‘Germanicus’

appears for the first time in the actafratriim Arvalium of October 6, 213, their celebra-

tion of the German victory.* While it would not, of course, have been physically

impossible for the news to reach Karanis by November 2, there is abundant evidence

to show that there was normally a longer interval before changes of title, or of emperor,

were reflected in documents in the Egyptian chora.- We can take it therefore that the

Michigan papyrus dates to 214 and 215.

The significance of these dates arises from the absence in the first part of it (Novem-

ber 2, 214) and the second (March 27 to April 26, 215) and the presence in the third

(May I, 215) of the name ‘Aurelius’ for the ‘Libelaris’ whose payments of syntaximon

are being recorded. It cannot be taken as certain that this represents the moment at

which the constitutio came into force, for numerous papyri subsequent to it use or omit

‘Aurelius’ with indiflference. The appearance of the name ‘Aurelius’ would only be

significant if it could be shown from other evidence that this was the first year of

operation of the constitution

In seeking further evidence the most obvious course is clearly to examine the other

papyri from the years 212-15 to see whether they offer a reliable basis for the date of

the constitutio. The appearance of single individuals with the name ‘Aurelius’ cannot

be taken as evidence, for the name appears in earlier papyri also
;
but where, as in the

case discussed above, we seem to find a man acquiring the name ‘Aurelius’ or where a

number of ‘Aurelii’ appear on a single papyrus we are on safer ground.

Firstly, it is clear both from returns in the census of 215/16+ and from other docu-
ments of 2155 that the constitutio was in force in that year. But documents from the

‘ CIL VI, 2086, last fragment, 1 . 22 f. (= ILS 451).
2 See U. Wilcken, Griechische Ostraka aus Aegypten iind Niihien (Leipzig and Berlin, 1899), i, 800 f.

I For these points I am again indebted to Professor Youtie.
I See for example P.Rein. 49; Aegyptus 32 (1952), 33 , no. 22; P.Lond. CCCCLII; P.Lond. 935 (vol. Ill,

p. 29).

5 P.Oxy. 2184; BGU 222; P.Strasb 219; CPR i, xlv.
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2ist year of Caracalla (212/13)' and the 22nd (213/14)^ afford no firm evidence of the

type required. For, although ‘Aurelii’ appear in some (not all) of the papyri, they are

accompanied by other persons who have not yet acquired Roman citizenship. The first

reliable evidence comes from earlv in the 23rd vear (214''! 5), to be exact, from the last

two months of 214. The first document which shows ‘Aurelii’ who clearlv accjuired the

name as a result of Caracalla’s edict is a series of receipts for a ward’s alimonv, from

Tebtunis. Here we find some persons who in 208 or 209 did not have the name ‘Aurelius’

in possession of it on November i, 214.^ Then again, in a document from Oxyrhvnchus

which was signed on December 7, 214, three ‘Aurelii’ appear.^

Thus it is certain that the constitutio was in effect in parts of Egvpt bv the last two

months of 214, but not clear that it began any earlier than that. The news seems to

have been slow in reaching Karanis, for a number of receipts for seed-grain from there,

which date to December 214, show no trace of its effect.

*

The evidence of the papyri is supported, though not very securelv, bv another

passage of Dio, from the speech of Maecenas in Book 52. In the course of working

on Dio I have been led to the conclusion, based on arguments concerning both the

composition of the work and contemporary relevance of the IMaecenas speech, that it

was delivered to (or aimed at) not Severus Alexander, but Caracalla, and that it was

composed specifically in the last part of 214, when Dio was at Xicomedia with the

emperor.^ In the speech Dio makes a laudatory reference to the constituti(A which

contrasts sharply with his own attitude in the passage discussed above, which was

written some five or more years later. If this dating and interpretation of the speech

' For example PSI xiii, 1329; P.Lond. ccxvii; P.Lond. 848 verso (iii, 209); BGU 1091 ;
P.-^mherst ii, xrvi;

P.Tebt. 371. BGU 356 (Faiyum, Dec. 27, 213) has an .\urelius .Vpion, nomarch, and also an .Vurehus Didymus,

who is, however, a citizen of Alexandria.

- For example Ann. Serv. 29 (1929), 51, no. 3, P.Strash. 213, P.Ryl. ll, 184, BGU 618. P. Merton 25

(Oxyrhvnchus, Mar. 12, 214) is a letter from Pamounis son of Dius, mentioning his mother Thatres, to

M. Aurelius Valentas son of Apollonius. It mentions the scrihe, .Vphunchis son of Horion. BGU 1656 (Faiyum

213/14) is a letter from M. Aurelius Papirius, gymnasiarch of .Vrsinoe, to Valerius Longinus. Moreover,

P.Oxy. 1432 which dates to about July 214 shows a strategos of Oxyrhynchus, .Aurelius .Anoubion, who in the

previous year had been called simply .Anoubion—see P. Mertens, ‘L'n demi-siecle de strategic Oxyrhynchite’,

in Chron. d’Eg. 31 (1956), 341 ff. on pp. 349-50. The papyrus also, however, mentions a tax collector, Heraclas-

Anoubion may therefore have benefited from an individual grant of Roman citizenship. I am indebted for

this reference to Air. T. C. Skeat.

P.Fam.Tebt. 53—B. A. van Groningen, A Family-Archive from Tebtunis (Leiden, 1950), 167 f. A docu-

ment from Philadelphia which dates to Oct. 9, 214—see M. Hiissler, ‘Fine Pachturkunde aus Philadelphia vom
Jahre 214 n. Chr. (P.Freib.Inv. 79)’, Chron. d'Eg. 35 (i960), 199—mentions an .Aurelius .Apion, former exegetes

of Alexandria, along with two men called .Amatios and Neophytos. ^ P.Oxy. 1278.

5 O. M. Pearl, ‘Short Texts from Karanis', in Aegyptiis 33 (1953), 3, no. 6-1 1.

This conclusion depends on arguments, which have not yet been published and which cannot be effectively

resumed here. In brief, it is possible to conclude from the main passage in which Dio describes the writing

of his History—72, 23 (304-5)—that Dio began in the summer of 197, took notes in the years 197-207, and

wrote books 1-76 in order in the years 207-19. This would bring Book 52 to late 214. The character of the

speech’s relevance to the reigns of Severus and Caracalla is too complex to summarize, but one may note 52,

27, 5 (recruitment to prevent banditry—see 74, 2, 5-6), 23, 3 (a single Praefcctus Praetorio is too dangerous),

22, 4 (not more than two legions in each province—3 measure completed in 214).

’ 52, 19, 6. . . . Kal rrjs TToXireias —dai aificn fieradoOiii'aL irifii fiefr. Tea Knl ravrrji: icro/ioipocrre, —irrrol

aviA.fj.ayoi iffur diaiv, djaTrep Til’d play rify jfptripav irdAii’ oikovvtcs, koi ravrxfy per oi'tcos ttoXiv rd de 81) a6erepa

aypovs Kal Kcjpai I'oplcoyres eivai.

C 505 S
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can be accepted, pending publication of the full argument, it follows that in the last

months of 214 the constitutio was already promulgated or at least that its impending

promulgation was known to Caracalla’s entourage.

All the evidence therefore tends to indicate that the latter part of 214 is the true

date of the Constitutio Antoniniana. Furthermore, the events of 214 mav provide a clue

to the meaning and restoration of two lines of the Giessen papyrus itself. In the third

and fourth lines of column I Caracalla gives thanks to the gods for some reason which

is not clear from the fragmentary text.^ The occasion might well have been the ship-

wreck which Caracalla suffered in crossing the Hellespont and from which he was only

rescued by the efforts of his Praefectus classis. The accident is mentioned by the

Historia Augusta and by Dio and was sufficiently serious to be recorded by the fratres

Arvales in Rome, while an inscription from Pergamum gives a poem by Caracalla

himself expressing his gratitude to Asclepius for his escape.^ The two lines of the

Giessen papyrus can be restored so as to refer to the preservation of the emperor in

some accident .

3

The only difficulty here is chronological—did Caracalla cross the

Hellespont early enough in 214 for a cotistitutio promulgated after that to be in effect

in at least one part of Eg\'pt by the first of November? Caracalla reached his winter

quarters at Nicomedia in time for the news of his safe arrival to be celebrated in Rome
by the fratres Arvales before December 10.+ His arrival cannot therefore have been

later than about mid-November and between his crossing of the Hellespont and that

moment he had celebrated games and carried out sacrifices at Ilium’ and made a journey,

apparently by land, to Pergamum, where he sought the aid of Asclepius, and had gone

on to Philadelphia and perhaps beyond.^ This journey, with the return to Nicomedia,

could not have taken less than some 40 days—and it would be surprising if the emperor

had stayed only one night at each point. The crossing of the Hellespont could easily,

therefore, have taken place in August or September.

Thus it can be suggested that the Constitutio Antoniniana was promulgated by

Caracalla soon after his crossing of the Hellespont in the summer of 214. To have made
the announcement from Ilium, where he was carry ing out ceremonies in direct imitation

of Alexander the Great, would have appealed to Caracalla’s sense of his own position

in history.'^

’ In the original publication Meyer read [ Kal roi.^ 6]£OLi T[or]s' dy[ia)-]dToij ev^^apiCTTrJcraifit,

on n[?] Toiar'-7][,]/[_;(dpiTOj d</>op;(i7 ruv e]ts e/ie ai'i’[eK'v]pr;(7ei'. In his Juristische Papyri (Berlin 1920), No.
I he read [. . ottoj? dv Tor? tljeolb T[or]9 d()[a!’]dTO[S rvyapiar-qaaiju, on Trj ToiavrfiHviKrj (?)

a<jio]i' i/ie avi'[€rT]]prjaaY

.

’ See SHA vita Ant. Car. 5, 8; Dio 77, 16, 7; CIL vi. 2103a (the acta fratrum Arvalium— [. . . ex naufragii

periculo s]alvus servatus sit); A. Wilhelm, ‘Zu neuen Inschriften aus Pergamon’, SB. Berl. Akad. 1933, 836 f.

;

and, in general, D. Magie, Roman Rule in Asia Minor (Princeton 1950), ch. 28, n. 41.
3 So E. Bickermann, Das Edikt des Kaisers Caracalla in P.Giss. 40 (Diss. Berlin 1926), 26— rots r[or]s'

d0[ar]dTOi9 evyapirr-^aaijn, on T7)[q Totau'rr4e]/[o-!;/t(iopd5 yci'opei'7)b' (Jtpojv epe avv[€T7'j]pTjaav.

CIL VI. 2103b, giving Caracalla’s trib. pot. xvii. His trib. pot. xvill began on Dec, 10, 214.
5 See Dio 77, 16, 7; Herodian iv, 8, 3-5; and iVIagie, loc. cit.

s See Magie, loc. cit., and the Itinerarium Antonini 333, 9-337, 2, which shows a route beginning with
A Callipoli traiectum in Asia Larnsacum (not a standard route, so it can be taken to refer to this journey by
Caracalla) and going in fifteen stages through Pergamum, Thyateira, and Philadelphia to Laodicea.

It has been suggested as an objection to this that the constitutio could only have been promulgated from
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1

It need not be claimed that the arguments for this date are decisive. The pattern

which the papyri indicate suggests, but does not prove, the general acquisition of

citizenship and the name ‘Aurelius’ late in 214 and in the first half of 215. Of the

literarv evidence, only Dio has any direct bearing on the date but, while neither of the

relevant passages is conclusive, one indicates the period of Caracalla’s wars and travels

and the other points specifically to the latter part of 214.

The new date, if it can be accepted, means that we need no longer suppose, for lack

of any more convincing context, that the Constitutio Antoniniana was a triumphant

declaration made at the beginning of Caracalla’s reign. It can now be seen in a specific

historical context and interpreted, in accordance with Cassius Dio, as one of the

measures by which Caracalla raised monev to support his armies.*

Rome. While political considerations might have dictated an announcement in Rome, it is clear that there

was no law or custom requiring this. Imperial constitutions were issued from wherever the emperor happened

to be. See for example FIRA^ i, 71 (Claudius’ edict on the Anauni), para. i. Bais in Pretoria, edictum . . .

propositum fiiit . . . and in general F. von Schwind, Znr Frage der Pubhkation im romischen Recht (Munich,

1940), 160 f.

* I am much indebted to Mr. P. M. Fraser for his help in the preparation of this paper.
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A CHRISTIAN LETTER OF COMMENDATION

By J. H. HARROP

This letter is one of the papyri discovered at Oxyrhynchus by Grenfell and Hunt. It is

lightish-brown in colour, and appears to haye been folded three or four times, once

horizontally between 11 . 22-23, 2nd twice or three times vertically. Apart from the

bottom right-hand corner, which is missing, most of the damage appears to be at

the folds, especially the horizontal one, where the papyrus is completely severed. The
presence of traces of ink below 1. 22, which fit with -npos in 1. 23, together with the

coincidence of some of the papyrus strands, make it likely that no line is lost. There

are also seyeral small holes. The main text of the letter is written in black carbon ink,

in a medium-sized squarish upright bookhand. In the first two-thirds of the letter it is

executed fairly carefully and evenly, in straight lines, and with an eye to pleasing

appearance, though the characters vary considerably in size; but it slips into cursive

at the ends of some lines and in the greetings of the last five lines. The attempt to please

is emphasized by the presence of several marks of punctuation and one of quantity, and

by the wide spacing of some letters and the lengthening of the final strokes of others,

especially at the ends of lines. The writing is along the fibres. A postscript is added in

a vertical direction from top to bottom down the left-hand margin, in an ink now brown,

much faded, and in parts worn away, but which appeared slightly more legible under

ultra-violet light. It is possibly in a different hand, since the characters are more

separately and deliberately formed, and tend to be of a more squat appearance, which

is not entirely accounted for by lack of space. The address along the fibres of the verso

is in the same hand and ink as the postscript.

None of the persons in the letter has yet been definitely identified, and it does not

seem possible to date the letter on internal evidence. On palaeographical evidence' it

may be dated in the fourth century, probably in the earlier part.

The text is here reproduced as it stands, except for word-division and capital letters.

Only the original marks of punctuation, &c., are included. The critical signs follow the

same conventions as those used by the editors of the Oxyrhynchus Papyri.

‘ The main hand may be compared with that of Pap.Berol. P. 10559 (illustrated in plate 43a of W. Schubart’s

Papyri Graecae Berolimnses) which was assigned for palaeographical and internal reasons to the end of the

fourth century A.D. by Wilamowitz, Berliner Klafiikertexte

,

v. i, 82 f. ; while both the main hand, and especially

the various punctuation marks and the attempt at decoration strongly recall P.Rylands iv, 624, dated 317-23
by the editor, C. H. Roberts, who observ'es that such phenomena are very rare in papyrus letters. The presence
of possibly metallic brown ink may be an indication, but its value is doubtful until more work is done on the
composition of inks used on papyri, cf. notes by Alkin Lewis in Lachish I: The Lachish Letters, by H. Torczyner
and others (1938), pp. 188 ff. I am indebted to Mr. T. C. Skeat, Keeper of Manuscripts at the British Museum,
not only for this reference, but also for the use of an ultra-violet lamp in deciphering the postscript.
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Oxyrhynchus

25 X 11-5 cm. Fourth century a.d.

Recto

Written along the fibres:

Tojl KvpLCt) [xov I a \^eX(f)OJL iVi

IJavXos ey jrpar [reiv

tcjol eaoTTTpov KTrj<jap.evcjL)L rj aAAo ti tolovto ev

fxoPTL ev OLS ra Trpoawrra evoTrTpi^erai

5 ov y/oeta eoTLV rov XeyovTos f] p.apTvpovvTOs

Trepi Tov avTcoL emKetpievov xopaKT-qpos

Kai TT]s xpoi-ois Kai rov etSou? oitjols^ 'oi^' .770^ vvapxei'

avTOS yap St eavrov pLaprvs yeyovev Kai Xe

yeiy varai Trepi rrjs tSta s' o ixoiaiaeojs'

I o /cat ovx ore ns avrai Xeyei rj aa<^rjvi^ei ire

pi rov KaXXovs Kai rps evrrperreias rrjs rre

pi avrov rore Triarevei' ov yap Kara rovs aX

Xovs vnapxci rovs ev ayvoiai ovras

Kai rov euoTrrpov rroppaj KaBeario

1 5 Tas rov ras iravrwv opoiaxjeis embei

^avros' ro avro 8e eariv Kai rrpos oe

<X) <f)iXrare- Kai yap cos St ecr onrpov Ka

T(e)tSes rrjv TTpos ere piov e pi (frvrov

aropytjv Kai ayanrjv rrjv aei veav

20 Trepi 8 e rajv rjperepojv yveopipiwv

rojv croi ra ypappara Karaefiepovron’

avayKai ov poi eariv ypaipai _aoi_ '
. err lara

jLt evu) ryv rrpos rra yras aov SiXiav

Ka i aro pypy paXiara rrpos rovs pperepovs

25 aSeX(J)ovs' TTpoaSe^ai avv ev ayamp

CDS (fnXovs ov yap Karpyoapevoi eiaiy

a X Xa rojv rrepi laiiuvos Kai X> iKoXaov

tS t ot 'rvyxavovai' Kai ei ri avrois rroieis c/io i, erroi

paas - rravres ot evdaSe aSeXchoi rrp oa

30 ayopevovaiv vpas aarraaai Ka i rovs avy

aoi rravras aSeXepovs eKXeKrov s re Kai Ka

rpxovpevovs

eppiuao vpas evxopai

Down the left-hand margin, in brown ink, ? different hand:

34 Kai ei hvvarov 001 eariv rois aAAois ypaijrai rrepi rovron’ pp oKvpais

oTTivs npooBe^iovrai

35 Kara rorrov
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Verso

Address, along the fibres, same hand and ink as 11 . 34-35

:

IJavXos TO) aSeX<f}aj [
\lcov[l

Notes on the text

I

.

There is a distinct tail of a letter below the line, 3 mm. to the right of S. The final letters vt

are moderately large. 7. 01? and .no struck out with one stroke. 12. t in Kara is altered from a.

22 . (Toi is crossed out, and there are undeeipherable traces of ink above. 28. r of tl altered from a.

Translation

To my lord brother S(erapio)n Paul (wishes) well-doing. A man who has acquired a mirror, or

holds in his hand something else of that sort, in which faces are seen represented, has no need of

one to tell him, or testify about the character that lies upon him, and his complexion, and his

appearance, how it is. For he himself has become a witness by himself, and can speak about his own
likeness. And when someone speaks to him, or explains about the beauty and comeliness about him,

he does not then believe. For he is not like the rest who are in ignorance, and standing far from the

mirror that displays the likenesses of all. And it is the same with you my good friend. For as

through a mirror you have seen my implanted affection and love for you ever fresh. Now con-

cerning the acquaintances of ours who are bringing down the letter to you, it is (necessaiy) that I

write, (knowing as I do) your friendship and affection to all, especially towards our brethren. Receive

them therefore in love, as friends, for they are not catechumens but belong to the company of Ision

and Nikolaos, and ‘if you do anything for them, you have done it for me’. All the brethren here

salute you. Greet also the brethren with you, both eleet and catechumens. I pray you mav be strong.

And if you can write to the others about (them) don’t hesitate, that they may receive them in each

place.

Notes

1 . The gap of about 18 mm. seems too large for SvpLwvi. Probably Eopamiovi should be restored,

but there would be room for Tu/x/uayicovt or even FapanapipLcovi. Note the absence of ev/ttu or evdeui,

and of any ecclesiastical title: contrast P.Grenf. ii, 73; P.Oxy. 1162; P.Lond. 417, 981, 1914-18;

P.Amh. II, 145.

2. €u TTparreiv. Cf. P.Oxy. 822. 1770; PSI 207, 299, 833-4, 1445.

3. For the opening commonplace see General Considerations below.

6. €TTiK€ip.evov For x- in the sense of outward appearance cf. Flermas, Shepherd <), 9, 5,

besides other references and bibliography given by Liddell-Scott-Jones (LSJ) and Arndt-Gingrich
(AG). For this expression with cTriK-ef/xat cf. Ignatius, Ep. ad Magn. v, 2, a-b djon^p ydp ianv vop.LapiaTa

Suo, 6 per 0€ov 6 be Koerpov, /cat e/caaror avTcur iSiov xapaK-rijpa emKeiperov cyet, ol dnioToi tov Koopov
TovTov, ol be TnOTol ev dyaTrrj xo-poKyppa Qeov Trarpos- 8ia 'Irjaov Xpiurov .... Cf. also the wording
of the longer recension of this passage.

8. St’ eavTov. Cf. P.Oxy. 273, 2i ; P.Tebt. 72, 197; Rom. 14, 14.

9. opoicuaeojs. For the Christian development of this word see MouIton-AIilligan (MAI) and AG.
14-16. There seems to be a change in the writer’s idea of the mirror here—no longer held in the

hand, hut fixed perhaps to a wall, or held up by a servant.

1 6 ff. The connexion appears to be that the recipient has or has had some means of perceiving
even from a distance and indirectly the reality of the writer’s affection for him.
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17. §1’ iaoTrrpov. For the formula cf. J. Dupont, Gnosis, p. 134, n. 3.

18 f. eij,<f>vToi' a-opyrjv Kal aydTrrjv. ep.cfivTov usually means inborn by nature (AF\I and A(l). But

in Jas. I, 21 beiaade ~6v ei.i(f)VTOi' Xoyov, Barnabas I, 2 ovtoj^ epL^jurov rrjg bujped^ TTvevjxririKriS X'ipo’

euV{](^aT€, id. 9, 9 d rrjv €pxf>vTov bcopedv Tiyj biaOt'iKijs avrov Oep-evog ii' i]p.Li’, it refers to ingrafting or

implantation after birth. Here it could mean either an innate characteristic or Christian lo\c im-

planted at regeneration by divine grace. In cither case the metaphor seems continued b\' the uei

veav, suggesting continual new growth. For a \ery similar expression cf. the fourth-century Alelctian

letter published as Xo. 2545 in H. I. Bell, Jews and Christians in Egypt, where a postscript written

down the left margin reads 'Evhl^aade ovv T-ijV tpi/horov vp.djv dydniy kuI T'/jV ev(JTT\ayyi-iiu' Kal r'nv

cjTopyrjV tt]s vpitov TTa~piorrjTOS.

20. 7T€pl Se. For the form cf. Mayser, Grammatik, ii, 2, 449 f. A more common form of transition

is Tov Seiva KaXdis Tionjaeis'-raorist participle, as in several of Gregory Nazianzen’s letters, or simply

Tov Seb'a-|- imperative, as in PSI 208, 1041. For yvcjjpipcov used as a substantive, LSJ cite authority

for the meanings ‘acquaintance (less than cf>iXo$), pupil (opposed to SiSdrrKaXo^), kinsman, notables or

wealthy persons (opposed to brjposY. Here probably acquaintances, perhaps notables, possibly pupils.

21. KaTa(f>ep6vTcov. This word seems to refer to transport down the Nile in a large proportion of

its occurrences in the Oxyrhvnchus papyri, cf. 923, 8; 1068, 6; 1260, 28; 1261, 9; (? 1292, 13) 1414,

20; 1415, Cf. P.Amh. II, 137, 13. On the other hand, it is used in contexts where the direction

cannot be determined, once in a context similar to this: P.Amh. 11, 145 (pro\ enance unknown), 1 . 20

'Ispa^ ovv TO) KaTa<j}€povrl aoi ravra pov ra ypnppara d^lcoaov k.t.X.

22-

23. The supplements, suggested by Mr. M. Kokalakis, cannot be regarded as certain, as it is

impossible to determine the number of lost letters, but they do give good sense.

23-

25. These lines imply some sort of a relationship already existing between Paul and the

recipient, and that there was some sort of a link between their communities.

25 ff. For the form of the request cf. PSI in, 208 tw ab€X<f)bv rjpojv 'HpnKXrjV Trapdbe^ai Kara to

e6os‘, IX, 1041 Tovi dbeX(fiovs rjpujv "Hpevva Kal Dptojva kol d>iXdb(X(f>ov Kal UeKvaiv Kal Saapojovr

Kadrjxovpevov^ tcov avvayopevojv Kal Aeatva Kadijxovpevov er dpyij too ^vayyeXiov TTpoaSe^aL ws KaOijKei
;

P.Oxy. 1162 TOV dbeXSojv rjpwv Appojviov Trapayivopevov irpos vpd-; awbi^aodat ai’ror er ipvJiTj.

26. ov yap KaT. elatv. Catechumens were not allowed to remain in the Mass of the Faithful

—

Athan., Ap. c. Ar. 28, cf. ii and 46, and Brightman In JTS i (1899) 109, and Suiccr s.v. KaT^]x(co.

For two kinds of kut . see Origen, c. Cels, iii, 51 and Suicer, loc. cit., who also quotes Can. xiv

Cone. Nic. pr. as using the word with reference to the more advanced group only. It is ambiguous

whether 1. 26 should be taken as a caution or a commendation, since iv dydmj ox (/lAoes- could imply

less or more than a catechumen’s reception, though the latter seems more likely.

27 f. This difficult expression, doubtless clear to Paul and the recipient, does not help to solve

our difficulty. It is not clear whether "Stoi should be taken as ‘my own’ (cf. P.Goodsp. Cair. 4. 8

dTTecTTdXKupev rrpos ae PXavKLav drra iipwv ibicv, KoivoXo-yyiodiLovov rjoi) or ‘Ision and Xikolaos’ own’,

in both cases bearing its ordinary family sense (cf. Preisigke, Win terhuch, also .\Cr and I.Sl); or

‘our own’, in a partisan or sectarian sense, akin to the meaning given by AG of comrades in battle

or compatriots; or whether some more religious sense (? 'God’s or Christ’s own’) is required, as

in John 13, I dyaTrycras Toiis ISlovs Toix erred K(<(jp'p and Corp. Herm. I (Poimandrcs) 31, ayax d flene,

Os' yvojaOyvaL IdovXoTai Kal yivwGKeTai tols ibiois. See Xock s note ad loc. The possibility ot its

bearing some special religious meaning (e.g. monks) must not be ruled out. The contrast between

eKXeKToix and kot. in 1. 31 makes one wonder it a similar contrast is in mind here, in which, case

i'Sioi might -iCTToi', i.e. the faithful baptized. But perhaps the most natural sense is most likely.

The expression tAv -epi k.t.X. presents yet another problem. In the context one would expect the

accusative, cf. Mavser, Gramm, ii, i, iS f. and 11, 2, .^.qb ff. It seems difficult not to regard this as
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a slip. Nevertheless, if the bearers were in full communion, it remains strange that the guarantee

of their acceptability should be their connexion with two persons rather than their place in the

Catholic Church.

28 f. Cf. Matt. 25, 40. Such appeals in general terms applied to particular circumstances are

frequent in fourth-century letters of commendation and request. For the notion that a favour to

the bearer is a favour to the sender, cf. Gregor}^ Nazianzen, Epp. 38, 103, 126, 134, 168, 188, 189.

For quotation of Scripture to back the request, cf. id., Ep. 186. See also M. Guignet, Les procedes

epistolaires de S. Gregoire de Naz. compares d ceux de ses contemporains.

29-30. For the closing greetings cf. bibliography inMM and AG, s.v. do-Tra^o/xat and Trpoaayopevo).

31. eVAe/cTods. A Christian sense seems required, cf. numerous references cited by AG. The
contrast with /car. is unusual, ttlotoL being the normal epithet for baptized believers. In this con-

nexion cf. Rev. 17, 14. Cf. also, however, the use of this and cognate words in the Sacramentary

of Serapion of Thmuis, in JTS i (1899-1900), prayers 6, 12, 14, 25, 27. For the application of the

word to the more advanced catechumens cf. Leo I P.R. decret. cap. XI, f. apud Suicer, ii, 73.

33. It does not seem possible to read ippwaOai or even —a6\

35. Kara tostov distributive; cf. Athan., Ep. ad Mon. in PG xxv, 692.41 ;
but cf. also P.Oxy. 1162

init. TOTTov may simply be in its general sense, but possibly refers to a sub-division of a nome, cf.

P.Mich.Zen. 43, 8, or even to a religious community, cf. P.Oxy. 1492 and Winter, Life and Letters

in the Papyri, 148.

General considerations

The letter is constructed as follows: an address
(
11 . 1-2); a long comparison (3-19)

consisting of a developed commonplace (3-16) applied to the recipient in a transitional

comparison (16-19); mention of the bearers (20-22); complimentary mention of the

recipient’s charity (22-25); request for the bearers (25-26) supported by explanation

of their status (26-28) and loose quotation of Scripture (28-29); greetings and final

salutation. The postscript adds to the request.

Clearly the letter is constructed with great care, and the writer’s intention was to

produce a pleasing and artistic effect. In pursuing this aim he followed a rhetorical

pattern. The object of the first half of the letter is to gain the recipient’s goodwill, which
was one of the aims of the ancient rhetorical proem.^ This is achieved both by the

compliment and by the artful development of the opening commonplace and its applica-

tion to the recipient. Generally those who wrote on the theory of letter-writing favoured

brevity and recommended the style of everyday speech.^ Contrast with this letter the

model commendatory letters given by Demetrius and Ps.-Libanius.^ However, ancient

letter-writers from Isocrates onwards seem to have disregarded this advice in practice,

both in length and style. Perhaps the door was opened to this departure by the view,

often expressed both in letters and in works about letters, and admirably put by Ps.-

Libanius= epel Se ti? eu avrfj worrep Trapdov Tt? Trpos rrapovTa. Undoubtedly, those of

‘ Quintilian iv, i, 5.

- Demetrii et Libanii quiferimtur Tvtjoi’ETTiaroXiKoi ePE-niaToXipaloi XapaKrrjpes (ed. V. Weichert, Teubner
1910); Demetrius, On Style, iv, 223-35; Gregory Nazianzen, Ep. 51, in Migne, PG xxxvii, 105 ff.

3 Op. cit., p. 3, no. 2, and p. 22, no. 4.

* Cf. Isocrates, Ep. 11, 13; Kal yap vvv Kara. piKpov Trpo'Cojv eXadov epavTov oiiK els iinaToXrjs crypperplav
dXX' els Adyou pfjKos e^oKelXas. Note also the development of the ‘epistle’ as a medium of philosophical,
artistic, and religious instruction, and the presence of rhetorical elements in such ‘epistles’.

5 Op. cit., 14.
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rhetorical disposition would be inclined to speak rhetorically on most occasions (cer-

tainly when commending someone to an important person), and did use rhetorical

devices of one kind or another in their letters.' There is reason to believe that by the

fourth century the letter had come to be regarded in some circles as a form of art,- and

that the different sorts of letters began to follow certain set patterns for each type. The
commendatory letters of Gregory Nazianzen, one of the most literarv of the Greek
Fathers, may generally be analysed into a preamble, consisting of a compliment of the

person addressed, or some other attempt to gain his goodwill
;
the introduction of the

person concerned, with praise of his qualities and virtues; and something to persuade

the recipient to perform the request. ^ This appears to be the common pattern for the

type, but a great deal of variation was allowed in the nature and extent of the compli-

mentary portion, which is most highly developed in letters to persons such as prefects

and strategi, and sometimes almost absent in letters to persons of lower rank. Verv few

have a proem so fully developed as this one, and the only one among thirtv commenda-
tory letters of Gregory Nazianzen that closely resembles this letter in the style of its

construction is Ep. 21,'' addressed to Sophronius, the Prefect of Constantinople in

A.D. 369. From this we may perhaps conclude that this letter is of more than usually

developed artistic form.

The sender’s name was Paul. The addressee’s name was probably Sarapion, though

this is not the only possibility. Although no such title as deacon, priest, bishop, or monk
is given in the address, it seems likely from the nature and wording of the letter that

both were ‘heads of Christian communities’.’ The literary style of the letter, so much
in contrast with the majority of Christian letters in papyri, makes it likely that Paul

was a man of considerable learning, and that the recipient also was a man likely to

appreciate his efforts.^ If Deissmann’s view is correct, that the state of education of the

majority of the clergy of Egvpt was ver^’ low'^ (and certainly the Christian letters among
the papyri so far published, e.g. by Ghedini, and by Bell injeu's and Christians, tend to

confirm this view),* then the writer of this letter must have been an outstanding cleric,

which increases the likelihood of his being someone already known to us from historical

sources. Some steps mav be taken towards this identification, but no conclusion has

been reached that accounts for all the evidence, or that can be regarded as certain. The
provenance of the papyrus must be taken into account, and the most probable explana-

tion of its presence in Oxyrhynchus^ is either that it was delivered to the recipient there,

Gregory Nazianzen, loc. cit., admits in theory the moderate use of yviujiai, -rrapoifxiai, a770 (ifiey/.‘“~a, uKo'jp.-

para, alvly/iaTa, and rpoTral, but rejects ai'rtdera, —dpiaa, and icroKouAa, except in fun. For his practice see Marcel

Guignet, Les Precedes epistolaires de S. Gregoire de Xazianze compare's d ceiix de ses contemporains (Paris, igi i).

’ Guignet, op. cit., 6 f. ^ Guignet, op. cit., 71.

In PG XXXVII, 56. 5 cf. PSI 208, 1041.

^ The most polished of Gregory Nazianzen’s commendatory letters are those addressed to important men,

such as prefects. ’ Light from the Ancient East (1910), 212 ff.

* So far as I know, among Egt-ptian papyri, no other clearly Christian letter of any literary pretensions has

yet been published. H. I. Bell in HTR 37 (1944) 197 mentions P. Ross.Georg. Ii, 43 as very doubtfully Christian.

^ For an unusual note on the religious life of Oxyrhynchus see Rufinus, Hist. tSIonach. ch. V, inPLxxi,

408 f.

C ,105 T
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or that the sender lived there and kept a copy. Of these the former is perhaps the more

natural, but these cannot be regarded as the only possibilities.'

A Sarapion and Paul are mentioned in the same sentence by Rufinus- as members

c, 374 of a learned company at Alexandria (possibly connected with the Catechetical

School) of which Didvm.us was chief. Another Paul is mentioned by Athanasius^ as

one of four of his co-presbvters who were the object of a Eusebian conspiracy c. 336.

A Paul of Oxyrhvnchus is mentioned by Faustinus and Alarcellinus-' as a monk who

led c. 360 a secession from the communion of the local bishop Theodorus because of

his connexion with the Arian George of Alexandria. Another Paul, a bishop of Egypt,

is said by Jerome^ to have been expelled by the Patriarch Theophilus, before 395. A
late third- or early fourth-century letter of commendation found at Oxyrhynchus^ is

addressed to a Paul, who is considered by the editor to have been the head of a Chris-

tian community. Another Paul who was obviously an influential Christian, though

not necessarily one of the hierarchy, is the recipient of a late fourth- or early fifth-

century letter of request and commendation from an Apa Johannes.''

As mentioned earlier, the recipient or addressee also seems to have been a cleric of

sufficient culture and learning to make a letter of this sort desirable. A Sarapammon

was among the Egyptian bishops who attended the Synod at Tyre and addressed a

letter to Flavius Dionvsius.® He also appears to have signed the decrees of Sardica.^

Sarapions occur in the lists of deacons of Alexandria and Alareotis who signed the

deposition of Arius in 320.'° Another Sarapion is listed by Athanasius" as one of the

original Arians expelled by Alexander who later returned to office. Two Sarapions are

listed among the bishops of Egypt who signed the decrees of Sardica c. 343." One of

these may have been the Sarapion, bishop of Tentyra, mentioned in the life of Pachomius

of Tabenna.'^ Finally, we must mention Sarapion, Scholasticus, bishop of Thmuis'+

a man of undoubted learning and considerable literary activity, whose workings included

' Perhaps the absence of honorific titles and religious formulas in the address, and the careless way in which
the bookhand slips into cursive, may be accounted for by the latter supposition. The practice of keeping letters

goes back at least to the time of Cicero, and letters were kept by some fourth-century churchmen, as Greg.

Naz. Ep. 52 shows.

- Apol. II, 12, in PL XXI, 595.^: Serapion et Menites, viri natura et moribus et eruditione germani; ubi Paulus

senex Petri Xlartyris discipulus. . . .

^ Ap. c. Ar., c. 40, in PQ XXV, 317.A: Eir^ihr^ Se €yi’(jjii€v on Kai .d^^di'tos", Kal Adai'dfJtos d KaTrirojvos j

Kal rjavXoi, Kal LIXovtlojv, 01 avinrptEaPv-epoi -ijnojv auaKevrjV Kal avrol TreTTovOaaiP vtto tu>v mpl Evaifiiov,

K.r.X.

+ Libellus Precum .xxvi in PL xill, 101 f. ; ad hanc observantiam plerique eorum eruditi sunt exemplo et

monitu beati Pauli, qui lisdem fuit temporibus quibus et famosissimus ille Antonius, non minori vita neque
studio, neque divina gratia, quam fuit sanctus .Antonius. Xovit hoc et ipsa civitas Oxyrhvnchus, quae hodieque
sanctam Pauli memoriam devotissime celebrat (c. .v.D. 383).

5 Apol. c. Rufinum III, 17-18, in PL xill, 490 ff. 6 pgj 1041.
’ P..Amh. II, 145.

* .Athanasius, Ap. c. Ar. 79, in PG xxv, 392B.

' Ibid., 50, in PG xxv, 340.

.Alexander, Enc. Ep., in PG .xviii, 580-2. The name Paul also occurs in the lists of presbyters there.
” Hist. Ar. ad Mon. 71 in PG .x.\v, 777. 12 Athanasius, loc. cit.

” See Diet. Chr. Biog., s.v. ‘Serapion (8)’ and the life of Pachomius in PL lxxiii, 246 ff.

’+ Diet. Chr. Biog., s.v. ‘Serapion (9)’.
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several epistles^ and a collection of prayers for the liturgy. “ If the letter can be regarded

as a copy, kept by the sender, it is possible that it was addressed to this last Sarapion,

in which case the word KaTa(f)ep6vTa)v would bear the sense of ‘bringing down tlie river’

(i.e. towards the Delta) that it frequently has in the papyri,^ and it could have been

written by the Paul of Oxvrhvnchus mentioned above. They were certainly contempo-

raries and shared Athanasian and anti-Arian views, both being stout defenders of the

Catholic faith. This, however, can only be regarded as a conjecture, and is by no means

certain.

While there is no precise evidence regarding the situation in which the letter was

written, it may not be reading too much into the wording to see in the strange nature

of the commendation in 11. 25-28 a reflection of the disturbances of church life in the

fourth century, when there were ixOpol as well as (plXoi, when catechumens might need

specially careful supervision, and when the ground of a man’s acceptability might be

his relationship to certain persons rather than his place in a widely settled order. I’here

were many such times in Egypt during the course of the iMeletian and Arian con-

troversies, and the letter fits well against such a background.

Mirror imager}’ goes back in classical Greek literature to Alcaeus.^ Other examples

are found in Pindar,^ Aeschylus,*^ Euripides," and Alcidamas.® The LXX has mirror

imagery at Wisdom 7, 26^^ and Sirach 12, ii."^ The New Testament has mirror imagery

at I Cor. 13, 12,'* 2 Cor. 3, 18, and Jas. i, 23-24.'- The Hellenistic use of mirror imagery

is analysed bv J. Dupont,'^ who agrees with J. Behm'-' in finding three groups of texts

in the first of which the mirror’s clear, pure surface is a symbol of the purity of the

soul;'= in the second, to see oneself in a mirror symbolizes the Socratic exercise yvchdi

’ Of which two survive and are published, with his book adversm Manichaeos in PG xi., 900 fF. d'he style

of the letters is very rhetorical, and the longer abounds in quotations of, and allusions to, the Old and New
Testaments. ^ Ed. Bnghtman m JTS i (1900).

3 See note in loc.
* Fr. 53: oivo< yap avOpoj-OLai ftloTrrpov.

* Nem. vil, 20 ff. ; epyois 8e KnXoti iaovrpov i'cra/ter ei-i uvv rpoVvi

ei iih'apoavra^ (Kan XiTrapnurrvKoi

(vpijraL a-rroira poxdaiv KXvraG €—con' noidats.

6 Ag. 838-40: ci’Sdjf Ac'yoi/i’ di" ev yap i^errurranai

OjiiXiai K('iro7TTpoy cidcuAor ah'idv

boKovi'Tuii tifai Kiipra —pci'/tcvcfi cpot.

(Prof. Margoliouth in International Journal of Apocrypha (1909), 7, interprets this as a magical mirror of

friendship, with reference to LXX, Sir. 12, 1
1—see infra.) Frag. 393 : KarorTTpov c'ihov^ xoXkus cot’, oii o,' 5e rou.

’’ Hipp. 428 ff. : KaKois de th-prcui- ilefrp’’ ,
orai- rvyri,

TTpohel? KnroTTTpov toare Trapflei-tn I’ea

Ypdi-ov

® IJepl Hodnaraiv 32: cij rd yeypappera KariXovra^ oXT—ep ir Karo—rpo) Offjpijrrai vd,' rrjv dn'yTjs cVtddfrciV

paBtov ecTTU'.

' This passage is much used by Ongen and other Fathers with reference to Christ.

Margoliouth, loc. cit., understands this as a ‘magical mirror of friendship’ and refers to Muhammad ibn

Jarir al-Tabari, Annales in, 166. 284, comparing .\esch. Ag., loc. cit.

” For mirrors in Jewish literature cf. Strack-Billerbcck in loc. There are, among the references there given,

two to ‘astrological’ mirrors. '' Metstein, in loc., cites Plutarch, de Audit. 42 B.

” Gnosis, Louvain Paris, 1949, iigff.

Das Bildieort vom Spiegel, I Kor. XIII, i-, 3 -S-35 -

‘5 He cites LXX, Sir. 12, lo-li; Wisd. 7, 26; 2 Cor. 3, 18; Cicero, Fin. 11, 32; v, 61.
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aeavTou.^ Dupont states (pp. i22 f.) that this was a favourite theme of Cynico-Stoic

preachers, citing several references in Seneca, and Jas. i, 22-24, that in the Neo-

platonic tradition it received a more mystical development, beginning with an inter-

polation in Plato’s First Alcibiades 133 later taken up by Gregory Thaumaturgus.^

Porphyry expresses the same idea,"^ and Dupont compares O. Sal. xiip and Ps.-Clement

Horn. XIII, 16. Cf. also several passages of Philo.^ In the third group of texts seeing in

a mirror is a type of indirect knowledge, which attains to the image only and not the

reality itself. This idea began with Plato'^ and was widely used in the Cynico-Stoic

diatribe. Dupont cites various attestations of it in Philo,® Corpus Hermeticump Plutarch,'®

and Seneca." It will be seen that Philo of Alexandria made plentiful use of mirror

imagery. It is also found in Clement of Alexandria," and to an even greater extent in

Origen." While it is possible, then, that the mirror image in this letter is inspired by
Classical models and rhetorical motive, a philosophical or religious source, especially

perhaps an Alexandrian one, seems more likely. Indeed, the language seems to suggest

numerous theological and mystical overtones.

Diog. L. II, 33; III, 39. (The same notion is attributed to Bias of Priene by Stobaeus in, i, 172.)
^ ... €19 TOV deov apa ^Xerrovres €K£ivcp KaXXloTiu evoTiTpcp dvdpumlviuv els tt)V >pvx^S

dpcTTjv, Kal ovTOjs dv paXiara opaip-ev Kal yiyvcdaKoipL^v rifids avTovi.
3 Panegyric of Origen, xi, 142. 4 ad Marcellam 13.
s (Syriac) Behold, the Lord is our mirror: open the eyes and see them in Him: and learn the manner of your

face: etc. Cf. the notes of J. Rendel Harris in loc.

Vit. Mos. II, 139 (on this see also L. Ginzberg, The Legends of the fezes, iii, pp. 174 ff., with vi, notes
363-4, pp. 70 f.); Migr. Abr. 98. 190; Jos. 87. ’ x, 596 e; Tim. 71 b; Soph. 239 d; Phaedo 99 d.

* Leg. All. Ill, loi
:
/nijSe KaTonrpiaaiixr^v ev dXXw rivi -nji' orjv ISe'av fj ev aol tuj dew. Decal. 105 : dij yap 8id

KaTonrpov (ftavraatovrat 6 voOs deov Bpdjvra Kal KoaponoiovvTa, Kal rcbv oAcov eViTporreJovTa. Cf. Abr. 153;
Spec. Leg. i, 26 and 219; Somn. ii, 206; Fug. 213; Vit. Coni. 78.

« XVII and -Xscl. 36. 10 Mor. 765 a-b; 781 f; 382 a.
" tVQ. I, 15-17. 12 Strom, vii, ii, 13.
” In Lev. Horn. vi. 6; Comm, in John i, 16, 93; ii, 37. 229; x, 43, 306; xiii. 10, 58; 18, 113; 25, 153; de Princ.
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GREEK INSCRIPTIONS (1961)

By P. M. FRASER

I. Bibliography

(1) A survey of Greek epigraphy by J. and L. Robert appeared in the period covered by this bibliography

:

74, 119-268. I refer to this where necessary as 'Bull. 1961’.

(2) L. Robert has published Tiires et Travaux de Louis Robert (1961, without imprint), containing brief

biographical details and a full bibliography. The biographical information apart, this is a simple list of titles

and does not supersede R.’s earlier Bibliographic et Index ig24-i()27 (i 939 )> which contains indexes of in-

scriptions, words, and subjects discussed.

(3) O'™ survey of the year i960 appeared in JE.A 47, 139-49.

(4) In Orientalia 30, 391-406 J. Lecl.\nt gives a general account of discoveries of Egyptian and egyptianiz-

ing objects found outside Egypt in the years 1955-60.

II. Corpora, etc.

(5) The first two volumes of A. Adri.4,ni’s corpus of Graeco-Roman art in Egypt have appeared since

my last bibliography: Repertorio d’Arte dell’ Egitto greco-romano (Palermo, 1961, Fondazionc ‘Ignazio

Mormino’ del Banco di Sicilia), Serie A, vols. i and 11, containing 229 items (1-72, 73-229), a few of which

are inscribed. II, i : sarcophagus inscribed on the lid and on one side = JE.d 43, 101, no. (6), init. II, JSJ =
Breccia, Iscriz. 128 and pi. xxviii: the text Z'apamaji' eV’ dya^aii

\

niorrXios) AkcIXis Zwaiiios
\

Aopv^opoji

i-iToUi, is correctly given by A. (on whose plate 87, fig. 291 the inscription is illegible), save that the iotas

are given as subscript whereas they are in fact inscribed. Breccia, Iscriz. wrongly gave TTaKeiAt?, corrected

Alex, ad Aeg. (1914), 224, no. 33 ;
ibid. (1922), 210, no. 33. igo = SB 81 17; 200 = BS.i Alex. 26, 258, and

pi. XXV, a statue of Nile seated on a rock, with a small dedicatory inscription on a smoothed surface of the

rock; the inscription is hitherto unpublished and is very difficult to decipher: .\. quotes my opinion regard-

ing it after I had studied it at his request in Alexandria: the first line would most naturally contain the name

of the dedicant (£!3Tcx[i]a[vds.'']), the second (which is clear) reads THEYEPEETIAEQ . . . ,
and the third

Trqxei-s. For line 2 I suggest in the Repertorio tt) evepyerlb'^i''- <ja> . . . ,
in which I have little confidence, though

the alteration is slight since both epsilon and sigma are lunate in this inscription. 20Q = OGIS 699, the statue

dedicated ndv-no) OeoyrcjoTw, found in 1819, now in Turin: for the difficulties of interpretation see Ditten-

berger ad loc. and A.’s own discussion. 221 = SB 3918 (.\. quotes only secondary publications of this in-

scription, of which the original was in JD.il 25, 255 (whence SB)), a statue of Nemesis on the base of

which is inscribed IlToXXai'ov^iSos

,

the name presumably of the dedicant.

(6) M. McCrum’s and A. G. Woodhe.vd’s Select Documents of the Principates of the Flavian Emperors

(Cambridge U.P., 1961) contains numerous Greek and Latin inscriptions and other documents from

Egypt. I do not need to notice them all here, but I must point out (with reference to Egyptian documents

only) some at least of the careless errors, the result of superficial work, with which this work abounds.

The texts are (it is almost unnecessary to say it) drawn from the standard collections {SB, SEG, IGRR),

and have been reproduced from these without consultation either of the original publication or of available

photographs, so that errors, even typographical errors, of the secondary publications are reproduced, jj

:

an

ostrakon, described as ‘O. Bodl. unedited, no. 1738’ is O. Bodl. ii (1955!), no. 672 (only the dating-formula,

‘Vltellius i’, is given bv I\I.-W.). pi'. M.-W. do not refer to, or make use of, Jouguet’s later article. Bull.

Inst. Eg. 24, 21-32, which contained an improved interpretation of the papyrus. lyS: the PeppaviKov in

1 . I is also erased, although Dittenberger, IGRR, and SB do not say so: it is duly noted by the earlier editors
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(Jouguet, De Ricci): a clear indication that have simplv copied out the text nearest to their hands:

note that in 1. i the ov of oI'kov are visible on my squeeze, and that in 1. 3 the erasure of FepixaviKov, the final

titulature, is very superficial, and limited to a few rough strokes. the reference ‘SB 4961’ is not very

informative, for SB refers only to ‘Rei\ Arch. 18 (1911), p. 228, no. 87’, an alias for L'An. Ep. 1911:

the original publication is Reinach’s Rapport stir les Foiiilles de Coptos, no. 87. iS8'. the last two lines of this

inscription are so uncertain (though M.-W. make no reference to the fact) that to print them at all as a

coherent text is misleading (they are described by Hogarth, in Grenfell and Hunt, Fayum Totons, 33, no.

HI, thus: ‘Third line almost entirely, and fourth line entirelv defaced’). i8g = IGRR. i, 1151: here

M.-W. make one of their few explanatory notes, with reference to the Beol acur-fjpes, whom they describe as

‘Ptolemy I and Berenike’; this is at least doubtful: see Berytus, 13, 128, note 18. JJJ: this is based on a

rough drawing by Wilkinson, and most of the text before aedificari m 1
. 4 is questionable. 362 : there is con-

siderable doubt about the reading of this very fragmentary dedication, which rests in part on a manuscript

copy, and I shall republish it shortly. Meanwhile, for the convenience of readers of M.-W., I may point

out that SB 8802 (whence M. -W.) misunderstood De Ricci’s remark at the end of his version of {a), the

copy which rests solely on manuscript authority, ‘(encore lisible
:

[. . . .]k:p[. . .]poj k. . .)’, and took it to refer

tofurther letters instead of to the preceding restoration, for it prints this group of letters and dots at the end
of the line, whence IM.-W. add ‘a few scattered letters’, a statement which should be deleted. 411 (a Latin

inscription. CIL in, 13580) is said to have been ‘revised’ (the stone is in the British iVIuseum), but the text

does not seem to differ in any material point from that given in CAL. 459, the Coptos Tariff {OGIS 674),
an important text, badly presented. M.-W. evidently do not know that the stone is published in Breccia’s

.Mexandrian catalogue with an excellent photograph, by means of which they could have controlled

the text. In particular they would have observed that the name of .\ntistius Asiaticus, the eVapyo? opovs

B^p^vIktis, was not itself erased, as they indicate by underscoring, but that it had been inscribed in a rasura

over a previously erroneously inscri’oed name (for the title cV. op. Bep. M.-W. refer to 'CIL ill, 13580’, but
fail to indicate that this is their own no. 41 1 (cf. above)). They have also misunderstood some earlier editor
when they state that yvi'aiKwi' Traadn’ avd in 11 . 25-26 is in rasura: it is not. And in 1 . 27 not only exovaTjs

but also apd^Tj? is in rasura. j>2 = .A., and E. Bernand, Inscr. gr. et lat. de Colosse 7: in 1
. 3 M.-W. have

misrepresented the ann{o) as ‘ann.’ The brothers Bernand, as pupils of L. Robert, use the latter’s system
of bracketing, and not the ‘Leiden System’ currently employed by most persons working in this field, and
a glance at the photograph given by them (pi. xiv) would have shown that the ‘(o)’ represents not suspen-
sion but lapicidal error: the carver wrote a d instead of an 0. This is a tiny point in itself, but it shows that
in small no less than in large matters very little thought or care has gone to the composition of the volume.

It would perhaps be unreasonable to e.xpect that the editors of such a work should have personally in-

spected the documents they reproduce, but it is surely not too much to ask that they should consult original

editions and available photographs and thus establish reliable texts, and not merely copy out unthinkingly
the texts found in compilations readilv available.

HI. .\cu' Texts

(7) In Stud. Class, e Orient. 10, 209-13 E. Bresci.vm publishes fifteen mummy-tickets from Dendera
in the Collection Michaelides, the interest of w hich resides in the fact that they are of limestone and not
wood. They include two bilingual texts (13 and 14—not ro and rj, as B.), and one Greek, the rest being
demotic.

(8) In Berytus, 13, 123-61, ‘Inscriptions from Ptolemaic Egypt’, P. M. Fr.vser publishes fourteen un-
published inscriptions, i

:

fragment of a decree of Ptolemais Hermiou referring apparentlv to Soter’s
foundation of the city named after him (for ‘eponymous’ cities see, in addition to the evidence given, 129,
n. 24. Plut. Alex. 26: iBovAero rroAir /teydArjr Kal TroXvdvdponroi' 'EXArjvlOa (rwoiKiaag eTrdjvvpLov eavTov Kara-
Xnreiv, and Diod. I, 50, 6: -ourov {sc. AXelardpov toO fiacnXduii) yap evl daXarTp Tpv eTrdivupLOv avrpj ttoXlv

olh-rirravros) and to the establishment there of colonists from Argos and elsewhere. The inscription is probably
a Roman copy of a Ptolemaic decree. J, a bilingual (Greek and hieroglyphic) dedication of a granite statue-
base (the feet of the statue still preserved) of .Arsinoe Philadelphus from Thebes. 7, a dedication to the Oeoi
dheXPol. 4, a fragment of a gold foundation-plaque of a temple of Isis dedicated by Philopator. 5, an
insignificant Ptolemaic dedication from Crocodilopolis. 6, an architraval dedication of the reign of
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Philometor from Karanis (the earliest known inscription from that site). 7, another dedication of the reign

of Philometor, of (iddpa of a -/[u/xrdo-ior] in Alexandria found in the excavations carried out by the Sieglin

Expedition (cf. JEA 47, 145, middle, where I note this dedication in the context of the epigraphical evidence

for gymnasia in Ptolemaic Egvpt). cV, a fragmentarv dedication on behalf of Philometor, Cleopatra II, and

‘the brother’. 9, a dedication to Osiris Kara TTpoarayua by a Phaestian ’/o-yojitday {sic, not 'luyvojvldas),

probably from Alexandria, and probablv of the reign of Philopator. 70, a late Ptolemaic dedication from the

Delta, /3acriAet EFrcXepaicoL Eaio? Kal ol Ittttcis, II, h dedication, probablv of the late second or earl\ first

centurv B.C., Ad FcorfjpL Kal "Hpai TeXelai by to TroAtVetyia rcov ir AXe^avdpeLai iepop.ci'ojv arparioirun-. II,

a dedication to Artemis Pergaia by Pamphylians, probably of the second century b.c. ij and 14, two Hadra

vases with painted inscriptions, the first of which, dated to a fifteenth year, F. considers on palaeographical

grounds may belong to the reign of Soter I (291/290), but which, if (as might be expected in view of the

other known dates of Hadra vases) it belongs to the reign of Philadelphus, is of 271 270 : the text, of consider-

able interest, runs thus: A-n-oXXodcupov rov Apiarapyov AOrp’alov p-propos (the comma between .loKT-apyou

and Adrjvalov is an oeersight, and should be deleted) ' erovs hcKarov Trepnrrov, pr/vus ElanpLov
\

ha'i (piXodeov

pLadrjrou. Under the foot (for inscriptions in this position on Hadra vases senJEA 39, 87, n. i ) : .dT-oAAoOi/jpou

rod <PiXrdTov. The second, of 215 214, w hich adds to the number of ambassadors’ vases, contained the ashes

of Asclepiodotus, son of Zenon, an Athenian envoy, whom F. suggests may be identical with the .Athenian

honorand of 225/224 in IG 11-, 2978.

(9) F. A. Hooper’s Funerarx Stelae from Kom Ahou Billou (Lniv. of Michigan, Kelsey Museum of

Archaeology, Studies, i, 1961) contains the publication of 194 funerary stelae, of which 123 are inscribed,

from Terenuthis, of the type familiar from that site (cf, JEA 38, 120, no, (20); 41, 13 1, no, (5)): crudely

represented figures in the oruii^-position or recumbent, with an epitaph consisting, usually, of the name of

the deceased, the age at death, and the regnal year in which death occurred, I’he present collection was

discovered by the University of Michigan in their excavations at Kom Abii Billo in 1935. A general

review of the work appears in GR 76, and to save space I confine myself here essentially to what I omit

there, detailed discussion of a few individual items, bearing in mind that (as I said, loc, cit.) ‘in the absence

of sufficient and adequate photographs . . , any attempt to emend or improve these damaged and illiterate

inscriptions involves much speculation’. Not all the inscriptions are reproduced in the plates and those which

are suffer from over-exposure and are difficult to read; further, though they are all presented m majuscule

and minuscule, the former is limited to the resources of a ‘D. C, Composing Machine’ and is inadequate

and somewhat misleading. J: ‘inscription: none’. Surely there are faint traces of one, visible even on the

photograph ? jo ; not Apr^s Apcri^ but Aperts (or AperOs) ^Ipcrts, ij, Apcoi'rojrrjs . 4 he usual torms ot this name

are Apevrdjr'rjs and Apoi’ruirrjs. 24'. dcopa. Note the feminine ending. 27: 'Eppa is printed by H. as

'Eppd^s), but the ending in alpha is the correct vocative, which occurs quite often on these stones,

alongside the form with sigma (cf, 77, 7.S', in both of which the sigma is restored). 46: in 1. i H. prints

fiXcuTraraip in the majuscule, but fiXoTrdrwp in minuscule, w ithout mark of correction (in ,,’5 should Jumoji'Of

be Aalpovos r). 44'. llouxis AXeidvSpov
[

L A/5 odovia-rrwXts is taken by H. as male and he notes AdoviarrdXXts

for 66ovLorrd)Xris’

.

The name suggests a woman, and the calling is suitable for one. I'he sex seems otherw ise

determined by the parting of the hair : is it certain here ? For another tombstone of an ('Aoftn-coXrjs see Fondles

d'HermoupoIis d'Ouest, 96. no. 5. 49, 63, QO, qj, loi, 104, the majuscule all have Gdmxt, which H. writes

as evipdxet, thus giving a false impression of the literacy of the texts (ei’ii/i/yei in 179-80—in J07 the text has

Mexlp, but H. perverselv w rites.I/ey- e Ip). 5/ '. 'latcov L -i/ k, which H. expands as latior {krovs
) y, • Idi'y k.

If this is correct the age has been wholly omitted (cf. 34), but the omission of the regnal year is more

frequent (cf. 30, 32{ ?), 3S, S2), and L can stand in these inscriptions for either eron or ircuv, so perhaps

expand to {irtdv). 6S: Elaxtpevt, taken by H., following Bonner, as equivalent to ’/uyeguii'ilor) . the

more regular form is ^laxoplatva (c.g, m another I ercnuthis stele, HSA Alex. 38, 78. no. \ 11), cf. /(ryepuar.

8S: read surelv la, not i/S (see pi. x, b). go: TifkXXris, masculine, BeAAfij, feminine with Coptic prefix Ti-

:

in Greek the form with feminine termination, TtfeXXa, seems to he more common, gi: not A’oi[dh-], but

presumably Xot[dK. . .]. 9j: 'reclining figure, upper part of head defaced (lack of tresses suggests male)’.

The name IS .-lllT^i'dSajpo^, so can there be doubt .' 98: FI. gi\cs .lytAAu!? dnAore iktoi'

(

fftus accented through-

out) cAj e’rcli[i'] fpGpi'Tae/i?] A6vp [.]S, and translates ‘Achillas, devoted to his children, about 68 years old . . .

Hathur?’. I do not follow H.’s reasoning here, but presumably he takes pr] as representing and indicating
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the age in figures after the written version. Since for the regnal year (unlike the age) L is regularly em-

ployed in these inscriptions (in 123 the bracket has been omitted in the transcript
;
in the same item read

also v'e TOdv, not erwv, for the majuscule has ijrair), we should presumably read j/covra L /ut;, .8

which if correct in principle, would necessitate a revision of the regnal year; L kyj as in 138} loS: the text

presented here shows the uselessness of the hatching used by H. to indicate illegible or missing letters:

hatching covering the space occupied in the line above by six majuscule letters stands in this line for a

single missing letter. 112: Aprt^a Kovpev, translated by H. as ‘Artemas, son of Koureus’, but Kovpev is

surely the vocative of Kovpevs, barber; for professions in Terenuthis tombstones see, e.g., BSA Alex. 40,

148, xx.\iv (uS/Do^opoj)
; 44 (above) ;

Edgar, Cairo Cat. Gk. Sculpt. 27630 [dprup,aT0TTd>X7]i
) ; 27541 {UpoyXvcj>os).

The ethnic Kovpevs, which occurs for Kovpievs {REG 70, 35, no. 29) need not be considered. 13S illustrates

the limitations of the majuscule fount available, in particular the absence of a lunate epsilon: the majuscule

gives at the end of 1. i NCX0E, which is rendered without comment NexSe. If the epsilon at the end had

been of the correct shape € the point would have been clear. 267: a tombstone of two males of whom the

second is described as AttoXXoi OeppiLov ^iXotckvos PiaOdvarcus L jlS, the final word of which H. explains

thus: 'BiaUo'/BdLvaros, according to L-S-J a term most often used of suicides, is also frequently written

PioOdi'aTos'
.
^LoddvaTos is, of course, a late and false variant of ^latoOdvaros, but since it exists and the

variant a for o is common, there is no reason to print |3ia<to)0dx'aToy. (The entry is LS'> is rather confusing,

for under fliai,o6dvaTos it says ‘frequently written ^laddraros’

,

but under the latter it gives only one reference

{P. Mag. Par. i, 1950) with one more in the addenda s.v. ; see also in Sophocles’ Lexicon). 776, represent-

ing a woman, the inscription is given thus: Ac/cAd? cos (ctcov) Ay c^iXotckvos, AttoX d)s {ctovs) d ev^vgei’.

‘.\pol, about one year old’. However, a child is not very likely to be described as ‘about one year’, for

memory does not so quickly grow dim : read therefore AlTroAjAjcuj [L] d (after the first lambda H. in any case

prints a gap). AauXds used of a woman is presumably abbreviated from AoKXTjmds. 178: AdrjvapLv (here and
m all names of termination -ctptv=ctptov, accent -aptv) cjaXoTCKvos

,

i^tAui'S^jo?
j

<^tAcijSeA<^09, dya.Ooj^Td'^TTj cos L
ip, ’Evel(j> evifivxci. Unless, with H. (p. 29), we regard the epithets as stereotyped and meaningless in such
cases, it seems unlikely that a girl of twelve would be described as ‘devoted to her children’

:
possibly,

therefore, read for i/S. 1S2 : a simple tombstone without relief, but the inscription is painted red (and

black?) in alternate lines: for the use of colour in Egyptian inscriptions cf. JEA, 38, 65, with n. 2. This
item raises the same problem as 178. The lady is described as dujpos, which in the normal meaning of

‘premature’, seems unsuitable for a lady of eighty-two. H. regards the epithet as wholly conventional,

and translates ‘before her time’. Way it not have a more diluted sense of ‘luckless’ ?

(10) In Archaeol. £rtes. 88, 89-90, L. Kakosy publishes a small limestone relief of unknown provenance
from Egypt, representing Thoth in the form of an Ibis, sitting in an aedicula, below which is the inscription

'Epp.rjs, of Imperial date.

(11) In Brit. .Mus. Quart. 24, 33-36, A. F. Shore describes, but does not reproduce, a foundation-
plaque of opaque glass, recently acquired by the Museum, on one side of which is the hieroglyphic text and
on the other the Greek, consisting of a dedication by Philopator to .Aphrodite Urania. It presumably forms
part of the same group as those discussed in JEA 42, 97-98, and there assigned to the temple of .Aphrodite

Urania at Cusae.

Cf. also nos. (5), (13), (48), (49), (51), (54), (55), (61), (62).

IV. Di sctissions, etc., of previously published inscriptions

(12)

In Biblioth. Orient. 18, 17-19, A. B.vdauy discusses the funerary stela in Brooklyn Museum (J.
Cooney, Pagan and Christian Egypt (Brooklyn Museum, 1941), 23, pi. 36 [non vidi]). The deceased is re-

presented standing in an ora;;r-posture in an aedicula, on the sloping cornices of which is the inscription
’OXvp.TTios irwv KV, followed by a crxix ansata -, the last letter, a nu, was apparently explained by Cooney as
miscarved for an eta, giving k-t] = 28 (I say ‘apparently’, because according to B. the text was read as
’OXv/cTTios irdiv kI, ‘Olympios, 28 years’, which I do not understand). B. claims that the inscription should be
so read that 'OXvpnios, the full, lunate letters of which seem to have been badlv carved should be read as

’OXvp-jTLoos (sic), and the remainder as icov k v -y. ‘This I would read as the Coptic imperative: ‘Rise in Life!’

. . . This in no way excludes the possibility of reading in Greek ‘Olympios, 28 years’, as previously suggested.
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It would be an instance of a text so redacted •-''as') to allow intentionally for two interpretations, such as

are known in Egyptian cryptography, in Sanskrit, in German.’

(13) In Acta Antiqua (Budapest), 9, 209-330, L. Castiglioxe writes on ‘Dualite du style dans I’art

sepulcral egyptien a I’epoque romaine’, in which connexion he publishes (fig. 6, and 216) a piece, recently

acquired by him, and now in the Museum of Fine .\rts, Budapest, said to come from Zagazig. The deceased

woman is represented in the posture normal in Greek representations of funerary banquets, while above her

crouches the jackal, Anubis, the god who presided at the ceremom' of embalmment : below is the inscription

Taaxivts tfyiXoreKvos
[

dojpos dXv^ros irdiv
,

A vac. ^lex'i-p e- The stela closely resembles those from Terenuthis

(see above, no. (9)). He also reproduces (fig. 8) and discusses (218) the .Abydos stela with the trilingual

inscription, published by Edgar, Cairo Cat., Greek Sculpt., no. 27541, pi. xxiv (whence SB 4249), By/adi

ULaoi\roi UpoyXvyfyov
\

ej^iaiaev L Re. In fig. 19 he reproduces the mummy-coffin, Edgar, Cairo Cat.,

Greco-Egyptian Coffins, no. 33221, pi. xxxii, with the inscription OeppLovdapiv eui/idyei (sec no. (18), below,

for a similar coffin-inscription).

(14) In Kratylos, 5, 172, n. 2, O. Masson points out that the reading BeXirdpi^ in SB 300 (Kalabsha)

is very uncertain (photo in Weigall, Antiq. of Loxcer Xubia, pi. .xxiv, 2).

(15) In Jahrbttch Rom.-Germ. Zentrahmis., Mainz:, 7, 197-207, ‘Hermoupolis Magna in romischer Zeit’,

K. Parl.asca discusses G. Roeder’s Hermopotis icj3g-iogC) (cf.JE.-l 46, 95, no. (6); 96, no. (n)), and sug-

gests a Roman date (as opposed to the late Ptolemaic date proposed by me) for the inscription, Mitt. Deut.

Instit. Kairo, 9, 66 (cf. JEA 38, 121, no. (28)) on the base of the statue group dedicated to .Aphrodite by

Hermaios and his family. This seems unlikely to me, since, other considerations (notably the letter-forms)

apart, I would expect in an Imperial dedication of this quality the addition of the name of the reigning

emperor, which is rarely omitted (note, however, SB 987-9, and my comment, fE.A 41, 135-6). He also

discusses the architrave-inscription of the reign of Euergetes I, Wace, Farouk 1 I 'niv., Bull. Fac. .-Irts, 3,

9-14, of which he publishes a faint photograph (a careful but also rather faint facsimile, Wace, op, cit.).

(16) In Hellenica, 11-12, 384-6, L. Robert publishes a photograph (pi. xii, i) of the Jewish epigram from

the Delta now in Gottingen, Kaibel 430 (Peek, GVI 850), already republished by him in Hellenica. i, 18 tf.

(for the reference to 'Sammelbiich, 3765’, on 385, n. i, read ‘5765’).

(17) In his collection of epigraphical material relating to the various forms of the word dpdxprj and its

compounds and derivatives, iVC i960, 1-24, M. X. Tod calls attention (9, n. 6) to the appearance of the

drachma sign h, ‘used jocularly’, in the epigram from Hermoupolis, .-inn. Serr. 22, 78-79 {SEGxui, 625),

which contains the isopsephic total of a preceding distich (ibid. 624), thus : KefaXaiov tov-cuv rtur lan^eltov
\

els apyvpiov (r/c) Xoyov Vqroy = tovtov Se aiiTov (that is, the inscription itself) jiifjK —.

(18) H. Zaloscer’s attractive and well-illustrated study of mummy-portraits, Portrats atis dem Wustensand

(Munich, 1961), contains (Abb. i) a photograph of the mummy-coffin in the British Museum with the in-

scription HpTf/ai'Saipe eiii/ivxei (Budge, The Mummy, i (1893), facing p. 186 (whence SB 59179, where the

name is wrongly given as ApTepibcapr]); ed. 2 (1925), pi. xii).

V. Religion

(19) The study by J. A. S. Evans, Yale Class. Stud. 17, 145-283, ‘.A social and economic history of an

Egyptian temple in the Greco-Roman period’, gives a general account of the administration and organiza-

tion of the temple of Soknebtunis at d’ebtunis, as recoverable from the papyri referring to it and from com-

parable material from other temples. He gives a clear general statement of the relations between the temples,

the State, and the Crown, and the means of control exercised by the last. His discussion (180-3) of the

priestly tribes and the change from four to five tribes ordained by the Canopus-decree (OGIS 56, 11 . 24 tf.),

and (183-206) of the ranks and titles of priests recorded in that decree, is based on the Alemphite decree

{OGIS 90) and on Clement of .Alexandria’s description of an Egyptian priestly procession (Strom, vi, 35,

3
“
37 ' 3 = Hopfner, Fontes, 372); while his account of the aTropolpa. (217 If.) includes a discussion of the

reference to that tax in OGIS 90, 11 . 14-15: that of the Apraffieia (256-7) discusses the remission recorded,

ibid., 11 . 89-90; and that of the reXenriKdv (257-8) the reference to that tax, ibid., 1 . 16. Even if, partly

through lack of evidence and partly because of the author’s extremely schematic treatment of the material,

no clear picture emerges of the manifold activities of the shrine, this is a good general introduction to the

whole subject of temple-administration in Graeco-Roman Egypt.

uC 505
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(20) In Mdrjva, 64, 17-138, }lpxT/°s- A- Galitses publishes a convenient compilation of

material on the use of these terms in Greek religion. In particular, Part II (75-130) contains an analysis

of the deities and heroes of whom the term is used, with detailed lists of inscriptions and papyri.

(21) J. G. Griffiths’s The Conflict of Horns and Seth (Liverpool Univ. Press, i960) has an interesting

chapter (87-118) on the Greek versions of the myth.

(22) In Jahrbuch fur Antike u. Christentum, 3, 34-50, A. Hermann writes on ‘Die letzte Apisstier’, an

aspect of the survival of Pharaonic cult in the Christian period (for a previous article on a kindred theme

by the same author see ibid. 2, 30-69; cf. JEA 47, 147, no. (16)). He discusses (35 f.) the interest of the

Roman emperors in Apis, including Hadrian (in which context he quotes the dedication to Sarapis and

associated deities on behalf of Hadrian (Breccia, Iscriz. 68) found in the Alexandrian Serapeum, and sug-

gests rather improbably that it expresses the gratitude of the priests of Apis at IMemphis to the Emperor for

his suppression of the revolt occasioned by the birth of a new Apis in 121/2 {SHA, Hadr. 12, i)). 39-41

he discusses representations of Apis in temples of the Egyptian gods, etc., outside Egypt, including those

of the Emperor as Apis. He also discusses the references to Apis in Christian (41-43) and Pagan writers

(Claudian and Ammianus), of whom the latter records the last known Apis of antiquity, a.d. 362. The re-

mainder of the article is concerned with renaissance and later representations of Apis.

(23) In JEA 47, 119-33,
“ '0 KapaKaXXos KoapiOKpaTciip”

,

A. EL-MoHSEN el-Khash.\b discusses the sig-

nificance of Caracalla’s devotion to Sarapis and the other Egyptian Gods, with particular reference to a

group of Alexandrian coins on which that Emperor is associated in various ways with Sarapis and Sarapis-

Helios. He quotes Breccia, Iscriz. 83 (IGRR i, 1063) as evidence for Caracalla’s title KoapoKpaToip, and ibid.

1064 for his title adirrjp T-ps oAijs olKovp.evTis.

(24) In yjP 13, 123-9, ‘Quelques remarques sur le role des KaLoapeta dans la vie juridique de I’^gypte

romaine’ (the Kaiaapeta being the temples of the Imperial cult, and not the festivals in honour of the

Emperor, the KaiadpcLa), C. Kunderewicz gives a list (based on Blumenthal, Archiv, 5, 318 fF.) of papyri

and inscriptions in which he claims that itaiffapcia or Te/Soareta are mentioned. The list is rather misleading

since the inscriptions do not refer expressly to Kataapeta or Te/SauTeta, and each item must be considered

in the light of Blumenthal’s reconstruction of its purport. He shows from the papyri that official ordinances

and also wills were read out in the temples of the Imperial Cult, oaths of loyalty exacted there, and appoint-

ments scrutinized by the strategos.

(25) In Eos, 51, 21-38, S. Luria, writing on ‘Demokrit, Orphiker und Agypter’, discusses the early

migration of ideas and beliefs from Egypt to Greece, and, in connexion with the Egyptian habit of putting

texts from the Book of the Dead in tombs, he notices the Orphic plaques found in graves in S. Italy and

Crete (FVS i% 17-21) and compares {post alios) the phrase which occurs in them. Sot’ alfa >j)vxp6v vBwp, with

the familiar prayer to Osiris, Soi't) ctoi d "Ouipi? to fvxpdv v8a>p {IG xiv, 1488, 1705 (in Latin : doe se Osiris to

psychron hydor), 1842 (all wrongly referred to as 'IG xii’). 35-38 he discusses the evidence for pre-Hellenistic

interest in Ammon and Isis in the Greek world.

(26) In Vestnik drevn. 1st. i960 (2), 96-100 (cf. Bibl. Class. Orient. 6, 246-7, a bare summary of an

interesting article : I am much indebted to Mr. F. G. B. Millar for translating the Russian article for me),

S. Luria writes on ‘The question of the origin of the Christian holy doctor’, a propos of an amulet from
the region of Gorgippia published by 1 . W. Blawatskaja in Issledovanya v chest’ akad. Dechev {Festschrift

Dechcz-), 231-9. His discussion of the amulet is prefaced by a discussion of Isis as goddess of healing. As
evidence for this aspect of the cult of Isis he quotes, inter alia, the Cnidian dedication, BMI 818 (quoted by
him as LBW III, 511), Tapaw^Si]

j

'lai Oeois -naai Bepaircvdcls AnoXXutvldas AXe^avdpcvs, refers to the Latin

dedications to Isis pro salute, etc. {CIL iii, 2903, 4809, etc.), and gives instances in which Isis and Sarapis

are either associated with or identified with Hygieia and Asclepius. He then discusses the cult of Isis iv

Mivovdi, at Menuthis (the modern Abu Qir), on the promontory east of Alexandria (for the site see

J. Faivre, Canope, Menouthis, Aboukir (Alexandria, 1917) and Drescher, BSAAlex. 38 (1949), i6fT.), which
occurs in OGISjob (cf. Letronne, Rec. i, 436), and maintains that Kupt'a

|

Ten?, forwhom he quotes numerous
examples, particularly proskynemata from Philae, is identical with this Isis of Menuthis, and that the goddess
was worshipped as goddess of healing particularly under the title Kvpla (cf. IG xil, 2, 1 14), on the ground that

Sophronius of Jerusalem in his colourful account of the miracle of Cyrus and John (the text, or most of it, is

conveniently available in Hopfner, Fontes, 732 ff.) calls the healing-spirit at Menuthis, which the Christians
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cast out, Kvpa, and it is said of her (in an anonymous life of the two saints, Mai, Spic. Rom. iv 252),

oAcyj Kvpa Kal deos etvai SwaTos Kal TTpocrKvi'etaOai Se'Aci—a turn of phrase which L. regards as reflecting

the formula (most familiar at Philae) irpoaKeKvvrjKa r-qv KvpLav He accepts the notion that the word
Kvpos and its cognates and derivatives played an especial part in ancient notions of divine healing, and sup-

ports this by the story recounted by Sophronius that the healing cult at Alenuthis was forcibly replaced

by a healing cult of the martyrs Cyrus (Kvpos) and John. Against this background he discusses the inscrip-

tion on the amulet published by Blawataskayja, one side of which (A) carries an invocation for the expulsion

of poisons, and the other (B) an invocation containing a long list of parts of the body, for which the benison

of healing is required. The text, as corrected by L., is as follows : A : Trpos <j>app,dKUiv aTTOTroinras ' B : Kvpeia,

hiop.aL aov, TTorjiaov (sic)
j

T^p, MaOrjvaKrjV vyuirj
|

irepl tou Kopvprjs ivK€<l>dX[ov)
\

lorcvv
\

p^VLvyos
\

OTapvXi^s
j

rpaxpXov
I

peTWTTov
\

pvKrrjpos
|

rrwXv-n-ov
\

dSovrcuv
|

aroparos. L. maintains that the KvpLa here invoked is

the Isis of Menuthis, comparing the similar invocation to Isis, IG xiv, 2413, dndXXa^ov PIplaKov d-rro tov

TTovov TOV Tj-rraros, 0€'[a jT](nj. The Kvpla of the amulet may indeed be Isis, if not Isis iv MevovOi, but there are

various difliculties in the way of L.’s main contentions, (i) that Isis Kyria is reserved for Isis in her role as

goddess of healing, and (2) that this was her regular role at Menuthis. First, Isis Kyria in the proskvnemata

at Philae is Kyria as Queen of Philae, and the great Epiklesis of Isis, P.Oxy. 1380 (of ii. .'t.o.) shows that

Isis might be Kvpla in many different ways and in many different places. Secondly, in the only inscription

referring to Isis iv MivovQi, OGIS 706, she does not bear the title Kvpla, and thirdly P.Oxv. 1380 refers

to the particular quality of Isis at Menuthis not as that of healing but as dXrjOia, which indeed may not

point to cult, but is at least supported by other texts (aretalogies) which refer to Isis as the discoverer of

truth, and therefore does not appear to be invented by the author of the Epiklesis. It looks therefore as if

the emergence of Isis as goddess of healing at Menuthis occurred at a late date.

(27) In Agypten und die griechisclien Isis-Arefalogien (.Abh. Sachs. .Akad. phil-hist. Kl. 53 (i), 1961),

D. Muller discusses the Egyptian elements in the theology of the aretalogies, with particular reference to

the question of formulation. Accepting the view that the Greek versions are, more or less, free renderings

of Egyptian models, he sets himself to consider how the similar notions of deity were expressed in the two

languages—his work thus belongs to the same sphere as Daumas’s valuable Moyens d’Expression, etc. (cf.

JEA 40, 136, no. (69)), though the latter is concerned with priestly decrees originally composed in Greek

and translated into Egyptian. He discusses by way of prelude the relation of the various versions to each

other (11-14), and the form which the various aretalogies took (15-18), deriving them not from Egyptian

religious te.xts but from the royal inscriptions in which the Pharaohs record their arelai in very similar

terms. The body of the work is concerned with establishing the extent to which the Greek (represented m
the main by the Andrian recension) embodies a translation, or adaptation, of Egyptian modes of thought

and phraseology, but since no Egyptian fragment of any of the texts survives, this is inevitably to some

extent Hamlet without the Prince of Denmark. The general result of the investigation seems to be that few

of the phrases can be directlv rendered into Egyptian, though a number clearly embody Egyptian notions

(cf. 91, where the results are tabulated; cf. also 87: ‘zwischen den beiden Polen des agyptischen und des

hellenistischen Isisbildes steht sie [Die Isis-.Aretalogie des Memphis] etwa in der Mitte, aber das

Schwergewicht hat sich bereits zugunsten des griechischen verschoben'). In his discussion (71 ff.) of the

apparent fusion of Greek and Egyptian notions ot fate (iyoj to Apappivov vikoj, etc.
;
cf. also id. Ber. Sachs.

Akad. 52 (i), 29 ff.
;
JEA 47, 149, no. (52)) M. quotes the epitaph from .Alexandria (Imperial), Milne,

Cairo Cat. Greek lasers. 9924, p. 50 (Peek, Gl'I, 1935; the text, which is in scazons, is also in Knox’s

Herodas, etc. (Loeb, 1929), 278-81).

VI. Political and Social History

(28) In his account of the Jewish Revolt of .t.D. 1 15-17, JRS 51, 98-104, .A. Fuk? gives a valuable concise

account of the evidence for the regions concerned, including Egypt (99). He concludes that the revolt

‘emerges from old and new sources as the most massive and powerful movement of the Jews of the Diaspora

against the Graeco-Roman world’.

(29) In JEA 47, 1 13-18, J. G. Griffiths writes on ‘The Death of Cleopatra ATE. He criticizes the view

that Cleopatra’s employment of the snake derives from her identification with Isis (for which he quotes

the evidence, 113, n. 5) with whom the snake is alleged to be closely associated, since he maintains that the
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monumental evidence for the association is weak. He also criticizes Spiegelberg’s opinion that death by the

cobra, i.e. the uraeus, ‘was thought to imply both felicity and apotheosis’, as being based only a statement of

Jos. Coni. Ap. II, 7 (86), which contains the notion of apotheosis which G. rightly points out to be meaning-

less in an Egyptian royal context. He maintains, on the basis ofsome evidence in Roman poets, notably \ erg.

Aen. VIII, 697, for the use of the plural when referring to the snake(s) that caused the death of Cleopatra, that

she emploved two cobras for the task, as symbolizing the double uraeus, a familiar symbol of royalty.

(30) In CP 56, 1-20, S. I. OosT writes on ‘The Alexandrian seditions under Philip and Gallienus’, giving

a general discussion of the Christian persecutions of the reigns of these emperors, based on the main sur-

viving source, the letters of St. Dionysius of Ale.xandria attacking the persecutors. The complicated chrono-

logy and sequence of events at this time cannot be discussed here, but I may note (i) his suggestion that

Dionysius’ description of IMacrianus, the main target of his attacks, as d StSdo-K-aAo? Kal rwv d -n-’ AlyvtTTov

jidyiuv dpxLavvdyojyos refers to IMacrianus’ status as ruler of the Egyptian priests, and that he may therefore

have been Idios Logos, which does not seem very likely; and (2) his discussion (10) of the locality of the

fighting in 261, described in a letter of Dionysius (18-19, and n. 50).

(31) In Chron. d'Eg. 35, 244-61, ‘Les Antisemites de Memphis’, R. Remondox republishes CPJ 141,

the Tebtunis papyrus, probably of the first half of the first century B.C., 1
. 9 of which reads otSas

|

ydp

curt fideXvaya
^
ovrai ’lovdalovs

,
and offers a new explanation of the situation described in this very damaged

text. Not all of R.’s proposed alterations and readings convince, and the uncertainty of reading is such that

this interpretation remains as conjectural as that in CPJ. He attributes the origins of the antisemitism

here expressed to the role of Jews in the dynastic quarrels from the mid-second century onwards.

(32) In Chron. d’£g. 35, 262-70, ‘The Strategus in fourth century Egypt’, J. D. Thovus discusses the

duties and status of this official at the period in question, in particular his relation to and identity with the

exactor, and appends a list of known strategoi in the century.

(33) In Recherches de Papyrologie (Publications de la Fac. de Lettres et sc. hum. de Paris, i), i, 41-93,

R. Remondox publishes an interesting Byzantine papyrus from Edfu (but probably originating from

Hermoupolis Magna), which he dates to the reign of Justinian, recording a series of payments by various

intermediaries to soldiers and their relations. In connexion with the reference to metatum (billeting) he

discusses (62, 64) as evidence for its replacement by the provision of public buildings for troops, the inter-

pretation of Lefebvre, Recueil, 561/2 {SEG vni, 780; facsimile in Hall, Coptic and Greek Texts of the Chris-

tian period in the B.M. (1905), figs, i and 1 1), the two inscriptions on either side of a stele from Kom Ombo
of the sixth or seventh century A.D., one face of which refers to the construction of an drravTp-rqpiov (rest-

house) and the other to its reconstruction after it had been rendered uninhabitable by troops billeted in it

(64, n. 4, R. lists other inscriptions referring to public works in this period ; Lefebvre, op. cit. 592-7 (Philae)

;

SB 1598, 7425, 7800, all three from .Aswan). In the second part of the article (67 ff.) he discusses the

history of the Barbarian invasions of the Nile Valley in the sixth century, especially those of 563-8, in the

light of the papyri, and also (80 ff.) the military organization of the Thebaid at the time, and has some
interesting notes on the naval strategy of the Nile (89-90).

(34) In JE.4 47, 107-12, ‘Notes on Ptolemaic Chronology, II : The Twelfth Year which is also the First.

The invasion of Egypt by .Antiochus Epiphanes’, T. C. Skeat publishes another document relevant to the

debated chronology of this event. This is a papyrus of unknown provenance dated to ‘ATar 12’, almost

certainly that of Philometor, i.e. 17 -April 169 B.c., containing an order from one Apollonius to another person

of the same name to issue some barley to a third like-named individual described as dispatched from the

Hermoupolite nome together w ith the carriages (-n-opein.) from the same nome in transit to the camp ‘with

the king’ (ei? to perd rod fiaaiXiojs aTparoTTchov). Skeat maintains that this unusual expression indicates ‘that

though the king was Philometor, the camp was that of .Antiochus, and that the expression perfectly exempli-
fies the ambiguous position of Philometor who, while nominally retaining his sovereignty over Egypt, was
really little more than a prisoner, helpless in the power of his adversarv’. He concludes that during his first

invasion -Antiochus made no attempt to impugn Philometor’s authority, and that ‘his alleged coronation

as Pharaoh at Memphis must have taken place if at all during the second invasion in 168 B.c.’ It seems
possible that the phrase in question may be no more than an obscuritv of expression on the part of the
writer of the letter. Skeat also has a new suggestion to make (108-9) regarding the occasion of the introduc-

tion of the joint reign.
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(35) In Eos, 51, 55-63, ‘Hellenion de Memphis—La Rencontre de deux Mondes’, A. Swiderek discusses

the light thrown on the interaction of the inhabitants of ^Memphis, Greek and native, by papyri and other

sources (significance of ’EXXn)voyL€fi(f)LTaL, etc.), and maintains that by the time of Alexander’s conquest the

early Greek population had been wholly egyptianized.

VII. Prosopography

(36) In Orient. Christ. Per. 26, 29-41, ‘Novvos, Novi'a, et Xonnus, Nona’, J. iM. Hans.sens returns to

a popular subject (cf. JEA 41, 138, no. (42); 42, iii, no. (34)), and gives a chronological list of the in-

stances of the names in question. He concludes that Aorroj is of Egvptian origin, and thence spread to the

other provinces of the Empire. He does not seem to have made use of the studies of Bonner and Dost.dove-

Jenistova, discussed JE.d, locc. citt., and cf. also J. and L. Robert, Bull. 1955, no. (57).

(37) J- Ijsewijn’s De Sacerdotibus Sacerdotiisgue .-ilexandri Mngrii et Lagidurum eponymis fVerh. \an de

Koningk. Vlaamse Acad, voor Wetenschap, Letteren en schone Kunsten van Belgie, 42, 1961 [published in

Flemish in 1959]) contains a complete list of the eponymous priests with prosopographical and other notes,

followed by a discussion of various special aspects of the institution. This is the work of a protege of Pro-

fessors Peremans and Van ’t Back, who assisted them in the publication of their alphabetical list of the

eponymous priests, etc., in Prosop. PtoL, nos. 4984-5348, published in 1956, and evidently contains the

fruit of the work undertaken in that connexion.

The list of priests itself brings up to date and completes the various other partial lists which have appeared

from time to time since Plaumann’s fundamental article in Pauly-Wissowa, s.v. Hiereis, cols. 1424-57,

and it will thus be a valuable work of reference. To the list, which contains the c\ idence, Greek and demotic,

underneath each item, I. has appended substantial prosopographical notes. These suffer both from undue

length (surely the repetition of the careers of such familiar figures as Dioscorides, .^gathocles, Hippalus,

Comanus, Seleucus and Polycrates the governors of Cyprus, and others, might have been omitted, since

I. in these entries is either summarizing his own previous work or that of others) and from that most

fatal and frequent weakness, the tendency to identify persons of the same name even when there is no other-

wise ascertainable link between them. The third chapter provides an analysis and list of the dates of the

introduction of the individual Ptolemaic deifications, which I. shows with some probability to have occurred

in the years in which Ptolemaieia were celebrated (126-8), though precise evidence on this point does not

extend beyond one or two cases; tenure of office (iteration, suffect tenures, etc.); cities for which royal

eponyms are known; the origin of the titles and the duties of the incumbents; their ethnic and social origin

and genealogies; and, finally, the careers of the individual priests and their nearest relatives. The work is

completed by an alphabeti-"! h.,t of priests and priestesses, and useful indexes both of new restorations to

texts and new dates offered for inscriptions and Greek and demotic papyri.

This is a work which will prove its value in a variety of fields. The follow ing observations concerning the

list itself, and the prosopographical notes, attempt to clarify a few selected dubious points. I refer to the

items by the serial number in the left-hand column in the list.

7a: ji[07]eaf[o]? sen H[i/t]i'ar[o]b- HurjojAAdi. (a) The patronymic is surely .’]77[o]AAta(i'i'oi’), not .’l-[o].\AG,

wLich is a most improbable hvpochoristic name at this date and in this context, and, if a genitire, would

in any case be .’47T[o]/\/\oes-. The photograph, P.Hib. i, pi. x (no. 97) shows a mark above the final omega

which no doubt represents suspenskm. This error, if such it be, is already in th.e list of priests gi\ en by

Grenfell and Hunt, loc. cit, 370, and in PLiumann, loc. cit., col. 1439. (b) in the relevant note (p. 62) I. seeks

to associate H[^7]rar[o]j or /l[ip]rur[o]y with the Alexandrian named in the Epidaurian list of proxeni. IG

IV, H, 96, 1 . 23, 'EpyLobrnios ’Ad-qraiov AXe^avbpevi (whom I. wrongly calls ‘Ilcrmodorus’) who, he suggests,

mav be the son of the priest. The inscription can be dated to any time in the first half of the third century

(see Hiller, ad loc., who dates the change of name from Teuchira to Arsinoe—in 1 . 23 the other proxenus

is a Tavgopio?—too early: see BSA Alex. 39, 135), and the name Athenaios is found again in early Ptole-

maic Alexandria {OGIS 18, the best copy of which, that of Wilbour, given by Miller, BCH 9, 146, no. 7,

gBow's m 1. 4
^ETTtKpa.TTj's .^pTp'o.c ,

and although subsc’quent editors accepted Xei ou tsos S-ddipuioe, the simple

name with the ethnic is not likely, and .’ld?;rui[oi'] is the preferable reading).

24: I. suggests [.’dpiuro'njKor /JepiAJoL’ as the supplement for the Samian inscription, . I/h Mitt. 72. 233.

no. 63, 1 . I, but his statement regarding the date, ‘Habicht . . . saeculo tertio iusta cum causa tribuit' is
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misleading. The stone is lost and Habicht's publication reproduces a copy made by Buschor. Habicht says

of the date, ‘Beachtenswert ist die Assimilation wpo^evoy Kal in 3 . . . die den Text vielleicht umoder kurz vor

300 zu datieren erlaubt (s. zu nr. 37). Der Orthographie wegen diirfte die Urkunde jedenfalls alter also das

2 Jhdt. sein; da aber jedes sicher Indiz fiir eine Datierung fehlt . . .
.’ And yet I. goes on to say ‘Tamen eum

anno 262/1 flaminem Alexandri fuisse pro certo habemus’.

29 and 38 : Although these two eponymous Antiochi must be distinguished on account of the different

canephoroi of the two years (apparently sisters) the patronymic of the second remains conjectural: seeJEA

46, 99, no. (29).

39: The suggested identification of Tlepolemus with the homonym of a Delphian (‘Delian’, I.) inscription

is not likely, since the inscription is probably of the second century: see Daux, Delphes au ii™‘ siecle, 517,

Bourguet, FdD ill, i, 269, commentary on no. 454.

75 : This year (212/211) contains the only possible evidence so far from an Alexandrian inscription relating

to the eponymous priesthood: Breccia, Iscriz. 164 (pi. xxvi, 64), with the date e4>' lepiws AioreXovs asso-

ciated by me with P.Grad. 15 in JEA 41, 135, no. (19). This is a very tricky problem and it must be ad-

mitted that in discussing it I. has scattered the path with red herrings in the form of unreal objections—

•

though others remain. Thus it is sad to see him still maintaining ‘utrum vero lapis origine Alexandrinus sit

an Rhodius prorsus (!) ignoratur’ (cf. also 134), for this groundless scepticism has been exploded many
times in the last fifty years (see especially Wilhelm ap. Plaumann, Klio, 13, 485-90). The difficulty resides

not in whether the inscription is Alexandrian or not, of which there can be no reasonable doubt, but whether

the eponymous priest named in it is the priest of the royal cult; and if he is, whether he is identical with

the Dioteles hitherto regarded as the eponym of this year 212/21 1. In this connexion I may note a few

points, (i) I.’s objection that the formula of the inscription is not compatible with the eponym-formula

found in papyri has no substance, for we have no other Alexandrian civic decree with which to compare it;

it does not seem to me at all likely that a psephism of the Alexandrian boule and demos would record the

full titulature; it would simply record the essential dating formula in the manner traditional in a Greek

psephism, (2) I.’s additional point (134) that Te, which follows AioreXovs in the inscription
(
1 . i) shows that

this cannot be a dating formula because the patronymic in papyrus—dates is always preceded by the article

Tov is equally without substance, since the patronymic was probably not recorded at all, Te— representing

the opening of the name of the Secretary of the boule, e.g. Tejia tov
\

ATTo]XXohwpov. (3) Granted that

the difference in formulation does not exclude the possibility, the question remains whether Dioteles was in

any case priest of the ruler-cult, and not, as I. prefers to think, of some other cult such as that of Alexander

Ktistes. As to this there is some evidence for a cult of Alexander Ktistes in the Ptolemaic period (Dorion,

Uparevoai AXt^dvSpop, in SB 66jo;d.JEA, 58, no. (58); 41, 135, no. (19), bottom; I. p. 60), but nothing

at all to suggest that the priest of that cult enjoyed eponymous status, and there is no likelihood of there

having existed two different eponyms, one for the country as a whole, and one for Alexandria, at the same
time. However, (4) the letter-forms of the inscription point to a date considerably earlier than 212, and
since there are several vacancies in the earlier part of the list (especially in the last years of Soter and the

first of Philadelphus) into which this Dioteles could be fitted, this seems a more satisfactory solution than

I.’s tentative suggestion that Dioteles’ year may belong to the period before the establishment of the royal

cult, and represent the priesthood of an unknown deity. (5) There remains the reading of P.Grad. 15,

which was given as A^pjiX[o'\y[s\. I. says that the editor erred in his reading since the demotic titulature of

21 1 shows that the eponym of that year tt;nus was holding office for the second time on that occasion, and
that he was therefore eponym first in the preceding year, and this name is not Dioteles. If this argument
holds at all points the case against the identification of the two priests is complete.

The canephoros of the same pap\rus (P.Grad. 15) is IJtoX^p — - AXc^auBpoiov^ which on the basis of the

demotic Ptolema is. Dionjsi filia I. restores as flToXcp^a' ls dtomc/ioL'] .dAe^ai^8petou, and takes AX^^dy
oprtOi as an Alexandrian demotic, which seems natural, if the reading is correct, strange though it mav be
that it has not appeared before (in SB 5249 AXdavdpAojv is no doubt merely for JlAelavSpeiur).

84: Idrupos Evp.evovi, the priest of Alexander in 203-202 is identified with the Samian flute-player of

that name (and patronymic) who was honoured at Delphi and Delos in the early second century. There
is nothing to connect him with Egypt, but I. makes the identification because Agathocles, in power in that

\ ear, w as a t^amian, w as descended from a long line of flute-players, and was in the habit of giving posts to
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his friends. This remains a conjecture, though I. regards it as certain. It is curious to see, on the other

hand, that for the following year, for which Adaios is attested priest, though I. refers to the .-\daios appointed

in this very year by Tlepolemus to be governor of Bubastis—and thus on I.’s own showing the sort of

person likely to be appointed eponymous priest—he suggests that since Adaios is a common name another

Adaios may have been eponym.

I. makes or accepts a number of identifications which seem very probable; e.g. 67-68, the suggestion that

(i) Arjji-qrpLos ^iTreXXijTos was brother of Aristophanes of Byzantium, the grammarian, whose patronymic

is known from the Suda; and (2) that the canephoros of the second of these years, NufiSco Nufidialov, is the

sister of ^opplojv Nvp.<f>aLov Bvldvrios of the Oropian decree, OGIS 81
;
again, 149, the priest at Ptolemais,

Apollonius the son of Ptolemy, is convincingly identified with the homonym of the long epitaphs from Edfu,

Peek, GVI 1150 and 1151. 178: Diasthenes, the father of the athlophoros Hippike, may nell be identical

with the honorand of the Cyprian inscription, OGIS 146, for the name is uncommon. There are other identi-

fications which seem to me convincing, and which I must leave readers to judge for themselves. What I have

said shows that, in spite of faults, this is a useful collection of material, which would have been even

more so if I. had familiarized himself with non-Egyptian and non-papyrological material.

(38) InAmml. Univ. Sarav. 8, 105-15, ‘Papyrologie et epigraphie latine’, H.-G. Pflaim discusses the

contribution each subject makes to the other, and illustrates this by two lists, (i) of the references, in Greek

and Latin inscriptions, on the one hand, and papyri on the other, to the Prefects of Egypt, and (2) of the

origo of Roman officials of Egypt (also given in his Carrieres proatratoriennes, here described as ‘sous presse’)

which he analyses.

(39) In JJP 13, 109-22, C. Vandersleyen writes on ‘La Date de la Prefecture de Sossianus Hicrocles en

ligypte’, a propos of a papyrus of the Archive of Isidorus. The papyrus was republished after V.'s article

was finished, as Archive of Aurelius Isidore (see V., p. 122), and it is clear that the date of the papyrus is

uncertain (307 or 310), but in any case Y. seems to have made out a good case for the first half ot 307 as

the time of Sossianus’ prefecture ( 1 16-18, n. 28, V. diseusses the chronological evidence for the disappearance

of Flavius Severus from the dating-formulas of papyri during the year 307).

VIII. Lexicography and Language

(40) In Aegyptus, 40, 67-72, ‘Note per la storia dell’ esercito romano in Egitto, ii‘, S, Dari? discusses ‘I

veterani ywpls xaXudiv’, who occur in a few military diplomas.

(41) In Aegyptus, 40, 177-3 14, S- Daris publishes ‘II lessico latino della lingua greca d'Egitto'. In his

introduction D. envisages a general study, the aim of which will be to interpret the process of integration of

the Roman with the Greek world, but this instalment is confined to a lexicon of Latin words in Greek

dress. This does not add very much to Weinermann’s Die lateinische Worter (1927), with the addenda to it

by Cavenaile, Chron. d’tg. 26, 391-404 (cf. also id., Aegyptus, 33, 191-209), but it is useful to have a com-

plete list in one place. D. concludes (300-14) with some general reflections based on the word-list, emphasiz-

ing that military terms predominate. He quotes as the earliest instance ofsuch words the proskynema at I’hilae,

OGIS 196, of 32 B.C. (D. quotes this as SB 8427, where, however, the old, erroneous date, 25 b.c., proposed

by Letronne and Franz, is perpetuated), in which praefectus is translated into Greek, errapxos, while centurio

is transliterated as KevToplwv. To the same early stage belong P.Oslo, ii, 26, 1 . 23 of 5 4 b.c. {Kerropuov). and

the vase-inscription of 2 b.c., JJP 4, 107-15 {Kcv-opia). Subsequently the word Ker-opla is replaced by

cKarovrapxos, which first appears in P.Oslo, ii, 30, 2, of 20 B.c. (in the form cKarovOpaKei). D. also discusses

the incidence of other and alternative Greek and Latin forms, such as XcyecovdpLos and arpanwri^s Ae-/E<irov,

ot €K OTTCipuiV and xo^prapios ,
Kaerrpov and Trapep^oAry, etc.

(42) In Chron. d’£g. 35, 271-7, ‘L’enigme du mot KAPLIIITHI a propos d’un proces alexandrin du 1'='^

siecle apres J.C.’, F. De Visscher discusses the significance of this word in the inscription published by

Fraser and Nicholas, 48, 117-29. This article largely reproduces De V.’s views about this w ord already

expressed in his article in Rev. Int. des Droits de I’Ant. 6, 179-207 (cf. JEA 46, 75, no. (8)), since a fresh

publication of this inscription, based on a collation of the stone by F., appears in JRS 52, with further

discussion of the word Kapniarris, I need say no more here.

IX. Geography, Topography

(43) \nJEA 47, 134-8, ‘The ‘JtoAxoj’ of -\lexandria’, P. M. Fr,\ser calls attention to two passages of
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Xenocrates of Aphrodisias (i. a.d.) presen-ed by Oribasius, which refer to a ‘diolkos’, that is a slipway, at

Alexandria. F. analyses the topographical indications of the passages and decides that the slipway la} at

the north end of tlie Heptastadion, at the southern tip of Pharos island. He concludes that the Diolkos

existed neither at the time of the Alexandrian War nor at that of Strabo's residence twenty-five years later.
(44)

In jEA 47, 91-99, A. H. G-AitDiNEK, writing on ‘The Egyptian Alemnon’, discusses the questions,

‘Flow came the Greek and Roman tourists who visited this broken-down statue to identify it with the hero

whom the Odyssey presents as the slayer of Nestor’s son Antilochus and as himself slam by Achilles, and to

what date ought that identification to be ascribed?’ He interprets Strabo (816) as meaning that the colossi

sat in front of the Alemnonion’, i.e. the lost temple of Amenophis III, and that Strabo includes the statues

in the word Alemnon, and argues that the term Ta il/ejiu'oi'ta, applied to the whole left bank and its build-

ings from Medinet Habu to beyond Dra Abu’n-Xaga on the north, was derived from the temple. He attacks

Letronne’s thesis that the term ‘Memnonion’ is of Egyptian origin, and had no connexion with the Greek

Memnon. He quotes the poem of Balbilla as evidence that the Greeks were aware that, w hile they regarded

the statues as representing Alemnon, the Egyptians regarded the figure as Amenoth (A. and E. Bernand,

Ihscr. de Colosse, 29, 11 . 1-4: Htlco? Kal yepapw Mip.vov„ ttcli TlBcdi'olo
\

Orjjidas ddacrojv dvra /lioj -rroXeos,
|

i)

Apei'ojd, liaaLXev AiyvTrTie, rd>s ii’eri-OLcnv
\
Lpries p.v6un’ rwv TraXdwv iSpiej), and he suggests that the pro-

nunciation of the praenomen of Amenophis in the dorsal inscription of the vocal statue may have resembled

that of the Greek Memnon, and led to the use of the latter name by the Greeks. In support of this he

points out that among the graffiti of the Tombs of the Kings, those of Tomb 9 (w here the great majority is

inscribed) show that the tomb was regarded as the Tomb of IMemnon (see especially Baillet, no. 1277:

Tijidfi paXiar opoojv [pLiy] idavp.acra Mip.vovos eu^ATjji'] {sc. avpiyya)), once again, G. maintains fas Baillet

already, adloc.), because Ramses VI and Amenophis III had the same praenomen. He stresses that the iden-

tification and the first vocal utterances may go back far earlier than Letronne (who assigned the latter

e sileniio to a date later than Diodorus) would allow.

(45)

In Antiq. J. 41, 21S-23, R. G. Goodciiild discusses the representation of the Pharos on the Gasr

el-Lebia mosaics of .^.D. 539 (cf. III. Loud. Nezvs, 14 December 1957, AA, 1959, cols. 342 ff.; for the in-

scriptions of the mosaics see Reynolds, JTS ii, 291, no. 21, 1
)
bearingthe inscription d 0dpos (ibid., I (k)).

The mosaic portrays a naked Helios on the Pharos and another naked figure on a triumphal arch across a strip

of water. G. compares a gem in the Brit. Mus. (Dalton, Cat. Christ. Antiq. B.M. 14, no. 78, representing

Apollonius of Tyana on one side (identified by the inscription ^TToAcoitj d Tovaveovs /i[dyoj?]) and a harbour

scene on the other, including a three-storied building on the summit of which is a Helios figure, which

Dalton identified as Aegae (where Apollonius lived for some time, and which has a lighthouse on some of

its coins), but which G. plausibly identifies as Ale.xandria. He stresses the traditional nature of such mosaic

work and argues that this representation possesses a ‘basic veracity carried down by artistic tradition into

Byzantine times’, though, as he says, it does not follow that the form here portrayed was the original form

of the Pharos. G. suggests that the second statue may be on one of the public buildings of the city inland

from the harbour, but the sea represented as running between the two statues suggests that it may be en-

visaged as on the other side of the harbour, i.e. on Pharillon.

(46) In Cyriaque d’Ancone en Egypte (Mededelingen der koninklijke Xederlandse Akad. van Wetensch.,

Afd. Letterkunde, 21 (12), 195S) C. C. V.\x Essex gives a text of what survives of Cyriac's account of his

Egyptian trip in 1436 : it contains a brief account of .Alexandria (‘ubi primum antiqui phari praecelsi vestigia

\ idimus, et eximiae urbis mocnia portasque ingentes, ct vetustatum egregiaplurima extra intusqueconspexi-

nius'), Cairo, the characteristic animals of Egypt, the Pyramids, and hieroglyphics.

X. Xiihia, Ethiopia, etc.

(47) In Kush, 9, 2S4-6, P. L. Smxx'iE discusses the te.xt of CIL iii, S3, the only Latin inscription from the

Sudan (.Musauwarat), comparing the copies of Lepsius (LD 6, loi, Lat., no. 56, whence CIL, loc. cit., and

subsequent editors), Cailliaud, Voyage a Meroe, in (1S26), 375, and a facsimile (now in the Bankes collection)

made by Linant de Bellefonds in 1S22 (pi. x.xxv). On the basis of the letter-forms given by the latter, which he

considers to show the influence of Old Nubian, he dates the inscription to ‘not earlier than .t.D. 600’. An-

other recent discussion of the text, that of Hintze {si:c JEA 47, 14, no. (42)), makes no attempt to date it.

(48) In Ghazali (Sudan .Antiq. Service, Occ. papers, 5, 1961) P. L. Shi.n'Xie and FI. N. Chittick publish
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the excavations of Ghazali—a Monastery in the Northern Sudan’, a site some lo miles east of the Nile
in the \\adi Abu Dom which forms the base of the triangle of which the other two sides are formed by the
great bend of the Nile between Merowe and Berber. The monastery was known to earlier travellers, and
Lepius published some funerary stelae from it (LZ) 6, 99 and 103). S. and C. publish (69-111) the in-
scriptions and graffiti found by them in collaboration with Dr. J. \V. B. Barns, to whom most of the
transcriptions and commentary are due’. The inscriptions are sandstone grave-stelae, predominantly with
Coptic inscriptions, though there are a number of Greek ones with familiar formulas, which I list: 5, an
ostrakon, 8, ii; 13; 14 (inscribed in cruciform pattern); 15; 17; 20-21 (a slightly more elaborate inscrip-
tion), 26, 32, 42, 61 (a piece with the long acclamation’; cf. Junker, 60, 124 f., for it and variants
of it); 65(.'); 72; 77-79 (the last has the long Greek formula above an old-Nubian text—the only Nubian
in these inscriptions). The graffiti are either names of Greek type or else monograms, of all of which line-

drawings are given (figs. 33-44).

(49) In Acme, 13, 31-76, A. Stexico gives an archaeological report on the site of Ikhmindi, the walled
Christian city of Lower Nubia, excavated by the Missione Archeologica in Egitto of the University of
Milan, which yielded the interesting Christian building inscription published by Donadoni (discussed

JEA 47, 147, no. (39)). S. gives (fig. 4, p. 61) a facsimile of the building inscription, which shows that the
spelling is even worse than appeared from Donadoni’s text, but otherwise confirms it, and also publishes
an inscription found on the south gate of the city (65)1x0 irpoaKvvqiia Avov^iTos {t’r} (?) ip,\Tr6pov Kal Adr]v\-

apovTos Trjs yuvailxdf avTov. 67, fig. 10, graffiti on ceramic fragments (a photograph of the building inscription

also given by Leclant, Orientalia, 30, pi. xi, showing the borders decorated with a running-frieze).

XI. The Ptolemaic Empire

(50) In HTR 54, 141-5, ‘The Foundation-Date of the Alexandrian Ptolemaieia’, P. M. FR.t.sEK discusses
this problem in the light of J. Bousquet’s association of a dated fragment (266-265 or 'oss probablv 270-269)
with the Amphictyonic decree accepting an invitation to attend the inauguration of the festival published
by F. in BCH 78, 49-62, and concludes that ‘the traditional date [281-279 b.c.] has yet to be overturned’.

(51) In AJA 65, 93-151, ‘Further contributions to the epigraphy of Cyprus’, T. B. Mitford continues
his large-scale operations in the field of Cypriot epigraphy (cf. also in the year under review

,
Studies in the

Signaries of South-Western Cyprus (Inst. Class. Stud., Univ. of London, Bull., Suppl. 10), which falls

outside the scope of this survey). The material here published (forty inscriptions in all) is mostly new and
comes from different parts of the island. 96-98 M. gives an analysis in majuscule of the letter-forms of
each inscription. In what follows I omit entirely all reference to items of the Roman period, interesting

though some of these are. The first group, j-2, comes from Marion-Arsinoe (M. says that this city was
renamed by Philadelphus ‘doubtless on the occasion of her death in 270 and her deification’, although it

has been pointed out more than once that P.Hib. 199 (publ. 1955) shows that the Theoi Adelphoi were
already deified by 272/271, before the death of .Arsinoe), the first a funerarv dedication (dated bv M. to

the time of Alexander, but it could surely be considerably later) bv a TropSupevs, a w orker in purple dves,

named 'ii/880/xafos, to his mother, followed by the addition nal Tipayopas SramolKov, presumablv the brother
of Hebdomaios (M. says

‘

11
. 3-4 . . . are a later addition, possibly by a different hand’, read

‘

11
. 4-5’). a

similar, fourth-century dedication by Timagorate for her husband Onasilos, a yvatjievi, fuller. The unusual
form of omega in this inscription,

,
is worth noting: it is the omega of Dikaiomata (see Schubart, Gr.

Paldogr. 27, Abb. 3), and exemplifies the transition between the epigraphical omega and the fully cursive.

The nameZlfAAaros may, as M. says, be new , but it has kin in .’de-Ucu, etc. 3-14 from New Paphos and neigh-
bourhood. 3, a list of names of mid-ii a.C. which M. regards as those of members of the Ptolemaic garrison,

and for which quotes similar lists (and gi\es, n. 19, a revised text of BMI 969, which he dates to the reign

of Euergetes I). 4, fragment of 23 lines of a petition to Philometor or Euergetes II bv troops, apparentlv
concerning an increase in rations and pay

(
1 . ii, ref. to Alexandria; 22, Tea ov deos uiv). S, fragment of a lex

sacra of Ptolemaic date (=^ Hogarth, Delia Cypria, 33, no. ii. where virtually no text is given) from Heraion
of Agia Mone, 15 miles NE. of New Paphos: the regulation concerns a festival called rd EiiOepoima. 11-14,
Limassol and neighbourhood. 14, a dedication by a gymnasiarch to Philometor: [i’]77£p faatXfws Z/xoAe/iatou

Kai
I

facnXLcrarjs KAcovaTpas, dedjv
[

0i\op.7jT6pu)i', Kal rwi' xfVrtur
; avrwv, -6 dvpatfia Kal vrji arodi rp<;

TrpoaK€i.p.ivi]s rrji dnrXrji
j

eiriKLovai deKarpeis
\

’OfacriKpaTris ’Oi'rjcnKpdrovi
j

yvpLvaaiapxdiv, dated bv M.
C 505 X
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to ‘the decade preceding 152 b.c. on account of the absence of any reference to (i) Eupator, who was co-

ruler 1 52-1 50, and (2) ‘Xeos Philopator, who was to become king in 145’. It is, however, by no means certain

that Eupator would have been mentioned in a dedication of this sort (he occurs in no inscription of the period

in question, though, of course, he occurs in the dating-formulas of papyri)
;
it would perhaps be wiser to leave

the wider margin 165-145 : cf. Beryins, 13, 141, n. 70. He discusses the structure implied in the ‘13 e-iKiorej [a

new word : capitals, according to i\I.] of the stoa adjacent to the double portico’, which he interprets as referring

to a stoa with a double row of columns. 15-20, Citium area. 16, a late third- or early second-century dedica-

tion on a limestone jar to Apollo Keraiates (hitherto unattested, but cf. Apollo Kepedras in .Ircadia). ig,

dedication of a statue-base of Menedemus, son of Zoilus of Aspendos, dedicated by—viraiv 6 diaao?, dated

bv M. to the reign of Epiphanes. M. calls attention to the frequency of the name Zoilus at Aspendos {PCZ

59,034; IG XII, 3, 1619), and discusses the significance of diaaoi in Ptolemaic Cyprus. 21, mid-third-century

dedication to .\phrodite from Trikomo, 7 miles north of Salamis. 25-26, Carpasia. 25, dedication in honour

of Bojfbdvrjv [rov Stivoy] B-Xatov (not .’4;i(;aro»’). ij-'p/xova ev’ di'Spaii’] I Zdroiv 6 -[a/riaj /cat ol Traij oLklol y£co[pyol

evepyealas Ivcxev [rij? els eaurous] (text already given, Aegyptus, 33, 85, n. 4; cf. JEA 40, 140, no. (90)), of

mid-ii a.C. AI. discusses the status of the -navolKLoi Xaol, serfs, and suggests that Zaton administered an

estate ‘farmed by these georgoi in the interests, it may be, of some Alexandrian grandee’. 27-30, Chytroi.

27, statue-base of Philadelphus, BauiXea TTpoAe/xarov Bed>v] ZwT-pptov [Xurplcov 7 ttoAij]. AI. assigns this on

letter-forms to the early years of the third century; if this is correct the shorter restoration BacnAea 7I[toA€;u,-

atov] [ZojTTQpwv [e.g. 1) ttoAij] would be preferable (see BSA Alex. 41, 50, n. 2) if this would not run coun-

ter to the dimensions of the block (cf. AI.’s description). In a footnote AI. offers another restoration of OGIS
29, the lost dedication from Citium in honour of Berenike: [B]epeviKr]v rr/v [laaiXeais nroXeij.ato[v Aoirijioos-]

j

[yIvvaiKa nocreiherTvos <fipovpapxo[s Kar’ ’/SdAioi']
! Kal Kara Klriov Kal Boiokos Kal ol \(t_ wriyepild I'ej? 2$,

three dedications to Apollo (in one of which he is in-qKoos), by .Aristos son of Aristodemos, dated by AI. to

the third quarter of the third century on their letter-forms—might they not be considerably earlier in the

third century? 2g, a dedication of a ‘A'ear 35’ (probably that of Philometor, according to AI. : i.e. 147/146):

L Ae 0ap[pLov6 i.]
I

'Epp.eGHpaKX[ei]
|

AXe^avdpos
\

MeveaBecos ye\vedXloLS Traicrt
|

[XapnTa\8apx<I>v, with which

AI. associates (a) JHS 57, 33, no. 8 jS[acrtAer 77roAepat]a)i Kal jiaaiXlacrrii KXeoTTdTpa[L
\

Beats 0LXop.i]T]opaL

Kal 'Epfxet Kal 'HpaKXe[t Kal
j

Tvx]r]t XvrpLwv
\

[d helva e.g. Tip,w\vaKTOS Traicrt Xap.TTa8apxd)[v], and (b) Peri-

stianis, Eev. 'lor. p. 938, no. 28: L /I [d betva rov Scfi'oj]
|

rwv [municipal ex-office]
|

TTai(j[l XapLTrabapxcov].

2g provides the earliest instance in Cyprus of the Egyptian calendar, and also probably establishes the

month of the birth of Philometor (unless the celebration of the yereUIia was monthly in this case, which

AI. does not think likely) : for a new gymnasial dedication from .Alexandria of the reign of Philometor see

above, no. (9), item 7. 31-32, Kyreneia. 31, of the late fourth or early third century, an interesting octo-

stich epigram concerning a dedication made in response to Apollo’s instruction, couched in the form of

a dialogue between the god and the votary. 33-35 ,
Soloi. 33, fragmentary epigram referring to a Z’oAi'to/x

/SocriAejr]. AI. dates this on letter-forms, rather unconvincingly, to ‘either the ist or the 3rd quarter of the

third century, since they [the forms] have none of the distinctive characteristics of the time of Philadelphus’.

-A date towards the end of the century does not look impossible, in which case the subject was no doubt

a descendant of the last king of Soloi. 34, a dedication of an unspecified object to .-iTrdAAa)!' KvTrpios by
ZojiXos vrrep rov vlov ZoilXov, dated by AI. to probably the later decades of the third century b.c. The inscrip-

tion contains a lunate sigma, and AI, lists other third-century lunate forms in Cvprus. The epithet of .Apollo

IS new but paralleled by Aphrodite Kvnpla of .Amathus. 35 -- Peristianis, op. cit. 950, no. 39, the dedication

by the Biaaos twv eTTiyovaii, in honour of Theodorus the son of Demetrius, .’dpcru'oeus' rrjs eirl UaiKftvXlas,

•pyepeuv Teraypevos iirl Xapd8pov and his Samian wife and their two sons. AI. dates the inscription to the

reign of Euergetes I, and understands the thiasos to consist of the descendants of the cleruchs of the island

and the ‘inheritors of the obligations of these military settlers’, comparing the Blaans rrjs d-rroaKev-ps in an
inscription from Chytroi. He points to the occurrence of the ethnic 'A. T-ps enl Elapp. in Breccia, Iscriz. 191

(a Hadra-vase), and regards the inscription as coming from the region of Soloi, and not imported from Cilicia,

where Charadrus, of w Inch Theodorus was hegemon, lay, east of Selinus. It seems more likely that the stone

is imported: the more so since as AI. himself admits ‘the tense of the participle reTaypevov indicates that

the honorand at the time of the inscription was still commandant of Charadrus’. Under this item AI.

republishes Arch. Pap. 13, 20, no. 8, which he likewise regards as containing a dedication by a Cypriot
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body in honour of a commander on the Cilician or Pamphvhan coast—rov K‘a0ecr[T?j/coTa uJtto tov ^aaLXews

[imaTdT]r]v rfjs rrepi [ *Yl€aiToA)€cus-. 36 is from Ledroi of which M. discusses the history, and which he

places ‘beneath the modern Nicosia’. It is an epigram commemorating the dedication of a statue of

Nicocles, the Paphian king, by Archaios, in the shrine of Aphrodite at Ledroi (on the ethnic /leSpioj see

JEA 40, 140, no. (90) : M. now discovers a further instance in the list of the Delphian theorodokoi, where
in col. I, 1 . 8, he supplies [Ae]8[p]io? for the accepted

[
0p]o[i’]io?, at the end of a long list of Cvpriot cities).

57 is a funerary epigram of the late fourth or early third century, of an Aeolian woman named Myrte. 38
is a tombstone of one Timocyprus erected by his three freedwomen, dated to a 'Year 36’, which M.
identifies (after a discussion of alleged ‘era’-dates in Cyprus, in the course of which he publishes a revision

of Devia Cypria, 63, no. 16 (cf. already Aegypfiis, 33, 89) and substitutes for the date aXj3 L that of r[o] A;3

L, i.e. year 32, which he identifies as that of Philometor), as that of Augustus, either a.d. 6 (beginning with i

Thoth, 30 B.C.) or A.D. 13 (beginning in 23 B.C.). ,39 of unknown provenance, now in Larnaca, is a dedication

by [d 0iacr]oj rrjg Map—
,
in honour of Stasidemos [' Epo)\roi nd<f>Los [flejtoi' eTTiardTrj^, dated by i\I. to the

later years of Epiphanes or the earlier of Philometor. jM. again discusses the role of the Ptolemaic dlaaoL

here: ‘they fostered Hellenism and more particularly loyalty to the Ptolemies among military settlers of

the island’s garrison before this was drastically reorganized by the second Euergetes to break the long con-

nexion between garrison and land’. He gives a list of known thiasoi in Ptolemaic Cyprus (six items). For

the interesting title dediv iniardrrjs he compares dtoiv oIkovo/los of LEW 2740 (‘2739’ by error, AI.) = BCH
20, 363, n. 3, of ii p.C. AI. says that Stasidemos was without doubt overseer of temple properties,

but it is perhaps more natural to connect the unusual title with the temple epistatai of Ptolemaic Egvpt,

in which case his role was more that of a government supervisor of all aspects of the temples: this in

Cyprus where, as in Egypt, native cults flourished, would be a responsible post : for the Ptolemaic temple

epistatai see now above, no. (19). 40, of unknown provenance, is a lead mina, 0-115 diam., bearing in the

depressed centre crossed cornucopiae, to the left of which a herm, to the right an ear of corn, and the in-

scription above and below, 'irovs A
\

App.oaLa
\

Mvd, and round the rim Zrjvo^lov. AI. dates this to the fourth

year of Philometor, 178, 177, and regards Z. as agoranomos. He says that the weight is ‘notable for bear-

ing no obvious identification of the city to which it belongs’. The cornucopiae presumably represent the

Ptolemaic house, just as Seleucid weights and seals bear the anchor and other d\nastic devices (Rostovtzeff,

Class. Stud. 3, 41 tf.) alongside the civic identification. .As an addendum AI. publishes a further dedica-

tion to -Apollo AIela(n)thios in the .Ashmolean Aluseum (JHS 9, 261, no. 3) ‘during the war evacuated ( ? r)

and thereupon lost for twenty years’: Lty .’-I-ttoAoji'i Me\\aOla> 0aMapxoi eexV'- This AI. dates to the 13th

year of Euergetes.

(52) In Quad, di Arch. Lib. 4, 1-54, G. Pi gi.iese Caratelli edits some thirty inscriptions from Cyrene

from the Nachlussc of G. Oliverio. Of these only one seems to concern Ptolemaic matters at all directly:

11, the large circular base bearing the dedication in honour of .Soter 1

1

by Stolos, published by me, Bervtm,

12, 1 13, no. 7. He publishes with it (b) the inscriptions on the rear side, not visible when I saw the stone;

(i) an erased space of three letters followed by KvpavaToi, and (ii) the signature Evipdvcop Ewadpx^o Kvparaios

i-rroLTjae. There is, unfortunately, no photograph of (b), and it is not clear whether the first group of letters

represents an entire inscription, to which the signature belongs or not. O.'s note says ‘Prima iscritta con

{b), poi capovolta e riadoperato per (u)’.

(53) In Hellenica, 11-12, 111-15, L. Robert republishes the inscription from Thera published by me,

JE.L 44, 98-100. He substitutes participles for infinitives, as being in accord with the formula employed (in

11 . 6 and 7 ovras for ehai, j)^uop.€rous for ri'xAr in 11 . 7-8), the Doric form it'Aoj for my ciiAoe [,'] (a correc-

tion which I have verified on my squeeze) and takes Aer, which I had regarded as an aorist, as a Doric

infinitive. H. maintains that Aristocrates and Ptolemaios the honorands were not, as I supposed, temporarilv

resident in Thera, but were resident in Alexandria where the Tii-es rcor TroAerai- had been assisted hv them.

This, in the absence of a specific reference to 01 d<f>iKi'oi'iiei-oi tCjv -rroXirdr els . IXeSavBpeiav iil sim. must

remain uncertain, though it gives point to the nres.

(54) In Hellenica. 11-12, 132-76, ‘Sur un decret des Koresiens au Alusee de Smyrne’, L. Robert

publishes a decree of Koresia of the early third century honouring an unknown person (probably a citizen

of Aliletus) for restoring to the people of Koresia citizens seized by brigands, etc. R. shows that this is the

Koresia of Keos, and he discusses at length the reasons which led to the Ptolemaic use of the harbour of
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Koresia, with the simultaneous alteration of the name to Arsinoe (he also discusses the appearance

of the city under this name in the list of Delphian theorodokoi, which falls outside the scope of this

sur\ey). He gives an excellent account of the importance of the harbour of Koresia (Hagios Vasilios) es-

pecially for Ptolemaic Aegean strategy. (I spent some months at Koresia in the spring and summer of 1961 ,
and

can attest from prolonged observation the importance this natural harbour retains today, even when the em-

ployment of Diesel fuel has led to its obsolescence as a coaling station (the ruined installations of Michalinos

& Co. were occupied in the summer of 1961 by poor squatters from Peiraeus), for during the continuous

strong beltemi numerous ships found refuge there, particularly in the calm inner harbour of Vourkari, the

site of the neolithic settlements at Hagia Eirene now being excavated by J. Caskey: the outer or western

harbour can be verv stormy.) The strategical importance of the Ptolemaic base is immediately relevant to

the question of the date of the recently excavated Ptolemaic fort on the Koroni peninsula (see no. (57)). It

seems inconceivable that the Ptolemaic command can have hoped to retain and supply that post unless

thev held Keos, and particularly Koresia, as a main base. Koroni and lulis stand face to face and fully

visible across the narrows.

(55) In Els Mvt^ix-rjv K. AfiavTov, 140 ff. (and pi. i, squeeze) A. P. Steph.\nou publishes a well-preserv'ed

Chian decree—the prescript and part of the right side are missing—in honour of an official of the Ptolemies

(
11

. 7, II, 17, ol PaaiXets, 1 . 18, d ^aaiXevs FlroXenaios), Apollophanes son of Apollodorus, who had been

sent to Chios to settle some—[— uTroAJtwefj SiKat ( yets, St.
;
traces, doubtful of the pi, certain of the iota

are visible both on the photograph and on a squeeze kindly provided by Mr. W. G. Forrest : for the phrase

cf. Inscr. Del. 1513, H. 29-30 : /cat nrjKeri vnoXelireaQai avrots Trepl evKXrjfjLa nyjdev Trapevpecei p,7)8€p.tat

:

the reference is to cases still outstanding) and who apparently was anxious to return to Egypt, his task

completed : 11 . 6-8 ; rj^lwKev /cat ^ehe-qrai [diroaTeXXeaOai rayv rrpos tovs]
\

jSacrtActy, ((ida/co/i' Sta to xpovicorepav

avTOjL TTjV d7To[Sr]p.lav KaTaaradrjvai]
|

OTTOvSd^eiv Trapayeveadai npos avrovs. (for delay in the settle-

ment of legal business in similar circumstances cf., for example, FdD in, 3, 120, 1 . ii {rwv iyKXrip,6.Twv

elXKV(jp.eiion’ eK TrXeiovojv xpo'^ojv, SEGii, 281, etc.)). Lines 1 9 f. decree measures for A. ’s swift return to Egypt,

dij mXXLura /cat d<7^aA[€CTTaTa . . .]. The lettering of the decree points to the middle of the third century

(tr. 260-250), and is very similar to and evidently only slightly earlier than the decree partially published by

Kontoleon, TTpa/cTt/cd, 1953, 271, et/c. 9, referring to Remus and Rome. It has always been a matter of un-

certainty whether or not Chios (like Samos and Mytilene) was a Ptolemaic possession in the third century

(cf. Opusc. Athen. 3, 25). This decree suggests, but by no means proves, that it was.

(56) In Apx- 'Ep. 1953-4 0lKov6p.ov,n\ (publ. 1961), 321-49 Mme E. Varucha-Christo-

DOUPOULOU publishes a ‘o-iz/x^oAi) els rov XpefnoABeiov noXipoA. consisting of coins of Philadelphus and other

objects which she dates to the Chremonidean War, found in the area of Markopoulo, Koroni (the fort on the

Koroni peninsula probably belongs to the same date: cf. above, no. (54)) and Keos, and also on the western

side of Hymettus in Helioupolis and near Vouliagmene (Mikro Kavouri). The notorious difficulty of dating

Ptolemaic coins exactly inevitably enjoins caution here, but quite apart from the possibility of exact dating

by symbols and monograms, the general composition of the total (86 pieces) and their condition (those

of Soter very worn, not so those of Philadelphus) points to a date towards the middle of the third century,

and it is natural to connect them with the Chremonidean War. She refers to and quotes part of an unpublished

inscription found at Rhamnus referring to troops under the command of Patroklos.

(57) In Ant. Class. 29, 369-90, ‘La Cyrenaique et les partages successifs de I’Empire d’Alexandre’,

E. Win. discusses the status of Cyrenaica in the distributions of Alexander’s empire in 321 and 311, and

shows that Ptolemy held Cyrene throughout as a personal external possession. The question is of interest

in relation to the constitution imposed on Cyrene by Soter {SEG, ix, i).

XII. The Egyptian Gods

(58) In Antik Tanidmdnyok, 7, 69-74(0!. Bibl. Or. Class. 6, 347-9), E. B. Tho.m.vs writes on the sanctuary

of Isis at Scarbantia, and publishes a photograph of the Latin inscription CIL iii, 10940, containing a dedi-

cation to Silvanus, on the back of which there is a rough representation of a head of Anubis.

(59) In BCH 85, 438-46, ‘Isis Pelagia a Delos’, P. Brune.vu publishes a fragment of a Corinthian lamp
bearing a representation of Isis Pelagia (or Pharia) standing on the prow of a ship, already mentioned by
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Roussel, CED 67, and a marble relief of the first century B.c. also representing the same deity. He gives a

catalogue of the iconography of the type of Isis standing in this position, otherwise known only from coins.

He discusses Isis daXaaarjs Kvpla (the Kyme aretalogy, Peek, Isishymnos ro?i Andros, 122, 1 . 15) and her
discovery of the sail mentioned in the Andros hymn, ibid. 2, 11 . 152—4, and quotes epigraphical instances of

Isis Pelagia {IG xii, 2, 113) and Pharia {OGIS 706; GIG 5119; IGRR i, i 310), and also of Isis as patroness

of shipping at Delos i^Inscr. Del. 2153) Isis Euploia; 2128, dedication virkp rwv TrAot^oue^’oir Trdvrwv to Zeus
Ourios and the Egyptian deities).

(60) In Rev. Phil. 1961, 106-8, St. Koum.vxoudes publishes some prosopographical corrections to the

Tanagraean inscription published by Chrestou, 'Apx- 1956, 34-72 {JEA 47, 14S, no. (49), and the

detailed discussion by J. and L. Robert, Bull. 1961, no. (336)).

(61) In Mel. Univ. St. Joseph, 36, 62, no. 65, R. Mouterde publishes a haematite amulet in Damascus,
with, on the m.ain face, a representation of Horus and Harpocrates riding a lion which is trampling on a corpse

and other figures. On the reverse the inscription: £vv\e)vvos E[l]\\a^L 06ws eyw elpi \6 dA; A oxjti (i.e.

ctAAoij re?) pieyas' tou\to rfiopdiv €t8a)(Aoi') roi’ ovpavov Kareiixev
\

rovro popdiv I!o^a\vi' dvrihiKovi
\

KaTcJaXe-

tov\to popov.

(62) In Hellenica 11-12, 85-89, and pi. v), ‘Inscription hellenistique d’lran’, L. Robert publishes a re-

markable deed of manumission in the form of a letter of notification, written in a very characteristic early

hellenistic hand, said to have been found at the eastern corner of the Caspian Sea: Evavhpo-s
\

Avdpayopat
j

HttgAAoSotoii p^atpeii^'
|

dpkwKapLev 'EppLatov
|

iXtvdepov vnep ^aaiAeuis'
j

Ai’tioxov Kal ^aaLXlacrrjs
j

Erparm'LKTis

Kal eKyovojv
|

lepov Eapamos Kdi d.va\Ted^lKap€v iv toil lepoji
\

Ti)r dpeaw avrov rej [icjai rdiv Idlwv avrov re
j

. . . PopTnalov eppcnode. Though the era-date is missing at the beginning of the last line (though part

of one letter followed by a punctuation-point seems just visible on the photograph) the reference to -In-

tiochus and Stratonike fixes the date to 281-261 b.c. The dedication of the manumitted slave to Sarapis

at this point in the Seleucid Empire at this date is indeed remarkable. It would be rash to comment at

present further on this isolated item, though it is, in the context of this survey, worth pointing out that it

must surely deal yet one more blow to the view that the spread of the cult of Sarapis w as a result of Ptolemaic

propaganda or policy.

(63) L'Egitto antico nelle coUezioni dell' Italia Settentrionale (Communita di Bologna, Museo Civico, 1961)

contains a section (161-7) by G. C. Susim entitled ‘Testimonianze egizie nell’ Emilia in epoca romana’,

followed by a map showing the dispersion of Egyptian cults in north Italy. S. refers to Latin and Greek

inscriptions in the Museo Civico.
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An early pet cat

We have in the Petrie Collection (UC 14322-3) two sides of the lower part of an Eleventh-Dynasty

limestone stela of a man and his wife seated, which Petrie found at Koptos and published in Koptos

(1896), pi. xi, 5. 6 and p. 12 where he says: ‘Another piece of a stele is engraved on both sides,

and shows this truly Xlth Dynasty taste for dogs; on No. 5 the dog is named Hemu-ma, and on

No. 6 there is a turn-spit.’ Presumably Petrie split the stone, although the two halves do not now

correspond exactly in size, as may be seen from the plate. The point of this note is to show that

Petrie was not correct in identifying the second animal (fig. 6 =UC 14323) as a dog. Although the

stone is worn, there is no doubt that it is a cat, ‘making dough’ behind its mistress’s feet. I am

indebted to Mr. H. M. Stewart of the Institute of Archaeology for the accompanying sketch.

A. J. Arkell

A new interpretation of B.M. stela 1203

The stela of Antef, son of Ka, in the British Museum (no. 1203),' contains the word \ four times.

In the past it has usually been interpreted as the Old Egyptian demonstrative in spite of the fact

that the Middle Egyptian nn (here written ^i).) is used in 1 . 12 (following the numeration of Clere

and Vandier). The translation of the four passages containing mu makes poor sense if the word is

taken as the demonstrative (m- ir-n-{i) me in 11 . 2, 3, and ink nw in 11
. 3, 4) and I would therefore

suggest that it be taken as the noun ‘hunter’, translating the passages ‘I acted as a hunter’ and ‘I

was a hunter’. The whole section containing the instances of mu
(
11 . 2-4) can now be rendered: ‘I

acted as a hunter for my lord the Ilorus Wah-<ankh, son of RB Antef the Elder, for my lord the

' Hand-copy in Hieroglyphic Texts, I (ed. i), pi. 53: photograph in Budge, Egyptian Sculpture in the B.M.,

pi. 7; good recent copy in Clere and Vandier, Textes de la Premiere Phiode Interme'diaire, 19.
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Horus Nakht-neb-tep-nefer, son of Re' Antef, for my lord the Horns Se'ankh-ib-ta\vy, son of Re'

Mentuhotpe. I acted as a hunter for the west, for the east, for the temples. I was a hunter for the

. . . .
(?).' I was hunter for the knbt-couTt.’ Later, in 11 . I2"i3 we have ‘I did this (nii) tor the

whole of the Theban nome’. The word mv ‘hunter’ is often written without a determinative, e.g.

‘ovetseer of hunters Khety’, i3 . Hasan, i, pi. 30; - ^ ;
ri, A '

~
'hunters,

people of the desert, placed as the protection of my body’, inscription of Henti, 1 . ii, Couyat and

Montet, Hammdmdt, pi. 31. Kay, the owner of Berlin stela 22820 (ZAS 65, 108 ff. and pi. 7) describes

himself as ‘o’^’^rseer of desert-hunters’ (1. 2) and says of himself, in words curiously

like those in the inscription of Henu, rdi-n zdiib-i in srsn ‘Aly lord placed me as their protection’. The

inscription ofAntef in theWadi Hammamat contains niv in an interesting variant context,

‘There was no desert-hunter who knew its marvels’ (Couyat and Alontet, op. cit..

p. loi and pi. 38, 11. 6-7).
John Rkxxett

Amenysonb in Liverpool and the Louvre

Since my publication- of Liverpool stela E. 30, the Editor has kindly passed on to me a suggestion

by Professor Kees that should be made known, namely that the Amenysonb of stela E. 30 is none

other than the well-known Amenysonb of Louvre C. 1 1 and 12 who served the Thirteenth—Dynasty

king Nekha'nema'etre' Khendjer.'' Not onlv was the mother of each identicalK named (.A/tZ-tV), but

Kees would read my H’r-tw-f; as IVr-in-kizc, thus making the fathers identical also. In fact this

possible identification had already occurred to me when writing my paper, but as the orthography

of only two conjoined At-signs for a plural seemed at first sight too bizarre to be likely, I did not

venture to mention the possibility but merely contented myself with citing U'r-in-k.'zv as a parallel

for the supposed Jl r-m-sid However, in the light of Professor Kees’s independent suggestion, I have

re-examined the point, and I now wholeheartedly agree with the identification. ’Phe following

brief notes will provide some epigraphic justification for the reading -k<ZL.

This reading presupposes two conjoined /e.’-signs each having loops tor hands and two little

vertical ticks between the arms; this form is well attested.-' The ‘ticks’ are an extreme stylization of

the two slight ‘swellings’ that meet in the middle of the ^y-sign, at the junction of the two shoulder-

ends of the upper arms.«> Intermediate forms show more prominent swellings and triangles which

become mere strokes or ticks.' The use of two /c-signs conjoined mav occur on B.M. 692 (car-

touche),8 and clearlv on scarabs and seals of Ammenemes H and Sesostris HI.« One may even find

The reading here is 9 , a meaningless group, and not 9^ as (lardmer gives, E.G SuppL 4. Possibly

hry-z,dh was intended.
'

^ JEA 47 (loh'k
^

Sethe, A, LcMH, 76-77.

“ JEA 47, 12 and n. i ;
cf. pi. II and fig. i (upper left, vertical column) for 11 '-in-s-lk-v:.

5 See T G A.llen E^xptian Stelae, Field Museum (Chicago, 1936), pi. 7. '• 3) Cairo 20694, 1- (Lange-

Schafer, Grab- u. Denksteine, MR. iv, pi. 53k 2<3240, h 4 (ihid.. pi. 19I; open hands, 20.77, right margin (ihid.,

pl. 15), 20612, 1. 3 (ibid., pl. 48).
^ ^ • r- ,T II I-

6 See for original form the superb surmounting King Hors statue in Cairo (Lange-Hirmer. E^ypt

(1961) pis im-13) and in inscriptions, the prenomen of Sesostris I from Karnak (ibid., pis. 96-97'; Mentu-

woser stela, horizontal line 3 (C. L. Ransom, Stela of Menthuzeeser, frontispiece, or Hayes, Scepter of Egypt,

r^CrAllen'^op^ cit pi 5 1. 2; Cairo 20273, 1- 4 (Lange-Schafer. pi. 20), 20596, 1. 2 (ibid., pi. 47'*. all with

pronounced swellings ’or triangles; B.M. 233, »• 6, 8 IB.M. Introductory Guide (1930), P- 323, fig. 172. ap-

parentlv with projecting little points); Cairo 20720. 11. 5. 6. 9 ff- (Lange-Schafe-r. pi 54k very short ticks lead-

ing to the form discussed here. ^
Rd/. iv, pi, xi.

Cf. Fraser, Catalogue of Scarabs, nos. 31, 33. on P- 5 and pi. 11; Petrie, Scarabs and (Minders, pi. 13.

12-13, no. 9.
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three linked Ay-signs,’ instead of two and one below. The Liverpool stela, however, has no third

sign to form a proper plural-—which fact originally gave me pause—but this is apparently an

omission or abbreviation occasioned by lack of space. Another example of this phenomenon, fi\e

centuries later, occurs on the fa9ade of the smaller temple of Ramesses II at Abu Simbel: over the

doorway ‘Sun of Princes’, Rr-n-hkizv, is written with only two My-signs because of lack of space,

while just to the right on the facade it is written ordinarily with three.^ The sign /y or yA is not easily

found on Middle Kingdom stelae; two examples+ are sufficiently different from the Liverpool sign

to hint that the latter is not a natural form for s>'. The identification of the Liverpool Amenysonb

with his famous Louvre namesake adds still more to the interest of the Liverpool stela; if Garstang’s

records of the Fundplatz had survived, it might even have been possible to determine whether one

of the tombs 303, 305, had been the last resting-place of King Khendjer’s faithful subject. I am

grateful to Professor Kees and the Editor for this opportunity of making known so interesting an

identification.

K. A. Kitchen

The Harold Jones Collection

In his article on the ‘so-called coffin of Akhenaten’ in a recent issue of tYvt Journal,^ Professor Fair-

man reaches the conclusion that Smenkhkare' was interred in Valley Tomb no. 55 and ‘equipped

with a small and makeshift collection of miscellaneous objects of various royal persons’. He finds

‘indirect support’ for this suggestion in the fragment of an inscribed coloured glass vessel which, it is

alleged, was found in the tomb but which apparently fits on to a larger piece discovered earlier in

the tomb of Amenophis 11 .

In its context this can only mean that Fairman believes that an incomplete and broken glass-

bottle was put into the tomb of Amenophis II at the burial of that king, and that after an interval of

some sixty years another fragment of the same bottle was added to the deposit sealed in Tomb no. 55.

It also means that this same fragment escaped the notice of such trained observers as Ayrton,

Weigall, Carter, Wiedemann, and other Egyptologists who visited the tomb during its clearance,

not to mention amateurs like Davis and the Lindon Smiths, all busy looking for clues, yet was re-

trieved by Harold Jones who apparently brought it to no one’s attention despite the fact that his

training with Garstang and Newberry had taught him the value of such inscribed fragments.

Fairman’s viewpoint can only have arisen as a result of his acceptance, without any cavil, of the

statements regarding the Jones’ Collection reported by Tvirs. Bosse-Griffith in the same issue of the

Journal^ It is, however, possible to take a more sceptical view, especially if one discounts mere

hearsav, even when given in the best of faith, and deplores the lack of any written statement by

Jones that the objects in question were indeed removed from the tomb with his own hands, or were

seen by him in the tomb before they came into his possession, that they, or some of them, did not

come from his excavations with Garstang in Abydos early in 1907, and that he did not add to their

number in subsequent years.

‘ Petrie, op. cit., pi. 13, 12-15, no. i. Gardiner, Grammar, § 73, 2.

3 Alaspero, Temples immerges. Rapports (1911), pi. 169. This rare, abbreviated usage of writing a phono-

gram only twice for a plural instead of thrice does not seem to be noted in the standard grammars.
+ Cairo 20081; / (Lange-Schafer, iv, pi. 8; cf. I, pp. 97. 98, for position); Cairo 20539, lb 22 (ibid., Il,

p. 154; IV, pi. 41); note projecting ends of sijih, not attested on the Liverpool stela. Regrettably, no photo-

graphs are given in Lange-Schafer for 20025, a 9; 20538, III, iv (fpvtc .’At); 20675, e 3 ; or 20733, b 10; so

their palaeographical details remain unknown.

5 JEA 47. 39- ^ Ibid., pp. 66-70, esp. pi. VI 1 .
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There are other grounds for disbelief. For instance, Tomb no. 55 had suffered severely from damp

which is particularly detrimental to Egyptian faience. All the faience pieces from the tomb recorded

in Daressy’s catalogue’ and now in the Metropolitan hluseum of Art- were examined by me in

1956, and I could not fail to note how the characteristic aspect of Egyptian faience, which reached

its highest degree of technical excellence during the 'Amarna period, had been entirely changed by

the effects of damp. The brilliant surface glaze had entirely disappeared, and the pieces had the

appearance of being carved out of fine, grev-green ash .3 The objects illustrated in JEA 47, pi. VII,

3, 4, with their glistening oily surface-glaze present an entirely different appearance and cannot

have been subjected to the same humid conditions. Moreover, these amulets are of a type, style,

and material which cannot be dated to the New Kingdom far less to the Eighteenth Dynasty.

The typology of amulets has not been sufficiently studied by Egyptologists,-* but references to any

well-classified material (e.g. that from the contemporary sites of Ghurab and el-'Amarnas) will

show that amulets, as distinct from beads, are scanty in the Eighteenth Dynasty as compared

with the plethora of such mass-produced objects in the burials of the Late Period. They are, too,

rather rudimentary and still show the influence of hard-stone archetypes. The t^Vd-pillar amulet

(no. 4) is of a type that is far removed from the Eighteenth-Dynasty pattern with its ill-designed

upper part and its absence of a spreading foot. The ibis-pendant (no. 3) is an example of an amulet

that in design and material belongs exclusively to the Late Period,* and nothing resembling it has

been found in the royal deposits of the Biban el-Moluk, including Tuttankhamun’s funerary equip-

ment.

There are also grave doubts for considering the gold cowrie-shell bead (no. 6) as New Kingdom

in date. Such beads, which during the Middle Kingdom are almost exclusively used on women’s

girdles,’ as generally in the Nilotic area today, were replaced during the later reigns of the Twelfth

Dynasty by a different kind of ornament.^ By the Seventeenth Dynasty* the cowrie-shell bead had

developed into the imitation ‘acacia-seed pod’ so common in the ensuing dynasty.'* Mme Posener

{JEA 47, 69) is therefore quite right to regard the gold shell in the Jones Collection as of Middle

Kingdom date, and as an isolated specimen it may be seriously doubted whether it was ever found

in Tomb no. 55.

Lastly it will be evident to most students that if the fragment of a glass bottle (no. 2) fits on to

a larger piece found by Loret nine years earlier in the tomb of Amenophis II, then it, too, is exceed-

ingly unlikely to have come from Tomb no. 55 which at the moment of its discovery was completely

sealed. Of the live objects illustrated on pi. VII, only the fragment of a mud seal (no. i) satisfies any

claim to have been found in the tomb. In addition there is a fair chance that the disintegrated

pieces of gold leaf also came from the same source.

For an understanding of what happened when Tomb no. 55 was cleared we must have recourse

to the diary of Mrs. Emma B. Andrews, a copy of which is now in the Metropolitan Museum of

Art.” From this it is clear that the tomb was found by Ayrton on January 7 »
^tid he was in full

charge of its clearance, a circumstance which is corroborated by Meigall.'^ Harold Jones arrived

from Abydos on January 22, and began to copy the scenes on the various parts of the shrine the next

day. Three days later, as soon as he had finished his drawing of the big door
,
all the objects, with

’ Davis, Queen Tiyi, pis. ii, i, 4, 6; iii, i, 3, 5; *''> 2, 4. ' Hayes, Scepter, 11, 294.

^ Hayes, loc. cit.; note also remarks in Daressy’s catalogue passim.

^ Reisner, Amulets, makes no attempt to date any specimens.

® Brunton, Gurob, pi. xlii; City of Akhenaten, 11, pi. xlix; 111, pis. cviii, cxii.

* Cf. Petrie, Amulets, 247.
’ Hayes, Scepter, 1, 220.

* Winlock, Treasure of El Ldhun, pis. viii, ix; p. 40- ” Petrie, Qurneh, pi. xxix.

Hayes, Scepter, 11, i3S~6.
" I am greatly indebted to Dr. Hayes for permission to publish extracts.

” Weigall, 8, 194.

C 505 y
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the exception of the human remains and the large parts of the shrine, were crated and removed to

Davis’s dahabiyeh under the supervision of Aynton and Weigall. The next day, January' 28, Davis

reported that evervthing that was to be moved was out of the tomb. The bones and debris from the

coffin had been put in a box and were left for the time being in the tomb.

It is thus clear that Jones spent no more than three or four day's at work in the tomb under Ayrton’s

surveillance before it was virtually cleared. The ‘handfuls of souvenirs’ can therefore only refer to

the many small fragments of gilded gesso and gold leaf fallen from the upright parts of the shrine

and considered not worth retrieving with the rest of the treasures. Davis, who had already declined

Maspero’s offer of the best of the canopic jars for his own collection, does not appear to have been

the man to welcome souvenir-hunters as the following extract from ]\Irs. Andrews’s diary' shows.

February 17. ‘Theo was in Luxor this a.m. and Carter told him of various small and precious

things which had been shown him by a native which had been stolen from Tvi’s tomb. The man
had told Carter that Mr. Davis could have them all for ;|/j40o—provided no attempt at arrest was

made. These fellows are difficult to deal with. Theo told Carter if the men would produce every-

thing they had, and would show them, he might consider a price and promise no arrests to be

made! Their practice is to mass together a lot of valuable things on such an occasion, with what

has been stolen from a late find, and try to get a big price for all. Later in the day Theo went

into Abd el Hamed's and All’s shops on the river, and the latter handed him several small objects

from the tomb—some gold ‘neferts’ from the necklace, carnelian lotus flowers, and a lovely bit

of gold and enamel from a necklace—only one of which we have—and it is marked No. 17 in

hieroglyphic characters. All would not take anything for these—among them one bearing Aten’s

cartouche. It is humiliating to find that thieves have been among your trusted workmen—they

have such chances in sifting debris, to hide a valuable thing in their loose clothes.’

Mrs. Andrews’s appreciation of the situation was characteristically shrewd. Davis, who had not

been in the tomb every day and whose powers of observation were doubtless untrained, must have

had little idea what had actually been in the deposit and had to negotiate with Carter, a mere by-

stander, acting as the honest broker. The temptation for dealers to sell off doubtful or ‘hot’ pieces

as well as genuine ‘strays’ from the tomb must have been irresistible. In my mind there is little

doubt that Davis had unloaded on him objects that had never been in the tomb and which he could

not positively identify at the time but had to give the benefit of the doubt. Among such pieces

must have been a fragment of glass stolen from the tomb of Amcnophis II four years earlier. I

suggest that it was some of these retrieved pieces which were given bv Davis to Harold Jones after

it had become clear that they had nothing to do with the material found in Tomb no. 55.

Cyril Aldred

A New Kingdom relief from Memphis

In the Petrie Collection at LTiversity College there is a piece of relief (no. 408) about the provenance

of which some doubt exists. This relief is carved on the front of a slab of limestone measuring

0-30 m. in length and o-6o m. in width. The back is uninscribed; the front in bas-relief still retains

slight traces of vellow paint in the centre of the scene and also at the left.

The relief was first published by Capart' who stated that it came from Memphis and depicted

a court in front of a rock-tomb. He compared it with the type of tomb which was sometimes
approached by way of a small pylon and which had a small pyramid erected over the entrance to

the actual tomb in the rock.

Reciieil de monuments egyptiens (1902), i, pi. xlii.
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A very different account of this relief was published bv Petrie' who later described it as ‘a scene

in the court of the palace of Akhenaten’.

Yet a third view was held by Glanville- who considered that it was a scene from a tomb which

represented a scene in a temple. In the absence of any inscription on the slab guidance in this

matter can only be obtained from a careful study of the scene itself. This certainly docs represent

a court such as might be found in a temple. It is surrounded by columns and looks imposing,

although Capart went too far in calling it ‘vast’. This impression of size does not suggest the

type of court found before a private tomb of the New Kingdom period, but a larger layout. In the

top register of the scene a central door is shown flanked by the pillars of the court. On either side

of this door there are smaller doorways represented as being in the same wall. This arrangement

suggests a temple sanctuary flanked by side sanctuaries.

To the right and left of the court, which is shown in the lower register, stand two large statues of

the deceased owner (?) facing one another. They wear the elaborate dross of the late Eighteenth

or Nineteenth Dynasty period. Between them in the centre of the courtyard stands a carved stone

offering table piled high vith offerings. Capart does not mention the fact that some liquid ( ? water)

is shown pouring from a channel into a large basin into which two small figures are looking. The

left figure is female, the one on the right male. This basin resembles two granite libation tanks in

the British Museum (nos. 108 and 1258) which possess similar small figures carved beside them.

In the lateral porticoes of this court stand two pyramidal shaped objects w hich appear to be offering

stands piled high with bread and cakes.

All these factors combine to suggest that here is represented a courtyard of a small temple,

perhaps one dedicated to the funerary rites of a deceased nobleman. The style of the relief and the

details of the figures indicate a date not earlier than the later part of the h.ighteenth Dynastr. If

Capart is correct in stating that the slab came from Memphis, and it seems reasonable to suppose

that he was told this by Petrie, it would rule out any association with el-'Amarna nr Thebes. The style

of the carving is unlike that found at el-'Amarna, w hile the .\marna Iragments found b\ Petrie at

Memphis-* itself in no wav resemble it.^ • E. P. Uphill

' Handbook of Egyptian Antiquities exhibited at I nhersity College (igi,-,), p. ,19. no. ^17.

^ As shown by the register of objects m the Petrie Collection. Riqqeh and IMimphis 1 1 , pi. lit.
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Egypt of the Pharaohs: an Introduction. By Sir Alan Gardiner. Clarendon Press; O.xford University Press,

1961. Pp. XX 461, pis. 22. Price 35^.

In this book we have the latest but not the least of Sir Alan Gardiner’s many contributions to the litera-

ture of Egyptology. Here is a general introduction to the history of Ancient Egypt based firmly on written

records, with the minimum of theory, and devoid of the flights of fancy which have rendered suspect the

work of certain historians of Egypt in the past. It is true that, as the author points out, what evidence we
possess of the course of Egyptian history is but the rags and tatters of what must once have existed—some-

times literally rags and tatters, witness the Royal Canon of Turin—but at least those rags do provide us with

sufficient facts to enable us to discern the general course of history, even though they fail to furnish the finer

detail which we desire. Indeed, scrappy though our evidence is, compared with what we know—or do not

know—of some other civilizations of the past, what Ancient Egypt has bequeathed to us is wealth indeed.

At any rate, we have here an introduction to the history of Egypt which is at once factual and eminently

readable, suitable both to the general reader and to the student; also the latter is guided to further reading

by the select bibliographies which appear at the ends of the various sections. An especially useful appendix

devoted to a comparative study of the king-lists will be of benefit to others besides beginners. If there is

a point which might be queried, it is the postponement of the chapter on Prehistory to the end of the book,

but Sir Alan gives his reasons for so doing, and it is hard to quarrel with them. Of the plates one must single

out the frontispiece, a speaking likeness of King Ammenemes III which must surely rank with the famous
obsidian head as one of the supreme instances of the skill in portraiture of the Egyptian sculptor, and an

instance, moreover, which has not been repeated ad nauseam from book to book. It is good also to have

a really excellent photograph of the Turin statue of Ramesses II, to single out only one of the remaining

plates.

The price of this well-produced book has been kept exceptionally low, so that it can be unreservedly re-

commended to those interested in the topic with which it deals, and into whose hands we hope it will find

its way.

R. O. Faulkner

Chaos en Beheersing. Doaimenten uit Aeneolithisch Egypte. By Henri Asselberghs. Leiden 1961. Pp. xv-l-343

;

pis. 104 with 30 text-figures and one map. Price 63 guilders.

This book, which is written in Dutch, happily includes an extended summary in English. Although this

summary can give no more than a sketch of Dr. Asselberghs’s argument, it provides ample proof of the wide
reading of the author and of the deep thought he has devoted to the problem of the beginnings of Egyptian

history. The title of the book, ‘Chaos and Control’, points to its principal theme which concerns the emer-
gence of the unified state of Egypt out of the chaos of early Predynastic times; the sub-title, ‘Documents
from Aeneolithic Egypt’, indicates the method used. The documents here are taken to be those objects

found in Predynastic cemeteries and settlements which through the representations they bear serve as the

only ‘written’ records of this otherwise ‘prehistoric’ time. Dr. Asselberghs, who has for many years studied

this period w ith care and w ith the depth of interest of a true scholar, may appear to interpret these docu-
ments with greater confidence than some Egyptologists would allow, but his line of general argument is

sound and full of interest.

Two preliminary chapters open the work, the first being introductory', giving a survey of the beginnings
of the study of Predynastic and Protodynastic Egypt and of the nature of the evidence found in the tombs
and occupation-sites, in particular the palettes, carved knife-handles, and mace-heads; it is pointed out
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that these important objects, originally made for personal use, developed in importance, becoming first the

signs of position and wealth and later being used for formal votive purposes when they have great political

significance. The second chapter contains a general survey of the possible political and social developments

which led to the ultimate unification of the land. Dr. Asselberghs is fully cognizant of recent contributions

to the study of this difficult subject, and he sets out the views of most of his predecessors with great fairness.

He is himself convinced of strong Asiatic influences in this period both by way of physical infiltration and by
cultural inroads by way of trade. He sees the whole period as one in which opposing forces constantlv en-

counter one another—Asiatics and Egyptians, Lower Egyptians (Gerzeans) and L'pper Egyptians (Amra-

tians), nomads and farmers—and he puts forward strongly the interesting idea that the clash of opposites

became in the Predynastic Period such a formative influence for the Egyptians that throughout their sub-

sequent history they were able naturally to use successive clashes to their advantage. The conflict of opposing

forces became for them paradoxicall}' a unifying force. Perhaps this is only another wav of saying that the

Egyptians were great improvisers and believers in compromise, a point of view that is certainly true of

Egyptians in the historic period. In other ways the character of life in Predynastic Egypt is regarded with

some originality. The author is interested in the ways of life of the inhabitants in the various parts of the

Nile Valley and the Delta and the manner in which herdsmen, farmers, and fishermen impinged on each

other’s spheres of activity and were affected by alien influences entering the country from the east. He also

considers that a closer study of special categories of significant objects might lead to important conclusions

about cultural movements in palaeolithic and later times ;
in particular he emphasises the possible information

that the close study of flint-industries in Egypt, the Sudan, and Asia might yield.

The bulk of the book is devoted to a survey of the principal ‘documents’ surviving from the Predynastic

Period. First the Painted Tomb at Hierakonpolis is examined, elements in the painting are related to details

found on ‘decorated’ pottery and the conclusion reached that the tomb should be dated to the transition-

period between the Gerzean and Late Gerzean Periods. The evidence offered in the article in this volume

of the Journal (pp. 5 ff.) about the dating of this tomb would no doubt lead Dr. Asselberghs to modify his

views somewhat.

A long chapter is allotted to the carved ivory' knife-handles and related ivory objects, culminating in an

extensive re-examination of the Gebel el-Araq knife-handle. The surviving examples of this category of

object are arranged in a plausible order of development, according to the character of the representations,

from the stiff rows of animals on the Metropolitan Museum comb to the greater freedom of arrangement

found on, for example, the Gebel et-Tarif knife. On the later objects in the series the decoration can be

related to that found on the palettes of Hierakonpolis and the most striking case in this respect is the Gebel

el-Araq knife-handle. It is suggested that here a new un-.Lfrican characteristic can be discerned which

brought to the old manner of representation a vital, dynamic element. The further suggestion (following

that of Schott that Onuris of This is represented between the lions above the boss) that the attackers on

the reverse side are the warriors of This is perhaps an over-interpretation of the evidence.

Slate palettes, finally the most important documents of the Predynastic Period, are examined first archaeo-

logically and secondly as evidence of the rapid development of Egyptian intellect and, more directly, as

pointers to the stages by which Egypt moved politically towards nationhood. On palettes in general it is

thought that all animal-shaped palettes are Gerzean while those carrying peripheral decoration are .\mra-

tian. The second type is regarded as the more important in being the origin of the great ceremonial

palettes of the latest Predynastic Period. Dr. .Asselberghs maintains that palettes outgrew their function

as cosmetic objects, becoming at first signs of prosperity and marks of power and ultimately something

much more significant, votive objects and vehicles for communicating ideas and recording great events.

It is in this section, in which the decoration of the great palettes, the precursors of the Narmer palette,

are discussed that the author seems to draw conclusions that overstep the bounds of credibility. The

interpretations which credit the ancient palette-makers with attempting to represent cosmic ideas and

other vague concepts seem strained. On the other hand, the idea that the evolution from symbolic re-

presentations to the concrete scenes of the latest palettes is in fact the development from symbolism to

writing, seems quite valid. This development reaches its ultimate form in the Narmer palette.

The final stage in the journey from prehistory to history' is evidenced in the reliefs on the great ceremonial

mace-heads from Hierakonpolis. On these the spiritual freedom of the new era is expressed. Throughout
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this book the author has a tendency to interpret the ‘documents’ with excessive confidence. In so doing he

diminishes the authority with which he writes and weakens the effect of his real achievement. His achieve-

ment in fact is to have drawn attention to the value of a great many Predynastic objects as documents in

their own right. He has also, in providing his book with a magnificent set of plates, done Egyptology a great

service. These plates contain all the important Predynastic ‘documents’ and very many little-known pieces

besides, all beautifully reproduced and at a usefully large scale in most cases. Full details of the objects are

given in a descriptive catalogue of the plates sensibly written in Dutch and English. The addition of an

index would have made the volume even more useful.

T. G. H. James

British Museum: Hieroglyphic Texts from Egyptian Stelae, etc. Part I, Second edition. By T. G. H. James.

London, 1961. Pp. 50-1-42 pis. Price 63s.

After a lapse of almost a quarter of a century—the last volume (viTi) was published in 1939—a further in-

stalment of the well-known series of Hieroglyphic Texts has appeared which will be a delight to all researchers

in the Egypt of the Old Kingdom. It is called the 2nd edition of Part I, but this does not fully convey

what it contains. O ut of no pieces presented here only 74 had appeared in the first edition of Part I
;

1 1 had

been included in Part VI, while 24 appear now for the first time. These last may be found not to be of con-

siderable importance, but it is a comfort for tbe student to be assured that he has here available all the

Old Kingdom stone monuments with inscriptions now possessed by the Museum, and that there is no
stone left in a dark corner of a store-room which he might have liked to consult.

On the one hand it is a pity that the old Part I with its unattractive drawings and notoriously inaccurate

readings cannot yet be dispensed with, the more so as it has been out of print for many years. It still is

practically the only source for 22 monuments not included in James’s new volume since they either

belong to the archaic period or are of Middle Kingdom date. It also may still have to be consulted in

cases where the monuments have suffered since 1911, for the signs which have disappeared in this way have

not been restored in this second edition. These disadvantages are, however, amply outweighed by the

high quality of reproduction of the present new volume. For this all the monuments have been carefully

drawn on photographs and checked on the originals, with varying light whenever necessary. James is a

scholar of no mean draughtsmanship, so that the results are accurate and pleasing reproductions which leave

nothing to be desired. It is in every respect a perfect publication with clear and attractive line-drawings

which do not require any further consultation of originals or photographs.

It is to be hoped that this exemplary volume will be followed by others to make the Egyptian riches of

the British .Museum widely accessible, and also that it w ill w ake up the conscience of the custodians of other

Egyptian collections. Should the fears be materialized that after the completion of the High Dam the

rise of the w ater level in Egypt w ill destroy the antiquities still under ground, then the future is very gloomy
indeed. The progress of Egyptology may be then possible solely by ultilizing down to the last scrap the

documents already deposited—let us hope with final safety—in museums and collections.

J. Cerny

Egyptian Astronomical Texts, I. The Early Decans. By O. Neugebauer and Rich.\rd A. P.\rker. Brown
Egvptological Studies HI. London, i960. Folio. Pp. x-f 134, pis. i8 lithographic-;- 3 6 collotype. Price

£7 -

Professor Xeugebauer and Professor Parker have set themselves the task of publishing ‘critical and
definitive' editions of all the purely astronomical te.xts that have survived from Ancient Egypt. Their previous

excellent work in this field show s how w ell fitted they are to carry out this task, and of the three volumes
projected the first is now to hand.

The subject-matter is the star-tables found on the underside of the lids of certain M.K. coffins; the

astronomical ceiling in the tomb of Senmut belonging to the Eighteenth Dynasty; the ceilings with elaborate
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pictures of the sky-goddess Nut, accompanied by legends, found in the Cenotaph of Sethos I at Abydos
and the tomb of Ramesses IV at Thebes; and finally the two papyri of the second century a.d. known as

P.Carlsberg I and la.

The reason for bringing these texts together is that all are concerned, either entirely or partially, with the

measurement of time by night. This was accomplished by the observation of the risings, and later of

the transits, of named stars, which it is customary to refer to as decans. In effect we have to do \\ ith star-

clocks.

The earliest examples are those found on a dozen M.K. coffin-lids. They are published in 23 plates which
giv'e excellent photographs of each one. In addition each example is the subject of a brief note giving such
facts as the name of the owner, provenance, and bibliography. The star-clock is supplied in each case with
a critical apparatus dealing with variant spellings and other matters worthy of note, \\hile the clock itself

is examined by reference to a standard diagram which has been evolved to avoid the necessity of lengthy

description and to facilitate comparison of one copy with another. From this comparison it emerges that

there are five groups of these coffin star-clocks, falling into a chronological sequence starting in the Ninth
or Tenth Dynasty and extending into the Twelfth Dynasty.

The astronomical ceiling in the tomb of Senmut is the subject of a large photograph, while the southern

half is further illustrated by a line-drawing. This ceiling is to he studied in detail in a later volume, but is

introduced here because the decanal list it contains is really a star-clock w liich ‘preserves in a frozen order

the decans of the last revision .... in Dynasty XII w hen .... the basis of the clocks changed from observation

of stellar risings to transits’. Another star-clock, based on group IV of the coffin-lid clocks and so earlier in

origin than the Senmut example, is to be found in the Cenotaph of Sethos I at .\bydos. Only a fragment

(fig. 16 in the text) is preserved. This is unfortunate for valuable additional information was present.

This same Cenotaph and also the tomb of Ramesses IV have each a ceiling on which there is a svmbolic

picture of the earth, the sky and the air between: the arched figure of Nut being the sky, held on high by

Shu, the air, who stands upon the earth, on which the tips of Nut’s fingers and toes also rest. The whole is

accompanied by explanatory legends, decan-lists, and, in the -\bydos example, by a long dramatic text,

all in hieroglyphic writing. These form the subject of six photographs showing every detail to a quite large

scale. The Ramesses IV example has been ta.ken first with a blue, then with a yellow filter, the two results

complementing one anotlier. In effect these two pictures are also star-clocks.

The Carlsberg papyri, liere published in eight facsimile plates, contain in hieratic the same texts as

accompany the Nut-picture of Sethos I and Ramesses IV, and in demotic a phrase-by-phrase commentary

on those texts. The picture itself is absent, but is frequently referred to, and may well have stood at the

beginning of each of these papyri. All versions of the X'ut-picture texts are set out in hieroglyphics in parallel

in 10 plates, a most useful feature. .-V transcription of the demotic of the fragmentary, but hitherto un-

published, P.Carlsberg no. la is printed; but that of no. i is omitted because it has already appeared else-

where,' only corrections to it being given. This omission is on the w hole unlortunate as it detracts gravely

from the completeness of the present book. A complete translation, with textual, philological, and ex-

planatory notes, is given of the basic texts and of the demotic commentary. These translations are a marked

improvement on their forerunners, very considerable advances having been achieved. It is, how ever, a pity

that they have not been couched in a less ‘Egyptianized’ English.

The final chapter contains a scientific investigation into the astronomical facts involved in the star-clock as

it is found in Ancient Egypt, with results that differ considerably from previous ideas on the subject. This

is a most valuable and interesting part of the book. It is established that the ‘decans form no great circle on

the sphere but are not far from a parallel circle to the ecliptic’, a fact which w ill greatly help future attempts

to identify the stars concerned. The twelve-hour division of the night is discussed and the length of the

hours investigated. It is shown to be probable that the rising of a decan-star marked the end, not the be-

ginning, of an hour. It is quite certain that this is true of the transits that w ere in use later. A lundamental

conclusion is that the whole decanal system arose from the phenomenon of the appearance of stars after

a period of invisibility, of which Sothis is the prime example. The fact that the year consists of not 360 days

but 365I caused the Egyptian star-clock to be in need of constant revision. Special arrangements were

‘ H. O. Lange and O. Xeugebauer, Papyrus Carlsbi'rg Xo. i, Copenhagen, IQ40.
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made to include the epagomenal days but appear soon to have been abandoned. A number of revisions of

the main body of the clock can be discerned. These can be used to calculate approximate dates, and give

a time of origin of about 2780 B.C. It is suggested that a fixed version of the star-clock may well have come to

be used without further revision, for all that would be needed to keep it in step with the civil calendar

would be to remember the number of days to be subtracted, which would be given by observing the heliacal

rising of Sothis each year.

A series of appendixes gives an explanation of the astronomical terms used, a table enabling the Julian

date to be read olf if the Egyptian date of the heliacal rising of Sothis is known, a table showing the dates

in the Julian and the Egyptian calendar that correspond to the Gregorian dates March 21 and June 21 for

each hundredth year between 2800 B.c. and .v.d. 200, and a table of Egyptian chronology.

C. H. S. Spaull

Death as an Enemy according to Ancient Egyptian Conceptions. By Jan Zandee. Supplements to Numen, v.

Leiden, i960. Pp. xxii-l-344. No price given.

Dr. Jan Zandee prepared this work under the guidance of the late lamented Prof. Dr. A. de Buck, and it has

been translated from the Dutch by Mrs. W. F. Klasens-van der Loo. It shows the soundness and thorough-

ness one would expect to find in a pupil of de Buck.

That the Egyptians, in spite of the assurances of their religion, both hated and feared death, is well

known, but hitherto we have lacked the detailed expose provided in this book. After a chapter devoted to

a ‘General Outline’ Dr. Zandee presents a study of ‘Terms’ in a chapter of 252 pages—easily the main bulk

of the book. The treatment is schematized under headings and its shows a close acquaintance with the

extensive original sources. As the author gives all the Egyptian terms (in transliteration) his discussions are

philologically valuable. It is therefore all the more regrettable that he does not supply an index. One must,

admittedly, be grateful for the very full table of contents which includes the terms, although not in lexical

order. The last two chapters are entitled ‘Representations of the Netherworld in Demotic Literature’ and

‘Punishment in the Hereafter according to the Coptic Texts’.

It is the last chapter that is undoubtedly the most controversial. In order to reach a general conclusion

that the origin of Coptic conceptions of the netherworld should mainly be sought in Jewish and Christian

writings rather than in Egyptian sources. Dr. Zandee has to indulge in some unfortunate inconsistencies

and also, occasionally, in rather specious argumentation. For instance, he rightly says on p. 320 that the

term yeewa betrays Jewish-Christian influence
; and on p. 323 that the name Ariel points to Jewish apocalyp-

tic. But on pp. 302 ff. he performs laborious acrobatics in order to demonstrate that iwiiilie, although the

same as the Egyptian ’Imnt, has nothing to do with it ideologically, being really equivalent to Sheol in the

O.T. and Hades in the N.T. He argues, inter alia, that the river of fire in the Coptic texts has the function

of judgement and also of eternal punishment, and that the role of fire in Egyptian texts is quite different.

Here he has to admit (p. 309) that ‘in the Book of Gates II we read . . . that the just pass the river of fire

unhindered and that the godless do not’. He goes on to emphasize, however, that ‘the function of the fire

in the Egyptian texts is the total destruction of the dead, not the eternal torture’. Yet on p. 285 he has told

us that, according to Egyptian ideas, ‘the punishment of the sinners is everlasting’; and this applies, in

one of the instances there quoted by him, to enemies of Osiris ‘in fiery divisions of hell’. Again, on p. 315

he discusses a Coptic text which includes ‘a description of a fiery hell’; ‘and that is why’, according to Dr.

Zandee, ‘we need not think here of an Egyptian example’. This is really puzzling, for on p. 133 he has stated

that ‘the notion of a fiery hell is wide-spread in Egypt’.

That the Coptic texts show an amalgam of variously derived ideas is clear. The Egyptian element,

however, is stronger than Dr. Zandee would have us believe. What is admirable about his book is that he

fully and scrupulously presents the evidence which enables one occasionally to disagree with him.

J. Gwy.n Griffiths
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Egyptian Sculpture of the Late Period. By B. V. Bothmer in collaboration with H. de Meulenaere and

H. W. Muller. Edited by Elizabeth Riefstahl. New York, i960. Pp. xxxix and 197, Pis. 134. No price

given.

Between October 18, i960, and January 9, 1961, a memorable exhibition of Ancient Egyptian sculpture

was mounted in the Brooklyn Museum. It was devoted to pieces made within the limits of 700 b.c. and

-A.D. 100, which in this context is taken to be the Late Period—a definition which some Egyptologists might

wish to contest. This period of time until recently had generally been regarded as an age of decline and

small artistic achievement. The reaction to this attitude has largely been brouglit about by the single-minded

zeal and formidable activity of Mr. Bernard Bothmer who is in the process of producing the first compre-

hensive study of the sculpture of a single period of Egyptian history. The Corpus of Late-Egyptian Sculp-

ture is not yet complete, but with the staging of this e.xhibition it is evident that the work is sufficiently

far advanced to enable judgements to be made on individual pieces with an authority undreamed of a few

years ago.

As the organizers were able to gather together for this exhibition sculptures from most of the principal

collections of the world, it may be said that late sculpture received at Brooklyn a very fair shov ing. d’hose

who were not able to visit the exhibition—reports say that it was splendidly mounted—are not wholly

denied the interest and pleasure of seeing what was shown, for the catalogue here reviewed is very full and

informative. Every exhibited piece is illustrated (some with more than one view given) and the notes contain

abundant references to pieces not shown which supply evidence for conclusions on matters of style and

dating. In this catalogue, therefore, the methods and many of the conclusions of the Corpus of Late-Egyptian

Sculpture are for the first time adequately expounded, and an opportunity is offered of evaluating what is

involved. In the exhibition itself and, at second hand, in the catalogue, the sculpture of the period is on

trial. The Corpus itself is revealed as a well-organized undertaking, capable of yielding results of very great

importance for the study of Egyptian art and of the archaeology of the Late Period. The reputation of

the ‘artistic’ quality of the sculpture of the period, here so vigorously argued, needs closer consideration.

The preface to the catalogue is dev'oted to an exposition of the methods used in its compilation and to

a statement of its scope. Herein are incorporated details of techniques which may be taken as those used

generally in the Corpus and which therefore will prove of great use to others who wish to work in similar

fields in the future. The notes on photography are especially interesting inasmuch as they describe methods

that have been proved useful in practice o\'er many years. It is worth noting that not the least satisfactori out-

come of such comprehensive studies is the bringing together (if only theoretically or tempoiarih
)
of scat-

tered fragments. Parts of statues, uninteresting in themselves, acquire new significance when they can be

shown to belong to well-known pieces elsewhere. The record of the Corpus in this respect is very good.

A short introduction gives the historical background of the artistic revival of the Late Period and de-

scribes the principal innovations and general characteristics ol the sculpture of the period. 1 he main t\pes

of statuary are explained and the distinction drawn between the archaizintj st\le frequentK emploced in

the Twentv-fifth and early Twentv-sixth Dvnasties and the archaisttc stele used m the Thirtieth Deiiaste

.

q'ke former was a harking-back to sculpture and rebel ol the Old and iMiddle Lingeloms, the lattci a con-

scious attempt ‘to revive the glories ol Dvnastv NN\ I and, more specificalb , of its carle decades eehen

Psamtik I ee'as ruling’. This introduction does not contain the detailed expose ol criteria for diiting late

sculpture ee'hich some mav hae'c expected and hoped forj but tt must be remembered that the hook here

discussed is a catalogue of an exhibition. Phe publication of the Corpus will, no doubt, contain such an

expose. An analysis of the notes given on the various pieces in the bod\ of the catalogue would \ield manv

useful dating criteria, but it would probably be premature to use such criteria uncritically at this stage in

the production of the Corpus.

Certain general points about late sculpture are made in the course of the introduction w hich are of great

interest. It is pointed out that all late sculpture was destined for temples and meant to be seen be those

who came to worship’ (p. xxxiii). It was therefore far less private^ than sculpture of earlier periods, most ol

which was made for the tomb, to be hidden from human gaze. It is suggested that the placing of sculpture

in public places like temples led to greater realism and subsequentK to positue portraituie. I ossibK this

factor mav hav'e plaved some part in the development of portraiture, but it ma\ be considered th,it the

elevation of private persons to positions of real power and importance ^is-ti-iis their e\ identic morta^
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rulers, contributed more to the cult of the individual personality in the Late Period. The inscriptions on

statues whereby the owners could be identified were frequently so placed that it cannot be believed that they

were intended to be read by the general visitor to the temples. Even if such a visitor could see the heavily-

inscribed back-pillar (see p. 52) it may- be doubted whether he could read it. The intellectual climate of the

times undoubtedly favoured the development of the cult of the personality. An indication of this develop-

ment is the vast increase in private documentary activity during the Late Period.

One extraordinary fact to emerge from this intensive study is the paucity of female figures made in this

period up to the adr ent of Alexander the Great. During the Twenty-fifth Dynasty apparently the only

women represented in ‘durable materials’ were the divine consorts of Amun (p. .xx.xvii). The absence of

representations of women is interpreted by the compilers of the catalogue as the result of a positive ban

(this idea is repeated on pp. 118, 134), but may it not be the case that the form of presentation of sculpture

in the Late Period automatically denied women the opportunity- of being represented in this way? The
votive statues placed in temples were made by high officials, and high officials were invariably- men, apart

from the divine consorts. .\s for the abrupt cessation of private sculpture in the Roman Period, it is sug-

gested (p. x.xxiii), rather dramatically, that with the advent of strict, exacting Roman rule, the Egyptian

aristocracy ceased ‘to display their images in their sanctuaries, but hid them from the sight of the hard

bureaucrats and armored cohorts who had come from beyond the seas to govern Egypt'. In the place of

sculpture, portrait-painting on panels developed as an alternative. Elsewhere (p. 183) the evolution of the

mummy-portrait is described as probably- due directly to the decline of stone sculpture in the round. It is

difficult to argue over matters for which little evidence exists, but a few reflections on this idea may be

made. The placing of a portrait-sculpture in a temple, while being in some sense an act of personal piety,

was undoubtedly also a gesture of pride and an act of self-advertisement. In many cases the dedicators of

statues were temple-benefactors who had made donations or carried out building-tvorks in local or national

sanctuaries. L'nder Roman rule these pious activities died out and native Egyptians had little to be proud
of and nothing to advertise. It may also be doubted whether the facilities for obtaining good stone and the

services of skilled craftsmen remained available for Egyptians by the end of the first century a.d. The
evidence suggests that native culture in general disintegrated rapidly after the end of the Ptolemaic Period.

As for the mummy-portraits, such positive evidence as exists suggests that they were made for Greek (or

Hellenized) settlers in Egypt and not for native Egyptians.*

The body of the catalogue consists of the individual discussions of the pieces show-n in the exhibition.

In each case a general section of description and evaluation is followed by a tightly argued section of com-
ment. This arrangement allows the compilers to divorce the general from the particular in such a way as

to provide the uninformed visitor to the exhibition with interesting notes unburdened by close argument
and confusing references to pieces not exhibited, while at the same time offering the scholar a reasoned

statement to substantiate the views expressed in the general sections. The sections of comment are admirable,

full evidence in support of conclusions of style and dating being presented. By themselves these sec-

tions form an invaluable contribution to the study of Egyptian sculpture and set a new- standard for the

treatment of such material. criticism w hich may be levelled against the comments is that they often read

like private discussions drawn from a well-stocked card-index; the references to unexhibited sculpture used
largely to support conclusions are of the briefest, so that checking is rarely possible. It is difficult, however,
to know how else the task could be accomplished in a work of this kind—basically a catalogue and only

secondardy an interim report on the Corpus. Gratitude at being given so much, and for the most part in so

clearly a trustworthy form, stifles criticism. And yet, occasionally, w hen the power to check is available, it

mav be found that Homer has nodded.

P. 24. A red vein in the grey granite statue of Bes (no. 20) prompts the reflection that sculptors of the

Late Period sometimes appear to have chosen stones with irregularities for aesthetic effect, whereas those

of earlier periods chose perfect blocks. The British Museum colossal statue of Ramesses II (no. 19) is made
of a block of granite of two colours of which the sculptor has utilized the lighter for the crown and head
and the darker for the torso. Again, the statue of Khaemwese (B.M. no. 947) is made of a conglomerate
block so varied in texture throughout that it can scarcely be believed that any sculptor would have worked it

unless it had been chosen deliberately for its aesthetic appeal.

* Cf. F. Shore, Portrait Painting from Roman Egypt (London, 1962), pp. 16 ff.
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P. 61. A regret is voiced that so few identifiable representations in the round of kings of the Twenty-fifth

and Twenty-sixth Dynasties survive, so that it is difficult to establish canons of royal portraiture. In parti-

cular it is stated that only one head each survives of Shabaka and Taharqa. Of the latter, however, surely

much evidence for stylistic analysis sun ives in the round in the form of exceptionally large shabti-Hgures,

of four figures of the king placed between the front legs of figures of the ram of Amun found at Kawa
(Macadam, Temples ofKaua, ii, 138-9 and pi. L) and of the sphinx from Kawa (op. cit. 139 and pi. LXXIV,
now B.M. 1770; it is mentioned on p. 63 of the catalogue).

P. 1 13. The sarcophagus of Nectanebo II (B.M. lo) is made of predominantly grey-green, not red, breccia.

P. 179. B.M. stela 1054 is used to show that the skirt with serrated edge occurs as early as the reign of

Ptolemy II, although the earliest approximately datable statue wearing this type of dress is of the time of

Ptolemy III. A recent examination of this stela has suggested that the king represented is in fact Ptolemy IV.

The first cartouche is almost completely illegible but the traces could ‘with faith’ be reconciled with the

signs found normally in the first cartouche of Ptolemy IV. In the second cartouche occurs the epithet

mry sst which was regularly used by Ptolemy IV, but never by Ptolemy II (cf. Gauthier, Livre des Rols,

rv, 223 ff. and 264 ff.). The queen shown will therefore be Arsinoe III, not Arsinoe II, and the conclusions

drawn from her Hellenistic-type dress on p. 135 will equally need modification.

If this catalogue is read continuously two points in particular stand out : firstly, that a great attempt is being

made to establish accurate canons for dating by the use of closely dated pieces and by a strict analysis of

significant detail; secondly, that the case for sculpture in the Late Period to be regarded as work of high

artistic merit is being argued with especial emphasis being laid on the emergence of true portraiture.

Of the former point much has already been said in approval. Of the latter it must be confessed that the

case appears to be greatlv overargued. There were 141 pieces in the exhibition and, from the catalogue, it

would seem that most of them were masterpieces. It is perhaps a characteristic of catalogues of exhibitions

that the general remarks on individual pieces should to some extent justify their right to be exhibited. Here,

however, advocacy is excessive and some modest pieces are written up beyond their merits as sculpture

(e.g. nos. 46, 70, 73, loi). The subjective naming of pieces (no. 93 ‘Tired Old Man’, no. 104 ‘Portrait of

a Strong Man’) contributes to the general feeling of being subjected to high-pressure salesmanship.

This excessive enthusiasm produces the opposite effect from that intended because the reader feels that

he is being bullied into appreciation; which is a great pity, for there were indeed many fine pieces in this

exhibition and few people will study this book and remain unconvinced of the artistic achievement of the

Late Period. On the question of portraiture much is made of its beginnings in Egyptian art of the Late

Period and its development down to the Roman Period is cleverly traced. Again, however, subjective inter-

pretations of sculptors’ intentions tend to weaken a well-established case (e.g. on pp. 91, 173, 175, 183).

One further criticism which arises from the over-enthusiastic tone in which the book is written is that the

compilers, while seeking to establish through their work here displayed the tenets by which the dating of

late sculpture may be determined, yet show unnecessary impatience towards what they regard as gross

misdatings of pieces by others. To say of Brussels E 7049 and B.M. 1329 that they ‘languish in alien sur-

roundings amidst the Middle Kingdom statuar>% although they date from the Late Period’ seems an un-

necessarily ungenerous way of scoring a point. It is probably true that these pieces have been wrongly

dated, but it should have been allowed (if only for charitable reasons) that when they were so dated there

were apparently good reasons for the choice of dates.

In the end, however, praise and gratitude must be offered for what has been done and for what is still

in progress. No longer will ‘Saite’ be in sculpture the loose appellation it has been in the past. The eyes of

Egyptologists have been opened to the artistic qualities of the sculpture of a period sadly neglected formerly,

and in the process the value of systematic study and stylistic analysis has been conclusively proved.

T. G. H. James

The Conflict of Horns and Seth. By J. Gwyn Griffiths. Liverpool Monographs in Archaeology and

Oriental Studies. Liverpool University Press. Pp. xiff-iSa. Price 32^. 6d.

In this book J. Gwyn Griffiths has traced the story of the conflict of Horus and Seth from the early
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textual allusions in the Pyramid Texts down to the references to it to be found in early Christian writings,

and in so doing has compiled a work of considerable erudition which should be assured of a warm welcome

bv those who are concerned with questions of Egyptian religion, for it should appeal both to the specialist

and to the general reader who is interested in ancient religions. The greater part of the book consists of

discussions of yarious important aspects and episodes of the mvth, with extensh e quotations from original

sources, while the fifth and last chapter contains G.’s interpretation of the myth as he sees it. Here there is

undoubtedly room for differences of opinion, but such differences are apt of their nature to be somewhat

subjectite, and it seems to me that on the whole the author’s conclusions are eminently reasonable. He is

certainly to be congratulated on haying brought to a conclusion what must have been a long and arduous

piece of work.

If there is a fault to be found in this book it lies in the translations of the quotations from Egyptian

texts. .Such improvements in G.’s renderings as are possible in no way generally invalidate the conclusions

he has drawn from them, but some of the finer points have undoubtedly been missed. For example, he has

not seen that the opening sentences of Spell 7 of the Coffin Texts [CT i, iqc-aoa = G., pp. 61-62) provide a

mythological account of the origin of the sacred pool in Heliopolis. I translate this passage thus; ‘The earth

was torn up when the Rivals fought, their feet scooped out (sd-n) the pool (Myt) of the god in On.’ Farther

on m the same spell (21a ff.) a better sense can be obtained by regarding the words tm rh), htm hnnw not

as participial epithets of Thoth, as does G., but as sentences describing the result of the god’s efforts at

pacification. Here I would render the whole passage 2ia-d as ; ‘The fighting is ended, the tumult is stopped,

the fire which went forth is quenched, the anger' before the Assessors of the god is calmed (id, lit. ‘censed’),

and they sit to give judgement in the presence of Geb.’ In 22d hric-f pzv nfr n is better rendered as

‘this his happy day of accession’" (of Horus to his father’s throne). On p. 75 there is a definite mistransla-

tion; in CT I, 9f the words irt{y)-sn zvdr-mdic hft k (var. hft-t), rendered by G. as ‘who will enact the com-
mand of thine enemy’, surely mean in fact ‘who would have judgement against thee’. Here the author

has apparently confused ivd^-mdw ‘have judgement’ with wd-mdzc ‘command’, and has also failed to observe

that the following hft must be the preposition, since it has no determinative (cf. hft{y)u', hft(y)t ‘enemies

male and female’ earlier in the same passage).

It would be wasteful of space, and also unjust to the author, to set out in detail all the points where my
translations would differ from his, for, as already remarked, his main conclusions are not invalidated by
differences of opinion on points of philological detail; my purpose is solely to enter a caveat to the effect

that the translations from the Egyptian quoted in this work are not always to be taken at the foot of the

letter. These blemishes apart, the book must be recommended both to the Egyptologist and to the general

student of the religions of the Near East. At the end a long bibliography of works consulted and a general

index are important additions, the value of which is not always appreciated by authors, since they involve

much tedious and time-consuming labour.

R. O. Faulkner

Agyptische Ehevertrdge. By Erich Luddeckens. (Agyptologische Abhandlungen, Band I.) Harrassowitz,
Wiesbaden, i960. Pp. 371 4-8 pis. and 12 tables. No price given. A supplementary article, ‘EineWiederent-
decktc demotische Zahlungschrift’, by the same author, in Acta Orientalia, 25, 238-49. Marriage and
Matrimonial Property in Ancient Egypt: a contribution to establishing the legal position of the zcoman.

By P. W. Pestman. (Papyrologica Lugduno-Batava, Volume IX.) Brill, Leiden, 1961. Pp. xii+2324-

4 tables. No price given.

These books are complementary. Professor Luddeckens of Mainz has re-edited in transliteration and
translation all the Egyptian ‘marriage contracts’ in ‘abnormal hieratic’ and demotic script published to date,

' For this sense of dsrzc cf. Hymnen, i, 4; Am, 42, 21, quoted by Gunn, Syntax, 61 and by Lefebvre, JEA
35, 72 (n. II).

" Cf. Gardiner in JEA 31, 24; 39, 23. This comment applies also to other references to the ‘appearances’
{h''^^^ of Horus.
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together with two unpublished ones, and has provided a grammatical and exegetical commentary, apparatus

crittais in the form of tables, and detailed analysis of the composition of the documents and the groups into

which they fall. Air. Pestman of Leiden, working independently, has produced a reasoned critique of the

legal intent and effect of these documents and those bearing on diyorce, with the purpose of determining

the status of women before, during, and after marriage in Ancient Egypt and the manner in which their

rights of person and property were protected in law. Thus at long last a most interesting body of material

for the assessment of social life in Ancient Egypt is ayailable in comprehensiye and conyenient form to legal

and general historians, sociologists, and not least to Egyptologists themselyes. 'Phis achieyement is of

greater significance than might at first appear, for reasons which may be summarily stated.

Evidence concerning the position of women and the status of marriage in Egypt down to the first millen-

nium B.c. is yirtually confined to the rather nebulous indications obtained from tomb reliefs and casual

literary references. The few legal and official documents which suryiye are widely spaced in time and generally

refer to special cases; their eyidence is summarized by Liiddeckens in eight pages of historical introduction.

The mass of ayailable material concerning marriage and the legal and property rights of women is provided

by the ‘abnormal hieratic’ and demotic contracts of first-millennium date assembled and analysed in these

two books. Though the majority of these documents has been ayailable in museums for at least a hundred

years, and oyer sixty have been published sporadically here and there since the pioneer work of Rerillout

and Griffith at the end of the last century, they har e on the whole remained the proyince of a few specialists.

The obscurity of the hands, the inadequacy of many photographs and transcripts, the philological difficulties,

the unfamiliarity of the legal terminology, and the tendency of Egyptologists to distrust ‘late’ eyidence,

have all combined to inhibit scholars from using these, and other documents written in ‘abnormal hieratic’

and demotic, to throw light on Egyptian social conditions—a light much needed, w hich is pro\ ided by these

sources.

It may be stated at once that Professor Liiddeckens has remoyed any excuse for this neglect in future

so far as the ‘marriage contracts’ are concerned. He gives the text of his 70 documents' in transliteration

with a translation, as near literal as is practicable, on the opposite page; every uncertainty of reading or

translation is commented upon in the notes, where alternatives are fairly presented and criticized, and

difficulties are examined. It is natural that in such a large body of material there should be a good many

points of philological detail which it would be tempting to discuss here, but to do so would fill this volume

of Journal and distract attention from the vital point, namely, that here is, as near as may be, a definitive

edition of these texts. Perhaps therefore the best service that this reviewer can render the book is to under-

line his opinion, based on careful independent e.xamination of a good proportion of the original documents,

that those unfamiliar with the demotic script can rely on Professor Liiddeckens’s translations as approximat-

ing to the best that can be done at the present stage of our know ledge. His strict grammatical exegesis has

been of value here in elucidating the precise meaning, more particularly of verbal forms, w here previous

publications have been vague or erratic. He has also been well served by his printers and proot-readers.

A very trying piece of compositors’ work has been accomplished with a mere handful of printers errors.

Professor Liiddeckens’s survev of the published material, as mentioned earlier, is as far as I know

complete, with the exception of fragmentary documents, which he lists and promises to republish later.

His document 18, which he describes as a papyrus once in the Louvre (fruher im Louvre befindheher

Papyrus), is in fact Pap.dem. British Aluseum 10394, originally labelled ‘Hay 479’;- it is apparent from

related papyri not yet published that it comes from Armant.

In the chapters following the actual texts and philological commentary Liiddeckens examines various

detailed aspects of the contracts. Chapter II is an attempt to estimate the social and professional status

of the parties to the documents and of their scribes; it is useful, but from the nature of the eridcnce not

very conclusive. Chapter HI is a painstaking examination of the differences of expression and meaning in

the individual legal clauses into w Inch he divides the contracts. I his is to be read with reference to the tw elve

’ Including P.Cairo 34662, published in the article in Acta Orieiitalia quoted at the head of this review.

^ So correctly Pestman in his 'Commentary to the Durgrams’ under .A, no. ig on p. igi, and in his 'Inde

of Sources’, p, 221. ’Po Pestman's list of references add Revillout, Ctircstonuithie demotique, p. cxxxi, whic

contains a short summary of the document under its Hay number.

=r
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fold-in tables where he sets out in parallel the variants for each clause in the several documents ;
though some

what clumsy to use, these tables are invaluable for comparative study. Chapter IV deals with various

syntactical matters. In Chapter V Liiddeckens lists the composition of the fourteen groups into which he

divides the contracts on the basis of the clauses included and the order in which they are placed. He succeeds

thereby in showing clearly that the actual manner of drawing up the document and the matter included

depended far more upon the professional habits of groups of scribes at particular dates in particular towns

than upon any difference in the type of marriage or in the circumstances of the parties. This conclusion is

important, and as an analysis of the history of the composition of these contracts the chapter is valuable.

For an analysis of the difference in legal effect between the contracts, however, Pestman’s arrangement into

three categories, discussed below, is to be preferred. Bibliography and indexes complete Liiddeckens’s

book, the quality of which is perhaps best expressed by the German word eingehend.

Though Professor Liiddeckens comes down on the side of Junker and Edgerton in regarding the ‘marriage

contracts’ as settlements of property consequent upon marriage, and not as documents validating marriage

itself as Mustafa El-Amir thinks, he clearly did not intend in this book to examine fully the legal meaning
of the documents and the effects of marriage in law in Ancient Egypt. He may perhaps consider that this

task is best left until all the unpublished material in the museums of Europe and Egypt is in print; at all

event, it would be unreasonable at the moment to ask more of Professor Liiddeckens than he has given us.

Mr. Pestman, however, has made a radical attempt to do this on the basis of our present knowledge.

Mr. Pestman bravely and justifiably reconsiders the problem ab initio. Though he scrupulously refers to

the opinions of former writers, his work does not build on theirs but proceeds directly out of the documents.

His book is thus an independent whole, and has its own logic. A summary of his treatment will help in

assessing its success.

Pestman divides the problem into two parts. In Part I he discusses the evidence of the documents
as to how marriage was legally effected (Chapter I), its consequences in family law and the law of per-

sons (Chapter II), and how it might legally be dissolved and the effects of the dissolution (Chapter III).

In Part II he is concerned with the effect of the provisions of the documents on the property of the

spouses. He does this by discussing the position of the parties before marriage (Chapter IV), the personal

property brought in to the conjugal household by the wife (Chapter V), the types of settlement of his

property the husband may make in consequence of marriage and their legal effect (Chapter VI), property

rights during marriage (Chapter VII), the application and result of the provisions of the document in case

of divorce (Chapter VIII), and a summary (Chapter IX). A concluding section sets forth the formal
arrangements of the contracts (Chapter X), and a brief final assessment of the legal status of women in

Egypt (Chapter XI).

It must be admitted that the division of the book into two parts inevitably involves Pestman in some
repetition, and it might fairly be alleged that what is deduced concerning the actual celebration and dissolu-

tion of marriage in Part I is mainly of a negative character. Yet I think that Pestman shows true legal

acumen in dividing the evidence concerning marriage from that concerning marital property, for this

articulation enables him to emphasize how much the documents are concerned with securing against

possible infringement the rights of the woman and her children to property, and how little they are con-
cerned with securing her rights of person. This is not because the latter did not exist, for some of them
are referred to. It is clear that a woman after marriage was still a legal persona, that she might continue to

be an ow ner, though administration and disposal of some parts of her property passed to her husband
;
that

she might lea\e her husband of her own free will, and do so without losing anything that she had brought
into the marriage;' and that if repudiated, the rights of her heirs were secured. The reason that the docu-
ments specificalK secure arrangements concerning property, maintenance, and inheritance w'hich may vary

in individual marriages, but not these more general rights of person, can only be because the latter were
acknowledged in Egypt, whether by statute or b)^ general consensus, and therefore no contractual agree-

ment was necessary to secure them.

This brings us to a problem w hich must be squarely faced. Pestman’s work has endorsed the view of

' Except in the instance of the ‘great sin’, i.e. probably adultery. It is remarkable that it would appear that
repudiation merely, and not death, was the penalty of adultery. Pestman does not comment on this.
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Junker and Edgerton that these documents are not validations of the marriage ceremony, but arrangements
concerning inheritance, maintenance, and property which might not be drawn up until some time after
marriage.' However, a ‘marriage contract’ can certainly not have been drawn up in the case of every mar-
riage; yet some settlement concerning property must always have been made. As Pestman has well seen,
the absence of documentary evidence does not mean that the legal settlement did not take place, but only
that it was not recorded on papyrus. Why this may have been we do not know; I should imagine that the
fees of notaries and possibly also of witnesses may have had to do with it. At all events, I think we must
accept that, despite the great reliance on documentary evidence by Egyptian courts in the Saite-Ptolemaic
Period, verbal agreements had legal force.

The possibility that agreements between the parties were not necessarily put into writing is also raised
in an acute form when we consider the division of the documents into classes. As we have seen, Liiddeckens
has shown that the inclusion and exclusion of certain clauses, and the order in which they are placed,
may often be due to local and temporal factors. Nevertheless, from a legal viewpoint, Pestman contends
rightly in my opinion—that the essential division is between (i) those documents (the majority) where
the man gives the woman a bridal gift {sp n hm t) and the property brought by her into the conjugal
household is listed with its money value (Pestman’s Class A) and (ii) those where the woman gives a
sum of money to the man (Pestman’s Classes B and C). In Class B, the money {hd n ir Im-t ‘money of be-
coming wife’), probably a real sum, is repayable on repudiation; should the husband not repav he is liable

to give his wife maintenance (srnh) at a stated rate. In Class C the sum of money {srnh) paid seldom
varies and is expressed in an outmoded formula; the payment was therefore probablv a legal fiction, but
carried with it the important obligation upon the husband of providing maintenance (also called srnh)

for his wife at a stated rate throughout marriage, and in the case of divorce until the agreement was ter-

minated by repayment of the notional sum. However, as Pestman points out, the payment of maintenance
(srnh) by the husband is regularly stipulated in those documents of Class A which were written in or

about Thebes between 315 and 169 b.c. and therefore may well have been a feature of other marriages

where documents of this class were drawn up, even though it is not mentioned. Similarly it is almost

inconceivable, as Pestman admits, that in marriages where documents of Classes B and C were drawn up
the wife brought no personal property into the conjugal household; yet no list of it occurs in them.

These omissions cause one to wonder whether the obligations undertaken on marriage may not have been
very similar, whichever form of documentation was adopted. How far this consideration may invalidate

Pestman’s conclusion that documents of Class A refer to a different type of marriage from those of Classes

B and C I leave to readers to judge.

To one problem concerning these contracts Pestman has offered a very attractive solution. Documents of

Class C {sh n srnh) were always accompanied by a ‘document of specie payment’ {sh e-the lit). sh e tbe ht

was drawn up at any transfer of property whether by gift, mortgage, loan, sale, etc. Actual transfer of owner-

ship, however, only took place on the passing from the first party to the second party another document,

generally, if inaccurately, called a ‘cession document’ {sh uy). Pestman has connected the presence of the

sh e-tbe ht with the fact that in documents of Class C the whole of the husband's property is made security in

case of his being unable to support the burden of the maintenance {srnh) of his wife imposed upon him. He
supposes that it is this property, which is potentially the wife’s as being her security, that is transferred by

the sh e-tbe ht. The one case in which we have a sh k\- which refers to an earlier sh srnh and sh e-tbe ht

(Pap.Louvre 2428) will then be a case where the husband’s property was actually forfeited owing to failure

to continue maintenance. This suggestion seems to me far more convincing than Liiddeckens’s remarks on

the same subject (p. 24). My only reservation is that in the case of documents of Class B, where the husband’s

property is similarly made security, there is never a parallel sh e-tbe ht. This calls for explanation. However,

it may be noted that after 145 B.C., when Ptolemy Philometor passed a decree concerning the registration of

‘ I think, however, in general they are most likely to have been drawn up at the time of marriage, when the

contractual relationship between man and wife (or father-in-law) was first undertaken, though the arguments

on pp. 26-30 prove that the document might be drawn up later. El-.kmir’s point that ir-y-Vt n hm-t ‘I have

made you wife’ refers to the recent conclusion of solemnization appears to me a good one
;
for the narrative

sdm-f, which is perfect and not preterite as Pestman rightly points out, frequently refers in demotic documents
to a legal act that has just been performed.
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demotic documents, documents of Classes B and C were regularly registered in the Government archi\ es,

whereas those of Class A never were. Pestman may well be right in associating this with the fact that a

man’s propertv is pledged in security in Classes B and C only.

Enough has been said to show the quality of Pestman’s legal acumen, and the clarity and usefulness of

his analysis. ^Moreover, he gives in mv view good grounds, which cannot be discussed here, for believing

that the legal position reflected by these documents may have been substantially that which subsisted in

earlier periods of Pharaonic Egvpt—a point of the first importance. One has, however, grave doubts about

the categories to which he has assigned certain of the earlier documents. For instance, is it really proper

to assign Pap.B.iNL 10120 or Pap.Brvce to Class B? This is a matter of some moment, for if these

are wrongly placed the incidence of the class is confined to the years after 190 b.c. instead of stretching

back into the sixth century. Pestman is also occasionally tempted into the kind of over-legalistic interpreta-

tion of Egyptian documents that marred some of Sethe’s work and for which Gardiner criticized Edgerton’s

interpretation of the Nauri decree of Sethos I. As typical instances chosen at random I would quote the

argument at the bottom of p. 98, where it is clear that the alternative between returning the wife’s personal

propertv or its monev value is intended to secure the wife’s rights, not to act to the advantage of the hus-

band; and the argument on p. 103 that the ‘money of becoming wife’ may have been a fictitious payment,

which is in my \iew stultified bv the figures given on the same page. In summarizing he also occasionally

puts a strain on his evidence, as, for instance, in the confident statement in the last sentence of the penul-

timate paragraph on p. 52. Nevertheless, these slips are the e.xception
;
and in general, considering the welter

of confusing documentation, the argument is clear and well sustained.

In this connexion the reader must be warned that the English translation is far from perfect. Though

the translator, Mrs. Klasens, who is a lawyer, has evidently spent great pains on the work and has correctly

interpreted the legal terms, there still remain certain passages which are ungrammatical and unidiomatic.

Few of these inhibit understanding, but they do increase the burden of reading. The format and printing

of the book are good.

The publication of these books provokes a final remark. Between them they assemble, organize, and re-

assess all the available evidence on a single topic of great interest for the social history of Egypt. There are

many other such topics in Egyptology, the sources for which are buried in books and periodicals stretching

back over a hundred years, which urgently require review. Egyptologists are few, and the inevitable tendency

is for new material to accrue without radical re-assessment of the old. The vital work of compilation and

analysis requires industry, clear thinking and, in many cases, co-operation. Let us hope that these two praise-

worthy volumes are a good augury for the future in this direction.

H. S. Smith

Le Papyrus Jumilhac. By J.vcques \ andier. Paris 1962. Pp. 349. Pis. 12, bound together in a separate

insertion. No price given.

This is a book that will be a puzzle to the casual reader, but a veritable mine of information to the diligent

student. It is, indeed, not a book to be glanced at casually, for the nature of its contents is such that a surer

deterrent from the Egyptological passion could scarcely be conceived. Yet all students of Egyptian religion

and mythology, of the byways of iconography, and of certain geographical problems, w ill be peculiarly

grateful to Monsieur Yandier for his extended study of a difficult but important document. It has been known
for years that this work was in progress and occasional articles based on particular points have issued from

Vandier's pen from time to time giving hints of the contents of the text.' Now that the final publication

has been issued, the magnitude of Vandier’s task can be fully realized and the extent of his understanding

of the duties of a first editor of a te.xt wholly appreciated. For the volume contains not simply a straight

exegesis of the text, but also a series of useful essays on the principal elements embodied in the text.

‘ E.g. ‘Quelques remarques sur le xvim" nome de Haute Egypte’, MDAIK 14, 20S IT.; ‘Le Dieu Shou dans
le Papyrus Jumilhac’, ibid. 15, 268 ff.
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The Jumilhac Papyrus (Louvre pap. 171 10), once in the famous Sabatier Collection, was acquired by the

Louvre in 1945 from Count Odet de Jumilhac. It is 8-962 m. long, verv little of the original length of the

document having apparently been lost, and is now mounted as 23 sheets. The text is written in hieroglyphs

and is accompanied by a series of finely drawn vignettes that occupy in most cases the lower parts of the

sheets. At some time after it was written the text was carefully revised and corrections made both within

the body of the text and in the margins. In the latter case the point at which the correction is to be made
is often indicated by a sign resembling an inverted circumflex accent. The margins in places also contain

glosses written in a script which is here described as demotic, although it may be more closelv related to

hieratic (as Vandier observes). The first chapter of the book is devoted to a careful examination of the

document from a physical and material point of view
;
each sheet is separately described and all the additions

and corrections listed and the demotic glosses expounded. From the character of the demotic writing the

glosses may be dated to the late Ptolemaic Period or early Roman Period and it is thought that the text itself

was written only a little earlier.

An interesting fact that emerges from the physical e.xamination of the papyrus is that in a number of

places patches have been applied to cover up tears and small holes. In some cases signs have been covered

by these patches and this evidence shows that the text must have been much used and probably, therefore,

much valued in antiquity. This fact is in some ways surprising because it postulates an interest in the con-

tents of the papvrus which is of some significance from the point of view of the attitude of the Egyptians

to their religious traditions in this late period. The text of the Jumilhac Papvrus is devoted to myths and

legends in the tradition of the XVIIIth nome of Upper Egypt, that is the district on the eastern bank of the

Nile between el-Hiba in the north and Tihna in the south. In the great periods of Egypt’s history the nome-

capital was Hardai (Cynopolis), but at the time when this text was written it seems that the district no longer

existed as a separate administrative unit. Nevertheless, the local sanctuaries remained active and the compli-

cated local versions of Egyptian religious traditions were apparently jealously preserved—the more so per-

haps because the area had lost its administrative independence. The versions of ancient legends given here

—

they are not expounded but simply told—closely involve the towns and localities of the old XVIIIth nome

and the geographical details that emerge from the text enable Vandier to study the geography of the area

comprehensively. The information gained, as is usually the case with te.xts of this kind, is thin and without

much background, but is yet of great value because very little is known of this part of Egypt in antiquity.

The form of presentation of the myths and legends in the papyrus is such that considerable skill has to

be exercised to extract the principal themes and to trace their development in the text. In two chapters

(III and IV) Vandier summarizes and explains the legends, distinguishing three principal themes and a

number of secondary themes. This part of the book is at once the most interesting and the most difficult;

most interesting because here it is made clear how' the versions of national legends current in the XVIIIth

nome were specially adapted for local consumption; most difficult because the text is so elusive and im-

precise. In the unravelling and exposition of this maze of ideas Vandier has performed a notable task. He
makes great use of the other collections of late religious te.xts, the inscriptions in the Ptolemaic and Roman

temples, and he rightly points out that each of these temples is, like the Jumilhac Papyrus, the repository

of the religious traditions of one locality. It may be argued from the existence of this papyrus and from

the evidence of its great use, that Egyptian religion in the late Ptolemaic and early Roman Periods was a

much more lively force than is generally believed. Likewise, the texts in the great late temples may indicate

more than just the passion of close circles of priests for preserving locally the religion of their ancestors.

In the Jumilhac Papyrus the principal legends dealt with concern the god Anti, the ‘boxes’ of Horus, and

the Jjstt-hezst; the secondary legends involve Osiris, the conflict between Anubis and Seth, the contests

between Horus and Seth and between Isis and Seth, and a few others briefly touched on. The translation of

the text of the papvrus, wffiich has been accomplished with great care, is accompanied by a long commen-

tary' devoted to the elucidation of particular points in the text. This commentary is additional to the chapters

in which the geographical and mythical elements of the text are variously treated, and it is full of interesting

information; a wealth of comparative material is brought to support translations of difficult passages and

to substantiate interpretations. For the contents of this papyrus are admittedly obscure and elusive.

The volume is completed by a chapter devoted to the description of the vignettes, a chapter in which the

grammar of the texts is analysed (the language used is a derived form of Middle Egyptian like those found in
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the texts of the various Ptolemaic temples—but lacking the eccentric orthography of the temple texts) and

very full indexes. It is altogether an admirable publication in which the author has done a very great deal

to render an exceptionally difficult document understandable.

T. G. H. James

A Descriptive Catalogue of the Greek Papyri in the Collection of Wilfred Merton, F.S.A. Volume II. Edited

by B. R. Rees, H. I. Bell, J. W. B. Barns. Dublin, Hodges Figgis & Co., Ltd., 1959. Pp. xiv+209,

pis. 46. Price ^8. 8r.

Un premier volume de Merton Papyri, public en 1948, par Sir Harold Bell et C. H. Roberts, avait ete

salue avec faveur tant pour I’importance des textes presentes que pour la qualite de leur publication et

I’interet d’une illustration photographique integrale. Ce sont les memes satisfactions que nous procure ce

deuxieme volume. Si la plupart des papyrologues britanniques y ont collabore de pres ou de loin, le volume

parait sous une triple signature, celle de Sir Harold Bell qui se trouve au depart de I’entreprise, celle du
Rev. J. W. B. Barns, qui, il y a de longues annees, dans le cadre d’un doctorat, a pu assurer I’edition de

vingt inedits, et, enfin, celle du Professeur B. R. Rees, qui, depuis 1952, assura la mise au point et la publica-

tion du volume. Comme dans le cas du premier tome, un papyrus testamentaire et quelques textes litteraires

sont suivis d’une longue serie de documents classes chronologiquement depuis I’epoque ptolemaique

jusqu’a I’occupation arabe.

Pour le 51
, fragment d’un codex de papyrus (in' s. apres J. -C.), les rapports, tres proches, avec £v. Luc

vi-vin ne peuvent malheureusement pas etre definis avec precision. Parmi Its papyrus litteraires, deux sont

d’un interet majeur, et particulierement le n° 52 , un fragment de volumen de I’Odysse'e datable du I®'"

siecle avant notre ere (remploi au verso pour un document en Fan 5 av. J.-C.). II s’agit d’une fin de rouleau,

dont la derniere colonne ne comportait, au haut, que cinq vers: la fin du chant II (w. 431-4) suivie du
premier vers du chant HI. Entre ^434 et yi, pas d’interligne plus large, mais, dans la marge gauche, une
coronis avec paragraphos. II s’agit la d’un precede de librairie destine a faciliter le reperage du volumen
suivant, a une epoque ou le debut des rouleaux ne comporte en principe pas de litre. Ce precede, qui rappelle

quelque peu les reclamantes, vienl d’etre atteste par deux autres fins de rouleaux homeriques du meme
I®-- siecle publics par Mademoiselle M. Vandoni: P.Milan inv. 414 (= Lameere 043), fin de/fet 0 i, avec
coronis a paragraphos, et P.Milan inv. 212 (= Lameere 081), fin de A et fti (marge gauche perdue). P.Oslo

68, de meme epoque, en est peut-etre un autre exemple. Les editeurs connaissaient un cas plus recent,

P.Lond. 136 verso (Milne ii), r® siecle apr. J.-C., oil la fin de J est suivie deE 1 et du litre MMdOE J

;

encore s agit-il peut-etre dans ce cas d une disposition empruntee a un modele de librairie plus ancien.

J’ai montre ailleurs {Chroniqtte d’figypte, 36 (1961), n° 71, pp. 216-18) que le P.Lefort de I’Universite de
Louvain (= \V. Lameere, Aperfus de paleographic homerique, n° i, pp. 15—53) Rtteste probablement le

meme procede beaucoup plus tot, des la deuxieme moitie du iii' siecle ou le debut du n' siecle: le fragment
b de ce papyrus (Lameere, pi. V6) semble en effet appartenir, contrairement a I’opinion de son editeur, a
une fin de volumen oil

<f> 434 est suivi du seul ^i. Sur le plan de la critique textuelle, 52 omet le vers /3407
avec P.Oxy. 773 et plusieurs manuscrits medievaux. (Dans la Table of Papyri, p. xiii, tranferer la mention
B.c. de 53 a 52.)—54 (Euripide, Phoenissae, 768-90 et 793-806; deuxieme moitie du ii' siecle a.d.) est ecrit

au verso d’un document de I’Arsinoite. II faut y voir une copie d’ecolier d’un passage ou meme de toute

cette tragedie, I’une des plus lues d’Euripide, plutot qu’une ‘edition sur verso’. Bien que la qualite du texte

se ressente de son origine modeste, le fragment n en a pas moins son interet dans la constitution d’un texte
oil les manuscrits medievaux ont multiplie les problemes. Avec les scholies, le papyrus presente dipos- au
V. 786, et, avec tous les manuscrits, en un evonXov que I’on a considere souvent comme metriquement
inacceptable. En /83, il donne le texte correct TTpoaevgo^cada.. Avec Kirchhoff, ilomet le vers 778, et I’omis-
sion de 800 est interessante; celle de 781 s’impose moins, sans etre a rejeter d’emblee. En 773, oil les manu-
scrits ont fiofifas eyetv, je me demande s il ne faut pas lire egoj, plutot que des editeurs; de toute
fagon, les trois dernieres lettres sont douteuses, du moins sur la photo.

L’un des deux documents ptoldmaiques retiendra I’attention des juristes
(
59

, Crocodilopolis, 154 ou 143
av. J.-C.). A la suite d’une ivTtv^is d’Asklapon devant les chrematistes centre (son epouse) Antigona, et
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avant que la procedure soit engagee, les epoux conviennent de se separer a I’amiable, probablement sur

torts mutuels. IIs etablissent un accord, avec x^i-poypo.<j>ia et serment, suivant lequel le mari est delii^ des

obligations nees du contrat de mariage et renonce aux griefs formules dans Venteuxis, tandis qu’Antigona

recouvrera sa dot, et particulierement son esclave Opora. Cette avyxojpiqcri’s, qui occupe le centre du docu-

ment, est precedee d’une note actant le depot de I’accord avant I’audience, et est suivie d’une note de la

meme main qui fait connaitre le jugement {KpLvo^ev), qui donne force a la synchoresis et ordonne que copie

en soit envoyee au TTpaK-cap ^evtKcuv. L’adresse en tetc du document montre qu’il s’agit preciscment de

I’exemplaire destine au praktor.

Les n°® 61 a 85 et 87 appartiennent a la periode imperiale, et forment un bon echantillonnagc des con-

trats, declarations, comptes et surtout lettres de cette epoque.—La lettre d’introduction 62 (6 apres J.-C.)

oil un Sarapion apparait comme crpar-pyos koi yvpvaaiapxos semble fournir un terminus post quern tres

proche de la reorganisation de la strategic.—La lettre 63 (nome arsinoite, an 57), au sujet de contributions

pieuses (euae'/Seta) pour le temple de Souchos, signale qu’il a etc fait appel a tons, meme aux classes privi-

legiees: les ’Paip-aLoi, les JlAelavSprij, et les Ka-ot/coui'-es- ev rqj lApaivoirrj.—En 68 (contrat de location,

Karanis, an 137), 1
. 4, aSeXpSovs ne doit pas etre corrigeen ;

en effet, le doublet (nominatif en -iSr/j ?)

avec genitif en -i8ovs (accentuation incertaine) est atteste au genitif dXeXffuhovs comme pour OvyarpiSovs, cf.

Aegyptus 32 (1952), 401.—Dans le compte 70 (an 159), releve mensuel etabli par des eTrn-rypr^rai corrjy.

il faut modifier la lecture de la ligne 8 oil vavvov (interprete comme l avXov) ne pout etre rctenu. II faut lire

en fait imTrjprjral <Lvr^^ ttXvvqv yvacfiiaiv (la premiere lettre de irAvi'ou est certainement 77; pour le A, voir

.MTroAAcdi'iou a la 1 . 2); cf. la virpiKi^ ttAuVov dans les ostraca ptolemaiques Tait 1 , Bodl. 37, 39 et 126.

—

Dans 71
, 3 lire 'HpaKXfiSLaCip, nom bien atteste a I’epoque romaine ; a la 1 . 2, la correction x'rXKo'jpLa' ra)

est peut-etre inutile, I’adjectif x°^xS- pouvant se rapporter aux deux objets inventories a cct endroit : oippos

Kal x’xXxiup.a .— La declaration des sitologues 77 au stratege Appianos (Aarawr, 182), scrait datee, si Ton

suit I’edition, suivant un formulaire irregulier; en fait il faut lire 18-20: (iVow) Ky MdpKov Avp-pMov
j

KopLjip^pv AvTOjyffypy (7€^a<jT(oO)
j

AOvp x\ libelle bien connu, particulierement au Fa\oum.

Parmi les papyrus protobyzantins, signalons 88, 89 , 91 , 92 qui appartiennent comme P.Merton i, 30

et 31 aux archives d’Aurelius Isidores.—La date du reyu 86 (an 296) presente, contraireinent a 1 edition,

un formulaire regulier (avec redoublement, banal a cette epoque, de I’abreviation de erov;); car il faut lire

1
. 5 (erovs) Kal (erovs) tafi xal (erovs) ’E-rreip S, cf. pi. XVII (^i).—La serie des textes byzantms se

termine par 100 (nome arsinoite, 699), I’ordre de requisition deja public dans Aegyptus, 31 (1951), 307 sqq.

Au debut meme de ce compte rendu, j’ai dit comment ce volume avail retrouve la qualite et 1 interet

du P.Merton 1 . Le commentaire des textes, et surtout les introductions cclairent a la lois le document et la

categorie de textes (les listes en sont donnees ou complctees) a laquelle ils appartiennent. L ouvrage en

devient ainsi un instrument de travail que des indices complctent hcurcusement. Quant a 1 illustration, elle

fournit a la fois un riche complement a la paleographie documentaire et des repaires datables pour plusieurs

types d’ecritures de librairie.

Jean Bingen*
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